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Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute

Archives of the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute, c. 1870.
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Abstract
Mechanics’ Institutes were an integral element of the nineteenth-century British adult
education movement, which was itself part of an on-going radicalisation of the working
class. Such was the popularity of Mechanics’ Institutes, and so reflective of
contemporary British cultural philosophy, that they were copied throughout the British
Empire. The Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute, established in 1859, instilled a powerful,
male-gendered British middle-class influence over the cultural, social and educational
development of the Ballarat city. The focus of this study is to identify and analyse the
significance of the contribution made by the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute to the
evolving cultural development of the wider Ballarat community, with a particular
emphasis on the gender and class dimensions of this influence. This is done within the
context of debates about ‘radical fragments’ and ‘egalitarianism’.
Utilizing a methodology based on an extensive review of archival records, contemporary
newspapers held at the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute, and previously published research,
this study was able to show that, during the period from its inception in 1859 to 1880, the
Institute became a focal point for numerous cultural, social and educational activities. As
one of the few institutions open to all classes, it was in a position to provide a significant
influence over the developing culture of the Ballarat community. The study has also
identified the use made of the Institute’s School of Design by women and the
contribution of these educational classes to preparing women for employment outside
their traditional roles of wives and mothers.
The thesis argues that despite some early radical elements, the Ballaarat Mechanics’
Institute initially espoused liberal egalitarian values. By 1880, however, the Institute was
more readily identifiable as reflecting British, male, middle-class values.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Background to the study
The focus of this thesis is to identify and analyse the significance of the contribution made by the
Ballaarat 1 Mechanics’ Institute to the evolving cultural, educational and social dimensions of the
wider Ballarat community. In analysing the level of influence, the thesis considers those factors
that can most clearly be identified as significant, as well as those that are of a more intangible
nature. It also reflects on whether the evolution of the Institute in Ballarat was itself influenced
by outside events, both in the developing local community and those of a wider national scale.
The study focuses on a thirty-year period, from the first discovery of gold in the Ballarat district
in 1851 to 1880, by which time the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute was an established entity,
holding an acknowledged position within the developing community. Local demand for a
Mechanics’ Institute was led by local newspapers, with the Ballarat Star on one occasion
describing the need for such an Institute as ‘A Public Want and a Public Duty.’ 2 These words
reaffirm nineteenth-century British cultural ideals of self-help, self-improvement, and the duty
owed to those less fortunate.
The Mechanics’ Institute movement originated in Britain during the first half of the nineteenth
century, and was one of a number of responses to a widespread and rapidly evolving
radicalisation and politicisation of the newly urbanised working class. The principal aim of the
Institute movement was to provide education to illiterate young adult male ‘mechanics.’ At that
time, the term ‘mechanic’ was used to describe tradesmen, artisans and factory workers. The
movement became extremely popular and by 1850 there were estimated to be over 600 Institutes

1

There are two spellings for Ballarat. The earlier, ‘Ballaarat,’ was adopted by the Ballaarat Mechanics’
Institute and is used exclusively in this thesis when the Institute is mentioned. The more usual spelling,
with a single ‘a’ is used in all other instances.
2
“A Public Want and a Public Duty,” Ballarat Star, Ballarat, 17 December 1858, p. 2.
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scattered throughout Britain. 3 Within a few years of its inception, the movement had spread
throughout much of the British Empire, including North America, South Africa, New Zealand
and the newly established colonies in Australia.
Many previous works have looked at the Mechanics’ Institute movement as it evolved, both in
Britain and in Australia. Valuable contributions to knowledge have been made by such
nineteenth-century historians as James Hole, J W Hudson and Thomas Kelly, each of whom
examined the movement’s early development in Britain. More recently, Ian Inkster has provided
an excellent contemporary analysis of the movement’s strengths and weaknesses. Other
historians such as Philip Candy, John Laurent, Peter Mansfield, Alex Tyrell and Marc Askew
have reviewed the spread of the Institute movement in Australia. Most of the existing works
concentrate on the educational and literary aspects of Mechanics’ Institutes. They provide an
extensive outline of the evolution of the movement, with later writers substantially endorsing the
traditional interpretations. However, despite the numerous texts available there is still a lack of
research focussing on the cultural and social aspects of the Institute movement as it evolved. This
lack is particularly apparent in the colonial setting. It is not the object of this work to address that
particular task, important as it is. Such a course would entail taking a much wider approach than
is available in this thesis. Rather, it is intended to present a case study of one Institute’s impact on
the cultural life of a city, in the expectation that it can illustrate more widespread trends during
the second half of the nineteenth century.
A number of historians have addressed aspects of the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute, notably
Keith Davison, 4 Peter Mansfield, 5 Marc Askew, 6 Austin McCallum 7 and Nathan Spielvogel.8
Whilst providing a valuable overview of the Institute, particularly in regard to its library, they
leave unanswered a number of questions surrounding the Institute’s cultural, educational and
social influence. A study of this nature is useful for several reasons. Firstly, this thesis argues
3

J W Hudson, The History of Adult Education, in Which Is Comprised a Full and Complete History of the
Mechanics’ and Literary Institutions, Athenaeums, Philosophical, Mental and Christian Improvement
Societies, Literary Unions, Schools of Design, Etc of Great Britain, Ireland, America, Etc., London,
Longman, Brown, Green & Longman, 1851, p. vi, states ‘… we have a complete record of 610
Institutions with 102,050 subscribing members, and possessing 691,500 volumes in their libraries.’
4

Keith Davison, The Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute 1859-1951 and the Influence of Henry Cole Batten
1911-1951, MA Thesis, Graduate Department of Librarianship, Monash University, 1993.
5
Peter Mansfield, Public Libraries in Ballarat: 1851 - 1900, an Analysis of the Development and
Stagnation of Ballarat East Free Library, the Ballarat Mechanics’ Institute Library, and the City of
Ballaarat Free Library between 1851 - 1900, PhD Thesis, Deakin University, 2000.
6
Marc Richard Askew, The Diffusion of Useful Knowledge: Mechanics’ Institutes in Nineteenth Century
Victoria, MA Thesis, Graduate School of Librarianship, Monash University, 1982.
7
A McCallum, A History of Ballarat Libraries, Ballarat, Central Highlands Regional Library Service,
1978.
8
Nathan Spielvogel, The Spielvogel Papers, Vol. 1, Ballarat, Ballarat Historical Society, 1974; and Nathan
Spielvogel, The History of the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute, Ballarat, 1929, Handwritten manuscript held
at the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute.
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that the Institute played a central role in assisting with the cultural development of Ballarat
during its initial establishment phase. Secondly, through examining the wealth of archival
material held in the Institute, a picture of an important aspect of social life in a colonial gold
mining town emerges. Thirdly, this study will discuss the appropriateness of adult education
classes provided by the Institute and their level of acceptance by the Ballarat community.
Fourthly, there will be an examination of the role of women within the Ballaarat Mechanics’
Institute and the manner in which the Institute may have been able to provide a benefit to women
through education.
Because the pattern of social and cultural change is so closely interwoven with nineteenthcentury aspirations of providing basic education to the uneducated adult working class, it is
impossible to separate each aspect. Therefore, each section of this study will include reflections
of all of the above elements. This re-creation of life in a rapidly developing city has the potential
to add new insight and rigour into the debate on a formative period of the district’s history, with
the possibility of providing wider application for future research.
During the course of this research, it became apparent that in order to establish the Ballaarat
Mechanics’ Institute’s relevance and influence within its local community during the period
under consideration, an examination of the process of institutional transplantation from its British
origins into the colonial situation was required. The related question of the relative levels of
support given to the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute by various social groups within the emerging
Ballarat community was a further core element. The research demanded that some consideration
be given to the social movements of the period, particularly those which promoted the education
of the working class, and in particular education of young adults.
The Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute was not established until 1859. Prior to the discovery of gold
in 1851 the local indigenous population and a small number of Europeans, including squatters,
only sparsely occupied the district. During the 1850s, the population fluctuated wildly as
prospectors moved from one gold strike to the next. The transitory progress of these early
prospectors has been described by nineteenth-century writer Mary Gaunt, who said ‘No one came
to settle at Ballarat, every man was but a bird of passage, and, at first, no man dreamt of making a
home here.’ 9 However, by the latter years of that decade, the richness of the gold deposits in the
Ballarat district saw the population of the newly established township expanding at a consistently
rapid rate. Although they came from many different countries, a large majority of this growing

9

Mary Gaunt, “Ballarat,” in E E Morris (ed.), Australia’s First Century 1788 - 1888, Hornsby, Child &
Henry Publishing Pty Ltd, 1982, p. 181.
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population was British-born. 10 They brought with them a rich cultural heritage that included a
knowledge, and sometimes personal experience, of the Mechanics’ Institute movement. These
men, and the majority were men during the initial stages, came from varied backgrounds.
However, they were generally young, energetic and were by nature, entrepreneurial, which
Geoffrey Serle has argued led to Australia developing within a ‘dominant framework of secular
liberalism.’ 11 Within a short time, they began to seek to establish institutions and social structures
with which they were both familiar and comfortable, and which emulated, to a large degree, the
established societal norms of Britain.
Louis Hartz in his theory of ‘fragmentation’ proposed that all ‘new’ nations established by ‘old’
European nations took on the dominant culture existing at the time of colonisation. He argued
that Australia’s colonisation reflects the ‘radical’ fragment of British cultural development. 12
This thesis proposes to test the Hartz ‘fragmentation’ theory, particularly as it may have related to
the establishment and evolution of the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute within the wider Ballarat
culture during the three decades following the discovery of gold in the district. The study will
also reflect on J B Hirst’s proposition that much of the early development, particularly on the
goldfields, was predicated on a culture of egalitarianism. 13 The work of Geoffrey Serle will be
used to support Hirst’s proposition. 14
During the early years following its establishment, the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute provided
one of the few socially acceptable venues for interaction between all sections of the local
community. The following chapters will show that the Institute was anxious to claim that it
accepted membership from diverse religious backgrounds, welcomed men, women and children
as members, and ostensibly presented itself as a venue for social interaction, educational
advancement and rational, morally uplifting, leisure-time activities for all sections of the local
community. Archival records show that the men who comprised successive committees saw the
Mechanics’ Institute as forging a leading role in the cultural development of Ballarat during the
second half of the nineteenth century. The scope of activities conducted within, and by, the
10

Whilst it is acknowledged that there are a number of important differences, for the purposes of this thesis
the term ‘British’ includes those born in England, Scotland, Wales and Ireland. This approach echoes that
of Linda Colley, Britons: Forging the Nation 1707-1837, New Haven, Yale University Press, 1992, p. 6.
11

Geoffrey Serle, From Deserts the Prophets Come: The Creative Spirit of Australia, 1788-1972,
Melbourne, William Heinemann Australia Pty Ltd, 1974, pp. 21 – 22.
12
Louis Hartz, The Founding of New Societies Studies in the History of the United States, Latin America,
South Africa, Canada, and Australia, New York, Harcourt, Brace & World Inc., 1964, p. 3.
13
John Hirst, Sense & Nonsense in Australian History, Melbourne, Black Inc. Agenda, 2006. This will be
discussed in depth in Chapter 2. Refer also to John Hirst, “Egalitarianism,” in S L Goldberg and F B Smith
(eds), Australian Cultural History, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1988.
14
See Geoffrey Serle, The Golden Age: A History of the Colony of Victoria, 1851-1861, Melbourne,
Melbourne University Press, 1963.
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Institute, will be shown to have encompassed most sections of the community and involved many
aspects of their daily lives.
This study then argues that the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute was, for several decades, one of the
most significant social venues where a broadly-based proportion of the developing local
community could gather together. In a district lacking many of the institutions and amenities
considered essential to more developed communities, the Mechanics’ Institute became one of the
principal venues for political, social, religious and educational activities. Many of these, although
widely reported in local newspapers of the period, have disappeared from the memories and
knowledge of more recent writers. By examining the wealth of documentary evidence relating to
the Institute at this formative period of its existence, a picture of the day-to-day life in Ballarat at
that time emerges, particularly as it relates to the activities of the Mechanics’ Institute.
There is one further aspect that this study will examine. This concerns the involvement of women,
particularly in relation to their role in the social, educational and administrative dimensions of the
Institute. There continues to be an under-representation of literature on the lives of Ballarat
females during the nineteenth century, with little written about their involvement in public life,
and in particular their role at the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute. This represents a fundamental
gap in the current knowledge and understanding of the influence provided by the Ballaarat
Mechanics’ Institute on the social, cultural and educational evolution of the Ballarat district
during that period.

Aim of the study
The aim of this study therefore is to clarify whether, and in what manner, the Ballaarat
Mechanics’ Institute was able to exert an influence over the cultural, social and educational
development of the wider Ballarat community, with a particular emphasis on the gender and class
dimensions of this influence, during the period from the Institute’s inception in 1859 to 1880.

Arguments
In order to achieve its aims, the thesis will argue the following core propositions:
a)

That the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute instilled a powerful, male-gendered, British
middle-class influence over the cultural, social and educational development of the
Ballarat city and region, and that in turn, the Mechanics’ Institute was itself influenced
by evolving local social demographics.
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b)

That within existing cultural contexts, the Institute was instrumental in providing an
avenue through which females were able to extend their social engagement into the
public sphere.

c)

That the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute adapted the original British model in response to
local requirements and conditions.

Scope of the study
The peak of expansion and influence of the Mechanics’ Institute movement in Australia occurred
from the 1850s to the beginning of the twentieth century. During this period, Mechanics’
Institutes were replicated in most large towns and cities, as well as hundreds of small rural
communities throughout the colonies. This thesis focuses on the development of the Ballaarat
Mechanics’ Institute during the period from the discovery of gold in the Ballarat district in 1851
to 1880, which provides a manageable period in terms of the available data, whilst at the same
time is also of sufficient length to provide adequate evidence to support the contention that the
Institute provided a formative influence on the developing culture of the surrounding district.
Equally importantly, it is argued that this was also the period of the Institute’s major expansion
and influence.
This study proposes to examine both primary and secondary documentary sources. The relevance
of social and cultural factors contemporary to the thesis will be considered within the context of
the activities of the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute. Factors impacting on education during this
period will be examined, as will the involvement of women and the importance of the
Mechanics’ Institute to their evolving role within the wider Ballarat community.
The Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute has maintained most of the archival records used in this thesis.
The Institute was fortunate in employing just one secretary during its first fifty years, and this
secretary, W H Batten, was meticulous in preserving all the records, including those of
committee and annual meetings, secretary’s reports, correspondence, financial records, and other
memorabilia. Access to this extensive primary archival resource was kindly made available for
this study by the committee of the Institute. It is fortunate that these records, although yet to be
fully catalogued, provide us with a day-to-day account of the activities of the Institute. The
correspondence, both inward and outgoing, allows researchers an opportunity to observe the
functioning of the Institute, from requests for the hire of rooms to the arranging of series of
lectures; from the ordering of books for the library shelves to the expulsion of members for the
theft of books. The Minute Books of committee meetings, together with the financial records and
Annual Reports, provide evidence of the debates that occurred over such issues as whether to
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open the library on Sundays, the establishment of debating and chess clubs and a billiard room
within the Institute, as well as which classes should be held.
While the extensive bank of material relating to the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute is the primary
source of the core work of this thesis, considerable use has been made of reports concerning the
Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute that were printed in the local Ballarat newspapers during the
second half of the nineteenth century. Many of these newspapers gave extensive coverage of the
Institute’s activities; in many instances publishing entire speeches and lectures. In addition, the
social events held at the Institute, both those organised by the Institute’s committee and also
those conducted by outside organisations who hired the Institute’s facilities, were also reported
by local newspapers, thus providing current researchers with a contemporary view of life in the
early gold rush period and the period of consolidation that followed. These newspapers offer an
extensive day-to-day overview of community life in a rich and rapidly developing rural city
during the second half of the nineteenth century. It will be suggested that it was largely the
influence of the regular exhortations of these newspapers that both encouraged and challenged
local citizens regarding the lack of an institution of adult learning. As a result, a number of
groups, over a period of some five years, set in motion plans for an Institute of adult learning,
which although not successful, eventually led to the establishment of a Mechanics’ Institute in
1859.
Secondary sources have included local histories, both contemporary to the nineteenth century, as
well as the works of more recent authors. These records have proved informative and help to
build a more comprehensive picture of both the culture within which this thesis is set, and the
influence wielded by the various activities of the Mechanics’ Institute. Use has also been made of
Parliamentary Statutes, Hansard reports and government records, in support of issues discussed in
this study.
Previous histories of both the Mechanics’ Institute movement, and of the development of Ballarat
during the nineteenth century, assist in situating this thesis within the context of the period and
location chosen for study. The extensive range of material available, together with the proposed
scope and timeframe of this research present an opportunity to uncover the dynamics of
successive phases of the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute and its consequential social, cultural and
educational impact, from both an internal perspective and from the wider community’s view.
Whilst it is acknowledged that there would be value in undertaking a comparative study of the
Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute and other similar Institutes such as those at Bendigo, Castlemaine
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and Geelong, the author has chosen the case study method to achieve the purpose of analysing
the impact of a specific Mechanics’ Institute on a newly developing community.

Overview of the study
To achieve the aims listed above, the thesis consists of the following sections. Chapter 1 sets the
framework for the research. It provides a background to the study, together with the arguments
and hypotheses and gives an outline of the scope and the areas of focus. Chapter 2 reviews
existing theoretical approaches to cultural, social and women’s history. It also considers the
literature specifically relating to the Mechanics’ Institute movement in Britain, Australia, and
more particularly Ballarat, as well as the culture within which the movement flourished. This
Chapter therefore establishes a theoretical base for the study.
Flowing on from the theoretical discussion, Chapter 3 examines the origins of the movement in
Britain. Drawing on the work of a wide group of both nineteenth and twentieth century historians,
it explores the culture of the period and the influence this provided over both the establishment
and later expansion of the movement throughout Britain and its impact on educational, social and
cultural development during this period. In addition, it studies the relationship between
Mechanics’ Institutes and the important issues of class and gender. The chapter includes an
examination of the social structure of Britain during the nineteenth century, to determine what
influence class divisions had on the establishment of the movement and the direction it took
during the second half of the nineteenth century. In order to provide a comparison for later
chapters, this section also examines some of the problems encountered by the movement in
Britain and what measures, if any, were taken to address these issues.
Chapter 4 presents an overview and analysis of life on the Ballarat goldfields during the 1850s
and the nascent township that emerged as the diggings’ population began to assume a degree of
permanency. With a population drawn from many countries, the study argues that it was the
‘remembered’ British cultural experience that was to the forefront. 15 However, rather than
adhering to a British model, the Mechanics’ Institute in Ballarat adapted to meet local
requirements. This section centres on the period from the mid 1850s to 1860. It debates the issues
that impeded the establishment of the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute, particularly the divisive east
versus west antagonism and the competing arguments over the relative merits of Mechanics’
Institutes and Industrial Institutes, as well as how these problems were overcome.
15

The issue of memory is discussed at length in Chris Healy, From the Ruins of Colonialism: History as
Social Memory, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1997, p. 4, where he describes history as
‘historical imagination, historical consciousness, popular memory or social memory.’
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Focussing on the 1860s, Chapter 5 looks at the struggle succeeding committees of management
of the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute faced, in first erecting an Institute building and finding the
funds to pay for it, while at the same time needing to set up the library, run lecture series and
establish classes. It highlights the personal commitment shown by successive committee
members to the Institute, as they struggled to solve a multitude of problems that arose during the
decade; problems such as the huge debt; the east versus west antagonism; fluctuating population
numbers; and the need to gain widespread community support to enable the Institute to survive in
a changing cultural environment.
The financial constraints experienced during the 1860s were magnified during the 1870s,
following the completion of the second stage of building. Chapter 6 makes use of archival
records of the Mechanics’ Institute, as well as a considerable bank of information from local
newspapers, to reflect on how the committee’s determination to erect such an imposing building
led to a lengthy period of economic indigence that almost resulted in bankruptcy. Much of this
decade parallels conditions in the previous ten years, particularly as regards the debt level. This
chapter particularly focuses on the methods used by the committee to raise sufficient funds to
repay the bank debt, whilst at the same time continuing to maintain and expand the facilities of
the Institute. It draws attention to the, perhaps unforseen, consequences arising from the many
fundraising events held during this period, many of which provided rare opportunities for the
social and cultural intermingling of all sections of the Ballarat community that would not
otherwise have been afforded them.
The final chapter integrates the findings that have emerged from this study, coming to a
conclusion as to the applicability of Hirst’s egalitarianism to the evolution of the social and
cultural dimensions of the Ballarat goldfields, and, to a lesser degree, the relativity of Hartz’s
theory of fragmentation. The chapter addresses the significance of the research topic, assesses the
value of the evidence that has been produced, identifies the limitations of the study, and
postulates some ideas about the future direction of the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute.
This research offers the opportunity and means to focus on institutional and community
interaction, in order to explore the concerns and objectives of those who founded and maintained
the Institute. Its aim is to examine not so much what these people and this movement said they
would do, but what they actually did, and why they were so willing to commit both their time and
personal financial resources to establishing an institution for the benefit of the whole community.
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The existence of a wide range of primary archival material held in the Ballaarat Mechanics’
Institute, and elsewhere, provided the means of studying contemporary conceptions of the
Institute’s functions and value, within a society and an environment generally foreign to that
from which the Mechanics’ Institute movement had evolved. It cannot be claimed that the
Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute is representative of all Victorian Mechanics’ Institutes. However,
it does exemplify some of the more significant features that were characteristic of many of the
nineteenth-century Institutes which spread so rapidly throughout Victoria.
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Chapter 2
Culture, class and Mechanics’ Institutes — Historiography
The writing of history, we can see, like history itself, changes
with the passage of time.
Jeremy Black & Donald M MacRaild (eds), Studying History, Basingstoke,
Macmillan Press Ltd., 2000, p. 83.

Overview
The rapid growth of Mechanics’ Institutes during the nineteenth century inevitably led to an
examination of this popular social movement by historians and social commentators. These
include some who were participants in the movement’s evolution, with their reviews presenting
first-hand, and sometimes local, experience of the period. Others studied its progress and
produced broader contextual histories explaining the movement’s evolution within the culture of
the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
The texts drawn upon in this chapter focus on the period from the generally accepted origins of
the Mechanics’ Institute movement in Britain in the first decade of the nineteenth century, to its
later expansion throughout the Empire and in particular to the colonies of Australia. This chapter
will address the aims of the thesis, as described in the previous chapter, through the work of a
number of authors. As stated, the historical framework of the period within which the Mechanics’
Institute movement developed has been the subject of much research and it is the purpose of this
chapter to synthesise some of this body of work, with a focus on the transmission of ideas from
the British Isles to the Australian colonies. It will set the framework of interpretation within
which the thesis is situated, and which informs both the motivation for the research and its
ultimate outcome.
Current perspectives on historical research are examined, and the theories of a number of
historians whose work has provided an influence over this study, are analysed. The chapter is
structured in such a way that each section reflects a particular aspect of the overall aim of this
thesis. Within a framework that includes the ‘fragmentation’ theory of Louis Hartz, and the
‘egalitarian’ perspective provided by John Hirst, the chapter examines the importance of
radicalism and ‘mateship’ to the newly established Australian colonies, together with the
transmission of ideas, particularly in terms of social culture, class, education and gender.
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Culture
There are almost as many approaches to the writing of cultural history as there are differing
theoretical definitions of the term ‘culture.’

16

As Stephen Alomes has written, ‘the world of

learning will be eternally grateful to the scholar who finally offers an irrevocable and impeccable
definition of culture.’ 17 Looking at the issue through an historical perspective, Peter Goodall
finds that culture is not ‘the invention of our own time,’ nor is it comprised of one single issue
that is readily identifiable; rather it becomes an important issue in times of change and conflict. 18
Peter Burke, whilst concurring with Goodall that cultural history is not a new discovery, agrees
with Alomes that the meaning ‘still awaits a definitive answer.’ 19 Ralph Linton, on the other hand,
describes culture as ‘the mass of behaviour that human beings in any society learn from their
elders and pass on to the younger generation.’ 20 The breadth of subjects included within the
ambit of culture is also shown in Goldberg and Smith’s Australian Cultural History, 21 where they
include amongst an extensive list, discussion on religion, education, intellectuals, the monarchy,
exhibitions, egalitarianism, politics and art.
The study of history in terms of culture has not always been fashionable. Previous trends were to
look at history from the perspectives of politics, economics, or as social history. Today there are
numerous approaches to both the term ‘culture’ and the way in which it is studied. Some writers,
including Levine and Goodall, have explained culture in terms of high and low culture. 22 Taking
a different approach, authors such as Connell and Yeo discuss the importance of class to the
concept of culture. 23 Still other historians such as Jamrozik, Burgmann and Lee, approach the
term from the perspective of the differences between British culture and that of emerging
16
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Australian nationalism during the nineteenth century. 24 The significance of ideas of culture
during periods of change forms the basis of studies by Docker, Nadel and Yeo. 25 More recently,
Curthoys and Lake have explored the importance of ‘transnationalism,’ or the study of the ways
in which historical events have been influenced by processes and relationships that go beyond
national borders. 26 Each of these debates has some implications for this study.
Australian cultural development has frequently been seen in terms of an emerging nationalism,
often highlighting such stereotypes as the shearer and bullock-driver together with a typically
egalitarian spirit, 27 which George Nadel has described as ‘an important myth.’ 28 His powerful
analysis of the Mechanics’ Institute movement’s evolution throughout the Australian colonies,
argues in contrast to the mythological shearer culture, that from their beginning the Institutes
retained their British ‘middle-class character.’ 29 In identifying the seminal influence of early
immigrants on the development of an individual culture, Nadel concludes that:
The history of a new country is the history of immigrants. They are not mere founders in point of time; their
experiences, their protests and their hopes transcend time by prefiguring the chief characteristics of the
country into which each subsequent generation is born anew. In Australia the immigrants outnumbered those
born in the colony until the eighteen-sixties. By that time, much of what is typically Australian had already
been established. 30

Whilst pointing to the middle-class influence over the spread of Mechanics’ Institutes throughout
the Australian colonies, Nadel identifies several ‘operative class’ 31 members of the Sydney
Mechanics’ Institute committee who were to achieve social and civic prominence, which he
suggests provides evidence ‘for social and economic mobility in the colony.’ 32 The movement of
these men from a working class background into a more socially elevated position reflects, to
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Nadel’s satisfaction, evidence of the success of the Sydney Mechanics’ Institute in providing a
forum through which working class men were able to advance their economic and social status.
Furthermore, it has been argued that Australia has had a somewhat ambivalent relationship with
the mother culture, depending on whether culture or nationalism is being evaluated. Gerald
Wilkes explores the contrasting forces of Australian cultural progress and the rise of Australian
nationalism. He frames an hypothesis ‘that Australian cultural development is to be measured
against the standard of English culture, and Australian nationalism by its departure from English
values and loyalties,’ 33 arguing that ultimately the patterns of social life and developments in
social institutions show ‘a confluence of Australian and overseas traditions.’ 34 Head and Walter
argue that colonial society was ‘anti-intellectual’ and that Australia lacked the confidence, and
possibly the ability, to establish an individual culture and therefore was dependent on British
culture. 35 Although agreeing with this hypothesis, Moyal sees a changing cultural climate during
the 1850s. She points to the growing sense of ‘political nationalism and independence’ and ‘an
upsurge of self-awareness’ in the colonies. 36
The strong tie between colonial culture and English or British culture is emphasised by A A
Phillips, who also perceives a lack of self-assurance surrounding colonial culture, whether it is in
writing, music or art. He argues that this sense of insecurity continued through at least until the
middle of the twentieth century. As part of this ‘cultural cringe’ he points to the belittling of
writers such as ‘Banjo’ Patterson, and the lack of belief that ‘home-grown’ artists from whatever
field could take on the mantle of greatness when compared to their Anglo-Saxon rivals. 37
Australia has a tendency to make needless comparisons between ‘home-grown’ efforts in such
fields as literature and the arts, and that of our British counterparts and sometimes fails to
recognise the individualistic style that has developed over the past two hundred years. 38 The early
settlements may have shown that reality does not, however, mean that Australians have always
sought to replicate British culture. Phillips points to the spirit that was typified by the early
settlers throughout the colonies, which despite our convict heritage showed a ‘democratic spirit
[that] was flowing almost as freely as the rum. 39 Despite this evidence of a freedom of spirit,
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Phillips identifies patterns of behaviour and attitude that clearly indicate a reliance and
subservience to perceived British superiority in all things cultural. 40
The Mechanics’ Institutes then, were a social institution typical of the period; an example of
nineteenth-century culture which promoted a self-help philosophy in terms of educating the
working class and elevating their perceived low morality. Writing about this same period, with a
cultural-Marxist approach, E P Thompson takes the view that it is possible to ‘describe popular
Radicalism in these years as an intellectual culture.’ 41 Intertwined with the self-help and selfimprovement philosophy of the period, the Mechanics’ Institute movement was just one avenue
through which the uneducated working class was able to achieve literacy. Thompson points to the
growing politicisation of the culture that surrounded the nascent education of the working-class,
‘with its eager disputations around the booksellers’ stalls, in the taverns, workshops, and coffeehouses.’ 42
Other historians acknowledge the partisan nature of contemporary views and the generalisations
that are often made about events that can colour research undertaken at a later date. For example,
Kitson Clark, writing about culture and society in nineteenth-century Britain, stresses that
historians have no authority to consider their work as ‘an unquestionably and exhaustively
correct view of what actually happened,’ 43 pointing out that future generations of historians will
add new insights into existing histories. He also acknowledges the cultural ‘baggage’ attached to
all historical research.
The work of any historian is based on the ‘interpretation of meaning.’ 44 Any understanding of
one aspect of micro history cannot stand alone; rather, it must be situated within a macro social
context. 45 Therefore, any examination of the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute should be undertaken
with the knowledge that its establishment and development was influenced not only by the
culture existing in Victoria during the mid-nineteenth century, but also the ideas and perceptions
brought to the district by the rapid and widespread influx of prospectors following the discovery
of gold in 1851. These new immigrants brought with them widely disparate ethnic, social and
cultural backgrounds, which despite the dominant influence of those with British backgrounds,
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when melded together helped to develop a social and cultural structure that was both relevant and
acceptable to the local community at that time. Bate has argued that the dominance of British
influence was not threatened; rather the ethnic diversity provided an ‘unusual experience for
Britons, who had probably never had to mix so freely with foreigners, especially Chinese.’ 46
The process of history writing and recording is part of an evolving and maturing culture. An
alternative perspective on culture is provided by John Tosh, who considers that for ‘any social
grouping to have a collective identity there has to be a shared interpretation of the events and
experiences which have formed the group over time.’ 47 He points to the need for ‘social memory’
to provide a basis for cultural understanding, with the historian needing to recognise and respect
the culture and values of the past as being a unique manifestation of each age. 48 Peter Goodall
takes up the notion that it is during periods of tension, change and conflict, that culture becomes a
core issue. He argues it is only during such periods that it becomes important to consider what is
essential within a society, what is worth preserving and what has central meaning to its
community. 49
Other authors have taken a different approach to cultural history, defining it in two main ways:
‘as a subject for history, or an approach to history.’ 50 Teo Hsu-Ming and Richard White, in their
work Cultural History in Australia, argue that cultural history can be taken as a branch of history
that uses ‘culture’ as its subject; or conversely it can be interpreted as taking a ‘culturalist’
approach to the study of history.
General studies of culture around the time of the Industrial Revolution reveal the different ways
the term is used, including as high art and civilisation or as the behaviour and ideas of a society,
which are learned and passed on. Raymond Williams, founding father of cultural studies in
Britain, has argued that in the nineteenth century many British intellectuals did not identify with
the new society that was emerging from the industrial revolution. In response to changes
occurring within society they came to regard culture, as they knew and understood it, as
something to be set apart from the institutions. 51 Ian Inkster on the other hand identifies culture
as being a more complex network of social institutions that occur in any one society at any one
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time. 52 He therefore includes Mechanics’ Institutes as being part of the culture of nineteenthcentury Britain and the British Empire. Exploring the cultural influence of the Institute movement,
he points to the duality of culture and education, provided through the lectures and classes, as
reflecting notions of refinement and civilisation.
The centrality of culture during periods of change is a theme that also appears in Geoffrey Serle’s
From Deserts the Prophets Come, where he reviews the turmoil and challenges facing Australia
in its early colonial years and discusses their significance. Serle also looks at the close ties to
British culture; in this case a particular political culture from a particular time. He proposes that
Australia’s early development was based on the experience of the American and French
Revolutions, during a period when liberalism and emerging democracy assisted in overthrowing
previous adherence to religious certitude and authority. Serle discusses the magnitude of the
transmission of British ideas that exerted such an influence over social and cultural development
in the colonies, by providing a list of institutions and organisations flowing from their British
origins, and transplanted into colonial life during the early nineteenth century. These included
‘friendly societies, trade unions, mechanics’ institutes, temperance societies, savings banks, and
innumerable others.’ 53
The early nineteenth century was a time of rising radicalisation of the working class, when ‘the
doctrines of self-help and self-improvement flourished.’ 54 Writing specifically about goldfields
culture, Serle notes that in many instances the ‘cultural habits and institutions of Britain were
transplanted, and a worthy replica of the cultural life of an English provincial city was formed.’ 55
This pattern of cultural transference is clearly evident in Ballarat’s development during the 1850s
and 1860s. Serle identifies the Mechanics’ Institute movement as being a particularly relevant
example of the ‘missionary zeal’ that went into recreating a reflection of British life. On the other
hand, he identifies the difficulty experienced by most Institutes in gaining support from the often
anti-intellectual ‘mechanics’ class, which, in his words, was ‘repelled by the patronage of middleclass worthies imposing their standards.’ 56 He also emphasises the significance of British
standards and loyalties. ‘Australia, for its first century, was overwhelmingly a society of British
migrants,’ who were constrained ‘by the various assumptions they had acquired in their British
youth…to recreate British society, either totally or in modified form.’ 57 From this description we
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can see that his basic premise is that culture involves a collection of ideas and behaviour that
people in any society learn from their elders, and then pass on to the next generation. Serle, then,
re-emphasises the closeness of cultural institutions to British institutions and acknowledges some
tensions between the radical element and middle-class imposition of standards through
Mechanics’ Institutes.
Alomes also addresses the concept that the transfer of cultural traditions impacted not only on the
social aspects of communities but also on comparative institutional transmission. He argues that
Australia’s development was open to and dependent on, the import of capital, population, culture
and technology from Britain. Immigrants brought with them an Imperial link and a common
language. The reality was, however, that the concept of ‘mass culture’ or ‘community culture’
did not apply with equal force to all sections of the culture or society. The success or failure of
attempts to replicate British institutions was varied. Lacking an established set of institutions and
an accepted and strong class structure, there was an unwillingness to take on an identical social
composition to that of Britain. Alomes takes the view that it was often only one generation who
carried the cultural baggage from Britain to the colonial situation. It was these men and women
who provided the catalyst for establishing institutions and social structures that echoed their
reminiscences of British culture and society. 58 Succeeding generations, being colonial-born, did
not carry this ‘cultural baggage’ and therefore were in a position to influence culture in ways that
were not open to their parents. This reality does not, however, mean that a totally different
society emerged. A variety of social structures and patterns evolved, which over time, made
radical changes less certain.
One historian has provided a general hypothesis that allows us to think in more detail about the
nature of the tie between the Imperial centre ‘mother country’ and a colony such as Australia,
whilst also allowing us to consider class and radicalism. It is the issue of radicalism in relation to
the early European settlement of Australia that forms a focus for the work of Louis Hartz. 59 His
theory is based on the premise that all ‘old’ nations, such as those of Europe, are made up of a
group of fragments, which together make up the ‘whole.’ These fragments include elements of
feudalism, cultural liberalism, the bourgeois and the radical, each of which reflects a stage of
these ‘old’ nations’ cultural evolution. When an ‘old’ nation attempts to establish new settlements,
such as happened during Britain’s colonial period, the new society being established inherits, or
adopts, the fragment that is dominant at the time of colonisation.60 Central to Hartz’s theory was
58
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the notion that new colonies would only adopt the central, or dominant, fragment, leaving behind
both the forces that gave rise to it and those that in the old culture would continue to work to
counter this dominant fragment. He suggests that ‘new’ nations such as Australia lose the
stimulus of having all of the fragments, which in the mother culture had melded together over
time to form the ‘whole.’ Therefore, new societies do not develop or move forward in the same
manner as the mother country. Contrarily, Hartz also contends that by holding just one fragment,
and by detaching from European ideologies and European battles, Australia and other ‘new’
nations are able to develop their full potential in a manner not possible in the Old World.
Hartz’s theory, however, ignores the uncomfortable fact that Australia’s colonisation took place
over an extended period during which Britain’s culture continued to evolve, making this an area
on which his theory has been criticised. Whilst accepting the usefulness of Hartz’s fragmentation
concept, some historians such as A W Martin point out that much of Australia’s cultural
development was based on middle-class values, rather than being founded on radicalism as
argued by Hartz. 61 Martin notes that Australia was never just one ‘fragment’ of British culture.
Rather, settlement of the six states (colonies) took place separately, thus diluting the possible
effect of a single ‘radical’ fragment theory.
It has also been argued that Hartz’s hypothesis fails to recognise that Australia was not based on
just one fragment or foundation. Not only did settlement take place over an extended period of
time, and varied from area to area, the population came from diverse backgrounds. While
Australia maintained its strong links with Britain, at the same time it began to interact to a greater
extent with other nations, thus leaving it open to further external influence. This was especially
relevant to the period following the discovery of gold, when migration to Australia included men
from such diverse cultures as China, America, South Africa and many European countries.
The work of J B Hirst is of particular importance to this study. Hirst has explored the influence of
egalitarianism on the manner of cultural development in the Australian colonies, identifying the
difficulties inherent in the term ‘egalitarian.’ He notes the competing views of those who see its
meaning as equality of opportunity and those who identify it with equality of outcomes. 62 Of
course, there are others who picture egalitarianism as equality of manners or equality of political
rights. For the purposes of this study the term has most meaning when taken to represent equality
of opportunity, allied to equality of political rights. Both of these definitions encompass the
issues uppermost in the minds of prospectors on the Ballarat goldfields during the 1850s.
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Hirst points to a desire on the part of immigrants to reject some aspects of old British society.
Whilst rejecting the nobility, colonial society readily accepted the rank and term ‘gentleman.’
This was a position initially attainable by most men through financial success, although the
parameters changed after the gold rush period of the early 1850s, the rapid influx of immigrants,
and the move to greater political democracy. 63
Although at first sight the imposition of bourgeois family models may seem an attempt to
replicate hierarchical Britain, Summers argues that in fact it demonstrated scope for egalitarian
change. Summers explores the issue of dilution and change within social structures, particularly
as it related to females. She looks at the social progression that took place during the second half
of the nineteenth century, especially regarding what she sees as the ‘entrenchment in Australian
society of the idea that the bourgeois family should be the basic unit of social organisation.’ 64
Summers contends that the ability of waves of immigrants to turn their aspirations of emulating
middle-class standards into everyday reality would not have been possible, at that time, in the
Old World. It was only in the new, colonial setting, where a greater degree of egalitarianism
existed, that the course of social development came under the influence of a more disparate
collection of ideas.

In a similar way, the provision of adult education based on middle-class culture, morality
and values was very much a part of the radicalising Victorian Age. The Mechanics’
Institute movement exemplified the prevailing culture of self-help and self-improvement as
extolled by Samuel Smiles and others. 65 It was this movement that was transplanted into
the Australian cultural landscape during the first half of the nineteenth century. Adult
education can be seen as an example of colonial culture that reflected both its British
origins and the centrality of ideas of culture in times of turmoil in the 1800s. The
transplantation of ideas to a colonial setting was acknowledged by a number of historians
including Goodall who wrote:
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Mechanics’ Institutes, founded in Edinburgh in 1821 and in London in 1823 for the education of
working men, quickly found a home in Australia. There were institutes providing libraries, instruction
classes, debates, tuition in essay writing, etc… The first Principal of Sydney University, John Woolley,
was a powerful advocate of the university’s extension work in this direction. 66

Serle, writing from a determinedly ‘high culture’ perspective, ignores the social and cultural
benefits of many Mechanics’ Institutes when he says that ‘Within a few years of their foundation,
the classes dwindled away, and … the halls became merely town meeting-centres and dance-and
billiard-rooms.’ 67 Whilst this example of anti-intellectualism may have been true in some
instances, there were a number of Mechanics’ Institutes, including those in Melbourne, Bendigo
Ballarat and Geelong, that prospered well into the twentieth century. In other examples the
benefits provided by these now defunct institutions whilst they were an active, vibrant part of
their local communities may well have justified their existence to their local communities. Serle
also fails to recognise the social and cultural benefits to numerous rural townships that these
former Mechanics’ Institutes were to provide, as venues for meetings, dances and other social
occasions.
Whilst recognising and acknowledging the numerous interpretations presented above, for the
purposes of this thesis, unless otherwise noted, culture is recognised as being those widely
accepted themes, symbols, concepts, ideals, styles and shared beliefs that meld together to
surround and support a collective community identity. Such a definition provides a framework to
assist in explaining the transmission of ideas from the ‘old’ British culture to the newly
developing colonial society. 68

In this section some problems connected with the different meanings associated with the
term culture have been aired. It has been argued that Australians draw closer to England in
cultural matters and further away in relation to nationalism. The culture of Mechanics’
Institutes has been represented as part popular radicalism and conversely as a context for
advocating high culture and civilisation. During times of change, culture is acknowledged
as being vital. Serle and Alomes have both stressed the significance of the tie to Britain for
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Australian institutions such as Mechanics’ Institutes and how important the British
temporal and generation context was to the type of influence. Hirst’s ‘egalitarian’ concept is
put forward as a possible framework for this study, particularly during the 1850s, when the
goldfields were less formalised in their structure. Hartz’s ‘radical fragment’ also presents
some interesting possibilities for analysis.

The debated significance of radicalism,

egalitarianism and of middle-class institutions and ideals suggests a need to consider class
in some detail.

Class
The issue of class is another of the central themes of this thesis. As an emerging ‘off-shoot’ of the
British Empire, and with a predominantly British-born population, the Australian colonies during
the early nineteenth century developed in a manner that some historians have accepted as an
attempt to duplicate these British origins. Use of the term ‘class’ and in particular ‘middle class’
in history is problematic. Of most relevance to this thesis, however, is English historian Kitson
Clark’s exploration of the meaning of the term ‘middle class,’ and particularly ‘middle class
morality.’ 69 The terms ‘upper class,’ ‘middle class,’ and ‘working (or lower) class’ have been
synonymous with all nineteenth-century historical research. Whilst accepting both upper and
lower class categorisations, Clark questions both the accuracy and interpretation of the term
‘middle class.’ Drawing on the differences between bankers, merchant princes, small-scale linen
drapers, and clerks, he points out that each of these could be included in any description of the
generic middle class. Taking the discussion further, he highlights the differences in their culture,
religious background and political allegiance. Although agreeing that the general expression
‘middle class’ was a useful tool in historical research, he remains sceptical about the consistency
in usage of the term. 70 For the purposes of this thesis, the term ‘middle class’ is used to indicate
those who are not manual workers, who have readily employable skills, or are self-employed in
business. 71
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Thompson provides the first and finest analysis of developing class-consciousness during the
period 1780 to 1832.

72

He views the working class as contributors to their own destiny, rather

than mere ‘fodder’ for a newly industrialising society, linking the liberal-based radicalism of the
period with the emergence of non-Conformist churches, parliamentary and education reforms and
an evolving political awareness amongst the working class. Although Thompson acknowledges
the coming together of radicals and non-conformists, he believes the union was ‘not always
peaceful,’ and is rather ‘a story of ideological conflict.’73 According to Thompson:
Class is an historical phenomenon rather than a category or a structure…Class happens when some men, as a
result of common experiences (inherited or shared) feel and articulate the identity of their interests as
between themselves and as against other men whose interests are different from and usually opposed to
theirs. 74

Others such as Kuhn and O’Lincoln take the conflict aspect further when they say ‘Classes are
not static, and the conflict between them is a crucial element in Marxist analysis.’ 75 Later

writings by Linda Colley identify British upper-class concerns about the impact of the
French revolution and military defeat in America, on the existing social order. She
detects a ‘kind of emotionalism and violence,’ 76 and a questioning of the legitimacy of
the power wielded by the ruling upper class.
More recently, Cannadine has argued that class should be based on cultural perceptions of social
structure and inequality. He hypothesises that the British preoccupation with display and
ceremony was an outward and visible manifestation of a unifying perception of Empire. To
substantiate his premise, he points to the tying together of the widely scattered Empire through
layers of highly organised, tradition-based social structures. Drawing on Edward Said’s work on
imperialism, 77 Cannadine expands the debate in an attempt to provide a credible historical
perspective of the British Empire by suggesting that the issue of class should be based on ‘the
cultural perceptions of social structure and inequality.’ 78 He argues that a hierarchical model,
extending from the sovereign down to the lower class, existed from the eighteenth century
through to the twentieth century. Cannadine hypothesised that the Imperial connection between
Britain and its dominions was a two-way link, with the hierarchical bond from Britain being
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reinforced in colonial social order. This, in turn, he argues, reinforced popular perceptions of
British societal structure.
While Cannadine’s approach to class and the reinforcement of the British Empire’s social order
in the colonies is useful in relation to the analysis in this thesis, it is not without its critics. Penny
Russell argues that in Australia’s case, Cannadine underplays the significance of both Aboriginal
Australia and women in a changed social order. Whilst noting the apparent exclusion of
Indigenous Australians from his argument, she also disputes his central model of colonial
imitation, relegating it to the periphery of local importance. 79 Russell also points to the
‘maleness’ of Cannadine’s perspective, which she believes ignores the contribution of women to
colonial development. She highlights the muddied and malleable concept that early colonists
maintained as emblematic of Britain, despite, or perhaps because of, the distance separating
Australia and Britain.
The issue of class, or rank, and its composition in the Australian colonies has been discussed by
John Hirst, 80 who identifies the differences between those accepted as ‘gentlemen’ in England
and those who laid claim to a similar status in Australia during the nineteenth century. A
gentleman, he proposes, was ‘anyone holding a certain position in the occupational hierarchy or
possessing independent means.’ 81 Hirst states that Australians of that period were likely to judge
their fellow pioneers on an individual basis. Men were respected for what they did, and what they
achieved, rather than by birth; as Hirst has said, in such a new society, with its pretensions of
egalitarianism, ‘opportunity was open to all regardless of old world tests of rank and birth.’ 82 He
sees the main social dichotomy as being the differences between ‘bush and city’ rather than
between employer and employee and who was superior. Hirst’s theory is relevant to this study
because it was the egalitarianism of the early prospectors that provided such an influence on the
later cultural and social development of the Ballarat district and its emerging institutions.
As was almost inevitable, given the nature of Australia’s colonial settlement, the colonies took on
the laws and governmental structures of Britain. They adopted prevailing British ideas in the
areas of politics, education, economics and culture. However, there were some areas in which the
emerging culture excluded British traditions, namely church domination of society, and the
aristocracy. Church authority over daily activities was generally rejected, as was an attempt to
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build an elitist group of landowning gentry. 83 Although there was an early clash of interests in
New South Wales between landowners and the squatters, these two groups later joined, with the
squatters absorbing the gentry. The focus of this thesis is the period following the early gold
rushes, by which time, according to Serle this group had been numerically swamped and their
power and influence was thus diluted. 84
In his study of adult education, Derek Whitelock discusses the origins of nineteenth-century preoccupation with learning, subscribing to the view that it was driven by ‘yearnings from below
and prickings of conscience from above.’ 85 He attributes the social movements of the early
nineteenth century, of which the Mechanics’ Institute movement was but one, to the agrarian and
industrial revolutions; although he does note that some much earlier examples of adult education
exist. 86 This social and cultural dichotomy is acknowledged by George Nadel, who observes that
the movement was clearly an attempt ‘to establish social harmony by the diffusion of culture.’ 87
This section has reflected on the issue of class and the challenge to perceptions of just what
constitutes the ‘middle class.’ The difficulty in defining the term ‘middle class’ has been
identified by many historians. While most historians have a clear perception of the ‘working
class’ and the ‘upper class,’ it is the ‘middle class’ that is less easily categorised. Clark, as was
noted, has pointed to the differences between shopkeepers and bankers, merchants and clerks,
each of which are perceived as ‘middle class.’ Russell has challenged Cannadine’s theory of
‘ornamentalism’ as having ignored the female perspective. In a more Marxist approach, we have
seen Thompson linking growing literacy amongst the working class to contemporary radicalism
that challenged both the certitude of the church and existing political authority. Debate about
whether British class definitions were transported to the Australian colonies have been enjoined
by numerous historians who have identified the Mechanics’ Institute movement as epitomising a
number of continuities. The Institutes embodied the nineteenth-century concerns with issues of
self-help and self-improvement through educating the masses, providing a morally uplifting
environment and directing the working class towards more elevating leisure-time activities. How
class developed in the emerging city of Ballarat will be an integral consideration of this thesis.
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The Movement for Adult Education in Britain
Mechanics’ Institutes were one of the more identifiable responses to nineteenth-century
radicalism and liberalism throughout the British Isles. The term radicalism has several meanings,
but for the purposes of this thesis is acknowledged as being associated with dissatisfaction with
the status quo and appeal for basic political and social change. On the other hand, liberalism is
accepted in the context of a vision of society as being composed of individuals in a voluntary,
contractual relationship with government, and holding liberty as a primary social good. In concert
with other social movements, such as Chartism, Benthamism, Owenism, a proliferation of NonConformist churches and the influence of Samuel Smiles’ self-help philosophy, the movement
provided an avenue through which the recently urbanised working classes were able to access
adult education. Often, although not always, promoted and supported by the newly affluent
middle class, 88 Mechanics’ Institutes were seen as one measure by which the working class could
be assisted in obtaining an education; whilst at the same time their ‘low habits’ could be
channelled into ‘worthy’ activities that would ultimately enhance their morality. 89 Initially all of
this was to happen in an atmosphere free from the taint of politics or religion, both of which, it
was thought, would inflame the senses and promote unrest amongst these working class men.
With the example of the French and American Revolutions still fresh in their minds, the upper
class and the newly affluent middle class sought ways to prevent similar happenings in Britain.
Histories written at the height of the Mechanics’ Institute movement’s popularity tended to
concentrate on major educational figures such as George Birkbeck, or on the problems
encountered by these educational institutions. By and large they tended to be written in the
empirical style that was typified in the work of John Godard. 90 Similarly, J H Hudson paints a
very clear picture of Birkbeck’s life-long support of the Mechanics’ Institute movement through
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the presentation of lecture series and his financial support of the London Mechanics’ Institute. 91
These works are useful in providing biographical information, despite some lapses into
unsustained generalities.
Hudson’s pioneering work of 1851, which focuses on British nineteenth-century adult
education, 92 provides us with details of the various societies and institutions offering educational
facilities at the beginning of the eighteenth century, through to 1850. His work, whilst without
any substantial analysis of the social and cultural environment surrounding the establishment of
these institutions, is nevertheless a valuable reference. In his favour, it must be said that he does
put forward some discussion on the problems being encountered by the various educational
societies, and makes the pertinent point that the ‘universal complaint that Mechanics’ Institutions
are attended by persons of a higher rank than those for whom they were designed, applies with
equal force to the Athenæums and Literary Institutions of the country.’ 93 This claim appears as a
common thread through a number of histories on Mechanics’ Institutes, including those by James
Hole, E P Thompson, Geoffrey Serle and Derek Whitelock. 94
James Hole, whose award-winning treatise was published in 1853, echoes the work of Hudson, 95
provides us with a detailed account of the evolution of the Mechanics’ Institute movement. His
support of the movement is clearly shown in his words ‘they have certainly, and perhaps more
than any other agency, helped to form a sound public opinion as to the necessity and duty of
popular education.’ 96 His emphasis on duty and need is typical of nineteenth-century morality,
widely associated with a culture of mental and moral enhancement through self-improvement, in
an era before widespread government-funded education. More recently, Alex Tyrrell has argued
that this period was the ‘golden age’ of public lectures that flourished as part of a developing
belief in scientific knowledge, emerging radicalism and liberalism. 97
These earlier historians have been followed by a group which produced work predicated on
scientifically based research. This second body of writers provided two distinct modes of text. In
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the first instance there are the popular, generally local, histories. These texts, mostly written by
men, often hold biased or parochial views, positioned by the author’s status within their local
community. Although providing valuable overviews of the period, the difficulty lies in the lack of
referral to primary data, which has the propensity to make their work less academically reliable. 98
On the other hand, a number of academically-trained historians have written excellent studies of
both the movement and the cultural environment within which it developed. Two of the most
influential works are those by J F C Harrison, Learning and Living 1790 – 1960, which provides
a broad-ranging background to adult education during this period, 99 and Ian Inkster’s collection
of essays published in Scientific Culture and Urbanisation in Industrialising Britain. 100 Both of
these publications prove essential reading for those who are exploring the issue of nineteenthcentury development of education.
E D Mackerness detects a significant cultural benefit provided by the Mechanics’ Institutes. As
he says, a ‘large number of them offered instruction in general subjects as well as in practical and
factual ones. Music, both vocal and instrumental, appears in the time-tables of most of the larger
Mechanics’ Institutes.’ 101 The introduction of music provided a socially acceptable setting for
women to participate. Such venues also held concerts and tea-parties and often dancing, to further
entice a broader patronage. Such activities were acceptable as rational amusement and innocent
entertainment.
Brian Harrison has identified clear-cut links between the Mechanics’ Institute movement and the
Temperance movement. Both represented the type of men who were ‘strongly attracted by the
ideology of thrift, with its stress on individual self-respect, personal moral and physical effort,
and prudence.’ 102 Throughout his work he emphasises the connection between the two
movements, with both working towards a more morally-uplifted society.
Corrigan and Gillespie view the Mechanics’ Institute movement in Britain as just one part of a
whole range of activities designed to prevent the diffusion of radical ideas within the working
class. 103 In an interesting correlation, they also associate the style of architecture used in many
Mechanics’ Institute buildings with an attempt to reinforce the prevailing class and social
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divisions, and term this ‘social architecture.’ They connect these buildings with ‘certain notions
of ‘correctness’ and reinforcing certain definitions of ‘proper’ social activity. 104 This connection
is typified in the highly ornate and imposing facades and decorations of some of Victoria’s
Mechanics’ Institutes, such as those at Ballarat and Bendigo.
More recently, K Theodore Hoppen has written of the impact of industrialisation on the
development of a more sophisticated social order. 105 Inherent in this cultural evolution was a
greater appreciation of literature and a movement towards achieving a more literate society. The
repeal of the Stamp Tax assisted in making reading material, both books and newspapers,
available to the working class. He acknowledges that by the 1850s the novel was the most
popular reading material. Another to explore the question of what people read, and why they read,
during the nineteenth century was Jonathan Rose. 106 His work focuses on the reading habits of
the working class, and thus proves a valuable resource for this study.
Many of the published studies of this period provide little information on the role and position of
women at that time. Kathryn Gleadle’s recent work examines the role of women during the
nineteenth century, in an attempt to redress this imbalance. 107 Dividing women into working
class or middle and upper class, she is able to examine the differing roles assigned to females, the
prevailing attitudes towards women during the nineteenth century, and their accepted roles,
particularly in education.
These studies are indicative of an extensive body of research on the Mechanics’ Institute
movement. These writers and their approach to the topic of Mechanics’ Institutes, present an
important body of literature, providing a significant substantiation of traditional interpretations of
the movement. What is clear from their discussions is that there is not just one explanation for the
widespread acceptance of Mechanics’ Institutes in nineteenth-century Britain. Whatever the level
of their ultimate success or failure, it is clear that at the time of their establishment, these
Mechanics’ Institutes were designed to meet a perceived need within their local communities.
The contemporary culture of self-help and self-improvement no doubt provided a powerful
influence on their acceptance, as did the emerging radicalisation of many of the newly urbanised
working class. It is equally clear that both contemporary writers such as Hole and Hudson, and
more recent historians such as Harrison, Inkster, Corrigan and Gillespie all agree the failure of
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many of these Institutes to retain popular support after the 1840s did not occur simultaneously
and came about for a number of different reasons.
What is not disputed is that the Mechanics’ Institute movement quickly spread throughout the
British Empire and was adopted with varying degrees of enthusiasm and success in different
countries. Of particular importance to this thesis is the movement’s acceptance throughout the
Australian colonies and later still the establishment of a Mechanics’ Institute in the goldfields city
of Ballarat.

Mechanics’ Institutes in a Colonial Environment
A number of historians have investigated the transfer of Mechanics’ Institutes to colonial
Australia. In comparing their spread throughout the colonies, Whitelock declares that in no other
part of the Empire did the movement proliferate more widely than in Australia, where ‘zealous
men’ who ‘blandly equated the acquisition of “useful knowledge” with education and morality,
were particularly active.’ 108 An acknowledgement of this coupling of knowledge with morality is
common to most histories of the movement.
Pam Baragwanath provides convincing evidence of the widespread acceptance of Mechanics’
Institutes throughout the colony of Victoria during the nineteenth century. 109 The first Institute in
Victoria was established in Melbourne in 1839, only four years after the beginnings of European
settlement in the colony. 110 Baragwanath estimates that altogether there were over 1,000
Mechanics’ Institutes in Victoria, with more than half of these buildings remaining and still in
use, although mainly as community libraries. 111
The mixture of ideals, coupled with an ‘assorted coalition of people with quite varied motives,’
are identified by Philip Candy and John Laurent as providing the ingredients propelling the
Mechanics’ Institute movement throughout much of the British Empire. These authors point to
the spread of the movement throughout the Australian colonies as being like ‘wildflowers, some
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flourished … Others withered within a season.’ 112 This reality does not, however, negate the
influence and impact of these Institutes within their local boundaries, although their success was
reliant on a number of considerations. Some needed financial help and patronage from the local
elite, whilst others drew on support from the working class; some aimed to provide an intellectual
stimulus and focused on scientific topics, whilst others adopted a more populist agenda. Many
received government support in the form of annual book grants. Each Institute, whatever its
approach, clearly provided an influence within their local environment.
Baragwanath’s book, If the Walls Could Speak, 113 and Candy and Laurent’s work, Pioneering
Culture: Mechanics’ Institutes and Schools of Arts in Australia, 114 provide us with detailed local
histories of many Mechanics’ Institutes throughout Victoria as well as other Australian states.
Both publications draw on the work of other historians, enabling a more ‘local flavour’ to
permeate their research. Similarly, both refer to a common feature of many rural Australian
townships, the Mechanics’ Institute building. 115 Drawing on the work of several authors, Candy
and Laurent explore the different ways in which the Mechanics’ Institute movement evolved in
each Australian colony. They note that, despite the later abandonment of most Mechanics’
Institutes, the buildings are probably the most enduring, and certainly the most obvious visible
legacy the Institutes left behind. 116 This point of view is certainly relevant in many instances;
however there are still a number of surviving Institutes that continue to provide their local
communities with at least some of the services mentioned in their original aims. 117
Bernard Smith is much more critical of the nineteenth-century contemporary belief that
Mechanics’ Institutes and Schools of Art were capable of providing a significant contribution to
both art and commerce. He calls this belief, and the Institutes themselves, a ‘forlorn hope,’ 118
with those few remaining Institutes being ‘a cultural vestige.’ 119 Stefan Petrow, on the other hand,
has provided us with an impressive history of the Launceston Mechanics’ Institute and the
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influence that it was able to extend over Launceston’s early cultural development. 120 Petrow’s
work parallels that of Richard Myers, who has written of the Berwick Mechanics Institute and
Free Library. 121 Both of these publications extend our knowledge of Mechanics’ Institutes in the
nineteenth century.
John Hirst examines the transformation of Mechanics’ Institutes from their British identity to
their accepted role in the Australian colonies, arguing that the differences are mainly found in the
‘social composition of the migrating population.’ 122 Whereas the Institutes in Britain targeted one
section of the population, in the colonies they became a focus of all sections of the populace. In
Britain they were identified according to those who belonged to them; in the colonies they were
acknowledged as being of British origin; as being a civilising influence on the population; and as
being established for all classes. This contention will be investigated in Ballarat.
David Goodman, who has considered the impact of sudden wealth upon society and the
dislocating impacts of gold on class and domesticity, highlights the concept of access to mass
culture and education, so admired during the nineteenth century. He suggests that because there
were no clear class divisions on the goldfields in the 1850s, the Institutes ‘could begin at the
centre rather than at the margins of public life.’ 123 Goodman points to ‘the Victorian faith that
order could be brought about by institutions — such as the law and police, religious and
educational institutions,’ 124 as being an important rationale for the development of Mechanics’
Institutes. He sees the Institutes as being directed towards curbing the behaviour of young men by
changing their habits from frequenting the hotels to attending the library or lecture. 125

Ballarat Histories
Current and future historians are fortunate in having available a wide variety of local research
focusing on Ballarat. This section examines some of the works that are drawn on to establish a
basis for this study and provide a background to the establishment and consolidation periods of
the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute. A number of historians, both local to Ballarat and from
throughout Australia, have contributed to our current knowledge and understanding of the
Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute. Of particular interest amongst this number is William Bramwell
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Withers, an English-born journalist, who came to Ballarat in 1856. His major work was written as
a series of articles for the Ballarat Star, and published in book form in 1870, the year Ballarat
was gazetted as a city. An expanded edition was published in 1887. 126 The two editions are
fundamental both as histories of early Ballarat and as a primary source on the Ballaarat
Mechanics’ Institute.
Withers is considered the ‘father’ of local Ballarat historians, and his work was the first
significant recording of Ballarat’s history, situated within a framework that reflects the inherited
sense of historical identity that was an integral part of the continuities and discontinuities of
colonial society. Within this work, written as a celebration of the growth of a city within one
generation, he provides details of the early years of the Mechanics’ Institute. Withers draws on
the reminiscences and personal knowledge of many prominent nineteenth-century Ballarat
citizens, as well as his own personal knowledge. As a local journalist he was part of the
movement to establish a Mechanics’ Institute in Ballarat, attending the numerous community
meetings and reporting in the Ballarat Star, the local newspaper that strongly supported the
Ballarat community in its attempts to establish an Institute.
The empiricist style employed by Withers is also reflected in the work of Nathan Spielvogel, a
local teacher and amateur historian, whose writings provide a populist perspective of life in early
Ballarat, that reflects the prevailing attitudes of the early twentieth century. A lifetime supporter
and member of the Institute, Spielvogel has left a legacy of papers, written over many years, and
later collated into The Spielvogel Papers. 127 He wrote extensively about the Ballaarat Mechanics’
Institute, 128 with much of his work taken directly from the Annual Reports of the Institute. His
manuscript provides a lively account of the Institute’s development during the second half of the
nineteenth century. Although his work contains some inaccuracies, Spielvogel has left us with a
valuable social commentary.
A number of later historians have expanded the work of these early authors. Foremost is Weston
Bate, noted twentieth-century historian on most issues related to Ballarat. He has provided us
with a number of well researched books and papers on the cultural and social development of the
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district during the nineteenth century. 129 In Lucky City his history of nineteenth-century Ballarat,
Bate explores the interaction of diggers with the local environment; the release of radical energies
that was a crucial element of the Eureka uprising; 130 and later the evolving urbanisation of the
district; echoing some of the work of Serle by identifying the complexity of local factors that
directed Ballarat’s development into a cohesive community. Moving into comparative mode in
Victorian Gold Rushes 131 he explores the concept of pre-gold and post-gold foundations and
introduces the reader to such issues as the quality of migrants arriving on the goldfields and the
links between these miners and their impact on local development. He supports the view that
these men epitomised the entrepreneurial spirit so evident on many Victorian goldfields.
In a broad postmodernist discussion of the connection of history with culture and social memory,
Chris Healy focuses on how historical sensibilities have evolved over time. He is able to explain
why some events have become central to public perceptions. Healy distinguishes the paradox of
Australia’s youthfulness in terms of European settlement, and the yearning for tradition. 132 In
examining Australia’s colonial and post-colonial progress, he seeks a new way of remembering
the meaning of past events. By taking the examples of schools and museums, which were the
visible faces of nineteenth-century bureaucratic, cultural and social institutional development
Healy depicts them as tangible expressions of historical social memory. In other words, history,
or the public display of historical artefacts and the learning of historical events, became an
explanation for the order of things and of progress. He finds that museums in Australia were
largely public institutions, with wide community support.
Within his broader review Healy notes that the museum of the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute
formed part of an interwoven structure of activities, each aimed at encouraging community
participation through which the working class could free itself from the influence and distraction
of the ale houses and the ‘low’ entertainments of the music halls. 133 This is very much the
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Victorian view, as outlined by Goodman, when he talks about ‘the centrality of the middle-class
institutions’ as a core ingredient for improving morality. 134
Baragwanath identifies a pattern of Mechanics’ Institutes being established throughout Victoria
‘almost at the beginning of a town or settlement,’ 135 which raises the question of why an Institute
was not established in Ballarat until almost a decade after gold was discovered, an issue that is
examined at length in Chapter 4 of this thesis. She situates the movement within the developing
social structure of the colony, when people:
were not satisfied just with material progress and agricultural achievements. They desired also to improve
their knowledge in literature, to cultivate their artistic inclination, to promote the Old Country’s culture in the
new land and make provision for social recreation. 136

Baragwanath makes the connection between remembered customs and culture of the ‘Old
Country’ and the desire to emulate these Institutions and social structures in a new environment.
She notes that whilst each Institute was an individual entity, they all shared common elements
such as the ‘social value placed on the attachment to a sense of place.’ 137
A number of theses concerning Mechanics’ Institutes were completed during the last half of the
twentieth century. Each assists in building up a valuable framework of knowledge and helps to
‘achieve some general overview of the development of Mechanics’ Institutes in Victoria,’ 138
however most leave untouched the cultural aspects of these institutions. Some focus on the
development of Mechanics’ Institute libraries, whilst others examine particular contributions
made to the Institutes by long-serving members and staff. 139 Susan Healy has labelled the
development of libraries in Victoria during the second half of the nineteenth century, as ‘one of a
number of facets in what is a complex interaction of individual initiatives, social pressures and
the physical environment.’ 140 Her study, which seeks to establish the development of libraries in
Victoria within their social context, reflects on issues such as Chartism, male suffrage, universal
education and working conditions that surrounded and influenced the Institute movement. She
134
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identifies the strong demand within newly established settlements for a focus for community
activities. This is a core issue of this thesis that will be explored in greater detail in later chapters.
A universal problem for most Mechanics’ Institutes was how to fund their activities. This
concern has been explored in a recent paper by Donald Barker. His work provides an explanation
for the rapid expansion in the number of Mechanics’ Institutes throughout the colony of Victoria,
particularly during the second half of the nineteenth century. 141 He takes into account the
contributions from the colonial governments, which were so essential to the success of many of
these Institutes. Barker’s article highlights numerous anomalies in the manner that government
funding was distributed, and identifies the conditions attached to the grants as being influential in
leaving some Institutes without funding.
Marc Askew, whose thesis examined a number of nineteenth-century Mechanics’ Institutes in
Victoria, also supports this argument. 142 Included in his work is a section concerning the
establishment of the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute, during a period that he describes as being a
‘challenge to social order.’ 143 In common with earlier historians, Askew takes the view that the
Mechanics’ Institutes were local creations rather than external impositions. 144 Askew’s work
provides one of the more detailed examinations of the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute. He asserts
that the Institutes ‘were essentially preaching to the converted, and rather than imposing an
ideology on recalcitrant working-men, they can be seen to have reinforced an ideology on its
existing adherents.’ 145 Askew identifies these ‘existing adherents’ as middle class rather than
working class.
Although earlier historians such as Withers and Spielvogel, whose work has been discussed
above, provide only a general overview of the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute, more recent studies
such as those by Austin McCallum, 146 Keith Davison 147 and Peter Mansfield 148 have given us a
more detailed outline of the development of the Institute and its place amongst other Ballarat
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Libraries. Davison provides an excellent account of the work of Henry Cole Batten, the second
secretary of the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute, and son of its first secretary, William Henry
Batten. Between them, the two Battens gave ninety-two years of continuous service to the
Institute and have left a valuable historical record of its evolution over this period. Davison’s
thesis is centred on the internal structure of the Institute, and includes details of day-to-day
activities, and although lacking a wider perspective of Ballarat, and failing to examine issues
such as culture, provides, perhaps co-incidentally, an insight into nineteenth-century
preoccupation with self-help and self-education. McCallum, like Mansfield, was Chief Librarian
of what is now called the Central Highlands Regional Library Corporation. His work provides a
clear outline of the development of library services in Ballarat over a period of more than a
century. Alfred Wesson made a further valuable contribution to knowledge in his paper on the
work of Mechanics’ Institutes in Victoria. 149 Wesson argues that just as the British Institutes
were primarily organized and supported by middle-class Whigs of non-Conformist complexion,
so also in Australia. 150 He acknowledges that although there was no large ‘mechanics’ class, the
‘chaotic social upheaval’ of the gold rushes made the Institute movement attractive as a ‘method
of ameliorating the unruliness of the population, and of working for social order and progress.’ 151
Wesson contends that it was the government’s ‘uneasiness about possible anarchy on the
goldfields’ that hastened their establishment of grants to support Mechanics’ Institutes. 152
Of particular relevance to this thesis is the work of Peter Mansfield, who examined the
development of the three Ballarat libraries during the second half of the nineteenth century. As
Mansfield states, these libraries ‘were established in a remarkable goldfield city that enjoyed a
number of economic and cultural advantages.’ 153 He criticizes previous research, which he
believes provides ‘considerable emphasis on the formation of public libraries but is far less
critical of the long-term viability of the public library model as it evolved in Ballarat.’ 154
Pointing to the decline in library membership during the 1880s and 1890s, Mansfield believes
‘that a combination of factors, including the unresolved tensions with regard to libraries
collection

development

policies,

committee

and

municipal

rivalry,

and

increasing

conservatism,’ 155 all contributed to this downturn. His long association with the Central
Highlands Regional Library provides him with a broad experience of the public library system.
Providing extensive evidence to support his contentions, Mansfield lists a number of flaws within
149
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the Ballarat library system of the late nineteenth century, including competing educational and
recreational roles, middle-class, conservative management policies and the composition of
collections. 156
Some further recent local research provides us with some general analyses of nineteenth-century
social and cultural development within the Ballarat district that influenced both the establishment
and later development of the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute. These include the works of Dorothy
Wickham, Anne Beggs Sunter, Jan Croggon, Jill Blee and Anne Doggett. 157 Of particular
relevance to this thesis is the work done by Doggett, whose recent study of music on the Ballarat
goldfields includes evidence of wide-ranging community use of the Ballaarat Mechanics’
Institute building for staging musical entertainments. 158 Beggs Sunter’s work on James Oddie
provides an insightful view of the strong Wesleyan influence on early Ballarat development, an
influence that was also apparent in the establishment of the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute. 159
Each of these works assist in developing an understanding of how and why Ballarat developed in
the manner it did.

Gender Issues
It is obvious that the foregoing discussion mainly concerns men’s involvement with the
Mechanics’ Institutes and for the most part scholarship in the area has come from males. In
contrast to the extensive list of authoritative male writers and historians, until recently the work
of female historians and authors has been more difficult to find. The lives of females and children
on the goldfields, is an area now being subjected to more detailed study. During the nineteenth
century, however, female authorship was often in the form of personal letters to family and
friends, or occasionally articles in newspapers, often under a pseudonym.
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Feminist writers such as Eve Pownall have provided powerful descriptions of the lifestyle of
pioneering rural women, and traditional Aboriginal women. 160 Pownall’s work was reviewed by
Ann Curthoys, who also gives us a valuable feminist view of the path of white females in
Australia. 161 Anne Summers has explored the ideology surrounding the division of the sexes,
focussing on females, particularly during the nineteenth century. She divides females into two
distinct groups, ‘whores’ or ‘god’s police,’ 162 and takes the view that females were held as
second-class citizens, with few rights and freedoms. They were either good, docile, obedient
wives or daughters, in other words ‘moral guardians,’ or ‘fallen women’ who were outside the
boundary of polite society. Others, including Marilyn Lake, who has documented and explored
the lifestyles of pioneer women, support the work of these writers. 163
In The Real Matilda: Woman and Identity in Australia 1788 to the Present, Miriam Dixson
asserts that the ‘single most striking feature of our national identity is a womenlessness that
amounts in some senses to her obliteration.’ 164 Dixson utilises aspects of Hartz’s ‘fragmentation’
theory as ‘conceptual scaffolding’ for her work. 165 She considers that ‘feelings about authority
are central to identity,’ 166 and women ‘are virtually ignored in serious discussions of Australian
national identity. This in itself, of course, reflects their curiously low standing.’ 167 This thesis
takes the opportunity to explore the position of women within nineteenth-century Ballarat society,
in relation to their involvement with the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute.
Despite the growing body of research focussing on the lives of women in the nineteenth century,
one aspect that has received little attention is the higher educational opportunities for females. All
too often their education is accepted as being based on private tutoring for those fortunate enough
to have been born into a wealthy family, with more limited education given to working class
children. Marjorie Theobald has looked at how nineteenth-century women were able to access
education beyond primary level. 168 She points out that British middle and upper-class women
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were educated ‘for moral purity’ to enhance skills in the womanly arts. 169 Middle and upper-class
education was predicated on a desire to prepare young women as suitable wives and mothers;
hence the focus on teaching music, dance, French, literature, grammar and arithmetic.
Theobald’s work provides valuable insights into the social position of women and their struggle
to achieve both a broad education and the ability to earn a living through their education.
Teaching, in its various forms, was one of the few avenues through which unmarried women
were able to earn a respectable living and ‘thousands of women made a living teaching in the
ladies’ academies or as governesses in private homes.’ 170 The issue of women’s education is
relevant to the discussion on the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute’s School of Design which began
in 1870. An attempt to pursue evidence in relation to women may help address a dearth of
literature in this area.

The Intellectual Role of Newspapers
Newspapers are central to this thesis as a source of evidence and as a mainstay and core supporter
of nineteenth-century Mechanics’ Institutes. Ballarat has a rich and varied history of newspapers,
and they played a vital role in the development of the district, particularly during the two decades
following the discovery of gold. 171 Newspapers, both locally produced and those from more
distant sources, formed a nucleus of up-to-date reading material at the Ballaarat Mechanics’
Institute. They were perhaps the most widely read and constant form of printed material available
in the region. As Margaret Kiddle noted, ‘those who glance through the old newspapers find
reflected in them the whole life of the country town.’ 172
Other writers such as Boyce and Curran take the view that the press was an ‘extended yet integral
component of the political system, and that it was ‘an agency for social control.’ 173 Elizabeth
Morrison contends that newspapers printed in nineteenth-century colonial Victoria fulfilled a
central role in promulgating knowledge and issues, to a ‘literate, democratic, capitalist society in
an era without radio and television.’ 174 Newspapers of that period provided one of the few ways
169
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in which people could gain access to the wider world, and view chronicled changes in political
outlook. Thus their ability to influence the political, social and cultural thinking of local
communities provided an important force for change. Rural newspapers often took a political
stance, particularly in towns such as Ballarat that boasted more than one newspaper.
The Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute, in common with most libraries, received free copies of
numerous newspapers, which were avidly read by the members. According to Morrison, the press
‘significantly influenced events and shaped attitudes, helping to transform the territory occupied
by the British into a modern political state.’ 175 This, of course, was generally from what was
typically a British, middle-class male, view point. The influence of newspapers during these early
colonial years was intensified by the lack of modern means of communication such as radio and
television, together with the slow modes of nineteenth-century transport, which inhibited the
spread of information. It was also during the 1850s, following the removal of the Stamp Tax in
Britain that the lower cost of newspapers ensured that a larger number of people could afford to
buy them, thus providing an enhanced opportunity for moulding public opinion.
It is difficult to determine the extent to which these newspapers and periodicals catered for the
needs of women. However, some sections such as fashion and household items, which appeared
to a greater degree in the latter part of the nineteenth century, obviously targeted the female
reader. There were, of course, a number of magazines aimed specifically at the female section of
the population. In the main, these magazines contained little of a political nature, being generally
restricted to items of social, fashion and home interest.
Ballarat newspapers contain a wealth of information for the researcher. As could be expected,
extensive coverage of mining matters featured prominently on a day-to-day basis. Of greater
importance to this research, is the wide-ranging coverage given to community events and
institutions. Not only did the early newspapers provide comprehensive reports, they also took a
stance on community development, encouraging the growth of community loyalties and identity.
Their numerous, and sometimes strident demands on community consciousness were
instrumental in providing an impetus for the establishment of the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute.
The Ballarat Times, for instance, pointedly noted in 1858 that it was:
with regret that we find the present year commenced, and not a single society in operation having for its
object the expansion of the mind and improvement of scientific and mechanical knowledge; and we are led to
inquire with whom does the fault lay? Is it with the people generally, or with those who have on various
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occasions permitted their names to be placed upon committees, and then neglected to perform the duties they
had undertaken. We cannot but feel that both are censurable. 176

Withers notes that the Ballarat Times and Southern Cross was the first paper actually printed in
Ballarat, the first issue being published on 4 March 1854. 177 The paper ceased publication on 5
October 1861. 178 During its lifetime it had experienced a number of changes to its name,
becoming the Ballarat Times, and later still, the Times. 179 This newspaper achieved a measure of
notoriety within a few months of its establishment, when the editor Henry Seekamp, 180 after
initially supporting the government on the goldfields, later passionately advocated the miners’
cause in their dispute with government administrators, police and the courts. 181 Seekamp was
jailed for sedition because of his involvement, and during his imprisonment, his wife acted as
editor of the paper, much to the annoyance of some sections of the local community, who felt that
this was not suitable work for a woman. In his widely acclaimed History of Ballarat, Withers sets
out a detailed list of newspapers of this period. The archive of the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute
has copies of most of these newspapers, many of which were short-lived. Much of this current
research will be based on evidence provided by these local newspapers.
Adding to our knowledge of local Ballarat newspapers during the decades following the
discovery of gold in 1851, is recent research by Stephen Herrin, which provides an extensive
analysis of the competition and interaction between the various groups involved in these
newspapers. 182 Herrin identifies a small group of men whose enthusiasm and dedication led to a
vibrant printing industry in Ballarat. His work complements, and expands, that of Withers.

Adding to the scholarship
In order to clarify the nature of the motivations that brought about the establishment of the
Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute, this chapter has unravelled some of the leading cultural questions
of the Victorian period. It has discussed the transmission of both culture and ideas from Britain to
the colonial setting and unpacked the ‘cultural baggage’ brought to the Ballarat goldfields by
British immigrants.
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Within a framework of interpretation based on John Hirst’s liberal egalitarianism, and with some
reference to Louis Hartz’s theory of fragmentation, the chapter has recognised the thread of
egalitarianism that many historians noticed in Australia’s early colonial development.
Mechanics’ Institutes were an offshoot of the Industrial Revolution, which contributed to a
radicalisation of the working class and the beginnings of universal education throughout Britain.
Bate has acknowledged radical elements at work on the Ballarat goldfields, particularly during
the second half of 1854, that culminated in the burning of Bentley’s hotel and later the Eureka
Stockade. 183 This study will determine the extent of that ‘radicalism’ in Ballarat and whether it
was an important element in the establishment of the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute.
Goldfields life during the first half of the 1850s has been described as being associated with
‘work, production, and the accumulation of money;’ 184 sometimes pragmatic, often antiintellectual and usually materialistic. During these early years of prospecting, most diggers were
focussed on the need to work to survive. Lacking the softening influence of women, they had
little time and even less opportunity to experience the more refined elements of home and family.
It was only later in the decade, when the Ballarat goldfields became more settled, that these men
turned their thoughts to improving their social, cultural and educational situation.
The Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute was established within a local culture that encouraged social
mobility. It was the transmission of ideas from Britain to this emerging colonial culture that was
so influential in providing the impetus for the setting up of the Mechanics’ Institute. These
numerous Mechanics’ Institutes developed within an evolving culture that sprang from a strong
sense of identity with Britain.
To summarize, the leading debates raised in this chapter focus on issues surrounding the
Mechanics’ Institute movement, including the question of just how radical these Institutes were;
whether they provided a ‘radical’ opportunity for the working class; or whether they were
intended to be used as an imposition for social control by the middle class. The discussion on
their attempts to reform society through ‘moral enlightenment’ is a common thread in the works
of such authors as Goodman and Serle, 185 whilst the role of women in the Mechanics’ Institute
movement has proved less easily identifiable. This study seeks to find answers to the questions of
how different Mechanics’ Institutes in Australia were, compared to the British model, and why
they developed in unique ways in the Australian colonies, specifically under the post-gold
foundation.
183
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By making a detailed study of how a particular Mechanics’ Institute may have provided an
influence over the cultural, social and educational development of a local community, this
study breaks new ground. It aims to uncover the dynamics of the establishment and early
development of an Institute within a nineteenth-century goldfields district. The object of
this thesis is to uncover the ways in which the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute was able to
influence the cultural, social and educational development of the wider Ballarat community,
whilst recognising that the Institute itself was subject to the influence of changing
community values. There is still much to learn of colonial culture, society and education. In
addressing these issues, this thesis aims to unravel some of the dynamics of the development
of Ballarat society during its initial phase of development.
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Chapter 3
The Origins of the Movement
Whatever we may think of Mechanics’ Institutes as educational establishments, they have certainly,
and perhaps more than any other agency, helped to form a sound public opinion as to the necessity and duty of
popular education… They have established the right of the people to culture—more primary and pressing than
the right to labour or the franchise; a right great as the right to live, since it makes life worth living for.
James Hole, An Essay on the History and Management of Literary, Scientific, & Mechanics’ Institutions and
Especially How far they may be Developed and Combined so as to promote The Moral Well-Being and
Industry of the Country, 1853.

Setting the scene
It is not the object of this thesis to provide an exhaustive analysis of the Mechanics’ Institute
movement in Britain. However, in order to understand the prevailing culture that led to the
establishment of the Mechanics’ Institute movement in Australia, it is necessary to explore the
movement’s origins, the contemporary culture within which it was nurtured, and the philosophy
from which it grew. Some historians such as J F C Harrison, believe the beginnings of adult
learning can be traced back to the ‘Ancient Greeks or the Medieval Christian Church or Sir
Thomas More’s Utopia,’ 186 although most studies adopt J W Hudson’s approach and begin at the
end of the eighteenth century. 187
This chapter acknowledges that Mechanics’ Institutes were often perceived as a genuine attempt
by upper-class philanthropists, supported in many instances by some of the newly affluent
middle-class industrialists, to assist in meeting what they perceived as the needs of the working
class during the early to mid-nineteenth century. However, in some areas their evolution is less
well defined. There are some examples, such as those given by Inkster, where a variety of more
marginalised social groups established Mechanics’ Institutes. 188
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The focus of this chapter, therefore, will be to provide an overview of the genesis of the
Mechanics’ Institute movement; the culture within which it evolved; its impact on British 189
educational, social and cultural development during the early nineteenth century; and thus its
possible influence on the type of Institute later formed in Ballarat. It will identify how people and
in particular historians, have interpreted and reinterpreted British nineteenth-century culture,
including those parts of it which impacted on the development of mass adult education. At the
same time, it will also seek to present a cogent argument that Mechanics’ Institutes helped
establish a widespread acknowledgement of the benefits of adult education during a period when
little or no adult education was available.

The chapter further proposes that the Institutes

provided one of the first avenues for many young working class adults to access academic
learning.
The difficulties associated with the task of interpreting past events have been identified by
historians such as Chris Healy, who considers claims of historical certitude to be historical
imagination or social memory. 190 Healy’s argument centres on the suggestion that even amongst
primary sources, or eyewitnesses to events, recollections will differ, and thus it becomes
impossible to claim certitude, or ‘proof’ of any historical event. At best, Healy argues, historians
can only provide a perspective on any given event or period; therefore history should be more
accurately termed ‘historical imagination, historical consciousness, popular memory or social
memory.’ 191 Whilst this approach has some merit, it demonstrates an unwillingness to accept any
writing as a ‘truth’ and therefore would seem to deny, or at least limit, the notion that there is
clear evidence of the existence of an historical continuity, linking various events and periods of
time. This thesis does not, however, adopt such an approach; rather it contends that significant
analysis can be undertaken, subject to a number of considerations.
It is accepted that while the process of historical revision is being undertaken it is important to
remember that the validity of this type of research can be challenged from the perspective of
distance, both in time and in culture. Today’s researchers must necessarily make judgements
about starting points, processes and concepts, and these perceptions are subject to challenge. As
Silver points out, ‘Data, concepts and judgements can and are being constantly renegotiated and
revised.’ 192 In a very real sense it is difficult to claim historical certitude over events that
occurred some two centuries ago. More realistically, today’s researcher can, at best, examine
189
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those issues and sources relevant to the topic, to provide an interpretation and an explanation of
historical events.
While examining the evolution of the Mechanics’ Institute movement in Britain, this chapter will
also look at some of the social issues of that period such as existing class divisions, the impact of
the Industrial Revolution, literacy rates amongst the working class, and the status of women. 193
These issues were, to a greater or lesser degree, catalysts for the proliferation of social
movements that evolved during the first half of the nineteenth century. There were, of course,
other issues that impacted on the movement, such as the developing culture of self-help, the
importance of public lectures, significant European events such as the French Revolution, and the
financial cost of establishing the Institutes; each of which contributed in some measure to the
manner in which the movement evolved.
The early nineteenth century was a period of rapid economic and social change, brought about in
large measure by the Industrial Revolution and the rapid urbanisation of the workforce into newly
established manufacturing cities. Boyd Hilton has described the first half of the nineteenth
century as ‘The Age of Improvement’ and ‘The Age of Atonement,’ 194 with deep-seated changes,
both socially and economically. Associated with these changes, there was an increasing
radicalisation of the middle and working classes, with a newly awakened interest in politics,
innovation and reform, an evolving working-class resistance to established authority and to the
existing rigid, conservative, class distinctions. Periods of heightened social tension are often
propitious for adult education, and early nineteenth-century Britain, with its numerous social
movements, philanthropic enthusiasms, and religious turmoil was a rich source of clamour for
political and educational change. 195
As a result of these demands, the boundaries between historical certitude and nineteenth-century
interpretation became increasingly distorted. The following section will bring together an
interpretation of the development of the Mechanics’ Institute movement, and its place in the
wider social, economic and political environments within which it grew. The definition of the
word ‘mechanic’ as a working man, tradesman, craftsman or artisan, gained currency during the
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Industrial Revolution, when workers became increasingly associated with machinery through
working in factories and workshops. 196
By the middle of the nineteenth century, Britain had established a vast empire scattered
throughout the world. Its merchants dominated world trade, as advances in transport and
communication enabled people to move around the globe as never before. The speed with which
people and goods could be transported inevitably led to the spread of British culture to those
nations with which it traded. The level of cultural transplantation varied and caution should be
exercised in making ambitious generalisations about a period of such complexity and diversity.
However, as Asa Briggs has said, British society was at that time strongly influenced by issues of
national security and a striving for prosperity, linked to a belief in a common moral code. 197
Nineteenth-century British society provides us with a dichotomy: on the one hand it supported an
environment promoting such issues as universal education, adult suffrage, and the perfectibility
of the individual, whilst at the same time there was also a widely-held belief that individuals were
ultimately responsible for their own development. 198 In simple terms, it was often believed that
those who had received the benefits of good schooling, a privileged background, or a secure
station in life, had a duty to ensure that those who were not so fortunate received those benefits
that would enable them to become useful, productive citizens. There was also a widespread
perception that each individual person, whatever their station in life, had the potential to strive for
perfection, and it was up to each person to make the best possible use of their individual talents,
within their own class. Thus, there were competing background philosophies, with one school of
thought agitating for the establishment of a universal education system, promoting the idea of
adult suffrage, and the belief that individuals could, and should, be assisted in their striving for
perfection. The opposing view held that each individual had the means to achieve their own level
of development, be it educational, social or financial, and that responsibility for individual
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development lay solely within each person. What both sides believed, however, was that it was
the right and duty of each person to achieve to their highest potential. 199
In neither instance was it envisaged that persons of working class status would gain admittance to
the upper classes. The social divisions that had rapidly developed during the first three decades of
the nineteenth century were rigid, with little movement between classes. 200 As Inkster has said,
there was a profound social revolution, particularly in the industrial areas of provincial
England. 201 From both perspectives, it was seen as the duty, either of those who held a higher
position in society, as well as those who had yet to achieve their potential, to contribute to the
personal development of both themselves and others. This, then, was part of the philosophically
ambiguous environment within which the Mechanics’ Institute movement developed. 202
J F C Harrison has observed that for some people, the nineteenth century was a period of adult
learning, and growing ‘democratic participation, an unfolding of new opportunities—political,
social, and cultural.’ 203 Supporting this view, he points out that adult learning was the product of
a largely voluntary movement, rather than of specific individual organizations, and almost all of
the ‘learning’ that occurred was achieved through ‘serious’ effort, rather than as a leisure
occupation. Although adult learning has been regarded as providing a widening of social and
personal horizons, almost all of this adult learning was an elite process that reached only a small
portion of the people. 204 However, it was social movements such as the Mechanics’ Institutes,
which promoted adult learning and were in the forefront of groups providing adult education in
Britain.

Origins of the movement
The origins of the Mechanics’ Institute movement are disputed amongst historians. Some believe
that its genesis was in the Literary Societies of the late eighteenth century, or perhaps in the Adult
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Sunday Schools of the non-conformist churches such as the Methodists/Wesleyans. 205 Paul Fox,
for instance, puts forward the view that the Industrial Revolution provoked a new understanding
about the nature of society, and the role of knowledge in society. He suggests that for a society to
advance knowledge needed to be accessible and that it was this that provided the catalyst for the
provision of education to the lower classes. 206
Conventionally, one of the first examples of what later became the Mechanics’ Institute
movement, is the series of lectures given in 1800 by Dr George Birkbeck, a Quaker and Professor
of Natural Philosophy at the Anderson’s Institute in Glasgow. 207 Requiring scientific apparatus
for his formal lectures, Birkbeck came into contact with mechanics and artisans, and realised that
these men, although proficient at their jobs, had no understanding of the scientific principles
relevant to their work. Seeing their eagerness to learn, he decided to provide them with a free
course of elementary lectures. 208

He obtained permission from the trustees of Anderson’s
Institute,

209

and despite predictions that the

mechanics would not attend, and if they did come
they would not listen, and if they did listen they
would not understand, seventy-five men attended the
first lecture. The second was attended by two
hundred, the third by three hundred and the fourth by
five hundred. Such a large attendance clearly
demonstrated that at that time there was a demand
for this type of instruction amongst the artisans of
Glasgow. 210 The success of this first series of
lectures led to further series in the following three
years. 211
George Birkbeck. Picture courtesy of the
Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute. Not dated.
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Whilst many historians have accepted the view that the movement evolved from this series of
lectures given by Birkbeck, others such as Thomas Kelly have noted that Birkbeck’s claim of
primacy was challenged by John Parsell, colleague of John Anderson, founder and benefactor of
the Anderson’s Institute, who argued that Dr Anderson had given free courses of experiments to
the general public for many years prior to his death in 1796. 212 J W Hudson points to the ‘history
of the Educational Societies of the middle classes, and the Adult Poor Schools in an unbroken
chain, for upwards of a century, exhibited by statistical details and annual returns…proving…that
Mechanics’ Institutions were established long prior to their extension and development by the
late Dr Birkbeck.’ 213
This argument is supported by Hole, who cites the widespread distribution of Sunday Schools as
preparing the way for the establishment of Mechanics’ Institutes. Hole notes that both reading
and writing were taught to the children, and sometimes evening classes were set up for the
instruction of adults.’ 214

He further alludes to the establishment in 1789 of a society in

Birmingham for instructing young men. Classes included writing, bookkeeping, arithmetic,
geography, and drawing. Lectures were delivered, and a library was formed.

In fact the

Birmingham Brotherly Society, as it was named, resembled in many respects a large number of
the later Mechanics’ Institutes. 215 Thomas Kelly takes a broad view of the movement, believing
that it did not originate from a single source, but like most historical movements, was ‘the
outcome of a complex of causes operating to produce similar results in a variety of places.’ 216
In one of the more detailed explanations offered, Inkster lists an exhaustive number of possible
precursors to the establishment of the London Mechanics’ Institute in 1823. 217 Although it is not
possible to mention all of these, he refers to the Adult Schools of Nottingham and Bristol, the
Adult Sunday Schools of Non-Conformist churches such as the Methodists\Wesleyans and
Quakers, 218 the influence of itinerant lecturers, who were so popular during the early nineteenth
century, and even the Industrial Schools in Germany. 219 He acknowledges that such a list does
not, however, present a definitive answer to just what the movement’s origins were. As he states,
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there were a variety ‘of origins, motivations, provisions, membership etc’ 220 that contributed to a
groundswell of demand for adult education.

Motivations (Philosophical basis)
Inkster has demonstrated that there were varied motivations for those establishing Mechanics’
Institutes. Some had an objective not entirely in accord with other Institutes. For instance, the
Rotherham Mechanics’ Institute would appear to have evolved out of the local Temperance
Society’s efforts to combat the district’s reputation for drunkenness. On other occasions, local
fairs which provided easy access to drink were of particular concern. Brian Harrison draws the
connection between Mechanics’ Institutes and the Temperance movement by pointing out that
groups, on occasion, ‘requisitioned steamers and trains’ 221 for the purpose of taking those at risk
on excursions, and thereby removing these people from temptation. In contrast, those establishing
the Ancoat Mechanics’ Institute in Manchester would seem to have been more clearly focused on
providing elementary classes on subjects such as ‘arithmetic, geometry, French and mechanics,’
whilst Wakefield’s Institute was clearly representative of local, middle-class culture. 222 Many of
the movement’s supporters, according to Inkster, were not the upper middle class, as other
historians have believed; rather they were from the dissenting Non-conformist churches, or
marginalised, middle class. If, however, the Mechanics’ Institutes are included as part of an ongoing radicalisation of the working class, then their origins might well form part of the important
social and political changes that occurred in Britain during the 1820s and 1830s.
Within a Marxist construct, Thompson has argued that ‘in the Mechanics’ Institutes, there was
some coming-together of the traditions of the chapel and of the Radicals,’ 223 although he takes
pains to point out that the relationship was not always a happy one. Thompson’s widely read
work The Making of the English Working Class provides an extensive background to the period
under discussion. Harold Silver also contributes to the discussion by exploring the motives
behind the movement, and questions how important and influential was the political and social
radicalism that occurred during the 1790s and early 1800s. He agrees with other historians that
this period could be defined as one of significant economic, cultural and social change. Typified
by ‘radical pressures and politics, reform and innovation, resistance and reaction, conservative
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self-defence and conservative innovation,’ 224 the period provides an almost insurmountable
challenge to those seeking to interpret the rapid changes that occurred.
Colley has identified a number of events that challenged the existing social order. Whilst not
dismissing the influence of the wars in America and France, the growing demands of an
expanding British Empire, or the rapidly changing economic dimensions of the British economy,
she points towards the challenge to the legitimacy of the upper class and ever growing demands
for social change, as being of greater importance. 225 The influence of these demands was all the
greater because it was not only the radical working class who were raising their voices against the
existing order, but the refrain had been taken up by the newly vocal middle class.
Some historians take the view that Mechanics’ Institutes were ‘a nineteenth-century attempt to
address a range of social, political, educational, and economic issues,’ arguing that the ‘main aim
was to educate sections of the community who had previously, and deliberately, been kept
uneducated.’ 226 Whilst not entirely agreeing with their assertions, it is certainly true that the
concept of the Mechanics’ Institute flowered during the 1820s, and by 1850 had spread
throughout Britain. It is also accurate to say that the central aims of most Mechanics’ Institutes
included the provision of education to adult ‘mechanics.’
This raises the question of just who were the men who promoted Mechanics’ Institutes, and
supported their establishment and proliferation during the first half of the nineteenth century.
Inkster lists amongst their numbers professionals such as doctors, Unitarians and members of
other Non-Conformist churches, and also some middle-class men who took a liberal or radical
political stance. These were usually men with a strong interest in science, who were often
prominent in other educational ventures. 227
Whatever the merits of Birkbeck’s claim as the architect of the movement, he was certainly one
of its strongest supporters, both in terms of the amount of time he devoted to its advancement and
also in regard to the financial support he provided to the London Mechanics’ Institute. 228 Inkster,
whilst referring to public lectures as providing ‘an educational milieu, a social centre which could
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stimulate,’ 229 also notes that Birkbeck delivered a series of nine lectures in 1805 to members of
the Hull Library and described him as a ‘public itinerant.’ 230 He identifies some instances where
new Institutes were formed following the delivery of public lectures, thus supporting the view
that some of the itinerant lecturers provided an important inspiration for attempts to establish
Mechanics’ Institutes. 231
In December of 1823 Birkbeck was associated with the establishment of the London Mechanics
Institute, having joined a group that included J C Robertson, radical editor of the Mechanics’
Magazine, working class reformers Thomas Hodgskin and John Gast, and the upper-class
philanthropist Lord Brougham, who wished to establish a formal institute of learning. Their
efforts, and those of others who joined them, led to the creation of the London Mechanics’
Institute in December 1823. 232 Similar institutions had begun in Glasgow and Liverpool earlier
in the same year and in Edinburgh in 1821. Further Institutes were established in areas such as
Greenock, Haddington, Kilmarnock, Newcastle upon Tyne, Lancaster, Aberdeen, Dundee, Leeds,
Manchester and Ipswich by the end of 1825. Not all of these institutions took the name
Mechanics’ Institute. Some were called Schools of Art, whilst others took the name Philosophical
Institute. 233

By 1826 there were over one hundred Mechanics’ Institutes throughout Britain, 234

and thirty years later it was recorded that there were six hundred and ten institutions, 235 with
more than 102,000 subscribing members, and nearly 700,000 volumes in their libraries. 236
Lawson and Silver have acknowledged the ‘small but increasing part’ 237 played by Institute
libraries in improving literacy rates during the 1820s.
On occasion, some historians have simply depicted Mechanics’ Institutes as voluntary, radical,
self-help organisations which had their genesis in Scotland and England in the early nineteenth
century. They generally agree that these Institutes were independent, self-funded, and usually
locally initiated, and were established ‘primarily for the purpose of self improvement and
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educating the working classes who had previously been denied this opportunity.’ 238 Whitelock
also includes ‘popular interest in scientific discovery and technology’ as one of the reasons for
their establishment, although he acknowledges that there were ‘many other motives at work.’ 239
Kelly takes this position further when he states that Mechanics’ Institutes ‘must be regarded as a
part of the general pattern of working class aspirations.’ 240 As mentioned earlier, Inkster also
questions the conventional approach by noting that when seeking to identify the reasons why
Mechanics’ Institutes were established, ‘the local social context must be taken into account,’ as
no single motivation can explain the rationale behind the establishment of every Institute. 241
Hudson, in his contemporary work on the movement, published in 1851, notes that the
Mechanics’ Institutes had three purposes. In the first instance they served to promote science
amongst the ‘lower ranks’ by providing a venue where those involved in manual labour were
given the opportunity to learn the scientific principles of the work they were engaged in. This
also provided working class men with the opportunity to make observations on any peculiarities
of their art, therefore making themselves mutually useful to those of a superior rank. The second
purpose served by the Institutions was to diffuse knowledge amongst the general mass of society,
and thus dispel ‘narrow conceptions, superstitious notions, and vain fears.’ The third according to
Hudson, was to endeavour to provide intellectual discourse and refined amusements that would
lead to ‘the general elevation of character.’ 242
A more critical Marxist viewpoint holds that Mechanics’ Institutes were supported by the middle
and upper classes as a mechanism for social order and control over the working class. Kiernan
cites Engels as being an early adherent of this theme, and expands on the issue by calling
Mechanics’ Institutes ‘organs for the dissemination of the sciences useful to the bourgeoisie.’ 243
In justifying his position, he points to the Institutes being used to divert workingmen away from
their opposition to the upper classes. Kiernan classifies Mechanics’ Institutes as being planned by
bourgeois liberals like Brougham to steer workmen’s minds away from social agitation. This was
a factor noted more positively by Hudson, who also mentions the mingling of men from differing
social backgrounds, which he felt would lead to the dissolution of prejudices and jealousies.
To many in middle and upper-class nineteenth-century British society, the emerging
radicalisation of the working class was seen as a matter of some concern. This was a time when
238
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recent reminders of periods of instability and unrest in both England and Western Europe were
clearly evident. Others have expressed the view that the establishment and support of the
Mechanics’ Institute movement by the ruling elite in Britain owed much to their concerns for
social stability. For instance, Susan Healy believes that the Institutes were ‘promoted as a way of
ensuring social control at a time of considerable unrest.’ 244 Inkster discusses this perspective,
arguing that whilst the middle class could not stop the progress of radicalisation of the working
class, they could give it direction, and one way to do this was through the influence of
Mechanics’ Institutes. 245
Whitelock takes a somewhat similar view, noting that the largely middle-class controlled
Institutes aimed to direct working class unrest into the respectable area of ‘self-improvement,’
through the dissemination of ‘useful knowledge.’ The theory behind this philosophy was that by
using up the leisure time of the working-class, and elevating their minds with ‘noble’ and ‘useful’
knowledge, these men would be ‘uplifted’ and their potential for fomenting conflict and disorder
would be reduced. Whitelock points out that by the time Mechanics’ Institutes came to be widely
disseminated throughout the Australian colonies, ‘the original concept was dead.’ 246
Other historians taking a similarly critical approach include Corrigan and Gillespie, who view
British Mechanics’ Institutes as contradictory institutions. They argue that the Institutes were as
much a location for class struggle as were the factories within which many of these mechanics
worked. As mentioned in the previous chapter, they also raise the issue of what they termed
‘social architecture’ being used to impose middle and upper-class standards on the working
class. 247 By erecting buildings of a type and structure that reflected ‘correctness’ they contend
that the ideals of ‘proper’ or morally uplifting social activity would be underpinned, thus
reinforcing the notion of a ruling hegemony.
The above passages provoke the question of whether Mechanics’ Institutes were established
primarily as a measure of social control or whether they were principally a philanthropic measure
to provide social opportunity for the working class. I would argue that the answer lies somewhere
in between and further, that individual institutions would have had their own sets of preconditions and motivations.
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Hole suggests that whatever the driving-force behind the Mechanics’ Institute movement, the
educational aspects provided the momentum to help form a ‘sound public opinion as to the
necessity and duty of popular education.’ 248 In his treatise of 1853, Hole identifies the growing
public acknowledgement of the right of workers to access culture in its many forms. He places
the importance of this universal right higher than the right to live, since it makes life worth living,
and although he is critical of some aspects of the Mechanics’ Institute movement, he cites the
Institutes as having at least given workers an ‘increased taste for reading.’ 249 Not only were the
working-class men given improved access to literature, the families of these men were also
provided with the opportunity to read the books brought home from the Institutes by their
husbands and fathers. The stimulation of working class interest in good music, and the spread of
useful and uplifting knowledge through the public lectures were, according to Hole, some of the
other benefits provided by the Institutes.
Although Institutes were autonomous, they generally had corresponding aims and aspirations.
Their rules were almost identical, and their day-to-day activities were similar. For instance, the
London Mechanics’ Institute defined its objectives as ‘the instruction of the members in the
principles of the arts they practice, and in the various branches of science and useful
knowledge.’ 250 It was envisaged that these aims would be achieved in a number of ways,
including the voluntary association of mechanics and others, the provision of a library and
reading room, the establishment of classes, and of a museum of machines and models, through
the delivery of lectures, and through donations of money, books, implements and apparatus. 251
There are a few examples of Institutes whose aims were expressed slightly differently. These
included the promotion of science and scientific understanding amongst the working mechanics;
the diffusion of rational information among the general mass of society; and the presentation of
intellectual pleasures and refined amusement or entertainment. This latter aim, it was thought,
would lead to a general ‘uplifting’ of the morality and character of those who used the Institutes’
facilities. Hudson believed that the Institutes’ claims of ‘drawing men from those evil resources
which the absence of intellectual culture is sure to lead to’ 252 was evidence of their superiority
over other means of adult education. He cites an elevation in morality and a diminution in crime
as having flowed from the involvement of the lower classes in Mechanics’ Institutes. This would
be a very reassuring result, had Hudson provided some empirical evidence to support his claims.
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Many Institutes moved from their original aims, introducing other measures to ensure they
remained both popular and viable. Some of these innovations may have had the effect of
attracting more women members. Efforts to attract new members included the introduction of
more popular forms of entertainment. Lectures became less scientific; the books on library
shelves began to include novels and popular magazines; soirees became frequent events; as were
exhibitions of art, models, statues and pictures. 253 Social teas and coffee parties gained in
popularity, and musical performances were an essential element in the social calendar of many
institutions. 254 Each of these adaptations would seem to provide for not only a different class of
member, but also to be attractive to women.
Hole supported the argument that Institutes should be as popular as possible. He made a case for
committees of management to be composed of both employers and the working class, arguing
that employers have greater management talent and experience, whilst the workers would ensure
that the interests of other working class members would be given due attention. However, Hole
was very aware that working class membership was not maintained, and those that did stay often
failed to vote at Institute meetings. Thus, he argues, although the Mechanics’ Institute movement
was based on ‘Universal suffrage, vote by ballot, and annual parliaments,’ 255 the problem of
members from the middle class gaining control of the Institutes, was the fault of working-class
members who did not attend meetings, and therefore did not vote.
Although Hole, Hudson, Whitelock and others have indicated that the Mechanics’ Institute
movement failed in its original aims, some historians have taken the view that this was not
always the case. Inkster has proposed that the Institutes may well have succeeded in some areas,
depending on what the original reasons were for the establishment of individual Institutes. It is
obvious then, that local social contexts must be considered when discussing Mechanics’ Institutes.
However, it is possible that in some instances Institutes may have also provided a pathway for
social mobility for the lower middle class who wished to associate with those who were
acknowledged as what Inkster termed ‘upwardly mobile and culturally distinguished’ 256 or
perhaps, as he has also suggested, many of these Institute members may have had a strong
interest in the various branches of science.
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Altick presents us with the argument that the success achieved by Mechanics’ Institutes was
‘directly proportional to the degree to which they abandoned their original purposes.’ 257 He
acknowledges the basic aims of instilling knowledge into the minds of illiterate mechanics, but
goes further and draws on the words of Lord Brougham, one of the strongest proponents of
Mechanics’ Institutes, who contended that in addition to gaining literacy skills, these men,
through the broadening of their understanding and knowledge, would achieve stronger religious
beliefs. 258 Brougham is also cited as believing that the Mechanics’ Institutes would provide a
barrier against the spread of radicalism and politicisation amongst lower orders. Thus the
Institutes would in effect help to police the working class, encouraging them to cultivate the
enjoyment of rational leisure pursuits, rather than ‘gin parlours and bear pits.’ 259
Most Mechanics’ Institutes began with strict policies that precluded any discussion on the issues
of politics or religion, which, it was felt, were likely to inflame the intellectual senses and thus
provoke political dissent. These topics, however, were often important to the newly awakened
interests of many of the working class men who flocked to the Institutes. By banning any
reference to these issues, the Institutes were instrumental in turning many of these working men
towards more radical organisations such as the Working Men’s clubs. 260 In some districts, the
Unitarians were involved in establishing Institutes. 261 Inkster draws attention to instances when
the ‘infidel’ nature of these Mechanics’ Institutes led to the establishment of separate Institutes
by the Protestant churches. 262
Hole raised the issue of newly available, cheap, newspapers. The repeal of the Stamp Tax in
Britain made newspapers more readily affordable and hence they became an important source of
public information and education. 263 Most Mechanics’ Institutes held copies of these newspapers,
and he noted that although ‘politics are excluded [from the Institutes], newspapers are not: and a
superior class newspaper has come within the reach of the people.’ 264 Nadel argues that the strict
exclusion of political discussion from the set of courses offered and from the library shelves, was
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a deterrent to attracting the working class, who, ‘since the Reform Bill, had become increasingly
interested in political movements and associations.’ 265
From the 1840s and later, the influence of public lectures as a source of scientific education
waned. The public began to favour less scientifically based lectures on subjects such as ‘history,
literature, phrenology and other ephemera,’ 266 and the educational value of lectures became
peripheral, as many Institutes sought to retain their membership by presenting lectures and
entertainments that had greater popular appeal, rather than the scientific instruction as originally
envisaged. The decline in relevance of the Mechanics’ Institutes intensified during the latter
decades of the nineteenth century, particularly after the introduction of compulsory, state-funded
education, which raised the literacy rates of children from working class homes. 267

A culture of self-help
The spread of the Mechanics’ Institute movement throughout Britain during the first half of the
nineteenth century was indicative of a period of rising social consciousness amongst the working
class. Whitelock talks of this period as being one of ‘religious and philanthropic enthusiasms’
highlighted by the ‘growing clamour for political and educational reform.’ 268 Along with
demands for working class education was the call for intellectual independence rather than
imposed patronage.
It was an era of emerging liberalism and challenge to religious certitude and authority, when
doctrines of self-help and self-improvement, as expressed in such groups as the Benthamites,
Owenites and Chartists, proliferated.

The Mechanics’ Institute movement held its greatest

attraction for the working class in the period before free, compulsory education was made
available to all classes. Thompson paints this period as being one where an ethos of selfeducation flourished in towns and villages, and the ‘articulate consciousness of the self-taught
was above all a political consciousness.’ 269 Despite the brevity of education received by most of
the working class, he considers the first half of the nineteenth century was by no means a time of
intellectual atrophy. When provided with an elementary level of literacy, labourers, artisans,
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shopkeepers and clerks and schoolmasters, proceeded to instruct themselves, severally or in
groups.’ 270 Lawson and Silver record that literacy rates ‘as measured by ability to sign the
marriage register,’ rose during the early decades of the nineteenth century. 271 They note the
literacy rate in England and Wales was ‘about two-thirds for men and about a half for women in
1840.’ 272 Thompson also notes that the books being read and the teachers being listened to, were
very often those sanctioned by reforming opinion.
This was also a period of consolidation of large numbers of the population into urban towns and
cities. Lawson and Silver note that by the beginning of the 1830s ‘there were forty-three towns
with populations of over 20,000.’ 273 This compared to only fifteen towns of that size in 1801. By
1831 there was a total population of almost fourteen million in England and Wales. 274 Table 3.1
below provides an indication of how rapidly population growth occurred during the nineteenth
century, in areas other than Ireland.
Table 3.1

Growth of population in the United Kingdom (in millions)
Year

Ireland

United Kingdom

1781

Great
Britain
(England, Scotland
and Wales)
8,900

4,100

13,000

1791

9,700

4,800

14,500

1801

10,686

5,216

15,902

1811

12,147

5,956

18,103

1821

14,206

6,802

21,007

1831

16,368

7,767

24,135

1841

18,551

8,200

26,751

1851

20,879

6,514

27,393

1861

23,189

5,788

28,977

1871

26,158

5,398

31,556

1881

29,789

5,146

34,934

1891

33,122

4,680

37,802

1901

37,092

4,446

41,538

Source: Phyllis Deane and W A Cole (eds), British Economic Growth 1688 – 1959,
Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1967, p. 8.

The philosophy of self-help, or self-culture was widely supported by many during the early
nineteenth century, and illustrated in the works of John Stuart Mill, William Channing, and
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particularly Samuel Smiles. Smiles’ book Self-Help, first published in 1859, begins with the
maxim ‘Heaven helps those who help themselves,’ a philosophy that captures the values he
espoused throughout his lifetime, and which he widely promoted. 275 Thus the ideals and goals of
Mechanics’ Institutes were, to a great extent, in accord with Smiles’ philosophy. The Institutes
sought to provide a culture where the working class would be inspired to achieve personal
advancement through self-education and self-improvement. These autodidacts, with their often
laboured and uneven understanding, took little on trust, and challenged existing authority. They
were, however, willing to examine any new or anti-authoritarian ideas. 276
To the radical artisan or newly established trade unionist, the ideals of the movement led by the
enthusiastic Dr Birkbeck, with some Dissenting clergy and Benthamite professional men to
assist, was very welcome. However, despite their thirst for knowledge, these newly radicalised
‘mechanics’ were not prepared to accept this help on any terms. 277 Whitelock stresses the
importance of this era of social and cultural instability, describing it as a period of ‘acute social
tensions.’ 278
This anti-authoritarian ideological base provides one rationale for the volatility of the various
working-class movements, particularly in the period between 1825 and 1840. It also assists us to
appreciate the rapidity with which social movements such as radicalism, non-Conformism,
Chartism, and Owenism spread, and the readiness of newly radicalised men to move backward
and forward from one to another of the utopian and socialistic schemes that proliferated during
this era. Thompson associates the early development of the Mechanics’ Institutes movement,
from the creation of the London Institute in 1823 until the 1830s, with this chronicle of
ideological conflict. 279 Inkster, on the other hand, places the most intensive period of class
antagonism, ideological conflict, reform, and greater specialisation of lecturers, as the 1840s. 280
He points to the evolving process of economic and social development that occurred during the
first three decades of the nineteenth century, with its parallel social upheaval and reorganisation.
The 1840s was also the age of the Chartists, a major, democratic, working-class political
movement that gained wide community support in the period before 1848.
It is also relevant to note that not only was the Mechanics’ Institute movement widely supported
in Britain, it was also transported to Canada, New Zealand, the West Indies, India, South Africa,
throughout the Pacific, and of course, Australia. As Candy and Laurent point out, it was
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‘anywhere that was coloured red on the map of the British Empire.’ 281 The movement also gained
public support in the United States, which although no longer a dependent of Britain, retained
some of its historic ties, and adopted many British institutions.
When discussing the spread of the Institute movement, Whitelock observed that there was no
integrated policy supporting the distribution of Mechanics’ Institutes; rather they ‘proliferated
because of local initiative driven by common enthusiasms and loyalties; and they exemplified the
full-blown Victorian self-help principle.’ 282 The connection between the Mechanics’ Institute
movement, radicals and some churches is drawn by Thompson, although he cautions that ‘the
coexistence was uneasy, and not always peaceful.’ 283
Ideological conflict is symptomatic of the period of establishment of the Mechanics’ Institute
movement; indeed it was inevitable in many instances where there were class differences
between those promoting the movement, such as in London where Birkbeck, Brougham and
Place led the push to establish a Mechanics’ Institute, and the working class artisans they were
attempting to assist. Inkster notes the fragmented nature and ad hoc spread of the movement,
considering the groups that established and supported new Institutes, particularly after the 1830s,
as ‘essentially marginal, amidst a changing system wherein there was no longer one social
world. 284 Whilst acknowledging that in London and Manchester supporters of Mechanics’
Institutes could be seen as ‘a reflection of the social needs of a large class subset,’ this was not
necessarily so in other regions, where ‘in the majority of provincial settings the social location of
the Institutes may be identified rather more closely as that of marginal, more tenuous social
groupings.’ 285
The movement was also faced with powerful opposition from the Church of England, whose
leaders spoke out from the pulpit against what they considered a threat to their authority. Richard
Altick has described Mechanics’ Institutes as being an ‘anathema’ to both the conservative Tory
Party and the Church of England. 286 The animosity towards the movement from within the
Church of England was counteracted, to some extent, by the general support given by other
denominations, particularly the Non-Conformist churches such as Methodists/Wesleyans,
Quakers and Presbyterians.
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Mid nineteenth-century paradox
Nadel alludes to the paradox of the Mechanics’ Institute movement in Britain after 1840, when he
believes it was ‘generally admitted that Mechanics’ Institutes were a failure and yet their
numbers tripled between 1840 and 1850.’ 287 His explanation for this perceived failure rests with
what he sees as a flaw in the original aims of the movement; namely to give scientifically based
instruction to illiterate, or poorly educated, workmen. He further contends that the cost of
subscriptions and the exclusion of politics and religion contributed to perceptions of failure. 288
The co-issues of improved literacy levels and more readily available free reading material also
influenced the local standing of many Mechanics’ Institutes. The 1850 Public Libraries Act,
empowered municipal councils to set up free libraries. Norman Lynraven notes that as councils
established free libraries, local Mechanics’ Institutes were either absorbed or superseded, with
their numbers declining after the 1860s. 289
Despite being one of the core aspirations of most Mechanics’ Institutes, all too often the lectures
were not presented on a level suitable for the ‘mechanics.’ It was somewhat illogical to expect
uneducated, or poorly educated, workmen to be able to understand these lectures, or to maintain
an interest in them in the long-term. By the 1840s the face of public lectures had changed.
Substantial lecture courses had been replaced by either technical lectures that were aimed at a
specifically select group, or by less scientific entertainments that were likely to attract wider
community support. Inkster points out the issues of paternalism, lack of basic literacy, middleclass dominance of Mechanics’ Institutes and the economic cost of membership, all of which
combined over time to bring a critical response from the working-class. 290 This mid-century
period was also a time of class antagonism and growing institutional maturity, with differences
between classes more formally established.
Nowhere was this more apparent than in the provinces. In Bradford, Leeds and Huddersfield, for
instance, the tendency after the middle of the 1820s was for control of the Institutes, and
eventually their patronage, to move from the artisan class to that of the lower middle class, whose
ideology also began to dominate the classes and libraries of these institutions. 291 In many Scottish
Institutes, by 1840 almost all of the science courses had given way to ‘a miscellaneous
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programme embracing popular science, literature, music, history, travel and phrenology,’ in
attempts to maintain popular support. 292 The deliberate ‘popularising’ of many Institute’s
activities was seen by Nadel as being an attempt to widen the appeal of Institutes to clerks,
shopkeepers and others from the middle class. 293
Economic constraints, in particular, were critical to working class membership of the Mechanics’
Institutes. Working class men, particularly those who were unskilled, often experienced periods
of unemployment, and were thus seldom able to afford high membership fees. Paradoxically, it
was when they were in full employment that they were most able to afford the fees, but lacked
the leisure time to do so. After spending the daylight hours at arduous manual work, these
mechanics found it very difficult to attend lectures at night, whilst unemployed workers, with
plenty of time on their hands, were unable to meet the costs of membership to attend the lectures.
This very relevant issue is explored by Yeo and Yeo, who note that for many artisans and
labourers there were ‘annual cycles of work which were made all the more treacherous by
periodic national depressions.’ 294
It was the issues associated with cost, according to Nadel, that saw a change in the movement
from working class to middle-class support. 295 Financial difficulties arose at many of the
Institutes, due both to the cost of providing scientific apparatus, and the payment of competent
lecturers, who were usually paid from members’ subscriptions. This required a large membership,
both in terms of numbers and in the membership subscription, which usually had to be paid sixmonthly in advance. Some Institutes also added an additional charge for lectures and classes. Yeo
and Yeo make the point that membership of a Working Men’s reading-room in Carlisle was just
one penny a week, and allowed the member free use of the library when he was unemployed.
They argue that this was far more attractive to the workers than most Mechanics’ Institutes. 296 A
further element in the move away from Mechanics’ Institutes was the number of cheap
newspapers that began to abound. The previously mentioned removal of the Stamp Tax meant
that for the first time newspapers became accessible to most working-class men and women.
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Hole acknowledges that most Mechanics’ Institutes evolved over time to become havens for ‘a
class for whom they were not originally contemplated.’ 297 Whilst bemoaning the small number of
mechanics taking out membership, he does not, however, see this as a matter for total regret,
giving the opinion that even if the Institutes had not been taken over by clerks and shopkeepers,
the mechanics would still not have continued to participate in their activities. He also adds the
corollary that if new middle-class members had not supported the Institutes they would have
failed altogether. To support his contention, Hole provides a list of the occupations of members
of the Manchester Mechanics’ Institute, an Institute noted for striving to meet the needs of the
mechanics, for the period 1835 to 1841. These figures can be seen below.

Table 3.2

Membership occupation numbers and percentages, Manchester
Mechanics’ Institute, 1835-41.
Occupations

Membership
numbers

Percentages

328

27.7

Clerks,
warehousemen,
shopkeepers
and
their
assistants
Mechanics,
millwrights,
overlockers, spinners and
mill-hands, building trades
and other handicrafts
Ladies

374

31.5

309

26.0

20

1.8

Youths

153

13.0

Total number of members

1184

Merchants,

manufacturers,

artists, architects, engravers,
professional

men,

schoolmasters and persons of
no profession

Source: James Hole, An Essay on the History and Management of Literary, Scientific, & Mechanics’
Institutions and Especially How far they may be Developed and combined so as to promote The Moral WellBeing and Industry of the Country, London, Frank Cass and Company Limited, 1853, (New impression
1970), pp. 17 - 18.

Thompson believes that from the beginning, middle-class sponsors such as the ‘Nonconformist
manufacturers’ controlled a large number of Institutes, particularly those in the provinces. 298 This
led to the encouragement of many who were not from the ‘mechanics’ class to take out
membership, helping to generate sufficient funds to purchase books for the libraries, scientific
equipment, and to pay lecturers. In order to attract these lower-middle-class members it became
necessary to provide lectures, literature and entertainments that appealed to their tastes. Thus
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literary, musical and dramatic recitals were introduced to the programs of many Mechanics’
Institutes.
From the example provided in Table 3.2 above, it is clear that the mechanics’ class made up little
more than one quarter of the membership during this period, with the main support coming from
the middle class. No mention is made of the class dimension of the younger members of this
Institute, however it could be postulated that given the relatively small percentage of mechanics’
class amongst the adult membership, this would also apply to the younger membership. The table
above also lists only twenty women members, and it is to the issue of female participation in the
Mechanics’ Institute movement that we now turn.

Female participation
Rather surprisingly for someone writing in the 1850s, Hole devoted some attention to the
involvement of women during that time. He noted that the early founders of the Institutes had not
contemplated providing education for females and by 1850 the issue had generally still not been
addressed to any great extent. However, Hole estimates that at that time almost one-tenth of all
membership was female, so it would seem that either by design or perhaps necessity, women
were being admitted to many, if not all, Mechanics’ Institutes. 299 If we accept the estimates of
Hudson and Inkster that membership numbered over 100,000 by the 1850s, it would seem that
there were over 10,000 female members. Whilst this number is not proportionately large, it does
show that women were able to take out membership and avail themselves of the opportunity to
access at least a rudimentary standard of education and learning. Discussing reasons why more
women had not joined, Hole believes that it could, at least in part, be attributable to contemporary
views on the position of women within society, which held that upper-class women were ‘elegant
toys,’ while in the lower ranks ‘she is frequently treated merely as a domestic slave.’ 300
Taking a more emancipatory approach to the education of women than was fashionable during
the mid-nineteenth century, Hole believed that it was even more important to educate working
class women than men, reasoning that educated women would be happier women, and thus
provide a more virtuous, comfortable domestic home life for both their husbands and children.
Arguing against the views of those who objected to both sexes visiting the same institution
together, he points out that both men and women attended churches, and worked in the same
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factories together with no diminution of social decorum. 301 Foreshadowing the women’s
emancipation movement that would evolve some decades later, Hole took the stance that women
should have equal rights with men to education and would appear to be one of the few
contemporary historians of Mechanics’ Institutes to acknowledge both the limited presence of
women, and the pressing need to encourage and facilitate their involvement in the Institute
movement.
Expanding on his theme of equality of opportunity, and the benefits to be gained, Hole provides
the example of the first Female Educational Institute, which was established in Huddersfield. The
management of this establishment, which evolved out of the Mechanics’ Institute movement, was
by a committee composed of all the lady teachers, supported by men elected by the Institute. In
another innovation, pupils were also able to select six of their own number to serve on the
management committee. Discussing the membership of the Institute, Hole notes they were
‘principally composed of factory operatives, milliners, and dressmakers, with a few domestic
servants.’ With the members’ ages ranging from eleven to forty, the subjects taught included
reading, writing, grammar, arithmetic, composition, geography, history, and also basic sewing.302
The agenda of this Institute would appear to have been more radical than many, given the
composition of the management committee and the evidence that the membership of the Institute
was clearly working class. It would seem that there was strong support from the working class
rather than the more usual trend towards middle-class membership that was so evident at many of
the Mechanics’ Institutes. The example of the Huddersfield Institute, provided by Hole, is the
only instance discovered of an Institute specifically set up for females.
Hudson, however, does provide some details of female involvement in the Manchester
Athenaeum. In 1834 a school for working class boys was established, and was such a success that
the directors expanded the school to include girls. The school languished after 1838 due to its
removal from a central location to hired rooms some distance from the Athenaeum. However, in
1845 ‘a liberal and comprehensive scheme of female education by means of day classes was
instituted.’ 303 At a cost of less than thirty shillings per quarter, young women were able to receive
instruction in French, drawing, dancing, vocal and instrumental music, modelling and the useful
arts of millinery and dress-making, all of which were considered appropriate leisure and
entertainment activities. From the list of classes, it can be seen that they were generally aimed at
increasing female virtue, and enhancing their home-making skills. In common with the early
male-dominated Mechanics’ Institutes, there is no mention of any discussion of politics or
301
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religion. Over a five-year period, the average attendance was one hundred and twenty. By 1850
the class consisted of ‘eighty-seven ladies under fourteen, and forty-one above that age.’ 304
Although most Institutes were unable to compare with the Manchester Athenaeum in providing
for females, it is clear that some attempts were being made to provide an education for women
during this period.
Davidoff and Hall have shown that even when educated, women were still placed on a lower
social standing than their male counterparts. 305 Wages for women teachers were lower than for
men, and the subjects taught by women were less valued than those such as arithmetic and
bookkeeping, which were the preserve of men. Furthermore, schools for girls taught less
‘academic’ subjects, concentrating more on the ‘womanly’ subjects such as art, French and
dancing.

Success or failure?
Hudson believes that there were a number of reasons for the failure of some Institutes. He lists
the lack of childhood schooling of many of the mechanics who joined the Institutes; the diverse
characters of the subscribers; and their leaning towards less ‘scientific’ lectures and books, as
being major reasons for the lack of success in achieving the original aims set by many Institutes.
Lawson and Silver propose that ‘deficiencies in the elementary education’ of Institute members
was ‘one reason for their failure to attract working men.’ 306 Whilst most Institutes, at least in
their initial stages, avoided all mention of politics and religion, suspicion remained about their
motives. Hudson also raises the interesting conjecture that perhaps some of these Mechanics’
Institutes may have ceased to exist ‘not from failure, but from having to a great extent, answered
the object for which they were established.’ 307 He argues that the introduction of a greater
number of state-funded schools, and an awakening of parents to the importance of education,
through their own experience of Mechanics’ Institutes, ensured that the spread of working class
education left little need for Mechanics’ Institutes. Inkster proposes that ‘it is precisely during
periods of rampant social and economic change, periods of especial interest to historians, that
formalized institutions fail to “reflect” new social values, needs, and groupings,’ 308 and
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furthermore that rather than being a working class movement, the Mechanics’ Institutes were part
of a ‘profound, provincial-based middle-class culture and institutional network.’ 309
Fundamental to the existence of each Mechanics’ Institute was the element of self-education or
mutual education of working class men and women. The Factory Acts of 1833, 1844 and 1847
restricted the employment of women and children, although they failed to ensure the right to
universal education for all children. 310 While the Institutes were able to fill the educational gap
for mechanics and while they met the literary and scientific needs of the working class, they
flourished. However, when they became the meeting place for the middle class, and particularly
once the government moved to introduce universal, compulsory, state-funded education and free
public libraries, the influence and relevance of Mechanics’ Institutes declined. 311 The cost of
membership was a further inhibiting factor, with the long hours and seasonal nature of much
working class employment meaning that when working class men and women had sufficient
leisure time to attend the Institutes they often did not have the funds to join. This led to many
joining the Working Men’s clubs, where they paid a lower membership fee and where the
activities were often more in line with their tastes.

312

Notwithstanding the issues listed above, Whitelock has shown that the Institutes, through their
pioneering of libraries, adult education and technical education were the ‘all-purpose workhorses
of the early adult education movement,’ both in Australia and Britain. 313 During the period of
decline, many managed to maintain their relevance by adapting their activities to conform to the
social needs of their constituents, even if the composition of these members had changed from
the working class to the middle class.

Summation
The Mechanics’ Institute movement was a product of its time, growing from obscure and oftencontested beginnings to become a motivating force behind the nineteenth-century move to
universal education. Each Institute’s aims were usually well set out and despite their autonomous
nature there was a high degree of unanimity in the scope of their activities; at least during the
initial stages of its development. Once viewed in detail however, it is obvious that there are
difficulties in labelling the movement purely a radical working-class movement. Although it had
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elements of such and in some regions maintained this focus, the non-Conformist lower middle
class were involved from the beginning and changes in direction reflected greater efforts to
attract the middle class.
Institutes sought to meet growing demands from the newly industrialised and newly radicalised
working class. No longer were these factory workers content to be subject to the will of churches,
or to middle and upper-class control. The Institutes were also an outlet for the philanthropic
efforts of the rich and powerful, who sought to provide rational leisure activities and morally
uplifting culture to the working class. The issue of class is particularly relevant, as it became one
of the core reasons why mechanics abandoned the Institutes. When middle-class membership
rose, there was usually a commensurate decline in working class support. Given the social divide
between working class and middle class, this unwillingness to interact together on an equal basis
is not surprising.
One further school of thought, argued earlier in this chapter, was that the upper and middle
classes established Mechanics’ Institutes as a means of retaining social control over the working
class. This, of course, was never mentioned in any of the formal lists of aims, but contemporary
writers such as Hole and Hudson, have both provided some indication that any level of control
that could be achieved over workers through the activities of the Institutes, would not be
unwelcome to those who established and provided funds for these Institutes. 314 Inkster also
alluded to this issue when he quoted an article in the middle-class London Magazine which stated
that education for the working class was a legitimate goal, provided those receiving the
knowledge were ‘impressed with a strong and permanent conviction of their duties to themselves
and to society.’ The article also noted that whilst the middle class could not stop the progress of
the working class, they ‘give it direction.’ 315
The Institutes were not established to benefit women and at their inception did little to encourage
female participation in their activities. However, most Institutes later welcomed their attendance
at lectures, particularly as the tone of lectures changed from a scientific focus to a more populist
style. In at least some instances this may have been just one avenue by which the Institutes
sought to encourage new memberships. Many Institutes allowed women to attend the classes and
use the libraries. The research has shown that there were some instances where classes were
established solely for women and young girls, with the Huddersfield Institute exemplifying the
most radical and democratic expression of the movement.
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Despite libraries of historical literature relating to this period prior to the establishment of free,
rate-supported public libraries, the Mechanics’ Institute movement still remains a contested field
for political, economic, cultural and social historians. This is a particularly significant issue for
those seeking a realistic interpretation in relation to the origins and history of mass, or popular,
education. Whatever perspective we may take of Mechanics’ Institutes as educational
establishments they undoubtedly helped to form a sound public opinion as to the necessity and
duty of popular, secular education, perhaps more than any other movement of the nineteenth
century. They contributed to the establishment of the right of every class of people to culture and
enlightenment.
With the growth of unions, the setting up of free libraries, the ready availability of good, cheap
newspapers and the establishment of Working Men’s clubs and other groups of like-minded
workers, the need for Mechanics’ Institutes declined. The functions of the Institutes came, sooner
or later, to be carried out by other bodies, particularly public libraries and technical colleges.
However, their standing as the dominant force in British adult education in the early nineteenth
century was such that they were carried as cultural baggage by migrants, to be replicated
throughout the British Empire.
The early Australian adult education movement had similar motivations and owed much of its
evolution to the British experience. Based on issues of self-help, evangelism and an over-riding
concern with ‘useful knowledge,’ it used Britain as its exemplar. One striking difference,
however, was the fact that governments and the churches were much more actively involved. The
next chapter will examine a specific colonial interpretation of the Mechanics’ Institute movement
as it evolved in Ballarat.
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Chapter 4

Mechanics’ Institutes in Australia and Ballarat —
Refractions of Cultural Baggage
It is the moral duty on the part of the better educated classes to confer, so far as in their power,
upon those who have not been so fortunate, these blessings by which they themselves have profited.
Editorial, Ballarat Times, 23 November 1858.

Overview
At least part of the underlying philosophy of the Mechanics’ Institute movement is encapsulated
above. It was this concept of ‘helping others to help themselves’ that was so reflective of social
and cultural thought during the nineteenth century and this was one of the major contributors to
the movement’s early success, 316 although there are a number of other reasons put forward to
explain the aspirations and benefits of the movement, and these were explored in the previous
chapter.
Amongst the themes discussed were the social and class divisions that were so important in
nineteenth-century British culture and which influenced the direction taken by many Institutes. In
the Australian colonies, and in the particular example of Ballarat, this entrenched social structure
was lacking, at least in the late 1850s when the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute was first
established. In its place there was a more egalitarian community, with a more liberal-radical ethos,
as seen in the goldfields protest movements of 1853-4. Marian Sawer has referred to the influx of
British Chartists who came as free settlers in the 1850s, with many coming to the goldfields. 317
To this were added a lack of established social structures, the unsettled nature of early goldfields,
an overriding entrepreneurial spirit amongst those who had come to the goldfields in search of
wealth and the freedom to influence the development of a newer and more democratic society. 318
In some respects, the manner of Ballarat’s development is a clear reflection of both the
egalitarian and liberal-radical elements, evidenced by the miners’ rebellion at the Eureka
Stockade in December of 1854, against what they considered an unjust administration. Historians
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such as Anne Beggs Sunter have argued that Eureka was a defining moment in Victoria’s
political development and indirectly in the development of the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute, as
the stockade resulted in the granting of political representation and the Miner’s Right, which gave
virtual Manhood Suffrage. 319 The goldfields were later to become an important political force in
the Victorian Parliament.
However, the goldfields rebellion does not provide a complete answer as to why Ballarat evolved
in the manner that it did. Ballarat’s strength lay in the prosperity generated from gold and the
willingness of those who had benefited from this wealth to settle within the local district and
contribute both time and money to the establishment of a progressive, vibrant community. The
manner of this development owed much to the dominance of men with a British background.
This chapter will discuss the transplantation of the Mechanics’ Institute movement to Australia
and to colonial Ballarat. Part of this process will be an examination of the level of influence
wielded by those men who sought to establish a Mechanics’ Institute in Ballarat, as well as the
movement’s adaptation to colonial conditions and the requirements of a specific region. Further
issues include the element of social control that has been ascribed to Mechanics’ Institutes; the
related question of community support; why Ballarat wanted to establish a Mechanics’ Institute
when it was widely acknowledged that the Institute movement in Britain was failing; and the
particular circumstances surrounding the establishment of the Institute in Ballarat in 1859. Some
discussion of why it was a Mechanics’ Institute rather than an Industrial or Mining Institute that
was eventually established, will be included. An integral component of this evolution was the
‘social memory’ 320 that British-born immigrants brought with them to Ballarat. The knowledge
and experience of Mechanics’ Institutes in Britain brought to the goldfields by many of the
diggers and the ambition of some of these men to set up societal and institutional structures
reminiscent of the culture they had left behind, contributed to several unsuccessful attempts to
establish a Mechanics’ Institute in Ballarat during the 1850s.
Previous studies of both the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute, and of other Institutes throughout
Australia, have generally not considered the extent, or the importance, of the cultural role these
Institutes played within their local communities. A focus of this study is to determine to what
extent the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute was able to influence the developing culture of the local
community during the second half of the nineteenth century. In order to begin the process, this
319
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chapter will also include an evaluation of the evolving cultural and social structure of the Ballarat
district at that time.
There was ample scope in the newly established township of Ballarat for men of ability, with
sufficient financial resources, enthusiasm and entrepreneurial spirit, to create a set of business
and cultural institutions that would establish their dominance in the local community. As Bate
has said, these men were secure ‘from the restrictions of the class structure of the mother-land …
[and] free to adopt British institutions without losing their own identity.’ 321 The lack of an
entrenched class system was emphasised by the disordered goldfields’ environment, where exconvicts could be digging beside mechanics or even aristocratic and upper-class prospectors; and
fortune could smile on each of them equally. 322 For the first few years there were almost no
permanent dwellings, few educational facilities, and often only visiting clerics to minister to the
spiritual needs of newly arrived parishioners. 323
To explain just why it was the Anglo-Saxon Mechanics’ Institute model that was adopted
throughout Australia, and in this particular instance, in Ballarat, it is necessary to look to the
dominance of British-based models of society being established throughout the colonies.
Although the goldfields population came from richly diverse cultural, political, religious and
ethnic backgrounds, it was the culture of the British Isles that was dominant. Because Australia
had been colonised by the British, it was a natural consequence that it adopted British political,
legal and social structures. The discovery of gold in the Ballarat district in 1851 was followed by
a rapid influx of prospectors, with the majority arriving from throughout the British Isles. Bate
has shown that between the censuses of 1851 and 1861 the population of Victoria grew from
77,345 to 540,322. 324
There have been many attempts to explain the nature of Australia’s cultural development and the
reasons why this nation evolved in the manner that it did. Of particular relevance to this thesis is
Hirst’s proposal that the evolution of a distinct Australian culture owed much to a spirit of
egalitarianism. He believes that colonial men, whilst rejecting the British aristocracy and
pretensions of rank, did not cast off aspirations of achieving the status of gentlemen. Hirst’s
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hypothesis holds an element of liberalism and a belief in the high value of equality and thereby in
a sense complements Hartz’s ‘radical’ theory.
The Ballarat goldfields during the 1850s has been described as epitomising a spirit of
‘mateship’ 325 that reflected both radicalism and liberal egalitarianism. Hartz’s ‘fragmentation’
theory, which was discussed in some detail in Chapter 2, has some relevance to this stage of
Ballarat’s development. 326 His contention that the ‘fragment’ on which Australia was established
was intrinsically radical in nature, and thus the Australian culture that developed was also radical,
would seem to correspond with Ballarat’s early goldfields experience. The Eureka uprising
appears to be a clear example of Australian radicalism. The men who flocked to the goldfields
during the first half of the 1850s were drawn mainly from the upper-working class and the lowermiddle class. Miriam Dixson uses Hartz’s theory 327 to explore the notion that Australia could be
seen as a fragment of British culture that was transplanted at a time when the working classes
were beginning to exercise an influence on the communities within which they lived. Dixson
agrees with Hartz, and also Russel Ward, 328 that the development of nineteenth-century
Australian culture provided an opportunity for the working class to exert a unique influence on
our evolving national mores.
There is a further issue that may have significantly added to the strength of Hartz’s ‘radical’
fragment’s influence on Australia’s development. This is the question of time and distance.
Australia’s geographic isolation, and the time it took in the mid-nineteenth century to travel from
Europe, meant that the newly settled colony was to a large degree left to develop its own social
and cultural pathways. Thus, it was predictable that this emerging society should develop along
lines similar to those existing in Britain at that time, but with some important differences, which
are explored below.
Despite its origins as a penal settlement and the strict hierarchical nature of early administrations,
nineteenth-century Australian colonial life lacked a strong, established upper class, and thus,
according to historians such as Serle, the middle and lower classes were able to make a
significant contribution to the political, cultural and social development of the period. Serle
writes of the rejection of a conservative ‘agrarian gentry and an established Anglicanism,’
325
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believing that the gold rush migrants of the 1850s confirmed the already strong liberal and
democratic trends. 329
Hartz also points to the freedoms that were available in the colonies to these early British-born
settlers, compared to their homeland culture. He notes that the labouring classes ‘had a prominent
role in Australian history, and the divisions in Australian society, important as they have been,
have taken place within an overarching working context.’ 330 Australian culture, according to
Hartz, is essentially working class, due to its overwhelmingly proletarian nature. In relation to the
goldfields of the Ballarat district, Bate supports this argument when he points out that although
retaining much of their British culture, the early prospectors were able to create a new and
different society and culture, in a way that would not have been possible in their former
homeland. 331 This does not, of course, ignore the influence of miners from many different nations
and cultures, who added to the diverse nature of the emerging goldfields society.
Although there is much on-going debate as to the merits of Hartz’s theory, 332 it provides one
explanation for why Australian society, and in particular that of Ballarat, initially developed in
the manner that it did. The spread of the Mechanics’ Institute movement throughout the British
Empire was an example of the transfer of aspects of British culture and ethos. Hartz’s hypothesis
provides one insight into why Australia’s cultural development during the nineteenth century
took on the radical progression that it did, rather than echo Britain’s more conservative pathway.
It also presents an explanation for the rapid and somewhat radical manner of development that
occurred in Ballarat during the 1850s and 1860s. Using Hartz’s theory, Australian settlement,
being based on a radical-democratic fragment of British culture and lacking the other elements
that joined together to make the whole of British culture, was free to develop within this radicaldemocratic base. Ballarat therefore presents an opportunity to explore this cultural transfer, and
the way in which it was adapted and modified to suit local conditions. 333
A major focus of this chapter will be an examination of the protracted discussions and the
numerous attempts to establish a Mechanics’ Institute in Ballarat during the 1850s. A number of
329
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reasons have been found to explain why these initial attempts failed; why it took such an
extended period before an Institute was eventually established; and how successful this attempt to
transplant a British institution into a raw, goldfields society was. The aims and objectives of the
new Institute will be related to contemporary culture in an attempt to evaluate whether they were
expected to meet an existing local demand, or if indeed they added a new dimension to the
goldfields’ cultural and social life.
The following critical review explores such issues as the ethnicity, gender and class of those
seeking to establish an Institute; the community support given to these attempts and how
representative they were of the total local population; which particular sections of the community
provided support; community perceptions of the viability of such an Institute; and whether there
is any evidence of female participation in these attempts. Each of these issues relates directly to
the central aim and arguments of this thesis. The chapter will also explore a number of issues that
contributed to the difficulties faced by the founders, including the problems of competing groups,
who each wished to establish different types of Institutes; and the Ballarat East versus Ballarat
West rivalry, that confirmed parochialism as such a divisive and inhibitive issue.
Other factors that may have impacted on the establishment of the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute
include the influence of evolving class and social status on potential membership of the Institute;
and the relatively high literacy rates in Ballarat during the second half of the nineteenth century.
Whilst 36.9% of the population of rural Australia was illiterate in the 1850s, 334 literacy rates
amongst the population of Ballarat were almost 90% by 1861, 335 reflecting the type of men and
women who flocked to the goldfields during this period. It is therefore possible that the demand
for adult education in the Ballarat area was not as important as in some less literate communities.
Each of these issues, to a greater or lesser extent, influenced the time taken to establish the
Institute; the form that the Institute adopted; the rules and aims it established; and the position it
later came to hold in the developing Ballarat community. It is worth noting that literacy rates fell
slightly in the decade 1861-1871. 336 Reasons for this could be found in the composition of the
population, which was drawn from many nations, with some, particularly the Chinese, having
received little or no education during their younger days.
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Outline of the movement in Australia
The impetus for the establishment of the Mechanics’ Institute movement in Australia during the
nineteenth century owed much to its British origins. As Donald Barker has said, the Institutes
were ‘essentially an imported cultural institution planted in a foreign environment, in a reassuring
transfer of cultural baggage.’ 337 This is a view supported by a number of writers, 338 and one that
is consistent with this current research. During the first half of the nineteenth century, the
movement spread throughout the colonies, receiving strong support from groups of British-born
men, who had been transplanted from differing social backgrounds into a society that lacked the
strong institutional support that had been present in Britain. 339 It has been suggested by Richard
Myers that those Institutes established before the gold rush period of the 1850s usually ‘followed
the British ideals of providing education for the mechanical classes…’ whilst those established
after the gold rushes were founded with the express intention of benefiting their mainly middleclass membership. 340 These newly established districts, particularly in the case of Ballarat, were
also without entrenched, pre-existing sets of class distinctions that could have inhibited the
efforts of those men who were later to establish a more egalitarian social order. As Serle has said:
‘This was that rare thing in the history of mankind, a social democracy; and … a social
democracy in which gentility and education carried with them neither respect nor reward.’ 341
Patricia Grimshaw and Charles Fahey have argued that ‘Mechanics [sic] Institutes were formed
so that the adult population could be edified by talks on “The Principles of Action in Human
Nature” or “A Page of Geology.”’ 342 They contend that such lectures were seen as a means of
elevating the moral and intellectual culture of the citizens, and in drawing them from the
influence of ‘dissipation and debauchery.’ 343 It has also been argued that the spread of the
Mechanics’ Institute movement throughout the Australian colonies was symbolic of personal,
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civic and emerging national identity, and was populist in character. 344 In the specific instance of
Ballarat, Frances Gunn contends that it was the existence of a group of men who shared not only
a common interest in promoting science and technology through community institutions, but also
a common faith in the value of education to promote both economic and social ends. 345
Derek Whitelock is unsurprised by the many similarities between the establishment and
expansion of Australian adult education, and that which occurred in Britain during the nineteenth
century. He noted that Britain provided most of the men who had the energy, vision and
enthusiasm to establish the movement throughout Australia. 346 These men tended to cling to their
‘Britishness’ and sought to maintain a culture and establish a set of institutions reminiscent of
their idealised memories of ‘home.’ Whilst agreeing with Whitelock on the importance of the
British background of the men who sought to establish these centres of learning, I would further
argue that there was at least one important difference between the way in which the British
movement evolved, and what occurred in Australia, namely the ability of colonial men to
influence the development of these social institutions in a manner that would not have been
possible in the more constrained social environment of Britain at that time. Although the British
social structure was undergoing stress and a radicalisation of the working class, there was less
scope and less power to enforce social change. In the colonial situation, particularly on the
goldfields, this was to an even greater extent, a period of change, turmoil and reform. 347 The
important difference between the two situations was the ability of the diggers to both influence
and direct colonial development.

Localised Impediments
Derek Whitelock believes ‘the British movement had an extraordinarily domineering influence
upon the growth and disposition of Australian adult education.’ 348 Whilst agreeing with much of
344
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Whitelock’s argument, it is not unfair to suggest that there were a number of important
differences in the way that the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute was first suggested and even more
contrasts in the setting up of the Institute and its management once it was established. These
distinctions will form an important focus in the discussion of the British influence on the
Ballaarat Institute. They will be compared to the influence provided by evolving local social
demography.
Philip Candy and John Laurent hypothesise that the Mechanics’ Institute movement in Australia
was ‘fuelled by a mixture of ideals and supported by an assorted coalition of people with quite
varied motives.’ 349 In the case of Ballarat the push to establish a Mechanics’ Institute was
certainly inspired by local demand, rather than being externally imposed; its support came from
amongst those who were intent on developing a more permanent position in the growing city.
These men were, or later became, the backbone of the community and the new middle class.
Many were to establish themselves as successful artisans, lawyers, merchants, storekeepers and
ministers of religion. It was this same group who were influential in local and colonial
governments, charitable institutions, religious organisations and sporting clubs. Together they
formed an informal agency of ‘social control, cultural reinforcement and self-improvement.’ 350
The important influence of ‘cultural transmission’ 351 or the transfer of old world ideas and
institutional structures to the new world has been recognised. Bate points to the eclectic mix of
men who rushed to the goldfields of Ballarat, bringing with them a plethora of beliefs, aspirations
and cultural backgrounds. Predominant amongst the attributes found in these men was a belief in
democracy and egalitarian ideals. The huge wealth generated in the Ballarat district provided the
local population with the resources to develop in a manner not open to many other communities.
The diversity of the population, their varied ethnic and cultural backgrounds and the lack of
established social boundaries, gave these men the opportunity to influence Ballarat’s social,
cultural, educational, political and business development in a manner than would not otherwise
have been possible. As a result, Bate argues, the attitudes and ideas brought to the goldfields by
men of many different nationalities interacted to a degree more complicated than that proposed
by Hartz. However, Bate does recognize the importance of the radical ‘fragment’ and of liberal
egalitarianism to Australia’s early settlement. 352
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In the instance of the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute a particular set of local conditions and
experiences added a further distinctive dimension. This chapter argues that while it was the
consistent, and on-going, exhortations from editors of the district newspapers that pricked the
consciences of local men, and led to a number of unsuccessful attempts to establish an institution
of learning in the rapidly evolving goldfields township, there were a specific set of local preconditions, problems and experiences existing in Ballarat during the 1850s that combined to
ensure that the progress made towards establishing an institution was slow and often difficult.
These circumstances provide an explanation for the evolution of the Institute in the emerging
Ballarat society and helped to determine the influence that it was later to exercise.
Ballarat’s geographic remoteness from larger cities such as Melbourne and Geelong, the huge
diversity of its population, and its fluctuating nature during the 1850s, all combined to ensure that
unanimity of purpose was not easily achieved. Withers has said that there were ‘ebbings and
flowings of population’ between the Ballarat goldfields and those of other districts. He writes of
the ‘thousands and thousands’ of prospectors who came from Europe, Asia, Africa and America,
to mingle on the diggings. Rich discoveries of gold at Mt Alexander led to the Ballarat diggings
being deserted for a period during late 1851. These fluctuations in population numbers continued
during the first half of the 1850s, although more settled population numbers were seen after 1853.
The lack of permanency worked against early attempts to establish permanent institutions in the
local district and was a barrier against early attempts to establish a Mechanics’ Institute.
It is inevitable that in a newly established community, particularly one such as Ballarat in the
1850s, with wildly fluctuating population numbers drawn from many different cultures, that the
emerging social and institutional structures will reflect the cultural background of the dominant
group within that community. In the instance of Ballarat, the numerical domination of Britishborn within the population was reflected in the buildings and institutions, as well as the local
social structures that developed during the ensuing period.
Table 4.1 on the following page shows not only the predominance of British-born immigrants in
the local Ballarat community during the 1850s, but also the strength of both European and
Chinese representation on the goldfields. Those of British birth totalled approximately 61% in
1851, 57% in 1861 and 43% in 1871. The percentage of Chinese residents within the Ballarat
East district was significantly above that of other areas of the colony. These greater numbers did
not, however, translate into their becoming more significantly involved in the wider local
community, or to their involvement in civic affairs. It can be seen from Table 4.1 that the
birthplace of most of those living in Ballarat West in 1857 broadly corresponded to that of the
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Table 4.1

Birthplaces of Population
Broken Down Into Percentages of Total Population in Victoria, Ballarat West and Ballarat East 1857 - 1901
1857

Birthplace

Vic

B’rat B’rat

Vic

East

1861

1871

1881

1891

1901

B’rat B’rat Vic

B’rat B’rat Vic

B’rat B’rat Vic

B’rat B’rat Vic

B’rat B’rat

West

West

West

West

West

East

East

East

East

East

Australia*

20.5

22.8

15.7

29.4

28.5

27.9 49.0

48.8

48.4 62.2

63.1

64.0 68.4

70.2

71.0 78.3

79.0

81.2

England &

37.5

42.5

37.6

32.7

42.7

34.4 23.3

27.9

27.4 17.1

20.2

20.4 14.3

16.6

15.6

9.8

11.6

10.0

Scotland

13.2

12.2

11.1

11.3

12.6

Ireland

16.0

11.7

12.5

16.2

11.4

Other/Europe#

6.6

4.1

9.2

5.8

4.2

4.8

3.8

2.4

3.5

China

6.2

6.8

13.9

4.6

0.6

10.0

2.5

0.5

4.5

Wales
9.6

7.7

7.9

13.3 13.7

12.6

6.3

5.6

6.0

4.4

4.4

4.7

3.1

3.0

3.2

1.9

10.0 10.0

8.4

7.7

7.5

5.6

5.5

5.1

4.8

3.8

3.7

2.2

1.2

4.6

2.7

2.1

3.3

1.3

1.5

1.4

0.2

2.4

0.8

0.1

2.6

0.5

0.1

1.6

Sources: Information included in this Table was drawn from various sources, including the Weston Bate Collection, Ballarat Library,
Broome, R, The Victorians Arriving, Sydney, Fairfax, Syme & Weldon Associates, 1984, and various Census of Victoria, covering the
Period 1857 to 1901, also J Croggon, Strangers in a Strange Land: Converging and Accommodating Celtic Identities in Ballarat 1851 – 1901,
PhD Thesis, School of Behavioural and Social Sciences and Humanities, University of Ballarat, 2002, pp. 79-80.
* 1861 and 1871 figures include some New Zealanders.

Vic = Victoria

# Other includes British Colonies, born at sea, other nationalities and unspecified.
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B’rat West = Ballarat West

B’rat East = Ballarat East

rest of Victoria. The percentage of the population born in England and Wales was significantly
higher than any other group, both in Ballarat East and Ballarat West. If those of Scottish birth are
added, this group totalled around 50% of the population. This broadly compares with the
population throughout the rest of Victoria.
In Ballarat East however, a number of clear differences can be discerned in some other sections
of the population. In 1857 those of Chinese birth within this group made up 13.9% of the
population. If the figures relating to the number of Chinese on the Ballarat goldfields are
compared to the wider Victorian demographics, it is clear that until the 1880s there was a much
larger population of Chinese on the goldfields than was the case in other regions of the colony.
However, despite their greater numbers, these Chinese failed to provide any significant influence
over the development of the district. 353 Generally these men, and they were almost exclusively
male, were not integrated into the wider Ballarat community. 354 Their almost womanless state,
their use of prostitutes and opium, combined with their physical differences and their inability to
speak English, all combined to isolate them from the general population. 355 The numbers of
Chinese living in Ballarat West, up to the end of the nineteenth century, was significantly below
that of the colony as a whole, whilst the figures for Ballarat East continued to remain appreciably
higher than for other areas in the colony. Many of these men eventually returned to their
homeland rather than settle permanently in the area.
The numerous conflicts between the ‘old’ and ‘new’ cultures of Britain and Australia
intermingled with the differing social and cultural backgrounds of these goldfields’ men to
produce an emerging society that was forced to adapt to meet local conditions. As Serle puts it,
culture ‘is a highly perishable growth which, transplanted, cannot bloom as before.’ 356 In other
words, whilst some aspects of those cultures brought to the diggings from around the world
would survive, they would not be in their original form. New geographic locations, ethnic
diversity, fluctuating economic conditions, a lack of established social institutions and gender
imbalances, all combined on the Ballarat diggings to produce a culture substantially different
from those previously experienced by the diggers in their homelands. 357
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A number of Chinese were later to be major providers of vegetables and herbs to the Ballarat district.
The contribution of Chinese to life on the goldfields has been discussed in Lionel Welsh, Vermilion and
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354
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Chinese men in local courts added to their social isolation.
356
Serle, From Deserts, p. 52. See also Nadel, Australia’s Colonial Culture, Chapter 4.
357
Nadel, Australia’s Colonial Culture, discusses the way in which Mechanics’ Institutes evolved in the
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Two issues, in particular, assisted in providing local men with the opportunity to direct the way in
which their local community evolved. In the first instance, and in direct contrast to the British
experience, the Protestant churches in Australia were never to achieve the authority that existed
in Britain, as Australian society adopted a more secular approach. 358

This was particularly

evidenced in the Anglican Church, which was never able to achieve the established 359 status in
the Australian colonies that it held in Britain. In Ballarat, for example, the non-conformist
churches, including the Methodists/Wesleyans, were able to take a leading role in establishing a
religious base in the local community. 360 Bate notes that by ‘1861 Methodists conducted almost
as many services as all the other denominations put together.’ 361 Unlike denominations that relied
on an ordained clergy, the Methodists and Wesleyans readily adapted to goldfields conditions.
They were used to preaching outdoors, and the church-trained laity was expected to assume
responsibility for preaching and pastoral work when clergy were unavailable. This devolution of
religious authority was eminently more suited to life on the early goldfields. 362 During the 1850s
the Catholics were also a far less isolationist group than they became in later decades, partly due
to the many ethnic backgrounds from which its congregation was drawn. There was also a degree
of social intermingling, including intermarriage, not seen in later years. 363
Secondly, there was no entrenched upper class in the colonies. Despite W C Wentworth’s
unsuccessful attempt to establish a nascent upper class of minor nobility and squatters in New
South Wales 364 that had been soundly defeated, it was the overwhelming number of middle and
lower class immigrants who flocked to the goldfields that combined with the lack of established
institutions to work against early attempts to establish a class system similar to that of Britain.
Serle describes these two differences as ‘major discontinuities which indicate the speedy triumph

evolution. Candy and Laurent (eds), Pioneering Culture, p. 17, also allude to the impact of external
influences on the manner in which the movement evolved in Australia.
358
Serle, From Deserts, p. 19.
359
‘Established,’ in this context means state-supported, such as the Anglicans in England and Ireland and
Presbyterians in Scotland.
360
Serle, The Golden Age, p. 342, takes the view that ‘The Methodists were the only denomination to have
a striking success on the goldfields.’
361
Bate, Victorian Gold Rushes, p. 47.
362
Serle, The Golden Age, p. 342.
363
It is not the object of this work to explore the social interaction between such groups as the English,
Scottish and Irish immigrants. This task has been undertaken by Janice Croggon, Strangers in a Strange
Land: Converging and Accommodating Celtic Identities in Ballarat 1851-1901, PhD Thesis, School of
Behavioural and Social Sciences and Humanities, University of Ballarat, 2002. Also Jill Blee, The
Liberator’s Birthday, Briar Hill, Indra Publishing, 2002; and J M Blee, Giving the Laity a Voice through
Fiction: Irish Catholic Ballarat in 1875 as Portrayed in the Liberator’s Birthday, PhD Thesis, School of
Behavioural and Social Sciences and Humanities, University of Ballarat, 2002.
364
Sometimes termed the ‘Bunyip Aristocracy.’ See John Hirst, “Egalitarianism,” in S L Goldberg and F
B Smith (eds), Australian Cultural History, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1988, p. 59, who
writes that ‘Wentworth’s attempt to found a colonial aristocracy …was laughed out of court.’
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of secular liberalism.’ 365 It is suggested that these distinctions provided an opportunity for
working and middle-class men to influence the development of their local communities,
particularly on the goldfields, where the lifestyle of the miners was subject to regular and
ongoing changes.
The social and cultural development of the Ballarat district during the 1850s and the consequent
establishment of community services and institutions were, however, largely based on those to be
found in most urban areas throughout Britain at that time. Despite the diversity of the population
on the Ballarat goldfields, Table 4.1 has plainly shown the predominance of those of British and
Anglo Irish ancestry in 1857. 366 Initially there were fewer colonial-born inhabitants in Ballarat
East than could be found elsewhere, although in Ballarat West the percentage was above that of
the rest of the colony. By 1861 the percentage of those born in the colonies and living in both
Ballarat districts had almost reached the average for the rest of Victoria.
Table 4.1 makes a clear distinction between the populations of Ballarat West and Ballarat East.
For instance, the Goldfields, or as this district later became known, Ballarat East, was the
location of the most frenetic prospecting. This was the area where gold was first found and where
the biggest proportion of mining took place over an extended period. This low-lying ground in
Ballarat East was where many of the diggers both worked and established their homes, and where
most of the early businesses were situated. Ballarat West was initially the province of the
troopers and the site of the government camp. 367 Situated on higher ground, the camp overlooked
the Yarrowee Creek and much of the diggings. The distrust that occurred between the miners and
troopers and the geographical separation of the two groups, contributed to long-held hostility
between the inhabitants of Ballarat East and those living in Ballarat West. 368
The predominance of British-born within the populations of both Ballarat East and Ballarat West
during the 1850s and 1860s ensured that within a short period of their settling in the district, they
sought to establish a society which provided many of the social and institutional structures
reminiscent of their remembrances of ‘home.’ By 1871 the ethnic balance had changed and the
numbers of Australian born were slightly greater than those born in Britain. Ten years later, in
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Serle, From Deserts, p. 19.
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1881, the percentages of Australian born in the Ballarat area were significantly larger. However,
the early dominance of those with a British heritage clearly influenced the manner and direction
of Ballarat’s initial cultural development. By the time that the balance had swung towards those
of Australian birth, the major institutional, political, educational, religious and social
development had been completed, or was at least well established. Whilst there were numerous
other nationalities represented on the goldfields, these men were similarly unable to provide as
significant a demographic impact as the British-born.
The 1850s was a decade of volatility on the Ballarat goldfields, as prospectors came and went
with each new strike. However, the overall richness of the gold deposits in the local area
eventually led to a steady growth in population numbers, with many of these men, and some
women, settling on a more permanent basis. Those who failed to find gold did not always leave
the district. Many had come with skills that were eagerly sought as the township developed a
more settled form. Builders, carpenters, cabinet-makers, masons, carriers, butchers, bakers,
architects, lawyers and a myriad of other skilled craftsmen were soon to be found in Ballarat. 369
Bate has identified the youthfulness of the population during the 1850s. For more than twenty
years these men were the dominant influence on the way in which the Ballarat community
developed. 370 The high numbers of younger men are shown clearly in Table 4.2, below.
Table 4.2

A Comparison of Population in Equivalent Age Cohorts, 1861 — 1871
Total of Ballarat East, Ballarat West and Sebastopol (exclusive of Chinese)
Male

1861

Female
1871

1861

1871

Cohort

Number

Cohort

Number

Cohort

Number

Cohort

Number

0-4

2142

10 - 14

2685

0–4

2151

10 – 14

2809

5-9

1125

15 - 19

1476

5–9

1096

15 – 19

1855

10 - 14

626

20 - 24

1173

10 – 14

698

20 – 24

1747

15 - 19

571

25 - 29

1591

15 – 19

664

25 - 29

1905

20 - 24

1313

30 - 34

1868

20 – 24

1019

30 - 34

1773

25 - 29

2369

35 - 39

2408

25 – 29

1303

35 - 39

1792

30 - 34

2178

40 - 44

2048

30 – 34

1031

40 - 44

1248

35 - 39

1215

45 - 49

1138

35 – 39

576

45 - 49

768

40 - 44

791

50 - 54

821

40 – 44

392

50 - 54

507

45 - 49

396

55 - 59

365

45 – 49

205

55 - 59

313

Source: Census of Victoria, and Weston Bate, Lucky City, p. 146.
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Table 4.2 also points to the lessening of gender differences that took place during the 1860s. In
the first half of the 1850s women were a rarity on the gold fields; however by 1861 they made up
almost one third of the population. This imbalance was almost eliminated by 1871.
The unrest of the Eureka uprising, which has been the subject of a number of works, 371 had a
long-term influence on the developing culture of the area, and coloured the perspectives of many
of its citizens, exacerbating the problems surrounding the protracted negotiations that eventually
led to the establishment of the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute. These social and ideological
difficulties impeded progress towards an Institute, and needed resolution before the project could
proceed.
Although the Germans and Catholic Irish formed their own organisations, studies of local
newspapers and the archival records of the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute provide little evidence
of any significant, longer-term contributions to local social or cultural development by nonEnglish groups on the goldfields. One exception to this is in the field of music. Both the German
Liederkranz and the Welsh Eisteddfod groups of singers were popular entertainers in Ballarat
during the second half of the nineteenth century. The Chinese also made musical contributions
during this period, although their work was not generally accepted as being of a high standard. 372
Membership records and other archival material from the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute offer
little information that would point to any major influence on the Institute’s development, other
than that provided by the British-born men. 373 Similarly, local newspapers of that period,
although liberally sprinkled with news from numerous overseas countries, contained little
information relating to local contributions being made by men from backgrounds other than those
born in Britain or the colonies. It was principally from amongst these British-born men that the
most significant group emerged to set in motion moves to establish a Mechanics’ Institute in
Ballarat.
Whitelock has provided a most important analysis of nineteenth-century Australian adult
education, agreeing with other historians who believe that there is ample evidence to support the
contention that it was the ‘Britishness’ of Australia’s early population that was particularly
influential in directing the establishment of adult education during the nineteenth century. The
371
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372
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development of a Mechanics’ Institute in Ballarat within nine years of the discovery of gold,
underlines the tendency of these British-born settlers to cling to their own culture that combined
with their numerical strength, and provided them with the impetus to ensure that they adopted
systems with which they were familiar. 374
The influence of British Chartism and the non-conformist churches, particularly the Wesleyans,
was an important factor in early Ballarat life. 375 The Chartist movement of 1836 to 1848 376 had
seen men fight unsuccessfully for basic political rights in Britain. Generally young, enthusiastic
and entrepreneurial, those men who flocked to the Ballarat goldfields therefore brought with
them the knowledge of this struggle, together with strongly held beliefs about democracy,
liberalism and equal opportunity. Bate has termed them ‘individualists from a laissez-faire
society in which few were so exalted that they would not dig in the dirt for riches, and fewer still
from the middle and lower ranks so unworldly that they would not risk hardship and death in the
hope of sudden affluence.’ 377
Serle provides the perspective that the men who congregated on the goldfields were both
supporters of Chartism and men in pursuit of wealth and material gain; and that their opposition
to the authoritarian rule of the government troops was inevitable, given their inherent beliefs. 378
He notes that often the diggers lived and worked together in national groups, with whole gullies
being occupied by Irish, Americans, Germans or other nationalities. However, despite the
grouping together of these different nationalities, ‘what is most striking is the general amity in
which such a cosmopolitan population lived together.’ 379
Literacy rates on the Ballarat goldfields were high, as many of the British-born prospectors had
received a formal education, and it could be speculated that some had experienced the benefits of
Mechanics’ Institutes. 380 Certainly, most would have had some knowledge of the movement and
its promised benefits. Whilst the British political system had denied these men the right to vote,
they sought justice and opportunity in their newly adopted homeland of Australia. Many, such as
James Oddie, were members of the Non-Conformist Wesleyan and Methodist churches. Their
374
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attendance at church class meetings and library readings, and their experiences in the emerging
British trade unions ensured that these men were aware of their rights and responsibilities as
citizens. These men later contributed to the rapid establishment of many Ballarat institutions,
including the Mechanics’ Institute. Amongst this group were James Oddie and the architect J A
Doane. 381 Andrew Anderson, later to be a prominent businessman and philanthropist, was also
one of the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute’s strongest supporters.
Life on the diggings of Ballarat during the 1850s was frequently harsh, often disappointing and
never easy. While some miners earned a rich reward for their effort, many of these early
prospectors failed to find the elusive gold. Withers described the conditions prevailing on the
goldfields during the early 1850s, with few women, meagre stores, expensive equipment, and the
ever-present gold license fees. 382 Many prospectors moved on to other diggings, but a significant
number settled permanently in the district and opened small businesses, servicing the needs of
those working on the goldfields, as well as the growing number of other permanent residents.
This, according to Bate, is one of the explanations for the speedy establishment of a thriving city
in Ballarat, with a number of essential services and businesses, including blacksmiths, butchers,
bakers, newspapers, numerous tradesmen, mining exchanges, doctors, lawyers, clerics and a large
number of hotels quickly being established. 383
According to Withers, this group of miners and small businessmen came from ‘every country
under heaven,’ as a ‘mingled motley host.’ 384 Many of the small businesses prospered, and their
owners became both wealthy and influential. These were some of the men who joined together to
eventually establish the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute. Thus the wealth generated from gold
provided the impetus for rapid local development. As Bate puts it, ‘gold became an engine of
social change.’ 385 This was particularly evident after 1854-5, when the development of deep lead
mining encouraged permanency.
The temporary nature of the lifestyle of many miners during the early fifties was inimical to the
growth of any permanent attachment to place, or to the development of a ‘local cultural
tradition.’ 386 These men had yet to establish a commitment to staying in the colony. It was not
until later in the decade, when they had established themselves either through their mining
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endeavours, or by setting up businesses to service the growing Ballarat population, that they had
sufficient time or attachment to the district, to consider any cultural activities.
A further engine of social and cultural change was the plethora of local newspapers. Although
many were short-lived, some of those that succeeded were to play an important role in directing
the manner of local development. In particular, early calls for the establishment of a library and
institute of learning were made by both of the principal newspapers, the Ballarat Times and
Ballarat Star. These early attempts will be discussed in the following section.

Early demand for reading material
There were a number of unsuccessful attempts during the 1850s to establish some form of adult
institute of learning in Ballarat. 387 It is helpful to place these attempts within the context of the
prevailing local social and cultural conditions of that period. From its earliest settlement, Ballarat
was a town divided. Most of the richest gold strikes were in an area that came to be known as
East Ballarat, whilst the first official subdivision of land for housing, surveyed by Urquhart, was
in Ballarat West. 388 This was also in the vicinity of the permanent campsite of the Government
troops, adding to the prevailing sense of ‘us and them.’ Antagonism between east and west was
present from the period before the Eureka uprising, and continued well into the twentieth
century. 389 Both districts established their own municipal councils, and many of the social
structures and institutions necessary to society were duplicated in each area. This duplication of
institutions was exemplified in the instance of public libraries, an issue that will be discussed
later in this chapter.
The Victorian Legislative Council, prior to the commencement of responsible government, had
set aside a site in Sturt Street for a future institution of adult learning. 390 Austin McCallum has
noted that during 1856 and 1857 a number of submissions were made to the new Ballarat City
Council by groups attempting to establish a Mechanics’ Institute, Industrial Institute or Mining
Institute in the city. 391 Other than these and several references in local newspapers, that will
shortly be discussed, no records remain to identify the men involved in these attempts. The
387
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Ballarat Times, in 1854, mentions that there were at least two commercial circulating libraries in
Ballarat, including one at the Argus office on Bakery Hill. This small library stocked ‘the latest
works of the currently popular authors of fiction.’ 392 It would appear that Henry Holyoake,
brother of the well-known Chartist G J Holyoake and friend of J B Humffray, also operated a
small lending library. McCallum has noted that Henry Holyoake signed the 1855 ‘Petition of
Householders of Ballarat praying for incorporation under the Act for the establishment of
Municipal Institutions in Victoria,’ and followed his name with the words ‘Mechanics’ Institute,
storekeeper.’ 393
Robert Bell has claimed that around this time, possibly in 1855, ‘it appears as if reading matter
was being circulated on the Ballarat East Goldfields from a tent under the title of Mechanics’
Institute.’ 394 It is not known if this refers to Holyoake’s circulating library, or to some other
venture, as Bell provides no authentication for his statement. A search for corroborative evidence
on this point has so far been unsuccessful. However, the Ballarat Star, in 1905, provides a
reproduction of an original edition published on Saturday September 22, 1855, which includes an
advertisement inserted by Alexander Malcolm, a tent maker of Ballarat who lists his place of
business as ‘Main Road, opposite the Mechanics’ Institution.’ 395 So it is possible to speculate that
an emigrant miner, with experience of Mechanics’ Institutes in Britain, may have established a
small lending library for prospectors on the diggings or Bell may have been referring to the
article above.
It was to be expected that in a turbulent, new, and raw environment, the Ballaarat Mechanics’
Institute could not be established without a series of setbacks, delays and obstructions. Agitation
for such an Institute had begun early in the 1850s, shortly after the discovery of gold in the
district and the arrival of the early prospectors. There is evidence of strong demand for reading
material on the early goldfields. A report in the Illustrated London News, 3 June, 1854, notes that
the newspaper’s agent on the goldfields had established a tent, with ‘inscription-boards’ showing
the principal journals for sale. The article goes on to say that the agent was also ‘gold-buyer to
two banks’ and his store contained ‘a circulating library.’ 396 Attached to the article was a sketch
of the tent, provided by the Ballarat agent, which is reproduced below.
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“News-Store in the Ballarat gold-Fields,” Illustrated London News, London, 3 June, 1854.

Further evidence of the demand for locally published reading material can be seen in the number
of newspapers that proliferated on the Ballarat goldfields during the early stages of settlement.
One of the most comprehensive lists of the publications of that period can be found in Withers’
authoritative book on the history of Ballarat during the second half of the nineteenth century. 397
He notes that the first newspaper actually published in Ballarat was the Ballarat Times and
Southern Cross, publishing its first issue on 4 March 1854. 398 Although the paper was only
published until October 1861, 399 it was influential in raising the issue of a Mechanics’ Institute
and maintaining the on-going public debate. Also amongst the most prolonged and vocal voices
in calling for the establishment of a Mechanics’ Institute was the Ballarat Star, which
commenced publication as a ‘tri-weekly journal on the 22nd September, 1855.’ 400 These two
newspapers in particular were to motivate the local community in its efforts to provide a local
institute of adult learning.
Withers’ position as both a newspaper reporter and local historian during this period provides us
with a credible witness on the number of goldfields newspapers. The Ballarat Times and
Southern Cross was followed by the Leader, which made only six appearances. This in turn was
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followed by the Nation, which printed less than twelve editions. In July of 1855 the Ballarat
Trumpeter, a short-lived, free tri-weekly paper appeared, and later led to the even more fleeting
Ballarat Standard. Other publications included the Ballarat Star, which commenced in
September 1855. Editors of this newspaper included Samuel Irwin, J N Wilson and T D
Wanliss. 401 The Chinese Advertiser was first published in August 1856. This latter publication
was an interesting attempt to integrate a publication with material suitable for both Chinese and
Australian readers. However it was not successful and the paper closed after a short period of
time.
In 1857 an attempt was made to establish a satirical magazine, Ballarat Punch, which was
modelled on its more famous namesakes in London and Melbourne. Although lasting longer than
many goldfields newspapers at this time, the magazine failed in 1870. Other unsuccessful
newspapers included the Corn Stalk, owned by Ballarat philanthropist James Oddie and his
brother, the North Grenville Mercury, which only lasted twenty weeks, the Tribune, Ballarat Sun,
Evening Post and Evening Mail. Outlasting all of its rival ventures was the Ballarat Courier,
which commenced in June 1867, and continues today. 402 The plethora of newspapers on the
Ballarat goldfields hints at the growing demand for reading matter. It also helps to explain why
such importance was attached to attempts at establishing a Mechanics’ Institute.

The Secular Influence of the Newspapers
An understanding of the influence of newspapers during these early colonial years can be
appreciated when the lack of modern means of communication such as radio and television,
together with the slow modes of nineteenth-century transport are taken into account. The relative
wealth of Ballarat’s population, combined with the low cost of newspapers, ensured a large
demand for reading material. This provided newspaper editors with a greater opportunity for
moulding public opinion.
Ballarat newspapers contain a wealth of information for the researcher. As could be expected,
extensive coverage of mining matters featured prominently on a day-to-day basis. Of greater
importance to this research, is the wide-ranging coverage given to community events and
institutions. Not only did the early newspapers provide comprehensive reports, they also took a
stance on community development, encouraging the growth of community loyalties and identity.
401
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The press acted as both an advocate for an Institute of adult education and a critic of the failure of
several attempts. Their numerous and sometimes strident demands on community consciousness
were instrumental in providing an impetus for the establishment of the Ballaarat Mechanics’
Institute. The Ballarat Times, for instance, pointedly noted in 1858 that it was:
with regret that we find the present year commenced, and not a single society in operation having for its
object the expansion of the mind and improvement of scientific and mechanical knowledge; and we are led to
inquire with whom does the fault lay? Is it with the people generally, or with those who have on various
occasions permitted their names to be placed upon committees, and then neglected to perform the duties they
had undertaken. We cannot but feel that both are censurable. 403

Candy and Laurent have claimed that the ‘rapid and seemingly spontaneous formation of
institutes throughout Victoria” during the late eighteen fifties and sixties echoed similar
development in England during the eighteen twenties. 404 However, they also identify a link
between religious non-conformity, particularly within the Wesleyan and Primitive Methodist
churches and demands for adult education. Whilst this link is seen in Ballarat, there is the added
drive of newspaper owners and editors, as shown in the quotation above. The names of many of
the owners and editors of Ballarat’s early newspapers can be found amongst those who
contributed to the establishment of many local institutions. In addition to the previously
mentioned Henry Seekamp, men such as J J Ham, W Cooper (honorary secretary of the Ballaarat
Mechanics’ Institute for several months in 1859), and Samuel Irwin, a strong supporter of the
miners in their struggle for justice, were leading figures.
In April 1856 The Ballarat Times reported that ‘Mr Lalor gave notice that to-morrow he should
move a grant of ₤500 in aid of the Mechanics’ Institution at Ballarat,’ 405 and the Ballarat Times
ran a leading article on the benefits of establishing a Mechanics’ Institute in Ballarat:
Among the many advantages offered to the rising generation for improvement, mentally, morally and
intellectually, few compare in general utility and with more beneficial results than the establishment of
Mechanics’ Institutes, and few have earned more lasting merit than the originators, founders, and promoters
of the same. 406

Clearly, the article was aimed at not only those who would benefit educationally and
intellectually from an Institute, but also those who were in a position to establish such an Institute.
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One section of the local community would benefit from the availability of an Institution where
they could improve their intellectual standard, whilst those who were in a position to establish the
Institute would achieve lasting merit and a respected position within local society.
During this same year The Argus (published in Melbourne) noted that socially the district was
developing, citing the proposal for the establishment of a Mechanics’ Institute as showing ‘signs
of increased vitality.’ 407 However, the confident expectations of the Ballarat Times and the Argus
that an Institute would soon be established were not fulfilled. Although a government grant had
been allocated for an Institute, little further progress was achieved for some time.
Withers noted that in 1856 other educational projects were being discussed. An Industrial
Institute, ‘for the purpose of exhibiting productions of art and science tending to promote the
mining, manufacturing, agricultural, and general interests of the district’ 408 was proposed. This
scheme was supported in 1858 by a government grant of five acres of land in Sturt Street. 409 Had
the plan succeeded, it would have been in direct competition with the proposed Mechanics’
Institute. However the project failed to win sufficient local support and the land was later sold off
by the government.
The continuing encouragement given by local newspapers in generating support for a Mechanics’
Institute is seen again during the second half of the 1850s. For instance, in a letter dated June
1857 and published in The Weekly Times, a subscriber asked if ‘the zealous committee of the socalled “Mechanics’ Institute” had abandoned the idea of ever inaugurating a real institute.’ 410 In
August of that same year, the Weekly Times reported on a meeting held the previous night, at
which lengthy and at times heated debate took place concerning the respective merits of an
Industrial Institute or a Mechanics’ Institute. At a late hour the gathering adjourned, ‘as there
seemed no prospect of satisfactorily settling the questions before the meeting.’ 411 By September
the editor of this same newspaper ‘deplored the small progress made,’ and pointed to the
‘exclusiveness and vain aspirings’ which he believed had been the cause of the failure. He
suggested that supporters of both groups should amalgamate ‘harmoniously’ and with a ‘spirit of
earnestness’ in order to facilitate ‘Social Progress.’ 412
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One month later The Ballarat Times produced an editorial extolling the virtues of ‘associations
calculated to expand the mind, engender a spirit of enquiry, and lead men to court the intercourse
of the class-room.’ 413 In line with nineteenth-century cultural thought, the editorial again
promotes the principle that those who have benefited from the acquisition of knowledge should,
in turn, use every endeavour to ensure that those less fortunate are given access to these same
benefits. To fail to do so, the editorial argues, would mean that man ‘will assuredly sink lower
and lower in the scale of society — sensitiveness will become gradually blunted, refinement of
feeling deadened or destroyed — until all desire for progressive advancement ceases to exercise
the slightest control over the thoughts and actions of the individual.’ 414 The editorial takes to
task the rival groups who had been supporting either a Mechanics’ Institute or an Industrial
Institute, arguing that both ‘the Mechanics’ and the Industrial Institute seem, for the time being,
to be under a dark cloud, and almost forgotten,’ calling the two committees ‘indolent’ and argues
they have ‘become a bye-word and a shame.’ 415
The lengthy editorial brought forth a number of responses from the community. ‘Pick and
Shovel’ 416 wrote in support of the article, declaring that Ballarat ‘with a population of twentyfour thousand, ought to be ashamed that she has not formed one before this.’ 417 His letter was
followed by another from ‘Progress’ who wrote that the committees had ‘sunk into a deep sleep,
from which a great demonstration of well-merited public censure can, I believe, alone awake
them.’ 418 Both of these respondents argued that Ballarat could not call itself a great city, or
progressive, while it still remained without this ‘emblem of advancement.’ Again, these
sentiments could be attributed more to community esteem than for working class improvement.
Early in 1858 the collective consciences of citizens, many of whom had been connected with the
previous attempts to establish an institute of learning, were again taken to task by the editorials of
these newspapers, which noted with regret that another year had commenced without the
establishment of a single society devoted to ‘the expansion of the mind and improvement of
scientific and mechanical knowledge.’ 419 Readers were asked whether the fault lay with the
community generally, or with those prominent persons who had been happy to have their names
placed on committees, but then neglected to perform the duties associated with these positions. In
answer to their own question, the newspaper states, ‘We cannot but feel that both are
413
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censurable.’ 420 The editorial explains that the proposed Mechanics’ Institute, ‘while lingering for
months, has finally expired’ and attempts were now being made to establish an Industrial
Institute. 421 It was also noted with a sense of satisfaction that a committee had been set up to
oversee the establishment of the Institute on a grant of land that had previously been allocated by
the government. 422
Some months later, community members also felt the need to nudge the consciences of those
appointed to establish an institute of learning. A letter to the editor, published in the Ballarat Star
questioned the lack of progress achieved by a committee that had been ‘formed with the object of
starting an institution,’ with the writer asking ‘what this committee have done towards furthering
the objects of the institution during the past six months…The young men of Ballarat have
become satiated with the Charlie Napier Theatre and the free concerts of the Main Road, the only
amusements on Ballarat; they require an institution in which their minds can be improved.’ 423 It
is interesting to note that it was ‘young men’ who were being identified as needing a Mechanics’
Institute, rather than the usual mechanic class.
Local newspapers continued to be impatient at the inability of Ballarat’s citizens to decide on
what type of Institute they wanted, and where it should be situated. They pointed out that a
number of other towns, with far fewer natural advantages, had established Institutes. In an
editorial, the Ballarat Times reproached its readers, declaring that Ballarat, ‘while first in political
movements,’ 424 was ‘far behind other districts as regards institutions having for their object the
mental and scientific culture of the people.’ 425 The article stresses the advantages to be gained
from the establishment of an Institute, and exhorts its readers to give support to those men who
were attempting to set in motion plans for such an institution. Institutes established in Victoria
prior to this time included Melbourne in 1839 and Portland in 1849. 426 By 1855 there were also
Institutes at Warrnambool, Sandhurst, Castlemaine, Kilmore, Emerald Hill, Geelong and
Collingwood. 427
Given the successful establishment of Institutes elsewhere, this list raises the question of why
Ballarat, with all of its wealth, had failed to establish an Institute of its own. A number of issues
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appear to have combined to ensure that Ballarat lagged behind not only towns of a comparable
size, but also many with much smaller populations. For instance, the unsettled nature of the
goldfields diggings meant that the population fluctuated, with miners moving from one gold
discovery to the next, more focused on the lure of gold than on issues of culture and education.
This argument, however, is less compelling when we see that other goldfields towns, including
Castlemaine and Bendigo (Sandhurst) had established their Institutes several years prior to
Ballarat.

Nothing further had been achieved by 23 November 1858 when the topic was taken up
again by the editor of The Ballarat Times, in a scathing attack on the citizens of Ballarat,
who had by then divided into several small groups, each discussing similar proposals for the
establishment of institutions of adult learning, and each unwilling to compromise with the
others. Whilst applauding the efforts of some members of these committees, the editorial
sought to fan the enthusiasm of the local community by lamenting the fact that:

Ballarat still remains without this very necessary institution. That this is a living slur upon the fair
home of our townsfolk is not to be denied; and it now remains for them to arrange matters, that the
blot upon the escutcheon of the town may be effaced.

428

The article discusses the efforts of those men within the local Ballarat community working
towards establishing a Mechanics’ Institute, as well as a second group who supported an
Industrial Institute on a much grander scale than their rivals. No mention is made of the impact
that this lack of an Institute of learning was having on the artisan class. This second group’s
proposal included ‘a permanent exhibition of agricultural and mining implements, machinery…’
in addition to ‘all the advantages afforded by a Mechanics’ Institute.’ 429 Despite their high
intentions, this latter group later disbanded, primarily due to the huge cost that their proposal
would have involved. The Ballarat Times noted that these ‘two schemes were in fact identical,’
the only thing required being that ‘the conception of the one party should be somewhat modified,
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and the amendment of the other a little elaborated, so that the two would have met, and
amalgamated as was desired.’ 430
The Ballarat Star later published a significant editorial entitled ‘A Public Want and a Public
Duty,’ again demanding:
How long is it we have been talking about an Industrial Institute, a Mechanics’ Institute, a Public Library, a
Lecture Hall, a Museum, and what progress have we made yet towards the accomplishment of these
objects?…do let us, in the name of all that is respectable in social effort and intellectual culture, achieve
some one thing or other of permanent value. 431

It is clear from the above quotations that both of the local newspapers were ardent supporters of
an institute of adult learning. Editors such as Seekamp and Wanliss were vocal in their
exhortations to the local community to support such an institution. Neither appears to have given
favouritism to any particular proposal, preferring to encourage all projected schemes, in an effort
to see at least one succeed.
However 1859 commenced with Ballarat still lacking an Institute, and again the local newspapers
were admonishing their readers for their ‘apathy and indifference upon so important a subject,’
declaring that it ‘is time we should relieve ourselves from the stigma which attaches to us for our
neglect in this matter for so long a time.’ 432 Again we perceive an inference that the pre-eminent
concern was the status of the city, rather than the well-being of the artisan class. It is clear that it
was the on-going pressure applied by local newspaper editors that eventually led to more
formalised action being taken by a number of local citizens, who joined together during the first
half of 1859 to eventually formalise the establishment of a Mechanics’ Institute. This did not
happen overnight, and it was at some cost to community harmony, as shall be shown in the
following section.

An Ecumenical, but Parochial beginning
During the first few months of 1859, continued public debate led to a number of well attended
but fiery community meetings. Municipal rivalry, as well as the debate over what to call the
Institute, what its role should be, who should be eligible for election to committee, and where the
Institute should be situated, all combined to delay the project. Such robust community debate
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reinforces the view that the nascent culture of the district had a strong heritage of both radicalism
and liberalism.
At each stage, local newspapers avidly reported on the numerous meetings held. Editorials
exhorted both east and west to put aside partiality and join together to establish an Institute that
would serve both municipalities. A meeting held in the Fire Brigade building in Ballarat East on
23 March 1859 drew sufficient support to allow the election of a provisional committee, which
was given the task of drawing up a proposed set of aims and rules. These were then to be
presented to meetings of prospective members in both East and West Ballarat. A report in The
Ballarat Times 24 March edition noted that the meeting held the previous evening had been
‘large and influential.’ Hope was expressed that this initiative would avoid the mistakes of past
attempts to establish an Institute in Ballarat. 433
The members of the interim committee established at this meeting were J B Humffray, MLA,
Reverend Madden (Irish Catholic), Reverend C Searle (Anglican), and Messrs Cathie, Baker,
Miscelly, Anderson, McDowall, Batten, Dyte, Belford, Payne, Gwynneth, Mitchell, Robertson,
Turner, Pope, Rees, Bonwick, Donnelly and Wilson. 434 The composition of this committee
included representatives from local churches, politicians, businessmen and miners. Although the
majority of these men were of English heritage, there was significant representation from the
Welsh, Irish and Jewish communities.
The members of the first official committee that was elected once the Mechanics’ Institute was
finally established comprised a group of men who were also prominent on most early Ballarat
committees. They included men such as Andrew Anderson, businessman and supporter of
numerous local charities, Charles Dyte, prominent Ballarat East businessman and leader in the
Jewish community,

435

Robert Lewis, manufacturer and supporter of many charitable trusts, John

Cathie, one of Ballarat’s early politicians, D O’Connor, storekeeper, J McDowall, timber
merchant, W B Withers, local newspaper reporter and historian, M Campbell, mayor of Ballarat
West council, Robert Stone, D O’Donnell, Robert Mitchell, owner of the Theatre Royal, and W
F Pleydell.
During this early period, these were the men who had the faith, vision and entrepreneurial skills
to provide a cultural lead for the local community. Most had come to the Ballarat district in
search of gold and they were amongst the group of men who were to take a leading role in the
433
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establishment of many Ballarat institutions and organisations. They were to become strong
community leaders, forming an upper-middle class that was to dominate Ballarat society during
the following decades.

Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute Members of Committee - 1859

Andrew Anderson

W H Batten
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John Cathie

Robert Lewis

R Mitchell

D O’Connor

Source: 50th Jubilee Souvenir Annual Report: Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute, 1909

Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute Members of Committee – 1859

D O’Donnell

W F Pleydell
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James Stewart (Trustee)

Robert Stone

W B Withers

F Young (Trustee)

Source: 50th Jubilee Souvenir Annual Report: Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute, 1909

Most of the members of the first elected committee of the Mechanics’ Institute, shown above,
were to serve for many years.
A meeting was held to appoint a sub-committee of five to draw up rules and regulations and to
select a building suitable for the Institute. Within a week a set of proposed rules were drawn up,
although a suitable building was proving harder to find, leading the Ballarat Times to comment
that they hoped ‘when a room has been got it will be as near as possible to the boundary of the
two townships.’ 436 This again indicates just how entrenched the east versus west antipathy was.
By this time, of course, both districts had their own separate local government bodies. The
borough of Ballarat West was constituted a municipality on the 17 December 1855, while
Ballarat East had followed on 5 May 1857. 437 The Yarrowee Creek formed the boundary between
the two councils. Despite many later attempts to amalgamate the two municipalities, east and
west remained separate entities until 1921. 438
Charles Dyte, a British-born Jewish member of the Ballarat East community had remarked at the
meeting held on 23 March that ‘whereas in Ballarat there are so many of different nations, a
public institute of the kind contemplated would serve to promote social good feelings …’ 439 Dyte
reminded those attending the meeting that the Mechanics’ Institute movement had begun in
436
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England by ‘three individuals who, without much public co-operation, persevered in their object
till the public became impressed with its utility and gave it their support.’ 440 Thus Dyte has
provided evidence that there were people on the goldfields of Ballarat who had knowledge, if not
personal experience, of Mechanics’ Institutes.
The report of this provisional committee was first presented to a meeting held in the Ballarat Fire
Brigade building on 15 April 1859. Because the building was situated in Ballarat East, this again
led to some of those attending the meeting claiming that there was a bias against Ballarat West.
The lively debate that followed was reported extensively in local newspapers and the tenor of this
meeting can be seen in the account given in the Ballarat Times which reported that a ‘vast
number of motions and amendments were here made; no less than four motions for adjourning
the meeting being lost.’ 441 Andrew Anderson, interim secretary and later to be the second
President of the Institute was moved to say that:
he was sorry to see any spirit of rivalry displayed between the two Municipalities; the meeting should forget
that there was a Ballarat West and a Ballarat East, and the inhabitants of Ballarat, no matter which
Municipality they lived in, should do their best to establish so useful an institution as a Mechanics’
Institution.’ 442

At length it was decided that the Interim Committee, would be instructed to report back to a
separate meeting to be held in Ballarat West, in order to provide the citizens of that municipality
with equal opportunity to those of Ballarat East.
Further meetings were held, alternating from Ballarat East to Ballarat West. Each of these
meetings was widely reported in local newspapers. The distrust between residents of the two
municipalities is clearly evident in these reports. A particularly acrimonious meeting held in
Ballarat East in May of 1859 led to Mr Rodier, who supported an Institute based in Ballarat East,
stating that the ‘conviction was forced upon him that any attempts of the inhabitants of Ballarat
East to establish union between them and those of the Western Council would be futile.’ 443
A further meeting was held in the Ballarat West Council Chambers on April 20, during which an
important decision was taken that was to direct the future of the Mechanics’ Institute. This
meeting, with an attendance of between 70 and 80 persons, mostly from the western municipality,
was as fiery as those held previously. A motion was eventually passed fixing the site for an
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Institute building in Sturt Street, in the west. 444 It could be conjectured that the decision to build
in Ballarat West, taken at a meeting that was attended by a majority of Ballarat West citizens,
was certain to provoke anger amongst the citizens of Ballarat East. The site was the one
previously allocated by the Victorian parliament for an institute of adult learning. Although the
grant of this land had lapsed, vigorous lobbying by local parliamentary representatives, including
Lalor and Humffray, saw the grant reinstated. 445 The next community meeting, held in Ballarat
East, saw bitter recrimination against the decision to locate the building in the west, although
after much discussion, and several motions, the decision was eventually ratified. 446
No official records appear to have been kept of the names of all of those who attended the
preliminary meetings that eventually led to the establishment of the Mechanics’ Institute,
however, the extensive newspaper reports of the gatherings held during that time do provide us
with a limited list of those who spoke, or presented motions for consideration. Prominent
amongst these were J B Humffray, Andrew Anderson, Charles Dyte, Thomas Learmonth, James
Baker, John Cathie, William C Smith, Matthew Campbell, W F Pleydell and W J Higgins. These
were men who were developing a more permanent and distinctive profile in the growing Ballarat
community. They were, or were to later become, the pillars of Ballarat society; members of
parliament, lawyers, ministers of religion (particularly those from the non-conformist churches),
storekeepers, pastoralists, bankers and merchants. Almost all of these men were to later become
Committee members, and in many instances Presidents of the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute.
Most of the men who worked to establish a Mechanics’ Institute had come to the Ballarat district
during the first five years of the 1850s in search of gold. 447 These were men who had, in the main,
achieved success on the goldfields. The threads of commonality running through the lives of
most of these men were their religious backgrounds, their financial success, either as prospectors
or as businessmen, and their lower-middle or working-class British heritage. 448 An overwhelming
number of these nascent community leaders were aligned to the various non-conformist churches;
men such as Humffray, Anderson and Campbell. During the 1850s and 1860s they became
dominant members of both municipalities, in addition to their leadership of local institutions such
444
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as the Benevolent Asylum, the hospital and the numerous local churches. Each of these
institutions evolved through support from within the local community, rather than being imposed
from outside.
Throughout all of the meetings and the extensive reporting provided by local newspapers, there is
no evidence that any females attended the meetings. Certainly no females are mentioned and no
motions were put forward by women. 449 This lack of gender balance is a typical manifestation of
mid-nineteenth-century culture and society. It is also characteristic of the Mechanics’ Institute
movement as a whole, where evidence of female involvement is particularly hard to find.
The bitterness that existed between residents of East and West Ballarat continued the heated
debate on the merits of the proposed building site in Ballarat West, adding to the deep suspicion
and lack of trust between the two factions. This rivalry between East and West was to continue
for many decades, and is epitomised in the following sketch, which appeared in Ballarat Punch,
May 18, 1867.

The caption accompanying this sketch reads: Youth — (in a state of dripping excitement) — “The Yarrowee
has overflowed! — All the people are floating about on the tops of their houses — and Ballarat East has been
completely swept away.”
Unknown Inhabitant of Ballarat West — “And a good job too.”

449
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Distinction, Carlton, Melbourne University Press, 1994.
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The Institute Established
Finally, and despite continued discontent and disunity in some sections of the community, the
Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute was established in 1859, appropriately the year of publication of
Samuel Smiles’ Self-Help. The election of the first Committee of Management was held on 9
May 1859. The formal inauguration of the Institute was performed on 23 May before an audience
of some 200 people, and was chaired by J B Humffray MLA. Addresses were given by a number
of local dignitaries, including the American Dr Charles Kenworthy, who enumerated the benefits
of Mechanics’ Institutes. His address was reported in detail by the Ballarat Star and included the
following admonition to those gathered to celebrate the event:
It was the imperative duty of all to do all they could to advance the moral, physical and intellectual welfare
of all around. Indolence and ignoble repose were not to be permitted while so much remained to be done.
The elevation of mining, agricultural, commercial and intellectual labours, was the object of those
institutions. … He looked forward to the time when man should become what God intended him to be, a
rational, intellectual and moral being. 450

The remarks of Dr Kenworthy were supported by Reverend C Searle, who was also a vicepresident of the Institute, and J R Bailey. 451 Both promoted the benefits of Mechanics’ Institutes
and exhorted the local community to support its efforts to promote ‘all that was great in intellect
and good in religion.’ 452 Thus, again we see the tying together of the benefits of education with
the vocalised aspirations of encouraging the community to become rational, intellectual and
moral. The departure from the British model of Mechanics’ Institutes can be seen in the
references to religion, a topic that was generally excluded from early British Mechanics’
Institutes.
The sub-committee elected to draw up a list of Rules and Aims for the new Institute presented the
following to its members, who voted in favour of adopting the proposed list. The objects of the
newly formed Institute were listed as:
I.—The Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute has for its object the diffusion of literary, scientific, and other useful
knowledge.
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II.—The means to be employed are—the delivery of Lectures, a library of reference and circulation, a
Reading Room, a Museum of machines, models, minerals, natural history, &c., and the formation of
classes. 453

These objects, along with those of other Institutes already established throughout Australia,
closely follow those of most Mechanics’ Institutes throughout Britain and show little evidence of
any radical intentions. For instance, the preamble of the London Mechanics’ Institute had, in
1821, defined the objects as being:
the instruction of the members in the principles of the arts they practice, and in the various branches of
science and useful knowledge,’ with the means to be employed being: First, -of the voluntary association of
mechanics and others; Second, - of donations of money, books, implements, and apparatus; Third, -a library
and reading room; Fourth, -a museum of machines, models, &c.; Fifth, -lectures; Sixth, evening classes; and
Seventh, by means of an experimental workshop and laboratory. 454

This indicates a clear correlation between the explicitly stated philosophy of Mechanics’
Institutes in Britain and that of the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute. No mention is made in either
the London Mechanics’ Institute objects, or those of the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute, of
religion or politics. The important difference between the London Mechanics’ Institute and
Ballarat’s newly established Institute was that membership in Ballarat was clearly intended to
include not only those of the ‘mechanics’ class, but encouraged membership by the middle class.
It seems likely that the men who had worked so hard to establish an Institute in Ballarat were
those who retained a social memory, albeit one that may have been in the process of adaptation,
of the benefits of rational adult learning, on the uneducated working class of Britain. The vigour
with which these men worked to establish an Institute on the goldfields would tend to indicate
that although geographically isolated from their homeland culture, they sought to recreate a
society in keeping with the, perhaps nostalgic, remembrances of their former lives, but inclusive
of all classes.
The first two Presidents of the Institute were J B Humffray, and Andrew Anderson. 455 Both of
these men were to become involved in many of Ballarat’s community organisations, including
the hospital, Benevolent Asylum, Fire Brigades, Water Commission, banking institutions and
municipal councils. Both were from a non-conformist religious background, and Humffray was a
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strong moral-force Chartist. 456 Both came to Ballarat during the first half of the 1850s and both
eventually became respected local businessmen, with Humffray also at that time an elected
member of the Victorian parliament.
This chapter has identified the previously mentioned competing interests of Ballarat East versus
Ballarat West. Supporters of an Institute, as well as the community in general also had to
contend with opposing viewpoints as to what type of Institute should be established; specifically
whether it should be a Mechanics’ Institute or an Industrial Institute. The strong antipathy of each
group towards the other and the rivalry of competing interests that weakened all proposals were
the main reasons for the on-going delays in establishing a Mechanics’ Institute in Ballarat. The
ethnic diversity of Ballarat’s population and its lack of both an upper class or a dominant set of
rigid class and social divisions were in contrast to the British experience. However the competing
local priorities had thwarted many early attempts at establishing such an Institute.
Hirst identifies mid-nineteenth-century immigrants to Australia as bringing with them a ‘sense of
opportunity for all regardless of birth.’ 457 Lacking what he terms the ‘top and bottom elements;’
the aristocracy, gentry and the poor; there were fewer obstacles to implementing change. In terms
of Mechanics’ Institutes, he observes some changes in their composition and purpose,
particularly in the social composition of Institute members. These, he believes, were
predominantly from the upper working class and lower middle class, with the two groups
comprising most of the population. A further radical change was that the men who established the
Institutes were those who expected to make use of the facilities provided. 458
This radical egalitarianism also supports Hartz’s “fragmentation” theory as an explanation for the
manner of Ballarat’s development. 459 His contention that Australia’s culture was based on
radicalism is supported in part by the evidence as it relates to the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute.
Although the motivation for migration to the colonies was often a desire for social and financial
advancement, it has been argued that ‘a society of migrants will not forget the old marks of social
pre-eminence.’ 460 In this particular instance, it was also the egalitarianism, so evident on the
Ballarat diggings that contributed to these concerted attempts to establish the Institute. Although
the men who established the Institute may have initially been classed as radical, their clearly
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demonstrated goal was to establish an Institute that would welcome all members of the local
community.
The ultimate success of the formulation of the Mechanics’ Institute did not mark an end to
community disagreement about which Institutes were vital for Ballarat. In December of 1859, not
much more than six months after the establishment of the Mechanics’ Institute, there was an
attempt to establish a Mining Institute. Its inaugural president was James Baker and the
membership included H R Nicholls, at that time owner of the Ballarat Star newspaper. This
group met on an infrequent basis to read and discuss papers on mining, including one delivered
by H R Nicholls on ‘Mining Accident Prevention,’ the principles of which were later widely
adopted by mining companies. 461 The Mining Institute did not survive long and James Baker
went on to become one of the vice-presidents of the Mechanics’ Institute in 1861. He was later to
take a leading role in the foundation of the School of Mines, which was established in Ballarat in
1870. This may be an indication that there were some men within the Ballarat community who
were unhappy that science was not being sufficiently addressed by the Mechanics’ Institute.
The final decision to situate the permanent building on the Sturt Street site led to a break-away
group of disaffected supporters from Ballarat East, who, under the leadership of Charles Dyte,
eventually established a Free Public Library in Ballarat East. 462 This library, ‘officially opened
on April Fool’s Day, 1862,’ 463 achieved considerable support, annually raising large amounts of
money through their Easter Fair, enabling them to gather a fine collection of books, which by
1890 totalled 14,500. 464 A free public library was later established in Ballarat West in 1878,
completing a triumvirate of competing libraries in this vibrant nineteenth-century goldfields city
during the latter half of the nineteenth century.
The influence of early newspaper editorials in promoting the establishment of the Ballaarat
Mechanics’ Institute cannot be overrated. From the tenor of their reports of the numerous
meetings it is clear that they were instrumental in elevating community support of the proposal.
Their urgings to the proponents from the two municipalities to put aside parochial considerations
helped to support and reinforce the efforts of community supporters of the proposal and ensured
that the matter continued to be raised before the public.
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Withers records that initial committee meetings of the newly established Ballaarat Mechanics’
Institute were conducted ‘in a little wooden house between Humffray and Barkly streets, in Main
street’(Ballarat East). 465 The Institute’s first reading room, which opened on 23 May 1859, was
located in the engine-house of the nearby Ballarat Fire Brigade. 466 The use of this first reading
room was made possible by the members of the Ballarat Fire Brigade, and although the room was
not very large, it provided an area where the small number of donated books and magazines
could be displayed and read by the first members of the Institute.
As previously mentioned, the final decision to move to the Sturt Street site was influenced by the
availability of land free of charge. 467 The granting of this land to the Ballarat West Council by the
Victorian parliament, as the site for a public institution, provides evidence of colonial
government support for Mechanics’ Institutes. This was in contrast to the situation in Britain,
where the government provided no support for Institutes. 468 Donald Barker has shown the
importance of political lobbying to individual Mechanics’ Institutes, noting that ‘the most stable
institutes were those which were the most effective lobbyists.’ 469 Hence the Mechanics’ Institute
was finally established on elevated ground in the main street of Ballarat West, part of a grid of
ordered and surveyed streets, unlike much of Ballarat East, which at that time, due to the
haphazard nature of much of its earlier building, was less formally laid out.

Addressing the Institute’s core objectives
The first library of circulation was opened on 26 July 1859, with nearly 400 volumes, 470 available
to members only. Prior to this, on 14 July, the first of a series of fortnightly lectures was
delivered by Reverend W Henderson. Reporting on the lecture, the Ballarat Star noted that the
reading room ‘was crowded in every part … on the delivery by the Reverend Mr Henderson of a
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lecture on the Life and Works of Hugh Miller.’ 471 The provision of lectures was one of the
primary aims of the Institute, and during the first year eighteen lectures were given. Lacking a
permanent home at this time, the lectures were delivered at a number of different venues. The
list of luminaries who addressed the members included reporter and local historian Walter
Bramwell Withers, who was to become one of the most successful lecturers, with his talks being
attended by many hundreds of people. His lectures included a series on the Eureka uprising,
where he supported the actions taken by the miners against the authorities. His stance received
widespread support from the audiences on both occasions. 472 This was not remarkable, given that
most of the members of the Institute would themselves have been supporters of the actions taken
by the miners.
Despite their stated objective of ensuring the provision of education, the Committee observed in
its first Annual Report 473 that it had failed to provide for the commencement of classes. The
reason given for their lack of success was that suitable rooms to accommodate the pupils were
not available in their current accommodation. However, it was noted that the proposed new
building, plans for which had been drawn up, would provide a suitable venue to enable the
committee to commence classes. 474 The Committee assured the members that their lack of
success was despite several suitable men volunteering as teachers.
In line with nineteenth-century culture, there is no evidence of female participation in the
management of the Institute. There were no women’s names on the list of possible teachers, and
no mention is given as to the level of demand for classes suitable for women at this time. It could
be speculated that the committee may have just expected that support for classes existed amongst
those in the local population who had not received an education during their childhood. This
would have accorded with the experience of early British Institutes, where initial demand was
high. However, statistics show that literacy rates in Ballarat during this period were far higher
than had existed in Britain at the beginning of the nineteenth century.
Table 4.3
Literacy of the Population of Ballarat West, Ballarat East,
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and the Goldfields as a whole (in percentages)
Place

Age

1861

1871

Ballarat

15-20

95

96

45-50

89

83

15-20

88

96

45-50

86

76

15-20

87

93

45-50

82

74

West
Ballarat East
Goldfields

Source: Census of Victoria, in Weston Bate, Lucky City The First Generation at Ballarat: 18511901,Clayton, Melbourne University Press, 1978.

Lawson and Silver have noted that literacy rates in England rose in the early decades of the
nineteenth century. However, by the 1840s only about two-thirds of men and a half of women
could read and write. 475 Although Table 4.3 above relates to a period some two decades later
than the 1840s, it provides some significant and striking contrasts. Census reports from the
Ballarat goldfields district show that by 1861 Ballarat’s population had a literacy rate far superior
to that of Britain. So it is possible that local demand for adult education may have been far lower
than was assumed. It is possible that most of the men on the goldfields did not require the literacy
and numeracy classes that epitomised most early Mechanics’ Institutes. Rather, their needs may
have been for more advanced and academically stimulating leisure time activities. The issue of
community support for adult classes will be discussed further in the following chapters.
As previously mentioned, the first two Presidents of the Institute were J B Humffray and Andrew
Anderson. Whilst Humffray was elected the inaugural President in 1859, possibly in return for
his political support, or as an acknowledgement of his influence within the Ballarat community, it
is Anderson who has been accorded the title of the ‘father’ of the Ballaarat Mechanics’
Institute. 476 The first Annual Report of the Institute shows that thirty five committee meetings
were held during the year. Humffray, due to the pressures of his parliamentary duties, had only
been able to attend four of these meetings. It had been left to Anderson to steer the Institute
through this difficult early period. He became the Institute’s second President, and was an
influential supporter throughout his lifetime. Following his death in August 1910, his lengthy
475
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obituary notice included details of how he ‘associated himself with the Mechanics’ Institute,
being its first vice-president … He was thrice president of the institution both in name and reality,
and was one of its hardest workers.’ 477
Amongst these first committee members were a number who were at that time, or later became,
members of the Victorian parliament. Prominent amongst these men was J B Humffray, who,
along with Peter Lalor, was so influential in ensuring that government funding was made
available for the newly established Institute. Others who later entered parliament included
William Frazer, Robert Lewis, Charles Dyte and John Cathie. To this list we can also add the
names of W M K Vale and Richard Belford, who were also members of the Ballaarat Mechanics’
Institute, and later served on the committee.
This preponderance of politicians amongst the membership is perhaps some indication of the
calibre of the men who worked to establish the Institute, and also to the level of community
support for the newly established Institute. It could also provide some hint of the potential that
the Institute held to influence local cultural, educational and social development. These were the
men who were prominent in most of the community organisations that were being established
during this period; they were respected community members; they donated both time and money
to the advancement of their community; and because of their positions, both within the Ballarat
district and in the Victorian parliament, they were able to influence the direction of its expansion.
It is difficult to find evidence of the ‘mechanics’ class amongst these members of committee.
Most of the men who rose to prominence at the Institute sought to establish themselves as middle
class. Many had established successful businesses on the goldfields and were entrepreneurial.
They were anxious to ensure that Ballarat was able to take a leading role in the development of
social structures and institutions that were deemed essential to colonial life. Their earlier
egalitarian experiences of goldfields life would seem to have influenced their commitment to
providing an Institute that was accessible to all sections of the Ballarat community. To this end,
they set membership fees at a level that they hoped would encourage wide participation. Full
adult membership was twenty shillings per year; junior members paid ten shillings annually; 478
and full members were able to ‘nominate female members of their families, who may be admitted
as Lady Members of the Institute on payment of Ten Shillings annually.’ 479
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Conclusions
This chapter has shown that it was a blend of male-dominated, British nineteenth-century liberal
attitudes, combined with the entrepreneurial backgrounds of this core group of young men in
Ballarat during the 1850s and 1860s; and the wealth and political power that they were
accumulating, that combined to support and encourage the establishment of numerous buildings
and institutions during that period. 480 The egalitarian spirit, evident on the goldfields during the
1850s, enabled these men to influence the direction of Ballarat’s cultural, social and institutional
development. As Bate puts it, ‘Individualism was blended with public spiritedness’ and nowhere
was this attitude stronger than at Ballarat, where ‘working class and middle-class interests
combined to press for social justice and equality of opportunity.’ 481 The evolving local culture,
was dominated both numerically and influentially by men, and reflected their cultural aspirations.
Earlier unsuccessful attempts to establish a Mechanics’ Institute point to evolving community
expectations. However, they failed, leaving little trace of their existence. Ballarat’s relatively
high literacy rates, competing proposals, and the significant Ballarat East versus Ballarat West
rivalry, contributed to delays. The men who eventually established the Ballaarat Mechanics’
Institute could be categorised as upper working class and lower middle class. These men were
able to influence Ballarat’s cultural development in a manner that would not have been open to
them in Britain. They were also able to gain government patronage, in contrast to early
supporters of Britain’s Mechanics’ Institute movement.
Perhaps more than anything else, the establishment of a Mechanics’ Institute in Ballarat reflected
the prevailing philosophy of utilitarianism, a set of views revolving around a belief in the value
of mental culture and the improvement of humanity through the exercise of rational reasoning.
Linked to this was a belief that universal basic education was necessary in any democracy.
Correspondingly there was also a widely recognised obligation to adopt a self-help approach. 482
These views were the orthodoxy of large numbers of British immigrants to the goldfields during
the 1850s.
Research has shown that despite reflecting many aspects of its British counterparts, the Ballaarat
Mechanics’ Institute demonstrated some significant differences. The district had few ‘mechanics’
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and lacked an established, dominant class dimension, at least in this early period. The Institute
was freely promoted as being for the benefit of all sections of the local community, a significant
departure from the original intentions of the institute movement although by the 1850s many
British Institutes had adopted similar measures. The lack of an existing community library, adult
education facilities or other suitable social venues, gave direction to a more radical approach to
community use of this new facility. The leading proponents of the Mechanics’ Institute formed a
more representative group than was sometimes the case in Britain, with the leading churchmen,
newspaper owners and editors, local politicians and businessmen all being strong supporters.
They held a mixture of egalitarian views, whilst also aspiring to establish an Institute that would
reflect the growing prosperity of Ballarat.
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Chapter 5
1860-1870: Duty and Interest: Activities for all
In thus calling upon you to support your Institute, your Committee does not offer any apology, as they feel
they are counselling both to duty and interest ─ to duty, because it is incumbent upon all to assist in the
diffusion of useful knowledge, and in increasing the sum of human happiness; to interest, because as the
Institute increases in efficiency, it will offer to you greater facilities for the acquisition of knowledge, and
open new channels for pure, ennobling, and intelligent enjoyment.
Annual Report of the Committee of Management of the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute, 1860-61.

Introduction
The linking together of duty and interest, as expressed in the above passage, epitomises the
culture that surrounded not only the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute but also the Mechanics’
Institute movement as a whole. The British culture of self-help that was inextricably bound up
with perceptions of morality and self-improvement was being explicitly spelt out to the members
of the Institute. We have seen the strong association of moral duty and increasing useful
knowledge, linked to the prospect of human happiness, throughout much of the nineteenth
century. There was a widespread belief that improving the knowledge and intellectual skills of
the working class would inevitably lead to an increase in both personal and communal wellbeing.
By the 1860s, there was a perceivable shift away from the egalitarianism of the early diggings, to
a more class differentiated society. This was the decade during which the Ballaarat Mechanics’
Institute achieved its most rapid phase of expansion. Within this period the committee was to
erect both the rear and front sections of a building that today epitomises nineteenth-century
culture and the architectural grandeur that is so associated with the wealth produced on the
Victorian goldfields. Petrow, when referring to the Launceston Mechanics’ Institute, terms this
style of building as ‘Goldrush Glorious,’ 483 a term originally used by Alfred Wesson. The
membership of the Institute grew quickly as many Ballarat residents took the opportunity to
utilise the excellent facilities provided; the number of books in the library grew; classes
commenced; and lectures proved popular. 484 Although membership numbers had not yet reached
their peak and the library was still growing, it was during the 1860s that the rate of growth was
greatest.
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As more women arrived and the newly established township took on a more settled appearance,
the local community began to demand an improved level of social and cultural amenities.

485

Table 4.2 on page 85 shows how rapidly the numbers of women on the goldfields grew in the
decade from 1861 to 1871, with a total increase of just over sixty percent. Where previously the
only accommodation had been tents and other temporary canvas and wood shelters, during the
second half of the 1850s the landscape had assumed a more permanent character, as first wooden,
then stone and brick buildings replaced the earlier roughly constructed canvas dwellings. In
Ballarat East more permanent structures began to be built following a disastrous fire in Main
Street in early 1856. At that time, this area of concentrated diggings was both the central
thoroughfare and the focus of commercial, mining and social activity for the Ballarat district. It
was as a result of the fire that ‘the council forbade canvas structures’ and the erection of more
permanent buildings began. 486
In a district that had seen social unrest erupt into violence, culminating in the Eureka Stockade, it
was to be expected that emerging community leaders should feel the need to establish a more
settled society that could ensure the development of stable local governance and promote the
good standing of the city. 487 The political gains won after Eureka established the conditions for a
more stable and contented population. One result of this more settled population was a growing
demand for books and other reading material. The radical leaders who had emerged during 1854
were joined by others who came later to the district, and they became the directors of Ballarat’s
civic life. This group of men included J B Humffray, Peter Lalor, James Oddie, John Cathie and
William Pleydell. Prior to the discovery of gold there were several squatters living within the
local district, and some, including Thomas and Somerville Learmonth, played a significant role in
the development of Ballarat’s social infrastructure, adding a more conservative element to this
emerging maturity.
The key leaders of civic life were all active participants on the committees of numerous Ballarat
institutions during the second half of the nineteenth century, including the Ballarat hospital, the
Benevolent Asylum, District Orphan Asylum, Female Refuge, the three Municipal Councils,
Ballarat’s numerous churches, the Botanical Gardens, sporting clubs, Chamber of Commerce,
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Philharmonic Society, Fire Brigades, and Horticultural Society. 488 The Learmonth brothers were
‘among the foremost movers in the promotion of the mental and moral, as well as material
welfare of the people about them.’ 489 Although not from amongst those who came seeking gold,
as most of the other men mentioned above, they were to become large shareholders in a number
of mining companies, and were widely respected in the Ballarat community. Thomas Learmonth
was to become one of the earliest Trustees of the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute, providing
financial support to the Institute on a number of occasions. 490
Immediately following the establishment of the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute and the adoption
of a set of Aims and Rules, 491 the committee was faced with the imperative of meeting these
written objects. An election of office bearers was held on 4 May, with J B Humffray MLA being
elected president, and Andrew Anderson and Richard Belford vice-presidents. William Cooper
was appointed honorary secretary. However, in September of 1859 the committee sought to
appoint a permanent, paid, secretary, as a dispute had arisen between the committee and Cooper
‘respecting certain items of account.’ 492 The committee appointed W H Batten to replace Cooper
and he subsequently held this position until his death in 1911, after which his son, H C Batten,
held the position for a further forty years.
With limited financial reserves, no settled home and few physical resources, the committee was
compelled to apply to its members and supporters for assistance. Initially it established a series of
lectures and the beginnings of a library. The erection of a building to house the Institute was the
next vital step in its initial development stage. After serious deliberations it was finally decided to
build in Sturt Street, the main thoroughfare for Ballarat West at that time, and today the centre of
business for the city. From this initial decision there were to be long-term consequences for the
development and influence of the Institute. This chapter will examine some of the ramifications
arising from the decision.

A Permanent Home — But at What Cost?
One of the most contentious issues during the period leading up to and throughout the first few
months following the establishment of the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute was the selection of a
site for the erection of a permanent building. The continuing rivalry between Ballarat East and
488
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Ballarat West included a class dimension that was a significant barrier to a final decision being
made. The eventual determination to build on a site in Sturt Street left supporters of a site in
Ballarat East disappointed. As previously mentioned, this later led to the formation of a separate
group that established the Ballarat East Public Library. Prominent amongst the men who
withdrew from the Mechanics’ Institute was Ballarat East businessman Charles Dyte, who had
been active throughout attempts to establish the Institute and had been elected to its first
committee of management. 493

Dyte was to take a prominent civic role throughout his life and

was one of the early presidents of the Ballarat East Public Library. 494
Funding a building intended to be a monument to the aspirations of its members was the next
imperative. Despite some claims that during the period 1856 to 1867 ‘there was no government
assistance for the building of mechanics’ institutes at all,’ 495 evidence to the contrary clearly
shows that the newly established Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute was able to obtain Victorian
government grant-in-aid funding during this period. 496 The first Annual Report of the Institute,
dated 30 April 1860, confirms that funding was received from both local municipalities and the
Victorian government. The report states that ‘a sum of ₤500 for the Ballarat Mechanics’ Institute,
contingent upon a similar sum being raised by the Institute, has been placed on the supplementary
estimates [by the colonial government] for the present year.’ 497
During 1859-60 the Institute established a fund to collect donations for the building, and in
presenting the first Annual Report, the president advised the members that an amount in excess
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₤500 had been raised and set aside to pay for its construction. The land on which the Institute was
to be built had, as we have seen, been set aside by the colonial government for an institute of
learning, with its management given over to the Ballarat West municipality, and that body had
indicated its agreement to the construction of the Institute on the site.
These two examples of government support for the Institute, through the granting of land and the
provision of financial support, again raise the question of how such assistance was obtained.
Reports in local newspapers at the time, note that local Member of Parliament, Peter Lalor used
his political influence to persuade fellow parliamentarians to support efforts to attain both the
allocation of an allotment of land in Sturt Street and a further ₤500 grant for the Mechanics’
Institute. 498 Ballarat West council responded promptly to a request for a donation with a vote of
₤250, while the Eastern municipality, despite the on-going antagonism between the two districts,
eventually donated ₤100. These two amounts, together with community donations of ₤250, meant
that the committee easily met its target of ₤500.
The source of most of the money collected from the community cannot be identified, as it would
appear that no listings of these donations were kept. However, there is one exception. Thomas
Learmonth, one of the trustees of the Institute, was amongst its most enthusiastic supporters.
During 1859-60, he provided an initial donation of ₤50, 499 followed by three further amounts
totalling another ₤50 towards the building fund and the library. 500 Later chapters will show that
his interest and support of the Institute continued until he left the colony in 1873. Aside from
acknowledging the support of this large landowner, it is impossible to know how broad
community support was for the remainder of the money donated.
Although there are no existing lists identifying the source of much of the money donated by the
Ballarat community, the relative ease with which it was obtained could perhaps be interpreted as
a measure of broad community support for the Institute. The call for donations, made through
local newspapers and by personal approach, would have also had the effect of bringing the
Institute firmly before the notice of Ballarat residents. Such awareness would assist in
engendering on-going support for future Institute activities, as well as providing a significant
influence over public perceptions of the Institute.
Despite the availability of land in Sturt Street, the committee of management was clearly not
unanimous in its belief that the site was the most suitable for the Institute building. A committee
498
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meeting held on 19 December 1859 resolved that ‘it be an instruction to the Building Committee
to enquire into the possibility of exchanging the present site [in Sturt Street] for one of more
extended area on the ground at present occupied by the old Local Court.’ 501 However, this
initiative was unsuccessful, and the committee decided that the land in Sturt Street remained the
best available site.
The Ballarat Star 502 assiduously followed preparations for the construction of the Mechanics’
Institute. It took the opportunity, as building began, of reminding the Ballarat community of the
benefits to be gained from having a Mechanics’ Institute in their midst, by arguing that few
persons would question the value of such institutions, and ‘those who would venture to call in
question the utility of such provision for the instruction, leisure and entertainment of the
population, may perhaps be regarded as either wilful obstructionists, or singularly palpable proofs
of the need of such educational establishments.’ 503 The editorial addressed issues of social justice
when it reminded readers that ‘one of the most important social duties of society is attention to
the intellectual requirements of the less fortunately circumstanced inhabitants of the locality.’ 504
Again we see evidence of the social and cultural climate of the period, as previously discussed in
Chapter 2. This focus on duty and benefit, tied to assisting the less fortunate amongst the
community to achieve an improvement in their intellectual status, was present in British
Utilitarian philosophy that was so linked to Methodism 505 and is typical of both Britain and its
colonies during the nineteenth century.
The amount of time spent by the committee on discussions and decision-making regarding the
proposed building to house the Institute can be clearly seen in the number of meetings held
during this first year of establishment, indicating the significance of the decision to the local
community. The first Annual Report noted that thirty five meetings had been held, although not
all committee members attended each meeting. 506 Later Annual Reports continued to provide
details of the number of meetings held each year. The Table below indicates that committee
members gave freely of their time. Many of these committee members were also active in their
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support for other local charities and organisations, pointing to their growing commitment to the
Ballarat district. 507
Table 5.1 Annual Totals of Committee and Sub-Committee Meetings of the Ballaarat
Mechanics’ Institute, 1860 – 1870.
MEETINGS
Year
1859-60
1860-61
1861-62
1862-63
1863-64
1864-65
1865-66
1866-67
1867-68
1868-69
1869-70

Committee
35
34
32
32
41
27
27
27
26
38
38

Sub-Committee

27
25
19
25
32
22

Source: Annual Reports of the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute 1860-1870.

The committee decided that construction of the Institute building should take place in two stages,
with the back portion to be completed first. This section would include a lecture hall, reading
room, library, and classrooms. Initial estimations set a maximum cost of no more than ₤1600.
The front portion, to be erected at a later date, was to cost a maximum of ₤2000. 508
The committee gave priority to the building of rooms for lectures, classes and the library, as these
activities were the focus of their attention during the early years of the Institute. 509 Details of the
dimensions of the rear section of the Institute were printed in local newspapers at the time of the
official laying of the foundation stone. This portion of the building was to be 95 feet 6 inches in
its length, with a width of 60 feet, and the external walls were to be 40 feet high. The building
was to be divided into two storeys, ‘the lower one containing a large reading room 47 feet by 24
feet; library, 32 feet by 19 feet 9 inches; four class rooms, curator’s room, etc.’ 510 The lecture hall
occupied the entire upper storey, with a ceiling 25 feet high. It was estimated that when
507
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completed, with a gallery, it would ‘accommodate 1,250 persons sitting.’ 511 The newspaper
report noted that at that time the library held 470 volumes, with 88 of these having been donated
by Messrs Stubbs and J P Fawkner. 512
Members of this first committee were not lacking in either the vision or scope of their ambitions,
with the first Annual Report expressing the committee’s ‘full confidence that, before the end of
the second year of its existence, the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute will be an Institution, in its
usefulness and prosperity, second to none in the Colony of Victoria.’ 513 Whilst it could be
assumed that the committee was using rhetoric to generate and maintain on-going support for
their efforts, later Annual Reports continued to promote the status of the Institute, both as a local
institution and also as one of the finest Mechanics’ Institutes in the colony.
The second Annual Report, for instance, congratulated the members on ‘the proud position
occupied by the Institute in this the second year of its existence.’ 514 Similar language was also
used in later Annual Reports. The committee’s claims in relation to the importance of the Institute
could be justified, in view of Ballarat’s position as a major wealth-producer for the colony. They
indicate the central importance of local civic pride in this endeavour. In a very real sense, the
aims continued to provide a central focus for the committee. Both the lecture hall and the library
were to be substantial rooms and thus able to cater to the needs of large audiences and numerous
users. The provision of four separate classrooms also indicates that the committee anticipated
providing a range of classes.
Archival records show that the rear half of the Institute building was designed by Charles Boykett,
with the front and façade, built some nine years later, designed by J H Jones. 515 The size and
grandeur of the proposed structure indicates the committee’s strong desire to erect a building that
would emphasise the Institute’s prominent position within the local Ballarat community. Despite
the earlier estimation of an expenditure of ₤1600, the first half of the building erected in 1860
was to cost ₤3400, an amount that included the cost of fittings. The Annual Report of 1861 noted
that along with the previously mentioned donations, receipts included an amount of ‘₤1000 15s.
7d, proceeds of the late fancy bazaar.’ 516 The president reported that a loan for ₤1,000 ‘has been
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borrowed upon the promissory note of the members of your committee.’ 517 This personal
commitment by the committee members is clear evidence of their faith in the ultimate success of
the Institute, while support from the wider community is shown in the profit raised at the fancy
bazaar, to which many local men and women contributed.
Local architect and member of the Institute, J A Doane, was employed to supervise the building
of the rear portion of the Institute by the builders Francis and Watson. The foundation stone was
laid with Masonic honours, as was the custom of the period, by local lawyer Henry Cuthbert on
28 September 1860. The social and cultural significance of this event will be examined at length
later in this chapter.
The Annual Report for the year ending 30 April 1861 noted that the reading room of the new
building was opened to members on 19 December 1860, with the rest of the rooms available
before the end of that year. In describing the building work so far completed, the committee
stated that the lower storey comprised a reading room, library, three commodious classrooms and
private apartments for the Secretary. The whole of the upper storey was taken up by the lecture
hall, which when finally completed would hold more than twelve hundred people. 518 Again we
see evidence of the ambitions of the committee. Their belief that a venue able to seat over 1200
persons was needed in this newly developing community provides confirmation that many of its
prominent, ambitious and energetic citizens already had faith in the ultimate future of the city, as
well as showing the desire for education among its inhabitants. Their actions indicate a growing
attachment to place and community.
The collection of rent money was essential to the viability of the Institute. For instance, the
statement of receipts and expenditure for the year ending 30 April 1863 shows that rental
collected for the hire of rooms within the Institute building totalled ₤360 16 3. 519 The Institute
also owned several business premises at the front of the Institute building, and these existing
buildings were leased out to local businesses for five years, providing further much needed
revenue for the Institute. 520 These offices were rented out on a weekly, monthly, quarterly, halfyearly or yearly basis, and during 1863, ₤277 was realised from the commercial frontages.
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During a time when the Institute committee had an outstanding loan exceeding ₤602, the
importance of rental income is clear, 521 and this reliance on rental income continued throughout
the decade. Again in 1870, when the front section of the Institute building had just been
completed, and the debt owed to the bank had soared, the financial report showed that hire of
rooms for the previous year was ₤282, with ₤1,255 generated from the rental of office space. 522
The large lecture hall also proved a popular venue for musical performances. The Ballarat
Philharmonic Society was one of the first users of this venue, presenting Handel’s Messiah in
December of 1860. The event received wide acclaim in local newspapers, with the Ballarat Star
reporting that between 500 and 600 people attended. Newspaper reports were generally
comprehensive, voicing not only praise but also fearlessly noting any performance below
expectations. For instance, in the performance of the Messiah, whilst praising the overall
presentation, it was noted that Mr Hackett ‘appeared to be in very bad voice.’ 523
Throughout the 1860s the hall, and a number of smaller rooms, were consistently hired by local
musical groups including the German Liederkranz, Sebastopol Welsh Choir, and the Choral and
Harmonic Societies. The social composition of these groups varied. For instance, the Welsh
Choir was composed predominantly of miners and working class, while the Choral Society
reflected a more fashionable group of singers. In neither instance did the committee of the
Mechanics’ Institute differentiate in their dealings with these groups. On occasion, the Institute
would engage them to perform at soirées, musical evenings, festivals and anniversary
celebrations. At other times the groups would perform at charity fund raising events. Their
contribution to the social and cultural advancement of the Ballarat district was of considerable
significance and the numbers attending their performances reflected their popularity with all
classes.
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The following Table provides a sample of some of the hirers of the Institute’s rooms and the
types of use made of these rooms, giving some indication of the diverse groups and organisations
that elected to utilise the Institutes’ facilities.
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Table 5.2

Outside Users of the Institute’s Facilities, 1869-70.
Hirer
St Peter’s Church Committee
Independent Order of Rechabites
Deaf and Dumb Institute
Excelsior Tent (Masonic Lodge)
Temperance Society
Ballarat Refuge
Ballarat Friendly Society
Benevolent Asylum
Election Committees (various)
Electoral Committee
Harmonic Society
Choral Society
Vocal Union
Sebastopol Welsh Choir
The Juvenile Company
Carandini Troupe
Rainer Company
Congregational Sunday School
Fancy Ball Committee
The Chess Club

Event
Meeting
Meetings
Meeting
Meeting
Meetings
Meetings
Meetings
Annual General Meetings
Election meetings
Voting
Music Practice
Musical evening
Concert
Musical evening
Musical Evening
Vocal Performances
Ethiopian Singing
Performances
Lecture
Ball
Chess competitions

Source: Minutes of Committee Meetings of the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute, 1869-1870.

During much of this decade successive Annual Reports detailed the urgent need to continue
raising funds. Expenses connected to servicing the building loan, decorating the new rooms,
purchasing new books for the library, paying staff wages and the on-going running costs, all
ensured that the Institute remained heavily in debt for much of the 1860s. It was not until the
Annual Report for the year 1867-68 that the committee was able to report that ‘they have the
satisfaction of presenting a financial statement showing a balance of ₤315 6s 5d. to the credit of
the Institute.’ 525
As soon as the loan was repaid, the committee commenced planning for the front section of the
building. Again they decided to approach members for renewed support for fundraising events.
Also, and in keeping with the optimism shown by the first committee in 1860, they demonstrated
the same commitment towards their eventual goal of erecting the front portion of the building.
The Annual Report for 1867-68 proudly announced that ‘competitive designs have been called
for a building to cost not more than ₤4000.’ 526
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A number of designs were considered, with one submitted by J H Jones being selected. The
design was entitled Minerva, 527 with a statue of the goddess on the roof line of the Institute. The
committee made a number of changes to the original design, including widening the corridor
from seven to nine feet, stipulating that the stairs to the basement should be built of stone, and
that the secretary’s quarters should be situated on the western side of the mezzanine floor. The
basement was planned to include a restaurant and smoking room, thus providing for leisure and
comfort in the design.
The following year’s Annual Report noted that the total cost of the front portion of the building
was now expected to amount to ₤6000. 528 The committee sought ways in which to meet this
significant cost. The finance committee was instructed to ascertain whether the land on which the
building stood was able to be mortgaged, but reported back that the Crown Grant expressly
forbade any mortgaging of the land. Unable to obtain the necessary capital through other means,
members of committee were once again required to give their personal guarantee on a ‘Joint and
Several’ against the loan from the London Chartered Bank, with an interest rate of 8%. 529 The
official motion demanded that ‘all members of committee declining to sign the promissory note
to the bank be informed that they will be expected to resign with a view of having others
appointed who will share the responsibility.’ 530 This stipulation, typical of the era, resulted in
several committee members submitting their resignations. 531 One result of these resignations was
that the composition of the committee became elite and less egalitarian.
Unlike the erection of the rear half of the building, which had proceeded with a minimum of
trouble, the front section was beset by difficulties throughout the period of its construction.
Problems with the architect, Mr Jones, led to the collapse of several arches due to unauthorised
alterations, and the eventual dismissal of Jones. 532 As a result of these on-going problems with
both Jones and the builder, Coulson, the building was not completed until 1870. The following
Annual Report noted that as a ‘consequence of the building not being completed until some
months after the contract time, the revenue suffered considerably through the loss of rent from
527
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the offices, while interest was constantly increasing the heavy debt due to the bank.’ 533 The
report urged members to support proposed fundraising efforts, so that the bank debt of over
₤6000 could be speedily reduced.
The level of concern regarding the size of the bank debt was clear in November of 1870, when
the Minutes of the Committee Meeting resolved that ‘the President and Messrs Claxton &
Watson see the Bank Manager and lay the Financial Statement before him with a guaranty [sic]
of a reduction of the debt by ₤400 during the ensuing year and ascertain whether he will be
satisfied with such arrangement.’ 534 The next committee meeting notes that the bank manager
agreed to the proposed debt reduction.
As the building was being constructed, the committee also undertook the decoration of the main
lecture hall that had been erected in 1860, whilst at the same time adding the dressing rooms and
a gallery, which it declared ‘made the Hall unrivalled as a commodious and beautiful room for
lectures and public entertainment.’ 535 There appears to have been a two-fold reasoning behind the
continuing upgrading and decorating that was being undertaken, even as work was commencing
on the expensive front section of the Institute. In the first instance the committee clearly felt that
by improving facilities at the Institute the wider community would be encouraged to utilise its
facilities. Secondly, it is apparent from comments made in a number of Annual Reports that the
committee was anxious to be able to present an Institute which in size and in decoration was the
equal of, or better than, any other comparable institution in the colony; thus providing evidence
of a growing level of civic pride amongst these Ballarat leaders.
There are a number of other instances where the committee clearly express its intention to
provide a facility the equal of, or superior to, any other similar venue in the colonies. For
instance, the Annual Report of 1866 noted that some proposed extensions would not only be a
profitable investment but also be ‘an ornament to the town.’ 536 This theme is repeated in the
Annual Report of 1869, which enjoins members to rejoice in the soon to be completed front
section of the Institute building, which in the committee’s words would provide ‘splendid
facilities’ for both the members and the wider Ballarat community. 537 The committee was very
mindful of outside perceptions of the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute and aimed to create a
building that was finer than any other similar establishment.
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The scale and size of the Mechanics’ Institute building is dazzling, for an Australian regional city.
Although the rear half of the building has only two levels, the front consists of a basement,
ground floor, mezzanine and two upper floors. Perhaps there was also an element of competition
with the citizens of Ballarat East, who had erected a substantial building in 1867 to house their
new library. 538 It could also be argued that the grandeur of the structure was a demonstration not
only of the prosperity of Ballarat, but also echoed the cultural and educational aspirations of its
citizens. This is supported by the Annual Report of 1870, which notes that:
Your Committee believe that the new building now approaching completion will not only be an ornament to
the town, but that it will furnish accommodation for the members superior to that of any other institution of
the kind in the Australian Colonies. The revenue derived from it will also, in comparatively few years,
discharge the debt incurred in its erection, and will eventually furnish a splendid source of income for the
ordinary purposes of the Institute. 539

When it was completed in 1870, the building housed the committee, smoking, conversation and
newspaper reading rooms on the ground floor, the library and large lecture hall on the second
floor, while a museum was to be established on the top floor. The mezzanine floor provided
accommodation for the secretary Mr Batten and his family, who lived on the premises for a
number of years. Several shop-fronts were also situated on the ground floor, and along with the
basement, were leased for commercial purposes. Naturally the use of some rooms changed over
time. For instance, the conversation room, set up in 1867, 540 where members were able to read
newspapers, play chess and relax, was moved from the north-west corner of the ground floor, to
one of the classrooms in 1868. 541 Many Annual Reports provide details of changes made to
rooms, as demand and usage ebbed and flowed.
The committee continued to raise funds through the rent of rooms to external commercial
businesses, with tenders called in June 1869 for the twelve rooms that would become available
once the front section of the building was completed. Despite the committee’s optimistic
expectations regarding the financial gain to be made from commercial rentals, the on-going
income received from these rooms varied from year to year, as the colony’s economy
fluctuated. 542 Thus in times of economic downturn, when reliable income was most needed,
rental varied greatly and often had to be reduced when tenants were unable to pay.
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It is argued that in building an Institute of such size and grandeur, the committee of the Ballaarat
Mechanics’ Institute took a ‘multi-purpose’ approach. Not only were they overseeing the
construction of an expansive building to house their library, reading room, committee rooms,
class and lecture rooms, they were also providing a venue that would offer commercial, cultural
and social potential. The committee clearly saw the building as a reflection of the wealth and
status of the Ballarat community, and an exemplar for the aspirations of its leading citizens.
On the one hand the committee’s use of ornamentation, ceremony and spectacle, echoes the
theory of David Cannadine, who believes that these were the outward and visible manifestation
of a unifying perception of Empire that was layered, ordered, traditional and deeply
hierarchical. 543 On the other hand, this link is less clear when it is remembered that the men who
made the decision to erect such a substantial building were not upper class; they were, in the
main, middle-class tradesmen, politicians, small businessmen and clerics. Although they were
clearly intent on establishing an Institute that echoed their remembered images of the Mechanics’
Institutes of earlier years, the scope to do so was only available to them in the colonies. 544 Both
the wealth that was being generated in the Ballarat district and the lack of political, religious and
social constraints enabled these men to achieve their aims.
However, in order to make the best use of the building, and to provide an income stream for the
Institute, it was essential that the local community be encouraged to take out membership with
the Institute. The following section explores how the committee worked towards continually
increasing membership, and whether their efforts were successful in terms of the wider Ballarat
community.

Membership for All?
One of the initial aims of the Institute was to make membership available to as wide a group of
people as possible. Anyone could take out membership and enjoy the benefits provided by the
Institute, for the cost of an annual membership fee. Adult male membership was set at ‘Ten
Shillings and Sixpence half-yearly, or Twenty Shillings yearly,’ while apprentices and others
under eighteen years of age paid a membership of ‘Ten Shillings annually, or Five Shillings half-
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yearly.’ 545 The membership fee was comparable to those of most Mechanics’ Institutes at that
time and was not raised for many years. 546
The position of female membership was different to that of males. In order to become Lady
Members, women were dependent on their fathers or husbands being members of the Institute.
Members (not junior Members) shall be permitted to nominate female members of their families,
who may be admitted as Lady Members of the Institute on payment of Ten Shillings annually, or
Five Shillings half-yearly.’ 547

In a very real sense this attitude to the rights and status of women was typical of the times and
culture that existed in both the Australian colonies and Britain and therefore suggests a
conservative attitude towards their position in society. Females were also denied the opportunity
to vote, as voting privileges were restricted to adult males and it was to be more than a century
later before women were able to become full voting members of the Institute.
The management of the Institute was in the hands of a group of males who often served for many
years. Many of these men had been active in the initial attempts to establish the Institute,
including Andrew Anderson, first vice-president of the Institute, and its second president.
Arriving from Scotland in the ship Morgapore in 1851, he settled in Ballarat in 1855. He initially
set up a boot-making business, which he later sold, before establishing the Wendouree Tannery,
which he managed until his death. He was to remain on the committee of the Mechanics’ Institute
for many years, and served two more terms as president. Records of the second Annual Report
note that in nominating Anderson as president, Mr R Lewis accredited him with being ‘the father
of the Institute,’ 548 recalling that it was Anderson who called the first public meeting to establish
the Institute and that it was his strong support that had facilitated the rapid construction of the
new Institute building.
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The confidence placed in Anderson by both members and committee was amply repaid in later
years, when his services were called upon to resolve numerous issues on behalf of the Institute.
His negotiating skills and his reasoned approach to difficult issues were not only utilised by the
Institute, but also by a number of other Ballarat institutions. His death in 1910 was followed by a
‘large and representative gathering of citizens’ at his funeral. The Ballarat Courier noted that
during his many years in Ballarat, Anderson had ‘occupied positions of honor and trust in
numerous public institutions.’ 549 Anderson typifies the group of men who came to the Ballaarat
goldfields during the 1850s and remained in the city, providing the drive, entrepreneurial skills,
money and enthusiasm that led to the rapid establishment of social, cultural, religious and
political organisations so necessary in a vibrant, emerging regional centre. He was not the only
member to provide lengthy service on the committee. Many names can be seen recurring from
year to year. Table 5.3, taken from Annual Reports, provides some indication of the length of
service given by some of the men on the committee.
Table 5.3

Sample of the length of Service Given by Some Committee Members
1859 - 1920
MEMBER
Abrams, G H
Acheson, William
Anderson, Andrew
Batten, W H
Bickett, J M
Colbourn, J R
Doepel, S
Downes, F C
Hardy, C H W
Holloway, T T
Jack, Andrew
Jones, Joseph
Lewis, Robert
McDonald, J Y
McGregor, R
Rawlings, Henry
Stansfield, L
Stephens, E W
Thompson, T H
Trahar, W

OCCUPATION (where known)
Painter
Mining manager and investor
Bootmaker, tannery owner
Secretary of Institute
Miner, and later mining manager. Also
founding member of School of Mines
Sharebroker
Miner
Iron foundry owner
Miner, later merchant and MP
Manufacturer of cordial
Miner
Miner
Painter
Miner
Mining Engineer
Foundry owner

YEARS
OF
SERVICE
22
35
20
52
41
45
32
33
42
33
23
25
26
28
23
31
23
21
25
20

Source: Annual Reports of the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute; Ballarat & Ballarat East Alphabetical
Directory, 1865-66.
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Obituary, Ballarat Courier, 10 August 1910.
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This large pool of long-serving committee members ensured that continuity and experience was
available to incoming members. Almost all of these men were British or colonial-born.550 They
were influential in guaranteeing that the earlier aspirations of the Institute remained the focus of
later committees, although in later years as they grew older, some, at least, lost their youthful
enthusiasm and retreated to conservatism. 551 Such continuity of service may also be seen to have
contributed to greater reluctance on the part of successive committees to adapt to changing times
and needs.
Informing the local community about the benefits of membership and generating interest in the
Institute was achieved in a variety of ways. Notices promoting the benefits of membership were
placed in the Institute, to encourage visitors to join. In 1864 the committee decided that ‘a
standing advertisement setting forth the advantages offered by the Institute be inserted once
weekly in the Ballarat Star and twice weekly in the Evening Post for one year.’ 552 Members in
arrears with their subscriptions were canvassed by the secretary and a number of early Annual
Reports specifically urged members to encourage membership amongst their friends. 553
Advertisements were regularly placed in local newspapers, publicising meetings, lectures, social
events and even the arrival of new books. The efforts of committee and staff were supported by
local newspaper editors, who continued to promote the benefits of joining and provided extensive
reports on almost all the Institute’s functions. 554
Not all newspaper reports were complimentary of the Institute’s activities. On occasion these
editors were also quick to provide criticism when they considered the committee had failed to
meet its social or educational goals, or when the Institute’s facilities had been let to unsuitable
tenants. 555 Criticism from Institute members also appeared in the local newspapers. For instance,
the committee was taken to task by a member who, despite congratulating the committee on a
successful soirée, advised them to be vigilant against ‘departure from the main object of the
Institute, and let no means be adopted for the securing of that end unworthy of its character or at
variance with its spirit.’ 556 This warning to the committee against the potential for disengaging
from the core objectives of the Mechanics’ Institute and leaving themselves open to public
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One member of committee during this time, G H Ballhausen, was of German heritage.
This issue will be discussed in later chapters.
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Minutes of the Committee Meeting, 24 June, 1864.
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See Annual Reports 1861, 1864, 1866, 1869.
554
See Ballarat Times and Ballarat Star, both of which were rarely without at least one notice of events to
be held at the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute.
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The issue of allowing intoxicating liquor to be dispensed at a Bazaar held in the Institute was a matter
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censure was in line with the contemporary public view of the role of the Institute, which clearly
favoured a conservative approach to change.
There also appears to have been a public perception that because the Institute aimed to serve the
needs of the whole community, it could be grouped with other institutions such as hospitals,
asylums, and to a certain extent, churches. 557 Each of these institutions relied on voluntary help
to serve the needs of the community. Bolstered by repeated exhortations by newspaper editors,
there emerged a communal conviction that the Institute was the epitome of middle-class
(conservative) British nineteenth-century cultural aspirations. The duty of citizens to contribute
voluntarily to such institutions was spelt out in an editorial in 1865:
Men who in the old world were born and nurtured among liberal ideas, and who proved the value of self help
and self government, have reproduced here the old world monuments of freedom and a beneficent public
spirit…in the liberal provisions made for necessities which ever make our humanity and self-denial, as well
as our energy and shrewdness and self-control, indispensable to the conditions of society which we
instinctively aim at creating and establishing. 558

Thus the committee of the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute could feel justified in claiming that it
was discharging a public duty in order to meet public demands for a well-ordered and progressive
society, within relatively conservative bounds.
Successive committees were also eager to enrol Life Members. These could be bought for the
sum of ten guineas, and entitled the holders to free membership for life, free attendance at
lectures and other social events held at the Institute. Life Membership had the added bonus for
the Institute of ensuring that those who paid the ten guineas generally remained active supporters
and users of the Institute, whereas annual membership did not hold the same level of commitment.
One of the earliest available lists of members and Life Members shows a total of eighty-six Life
Members. 559 Within ten years this number had risen to one hundred and nine Life Members. A
list of Life Members can be seen in the archives of the Mechanics’ Institute.
There are a number of examples of Life Memberships being awarded by the committee in
response to donations received, or work done for the Institute. Newspaper accounts of an Institute
committee meeting held in December 1859, 560 and confirmed by correspondence held at the
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This issue was discussed by Askew, Diffusion of Knowledge, p. 108.
Ballarat Star, Ballarat, 27 March, 1865.
559
See Annual Report 1868.
560
Ballarat Star, Ballarat, 19 December 1859. As the Minute book for this period is missing it is
impossible to verify this report. However, a comparison of later official minutes of meetings show that
reports of these meetings in local newspapers are remarkably accurate.
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Institute, shows that a letter had been received from Governor Barkly, ‘signifying his intention to
subscribe ten guineas to the Building Fund’ and regretting that the very numerous calls on his
purse prevented him doing more. 561 In recognition of this donation, the Institute committee
presented a Life Membership to the Governor. It is significant that this donation came from the
most important and influential citizen of the colony, thereby giving the Ballaarat Mechanics’
Institute a semi-official stamp of approval as being an institution worthy of support and further
exemplifying links with the state. This support from the Governor would have added to the
perception that the Institute was worthy of assistance from those who held aspirations of claiming
a position of status within the local community. 562 It is also noteworthy that this donation came
from outside the geographical area within which the Institute would have hoped to draw such
assistance.
A further example of Life Membership can be seen in the case of Mr Logan, who presented the
silver trowel used to lay the foundation stone of the new Mechanics’ Institute building to the
committee. The Ballarat Star noted that this trowel was a ‘nice piece of workmanship;
exquisitely designed with a suitable inscription, and a representation of Archimedes discovering
the power of the lever and the motto, “Knowledge is power.”’ 563 This was a wonderful example
of the Institute’s commitment to science and the empowerment of all, through education and
enlightenment. In recognition of his gift, Mr Logan was given a Life Membership of the Institute.
Mrs Eaves, 564 was the only female life member during the nineteenth century. 565 The name of Mr
Eaves does not appear on any list of members during this period and as Mrs Eaves’ first name is
not given, it has proved difficult to elicit any further details of her position within the local
Ballarat community. The Minute Books of the Institute failed to record the awarding of a life
membership to her. It can only be conjectured that she purchased the life membership during the
period 1860 to 1867 and that she was an exception to the rule that female membership could only
be obtained on the nomination of their fathers or husbands, who had to be current members of the
Institute.
Membership numbers rose steadily during the 1860s from an initial 300 in 1860 to 460 in 1861
and nearly 1000 by the end of the decade. 566 This was despite a considerable fall in memberships
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This letter is still held in the archives of the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute and is yet to be catalogued.
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Ballarat Star, Ballarat, 22 September, 1860, p. 2.
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See List of Members, Annual Report 1869, p. 14.
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in 1862 when many miners left the district, attracted by the discovery of gold in New Zealand. 567
A number of Annual Reports mention the need for current members to actively canvass for new
members, 568 and the Annual Report for the year 1867-68 remarked that it was particularly
gratifying that the increase in revenue generated for that period was derived from membership
subscriptions, ‘proving that the claims of the Institution for public support have been well
appreciated.’ 569 The membership register at that time was composed of 83 Life Memberships,
768 adult male memberships, 85 female members and 83 junior members. 570
Little information was provided on the social backgrounds of these members. Drawing on
information from local directories, Marc Askew has found that in 1868 around 36% could have
been classified as working class. These were predominantly miners, labourers and tradesmen. Of
the 928 subscribing members, 2% listed their occupation as gentlemen, with the remainder being
brokers,

auctioneers,

clerks,

salesmen,

professionals, publicans and retail traders.

manufacturers,

merchants,

mining

managers,

571

By the end of the 1860s the Institute was again in debt, with the cost of erecting the front section
of the building being much higher than originally anticipated. Again the committee desperately
sought ways in which to generate more income. The secretary of the Institute, Mr Batten, was
instructed by the committee to spend two days each week outside of the Institute canvassing for
new members. There were approximately 1000 members and the committee believed that this
number could be substantially increased if sufficient effort was made. 572
Despite the range of ethnic groups on the goldfields of Ballarat during the 1860s, this diversity
was not reflected in the membership of the Institute. For instance, the list clearly shows that most
members were of Anglo-Saxon ancestry. 573 Catholic Irish on the goldfields of Ballarat became a
separate group, forming their own Hibernian Association in 1868. 574 Similarly, those of German
567
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heritage do not appear to have been persuaded to take out membership with the Institute. A
review of the membership list published in 1868 shows that there were no Chinese names listed
as members of the Institute, despite their significant presence on the goldfields. Although the
Institute failed to appeal to all sections of the Ballarat community, the committee reported
growing numbers of new members each year. In 1868 the committee attributed the increased
support to the manner in which the benefits offered by the Institute had been advertised in a new
library catalogue that was widely distributed throughout the local community.

575

The

committee’s confidence in the catalogue’s efficacy in attracting new members may have been
well placed, as 7,000 copies were printed and distributed free throughout the district. The cost of
publishing the catalogue was met through advertising space sold to local businesses.
This section has highlighted several issues concerning membership of the Mechanics’ Institute. It
has shown that although membership numbers rose steadily during the 1860s, it was almost
exclusively confined to men and some women of British ancestry. Despite its expressed aim of
providing for the educational needs of all members of the community, there is little evidence of
support from other ethnic groups, with no Chinese or other identifiably ethnic names to be found
on the membership lists. Membership of the Institute also provided little gender equity.
Although women were able to take out membership with the Institute, they were excluded from
any decision-making processes, being specifically excluded from the committee. It is equally
important to note that their continued ineligibility for membership of the Institute was dependent
on their status as wives or daughters of members. However, membership did provide women with
access to educational facilities through the lectures and classes. Women were also admitted to the
reference and circulation libraries. The following section will look at the development of the
library and reading room during the 1860s.

The Thirst for Knowledge — Library and Reading Room
To supporters of Mechanics’ Institutes, the establishment of a library was one of the core aims.
Mechanics’ Institute libraries epitomised the pursuit of lifelong learning, private reading and the
enjoyment of genteel recreational facilities. It was also believed that they provided a means
through which those who had not had the benefits of extended schooling could gain the
knowledge that would enable them to succeed in life. Initially, the reading room of the Ballaarat
Mechanics’ Institute had been located in the meeting room of the Ballarat Fire Brigade, until the
first section of the permanent building was erected in Sturt Street. The first Annual Report noted
Portrayed in the Liberator’s Birthday, Doctor of Philosophy, School of Behavioural and Social Sciences
and Humanities, University of Ballarat, 2002, Exegesis.
575
See Annual Report 1868, p. 3.
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that the nucleus of a library had been established with nearly 400 volumes to hand. 576 Within a
year this number had risen to over 900 volumes, 577 and within a decade the total number of books
was given as over 7000. 578
During the first ten years, the Institute relied heavily on government grants to enable them to
purchase new books for the library. The grants had been established by parliament in 1860.579
The amounts received during the 1860s ranged from ₤150 to ₤200, 580 and in most years were
comparable to that given to other Mechanics’ Institutes. There would appear to have been no
clear certainty of the annual amount, as this fluctuated from year to year. The records show that
on some occasions the Institute secretary was compelled to resubmit applications for inclusion in
the book grant list. 581 The committee also made special mention in each Annual Report of any
donations of books, as these were of vital importance during the first few years. 582
The reading room was one of the first rooms of the newly built Institute to be completed and was
opened to members on 19 December 1860. 583 By 1862 noted that this room was so popular with
the members that it had been enlarged during the preceding year ‘by throwing the Secretary’s
apartments into it; and there is little doubt but that, at no distant day, the enlarged room will be
found too small for the requirements of the Institute.’ 584 Again in the Annual Report of 1866 the
reading room had been further enlarged by the addition of the adjacent classroom, 585 providing
clear evidence of both the popularity of the reading room, and more importantly, the Institute’s
adherence to one of its original aims; namely the diffusion of literary, scientific and other useful
knowledge. 586
The rules of the Institute in relation to the library and reading room were rigid. Members could be
fined or even expelled for what today would be seen as relatively small transgressions. For
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instance, books removed from the circulating library without the correct record being made, or
not being returned by the due date, would incur a fine or expulsion of the member concerned.
Mutilation of books, newspapers or periodicals was also punishable by expulsion from the
Institute. 587 Records of the minutes of committee meetings show that there were on-going
problems at the annual stocktaking of books in the library. Despite strict rules and supervision of
those using the library, 191 books were recorded as missing in 1866; with some 95 of these also
having been missing at the previous audit a year before. It is not unfair to suggest that some
members were willing to risk being expelled.
In 1866 one of the Institute’s members, Mr H Creighton, was fined five shillings ‘for lending a
book which had been improperly taken out.’ 588 Later in the same year it was discovered that two
publications had been stolen from the library. A reward of ₤5 was offered for the conviction of
the offender. 589 Obviously the offender was found because we later read that ‘Mr Herman [is to]
be required to pay all expenses incurred in advertising the loss of Bourne’s Steam Engine which
had been improperly taken by him from the Library.’ 590 It is ironic that this volume epitomised
the Mechanics’ Institute’s aims of educating mechanics on engineering science. Minutes of
committee meetings make it apparent that in regard to the operations of the library, the committee
usually adopted an inflexible approach to any transgressions. In 1867, a junior member of the
Institute, Joseph Logan was expelled from the membership for destroying a newspaper, 591 while
a year later Mr Gibson was fined 10/6 for damaging a book and a repeat offender, Mr Creighton,
was expelled for removing books from the library without authority. 592
Despite the examples given above, the expulsions listed in the records of the Ballaarat
Mechanics’ Institute fail to reflect the total number of volumes actually missing from the library.
One wonders whether these books were eventually returned to the Institute, or indeed whether
many miscreants were not caught. Given the lack of available records, a speculative response
might be to suggest that many of these volumes were not reclaimed.
The committee also provided a suggestion book in the library. This book was available to male
members to make suggestions on such issues as potential improvements to the Institute’s
587
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facilities, new books they would like to see in the library, 593 and suggestions for future lectures
and lecturers. However, on occasion the book was used for purposes not intended by the
committee. 594 In September of 1867 the committee offered a reward of ₤1 for recovery of the
suggestion book that had been removed from the library. Although there is no record of how the
book was recovered, it forms part of the archival material held at the Institute today, an indication
that the search was successful.
In addition to its original aim of providing scientific information to the members through the
establishment of a library based on scientific and other useful knowledge, the Ballaarat
Mechanics’ Institute library also displayed a diverse selection of literary works that would appeal
to every age, sex, class and ethnic group. 595 This diversity of reading material indicates that the
Institute was reflecting the expressed needs of its constituents. 596 It is significant that this was a
shift in policy from the strictly scientific to leisure and recreation. Catalogues of the library were
printed regularly, with the first being in 1864. 597 This was on sale at a cost of 6d each. Copies are
still held in the archives of the Institute and show that the reading tastes of women and children
were catered for, as well as that of male members.
There are three possible reasons why the Institute committee established such a diverse library,
rather than the more restrictive scientific library as originally intended. 598 In the first instance the
wide diversity of books purchased by the Institute came from the conscious decision of
succeeding committees, each recognising that in order to attract the largest number of members
they needed to cater to the widest range of reading tastes possible and to include those
recreational and aesthetic values that both reflected and influenced the development of a local
culture. 599 This corresponds with the original, liberal aims of the Institute, which included the
recognition that the Institute needed to provide access for all sections of the community. 600
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Secondly, the late settlement of Ballarat and the significant lack of scientifically based businesses
and institutions in the district during these early years meant that there was less initial demand for
scientific literature. Of course by the mid 1860s mining was well established and there was a
developing foundry industry. Because of this, the library ultimately grew to contain a large
selection of technical books relating to mining and engineering.
The third reason why the library developed in the manner that it did was the difficulty in
obtaining suitable volumes in the colony. The level of demand for reading material is apparent
from the Annual Reports that noted the number of volumes borrowed each year. 601 During the
1850s and 1860s there was no ready supply of scientific books available in the colony. This type
of volume had to be imported from Europe, due to a lack of local publishers. This was a lengthy
process, as the orders for new books were sent by steam ship to England, a journey that could
take up to six months. Orders were then filled and returned again by sea to Australia. Thus it
could take up to a year for any order to be filled. The difficulties surrounding the purchase of new
books can be seen in the Annual Report of 1866, when the committee noted that only two
hundred and thirty new volumes had been added to the library, due to the ‘loss of the steamer
“London,” in which were two cases of books for the Institute.’ 602 The two cases had held nearly
400 volumes. Fortunately, insurance had been taken out on the books, and they were replaced
without further cost to the Institute.
Fourthly, the library was based on a number of initial gifts of books, and for many years the
Annual Reports continued to mention further donations. These books inevitably reflected the
reading tastes of the donors and it was therefore not surprising that many were not of a scientific
nature. For example, the library catalogue published in 1864 lists the books held by the Institute
under the following categories; Biographies 170, Histories 200, Voyages and Travel 220, Science
and Natural History and Philosophy 195, Poetry and Drama 168, Novels 872, Periodicals 79,
Miscellaneous 255 and Reference Works 45. 603 From this list it is clear that the literary tastes of
many members favoured lighter novels rather than books of a scientific nature.
Of these four reasons, it would appear that it was the preferences of members that were
uppermost in the minds of those who were responsible for the type of books added to the library.
The overwhelming need to attract new members to the Institute ensured that the library subcommittee and the general committee were both assiduous in their efforts to establish a library
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that would both attract, and then hold, the interest of all potential members. Along with standard
scientific works, the library contained a good supply of popular novels including the works of
Dickens, Defoe, the Brontë sisters, and Thackeray, poetry by Byron, Burns, Keats, Coleridge and
Tennyson, and periodicals such as the Englishwoman’s Domestic Magazine. All of these works
reflect the transporting of British culture.
Governor Barkly had been a strong supporter of the Mechanics’ Institute during his tenure in the
colony, donating a number of volumes to the fledgling Institute in 1859. One of his successors,
Governor Charles Darling, provided similar support by presenting the Institute with a number of
books in 1866 and thus reinforcing the link between the colonial government and the Ballaarat
Mechanics’ Institute. The committee took pains to ensure that mention of his gift was made in the
Annual Report of 1866. 604 This acknowledgement served a dual purpose; that of thanking the
donor; and advertising the support and interest of respected dignitaries from outside the local
community. Such support would inevitably attract new memberships from the district and further
reflected government patronage and ties with the State.
The list of periodicals, journals and daily newspapers obtained by the Institute grew rapidly, with
the catalogue of 1864 listing a modest number of journals and periodicals. However, within a
year the committee was proudly extolling the number of newspapers, journals, and reviews
available in the Reading Room. 605 Whilst this list is extensive, in succeeding years it was
expanded to almost one hundred and sixty different publications.
The number of Victorian journals shown reflects the Institute’s commitment to the colony and in
particular to local publications. Although there was still demand for news from ‘home,’ there was
clearly also a growing enquiry for colonial news. Most of the overseas newspapers and
magazines were British, with a small selection of other European, including Irish, newspapers,
correlating to the membership of the Institute, which was predominantly of British extraction.
The committee also took pride in providing reading material that would appeal to the tastes of not
only the male members but also females and junior members. The impressive list of newspaper
and journal subscriptions for 1865 follows:
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Table 5.4
Magazines, Reviews, Newspapers, Victorian Publications etc. subscribed to by the
Committee of the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute in 1865.
Reviews:-

Edinburgh,
North British,
Popular Science,

Quarterly,
Des Deux Mondes,
Saturday,

Westminster,
Fine Arts,
Meliora.

Blackwood’s
All the Year Round
London Society
Temple Bar
Family Herald
Chambers’ Journal
Scientific American
Builder
Phonetic
Reader

Dublin University
Once-a-week
Banker’s
St. James’s
London Journal
Harper’s
Punch
Art Journal
Athenaeum
Public Opinion

Illustrated London News
Home News (3 copies)
Manchester Times

Daily News
European Times
Leeds Mercury

Magazines etc:-

Cornhill
McMillan’s
Fraser’s
Sixpenny
Englishwoman’s
Cassell’s Paper
Atlantic Monthly
Fun
Practical Mechanic’s
Spectator
Newspapers:-

Evening Mail
Illustrated Times
Liverpool Albion

West Briton
Scotsman
Glasgow Citizen
Northern Whig
Freeman’s Journal
Monmouthshire Merlin
Weekly Despatch
Lloyd’s Paper
Gardeners’ Chronicle
Chemical News
Temperance Record
Alliance Weekly News
British Workman
Band of Hope Review
Canadian News
Boston Statesman
New York Tribune & Herald
Leslie’s and Harper’s Illustrated Papers
Victorian Publications:Melbourne Argus
Age and Herald
Government Gazette
Examiner
Farmer’s Journal
Yeoman
Punch
Weekly Review
Medical Record
Economist
Hood’s
Bell’s Life
Illustrated News
Illustrated Post
Temperance News
Evening Post
Dicker’s Mining Record
Collingwood Observer
Ballaarat Star
Bendigo Advertiser
Mount Alexander Mail
Ararat Advertiser
Buninyong Telegraph
Belfast Banner
Clunes Gazette
Daylesford Express
Daylesford Mercury
Dunolly Express
Geelong Advertiser
Kyneton Observer
Hamilton Spectator
McIvor Times and News
Ovens Advertiser
Western Post
Warrnambool Examiner
Talbot Leader
Taradale Express
Maryborough and Dunolly Advertiser
Gipps Land Guardian & Times
Other Colonies:-

Adelaide Observer Sydney Morning Herald
Launceston Examiner Invercargill Times

Otago Daily Times

Source: Annual Report of the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute 1865.
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The significance attached to the establishment, expansion and maintenance of a library was
among the core aims of the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute, with succeeding Annual Reports
showing the progression in both size and usage of the library facilities. Beginning with the
Annual Report of 1862, the committee provided members with details of how many members had
borrowed books from the circulating library, as well as the total number of books taken out. In
1862 the committee noted that about 350 members borrowed over 6,000 volumes. By 1870 the
number of members borrowing books had risen to more than 1,000, and the number of books
borrowed was 20,092. 606 This growing utilisation of the library by members clearly indicates
their support and appreciation of the facility being provided for them, and thus points to the
success achieved by the Institute in meeting one of its core aims during this first decade.

The reading room of the Institute was particularly popular with members. In 1869 the committee
was required to supply information to the Victorian Registrar General, regarding the number of
visitors to this area of the Institute. A census was conducted during March, to gain accurate
figures of users and the committee was able to proudly state that a daily average of six hundred
and seventy seven members visited the reading room, while the conversation room, only
established in 1868, was used by an average of 97 members each day. Of the total number of
users, there was an average of 25 women daily. 607 Such statistics suggest that the Ballaarat
Mechanics’ Institute did have broad popular support
for men, but also indicate the comparatively limited
participation of women. The conversation room
proved popular with members, as it was one area
where they were allowed to speak. Signs in the
library stated that ‘Perfect Silence’ was to be
maintained at all times and this was strictly enforced
by the secretary, Mr Batten and his staff.

The sign still hangs in the Batten Room of the
Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute.

During this early period the Ballaarat Mechanics’
Institute library held one of the largest collections of

volumes in the Ballarat district. Its chief competitor in the 1860s was the Ballarat East Free
Public Library, which was the first ‘rate supported’ library in Australia. 608 This was followed by
the Ballarat Free Library in 1878. 609 As well, there were many Sunday School libraries
maintained by the churches. Thus, by the 1880s, Ballarat residents had access to three of the
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largest libraries in rural Australia, and became the beneficiaries of the hard work done by the
library committees.

Lectures — Literature or Science?
Along with the establishment of a library and the setting up of classes, the delivery of lectures
was another of the prime objectives of the committee of the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute.
During the first twelve months, eighteen lectures were delivered, generally in the meeting room
of the Ballarat Fire Brigade. Local speakers, including doctors, church leaders, parliamentary
representatives and newspaper editors, presented most of the lectures. 610 Clearly Ballarat was in
the fortunate position of having amongst its population a number of educated and gifted public
speakers. This was particularly opportune, as the committee did not, at that time, have sufficient
funds to pay its lecturers.
Chris Healy has compared newspaper reports of two lectures given by local Ballarat historian, W
B Withers, at the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute in 1860, to illustrate how social memory was not
static or common to all. Both of Withers’ talks concerned the Eureka Stockade, with the first
being chaired by J B Humffray, MLA, President of the Institute, and a ‘former insurgent.’ 611
Humffray thanked Withers for his presentation, saying ‘he was glad the lecturer had done so
much towards rescuing from oblivion the events of the period.’ 612 The second lecture was chaired
by Andrew Anderson, Vice-President of the Institute, who was moved, during the lecture, to
interject with ‘a recitation “of fierce patriotic poetry” after Withers read a section from Carboni’s
book.’ 613 Rafaello Carboni, a miner of Italian heritage, had been present at Eureka and shortly
after wrote a stirring account of the event. 614 These two responses demonstrate the difference of
opinions as well as the degree of feeling about Eureka still present amongst local men.
Whilst the committee did not deliberately avoid scientific subjects, it was concerned to present
topics that would attract the widest possible audience. Although none of the topics would appear
to have been specifically aimed at the interests of women, some could be said to have attracted
women to the audience. For instance, those lectures on literature and poetry would have had
610
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appeal to females. The Annual Report of 1861 provides us with a detailed list of those who had
lectured during the year, and in many instances the topics on which they had spoken. This list
appears below, and it is clear that the committee was attempting to include speakers from outside
the local district. At issue was the cost of using guest speakers from Melbourne, Geelong and
other distant towns. Local speakers generally provided their services free of charge; however
those from outside the local area required payment and the cost of their fares to and from Ballarat,
together with their accommodation. During this early period, when the committee was focussed
on the need to erect a permanent home, and the costs that this would involve, it was not
surprising that more highly paid lecturers were not included.
Table 5.5

Lecturers at the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute 1860.
LECTURER
Reverend W R Lewis (Brighton)
W B Withers (2 lectures)
Reverend J Beer (Dunolly)
R Connebee

TOPIC
George Stephenson
Eureka Stockade
Dr Livingstone
Pleasures and Advantages
of Scientific Studies
Poetry of Science
Shakespeare
Sir Walter Scott
Colonial Reminiscences
Life and Death Struggles of
Italy
Electric Telegraph
Mnemonics

Dr Kenworthy
Reverend A Gosman
Reverend W Henderson
Mr G Wright (Geelong)
R H Horne, Esq. (2 lectures)
J Cathie, Esq. MLA (2 lectures)
G E Gaskell, Esq

Source: Annual Report of the Committee of the Ballarat Mechanics’ Institute, 1860-61.

From the list above it can be seen that the committee provided lectures that focussed on areas of
science, colonial expansion, history, political democracy, Empire, literature and politics. Despite
its importance to the local economy, there were no lectures on mining. Reports of these lectures
were given prominence in the local newspapers. Many were repeated almost word-for-word, with
some receiving less than favourable reviews. For example, an earlier lecture on land and labour,
delivered by Reverend George Mackie, received severe criticism from the Ballarat Times. Whilst
providing a detailed report of the lecture in the usual manner, this newspaper also devoted its
editorial to a less than complimentary review. Although applauding the Reverend gentleman’s
support of ‘permanent settlement of the people upon the land.’ 615 the report challenged the
contention that once settled upon the land all people would find happiness and prosperity,
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arguing strongly that if ‘the whole population were engaged in a hand to hand struggle with the
earth, each family would have as much as it could do to extort a bare living from it.’ 616
This close attention to the lectures delivered on behalf of the Mechanics’ Institute, and the
willingness of local newspapers to support, or criticise, the sentiments expressed in the lectures,
provide some indication of the value, interest and importance placed on the activities of the
Institute by the local community. A lecture on ‘Wit and Humor’ delivered by David Blair, a
prominent colonial figure, in 1861 was reported extensively in local newspapers. The speaker
would appear to have been a gifted orator who had undertaken extensive research on his subject.
His lecture was a mixture of intellectual discourse and witty humour that held his audience of
some three hundred members engrossed. 617 Clearly the lecture held little scientific content;
however it did reflect the thoughts of Mr Johnston MLA for St Kilda who had earlier spoken
forthrightly about the need for lectures to ‘entertain as well as teach.’ 618
In 1862 the committee printed and distributed posters advertising forthcoming lecture series. 619
The list of advertised lecturers included four local religious leaders, from the Presbyterian,
Anglican and Wesleyan churches. Topics focussed on literature, travelling, history, astrology and
poetry, with none of the topics relating specifically to science. The poster served a dual purpose;
in the first instance it promoted the forthcoming lectures; secondly, it was a blatant attempt to
lure new members to the Institute. Whilst members were admitted free to the lectures, with “Each
Member having the privilege of introducing a Lady.’ 620 Non-subscribers were charged an
entrance fee of one shilling. Details of membership fees are prominently displayed at the bottom
of the poster and the appeal for new members reflects the committee’s wish to raise funds to
complete the new Institute building.
In 1868 the Ballarat Courier gave a detailed report on a lecture presented by the Reverend Dr J D
Lang for the Institute on the previous night. 621 The lecture was in aid of the proposed second half
of the Institute building, which at that time was in the planning stage. The title of Dr Lang’s
address was ‘The Lakes of Central Africa, and the Sources of the Nile: their probable influence
on Christianity and Civilisation.’ The strong thread of religion at an event arranged by the
committee of the Institute reinforces the liberal approach to religious issues taken by the Ballaarat
Mechanics’ Institute from its inception. A topic such as this may not have been entertained in
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some British Institutes, at least in their formative stage. The ecumenical approach adopted by the
Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute reflects its radical beginnings, while the willingness of local
churches to participate in its various activities would indicate their acceptance of the Institute’s
position of respect within the local community.
Not all lectures held in the Institute were internally organised. For instance, in 1867 the
Temperance Society advocate, Mrs Thomas, lectured to a ‘numerous audience’ at the Institute
and ‘urged the women of Ballarat to unite with her in endeavouring to reclaim fallen sisters.’ 622
In this instance she was referring to those women who frequented the public houses, and who had
succumbed to the lure of alcohol. 623 The lecture was accompanied by singing from the
Sebastopol Welsh Choir. This could be seen as quite a significant event for women, with a female
speaker inviting other women to join together for social action.

Teaching to the Converted?
Another of the aims of all Mechanics’ Institutes was to meet the educational needs of their
members. That the committee of the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute was fully in accord with this
aim can be seen in the first Annual Report in 1860 which noted that the ‘committee were deeply
impressed with the importance of establishing classes, but regret to say that they have failed in
their attempts to carry into effect this one of the most important objects of the Institution.’ 624
One such attempt occurred in December 1859, when newspaper advertisements advised members
and others within the local community that history classes would be conducted by local Anglican
minister, Reverend J Potter. Despite the advertisements, there was insufficient demand to
establish the class. It was also noted that several other gentlemen had offered their services as
teachers. However the lack of suitable accommodation in which to hold classes had precluded
their establishment, although it was confidently predicted that the proposed new building would
provide a suitable venue to enable the committee to commence classes. 625
The following Annual Report advised members that arrangements had been made for the
following classes; arithmetic and mathematics; writing and bookkeeping; English grammar and
composition; architectural and geometrical drawing; French language; music; and a discussion
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class. 626 It would seem that the committee were targeting a wide spectrum of the local
community as possible students for these classes. Some proposed classes were clearly meant for
those with little education; classes such as arithmetic, writing, grammar and composition. Other
classes such as French language, music and architectural drawing would appear to reflect an
attempt to provide cultural and scientific learning to specific members of the local community. It
is possible that females would have utilised these classes as a means of gaining an education that
would have fitted them for employment as teachers. The regularity of attendance and punctuality
demanded by the classes was part of the methodological approach to life advocated by the nonconformist churches such as the Methodists, Presbyterians and Wesleyans. Members of the
Institute, and the children of members, were to be admitted to the classes at a nominal charge. 627
Despite the high expectations of the committee, this first group of classes was not successful. The
Annual Report of 1862 noted that because of the lack of support for day classes, night classes had
been set up, with Mr J W Butler in charge. Urging younger members of the local community to
enrol, the committee reflected on the benefits beyond the acquisition of knowledge to be obtained
from education; namely ‘the habit of pursuing studies with regularity and punctuality is thereby
obtained, which conduces much to give stability of character in after life.’ 628 Again we see the
association of education with stability and morality.
Enrolments in the Institute’s classes remained poor during 1863 and again the committee noted
this in their Annual Report. However, a singing class had been established, under the tutelage of
Mr A T Turner and this was attracting considerable interest. By early 1865 the committee was
conceding that most classes had been abandoned, with the exception of a drawing class which
was meeting with some success. It was reported that a Debating Society had been formed, and
was proving popular with members. Similarly a Chess Club was established with over forty
members. Both of these groups had an educational value for members, whilst at the same time
they provided a social influence and a rational approach to recreation and leisure.
The Annual Report for 1868 makes no mention of classes; therefore it may be assumed that they
had been discontinued at this time. Further unsuccessful attempts were made during 1868-69 to
set up classes, following which they were discontinued for the remainder of the decade. With the
previously mentioned high literacy rates and alternatives such as the advanced classes offered by
some schools 629 and the Mutual Improvement Societies associated with churches such as the
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Wesleyan Church in Lydiard Street, 630 the Mechanics’ Institute may have been attempting to
duplicate facilities already available within the district. It is possible that there was little existing
demand amongst adults for traditional academic classes. A further consideration was the long
hours worked by most men and women at that time.
The list of teachers employed during these ten years includes some of the best known educators
in Ballarat; men like A T Turner and François Cogné, the distinguished artist. 631 These were men
who achieved the respect of the Ballarat community for their teaching over many years. They
were leaders in the fields of music, art and education. Therefore it is difficult to argue that classes
failed due to poor teaching. The situation in regard to less academic courses was quite the
opposite, with these classes well attended.
It is not easy to ascertain whether the fees charged for enrolment in the classes were such as to
make the classes available to the wider community, as there are few details in the archival
records of this period. Spielvogel states that these early classes were available only to members
or their children; however hand written lists of later classes show that non-members were
admitted for a higher fee than members. 632 However, no correspondence was received regarding
any disquiet about the charges, nor is this matter mentioned in the Minutes of Committee
Meetings. From the limited archival references to the more recreational classes, it is clear that
these were the most successful. 633 Singing, music and drawing classes were particularly popular,
and attracted a number of young women. The issue of female participation in these classes
became one of particular importance during the 1870s and will be discussed in the following
chapter.

The Museum
The last of the main aims of the Institute was to establish a museum of ‘machines, models,
minerals, and natural history.’ 634 Once action had been taken on setting up classes and
establishing a library and lecture series, the committee was able to consider the formation of a
museum.
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Although the establishment of a museum of ‘machines, models, minerals, and natural history’635
was a core aim of the Institute, space was limited and little could be done to achieve this goal
until the Mechanics’ Institute building was erected. Prior to the Institute moving into its own
premises at the end on 1860, there was only room for a small library and reading room in the
Ballarat Fire Brigade building. Once the first section of the Institute building was erected, moves
were put in place to establish a small museum. The Annual Report of 1862 noted that Professor A
T Abel had kindly donated a valuable mineral collection, ‘comprising upwards of 240
specimens’ 636 that were displayed in the reading room. Despite the lack of sufficient space to
house an extensive museum, the committee impressed upon the members ‘the duty of
individually assisting, by the collection and contribution of specimens, in making it worthy of the
Institute and of Ballarat.’ 637 Here again we see the connecting of duty with public benefit, with
the Institute providing a focal point community interest. 638
In 1863 the Institute was to receive donations of more mineral specimens as well as examples of
‘Australian and Fiji Island weapons.’ 639 The 1864 Annual Report notes that Professor Abel, who
by this time had been made honorary curator of the museum, had offered to donate a further
‘1000 valuable specimens to the Museum from his collection, then at Hamburg, upon the
condition of the cost of freight upon the whole (not to exceed ₤50) being defrayed by the
Committee.’ 640
During 1867, W B Withers, Ballarat newspaper reporter, historian and strong supporter of the
Institute, suggested that it would be appropriate for the museum to house items of Eureka
memorabilia. 641 Although a call was made to the public for donations, few items were recovered
and the committee acknowledged that until the front section of the Institute building was
completed, it did not have enough room available to display further items. However, the
expressed intention of preserving noteworthy items relating to Eureka would indicate that the
committee and Withers in particular, were well aware of the historical significance of such
memorabilia; particularly in terms of the beginnings of radical colonial democracy. The
importance placed on establishing a museum that could display the beginnings of European
635
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settlement in the colony reflects a commonly held belief that prior to white settlement there was
an ‘absence of history.’ 642 Despite the serious lack of space to house an extensive museum at this
time, it remained a core objective of succeeding committees, so that when the front section of the
building was completed, the museum was immediately set up on the top floor.

Culture, Class and Society
C Hartley Grattan has noted that cultural history, as it applies to Australia, involves the study of
‘how men have brought a culture from an old land to a new one and there, by an intricate process
of establishing continuities, accepting discontinuities, and engendering original contributions,
have evolved a palpably original synthesis.’ 643 The unashamedly masculine approach taken by
Grattan ignores the influence of women in cultural evolution. This section explores the nature of
the motivations of the cultural and social influence exerted by the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute
over the local community during the 1860s, keeping in mind both the existing and ‘remembered’
cultural practices and customs of the membership. It also considers some of the differences in the
manner in which this Institute developed, compared to those in Britain. 644 Mechanics’ Institutes
were, of course, just one expression of what has been called ‘the machinery of intellectual and
moral improvement,’ 645 which itself was just one aspect of nineteenth-century culture.
The initial decision to establish a Mechanics’ Institute was primarily based on the experiences of
British-born residents of the Ballarat district. As the local community became more settled and
the city developed, there were increased demands for the accoutrements of civilisation. This was
particularly evident after the number of women on the goldfields began to increase. By 1861 the
numerical balance of the sexes was much more even 646 and the pattern of Ballarat’s social life
began to take on some of the trappings of larger, more established cities. As more women arrived
on the goldfields, the crude and rough existence of life on the diggings during the first half of the
1850s gave way to established homes. The comforts provided by women, and the more settled
lifestyle they established, inevitably led to demands for the founding of institutions such as
hospitals, benevolent asylums, schools, art galleries, orphanages, a female refuge, social clubs
and churches.
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Although the goldfields population was manifestly diverse, it was the British influence that was
particularly strong. The Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute was therefore just one of a number of
institutions established during the second half of the 1850s and 1860s that owed their existence to
the British dominance on the diggings. However, it is argued that the Institute’s influence over
the cultural development of the local community was much wider than many other local
institutions. While most other organizations had relevance to limited sections of the community,
the Mechanics’ Institute was ostensibly open to all. 647 It is clear that the committee valued its
position within the local Ballarat community, admitting members from all classes and religious
backgrounds. 648 It is difficult to provide an accurate analysis of the ethnic origins, or occupations,
of members at this time, as the existing membership book only dates back to the 1870s. However,
as has previously been mentioned, the lists of members throughout the second half of the
nineteenth century make no mention of any with Chinese names, which is not surprising as most
Chinese resided in Ballarat East. Similarly there is little evidence to suggest other non-British
ethnicity amongst the membership.
There is no indication that the committee overtly excluded anyone from taking out membership,
and it would appear that any male with funds to pay the membership fee was welcome in the
Institute. However, the strict adherence to the rules enforced by both the committee and staff
ensured that members and visitors to the Institute were constrained in their behaviour. The
committee actively sought to establish a niche within local society that ensured that the Institute
was acknowledged as providing a respectable, elevating environment. At no other time was this
demonstrated more clearly than during its first year of establishment.

Undoubtedly the

committee was anxious to set high standards in this developmental period, in order to establish a
pre-eminent position within local society. Their approach was also strongly influenced by a nonConformist, Protestant morality.
The first anniversary of the inauguration of the Institute was celebrated by a public soirée in the
large hall of the newly erected Police Court-house in Ballarat East. 649 The soirée was chaired by
His Worship the Mayor of Melbourne, which in itself is an indication of the perceived
importance of the occasion. The event was so overwhelmingly successful that the organising
committee were unable to cope with the numbers attending. The Ballarat Star noted that
community organisations and individuals donated most of the food, equipment, entertainment
647
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and decorations needed on the day, thus giving some indication of the level of community
support for the Institute. Food was provided for around 500, with nearly double that number of
people attending and the meeting that followed attracted between 800 and 1000 guests. 650 In both
instances the numbers attending were such that seating was not available for many. The Ballarat
Star described the event as one of ‘glorious good-humoured confusion’ and a ‘pell mell
crowding.’ 651
The Philharmonic Society and the German Liederkranz, two of the leading musical societies in
Ballarat at that time, provided musical entertainment for the guests. The chairman of the event,
Dr Eades, announced to the meeting that confirmation of a government grant of ₤500 to assist
with building costs had been received that day. He alluded to the numbers of those attending as
proof of the community’s support for the Mechanics’ Institute. Local church leaders, the
Reverend Potter, the Catholic Archdeacon Dr Shiel and Reverend Henderson from the
Presbyterian Church, each addressed the assemblage. Reverend Henderson’s speech was
particularly noteworthy. He took the topic of ‘Self help and mutual help,’ arguing that the
Mechanics’ Institute was ‘a museum of mutual help, where books and lectures were obtainable
by those who unassisted could not be so favoured. It was also a great boon as a ground of reunion
for creeds and all classes.’ 652 This ecumenical approach, or vision, exemplified the aims of the
Institute.
In his address to the gathering, Duncan Gillies, one of the local parliamentary representatives,
(and later premier of Victoria) remarked that ‘it was a good thing that the original intention of
mechanics’ institutes had been extended, so as to embrace others besides the working class.’ 653
His words indicate the middle-class aspirations of the committee, objectives both he and the
Reverend Henderson clearly supported. The Institute’s aim of providing a venue for all members
of the local community would seem to have been widely known, and obviously reflected the
wider democratic opinion of the Ballarat community. The intention of those supporting the
Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute was, as Gillies remarked, to take the Institute on what in some
senses is a more egalitarian pathway than that initially adopted by most British Institutes, with
both working class and middle class being actively encouraged to take out membership with the
Institute. This is a slightly different application of Hirst’s ‘egalitarianism,’ with a tacit aim of
wanting everyone to aspire to middle-class status.
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Later in 1860 the Ballarat Star and the Ballarat Times provided almost daily reports on
preparations for the laying of the foundation stone. 654 In both publications there were long
articles outlining the processional route, the groups that would be marching, bands that would be
playing, and the official ceremony proceedings. Extensive lists of invited guests were published,
along with details of celebratory activities that would follow the laying of the foundation
stone. 655 Not only did the reports inform the local community of this forthcoming event, they also
had the added benefit of promoting the Institute as a venue worthy of public support.
Newspaper reports were supportive of the efforts of committeemen, although there were
occasional letters to the editor containing criticism. One such correspondent, who signed himself
‘Ballarat Miner of Six Years,’ complained that ‘the men that have been the making of Ballarat do
not figure’ in the arrangements being made for the laying of the foundation stone, indicating that
some working class miners, at least, were becoming disenchanted. He suggested that invitations
be forwarded to the different mining companies, so that all sections of the Ballarat community
would be fairly represented. 656
During the weeks preceding the event, local newspapers regularly updated their readers with
articles detailing the proposed celebrations to mark the occasion. On the day itself, 28 September
1860, the whole city gathered to celebrate, with a holiday being declared by the two local
municipalities. Local newspapers estimated that ten thousand people attended the official
ceremony, 657 and gave detailed directions on the procession, noting that ‘great preparations have
been made to render the whole proceedings worthy of the occasion…the ceremony and its
surroundings will be as great an out-of-doors spectacle as any we have yet had in Ballarat.’ 658
The route taken by the procession had a clear social and cultural significance, as it moved past
most if not all buildings of consequence in both Ballarat East and Ballarat West. The detailed
itinerary of the procession shows that it gathered at the Eastern Police Court, Barkly Street at one
o’clock and moved to the Caledonian Bridge, returning through the whole length of the Main
Road into Sturt Street. From Sturt Street it proceeded into Lydiard Street north, along Mair Street
as far as Drummond Street, along Eyre Street as far as Armstrong Street, then back into Sturt
Street, ending at the Institute building site.
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Map 1

Showing route of march, from Eastern Police Court to the
Ballaarat Mechanics Institute.

Reports in the local newspapers describe the procession as ‘incomparably the finest that ever
turned out in Ballarat.’ 659 Blessed with fine weather the crowds gathered, delaying the start of the
procession by an hour as marshals struggled to arrange groups in the correct order. All vantage
points along the procession route were crowded with people anxious to view the spectacle, in
some instances spilling onto the roadway and impeding the marchers. Local newspapers highlight
the importance of the event, devoting many columns to reports of the procession, clearly showing
that the event had taken on the mantle of a grand civic occasion. The Ballarat Star reported that
in some parts the procession ‘presented the aspect of a moving mass of heads, horses, and
carriages.’ 660
Almost every community organisation was represented in the body of marchers, providing
evidence that community and business support for the Institute was widespread. Flags and
bunting adorned the buildings along the route. Newspaper reports noted that two mounted
troopers and three policemen led the procession on foot. The Ballarat Band of Hope, with 300
boys and girls, and bearing ‘banners, bannerets, and mottos,’ came next, followed by members of
the Total Abstinence Society, the Caledonian Society in Highland dress, the Western Fire
Brigade, with their carriages and equipment, the Ballarat Fire Brigade, similarly displayed, more
mounted troopers, a body of Foresters followed by members of other lodges, a brass band,
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officers of the two municipal councils, police, the officers and members of the Freemasons,
accompanied by their band. The president, vice-president and members of the committee of the
Mechanics’ Institute, members of the Mining Board and representatives of other local bodies
followed these. In the rear of the procession were more police on foot and two mounted troopers,
followed by Superintendent Kirk and Inspector Nicolas. The Ballarat Star noted that this official
procession was followed by numerous ‘citizens on horseback, and in vehicles of all sorts,’
anxious not to be left out of the celebrations. 661
Numerous bands that ‘discoursed music both good and bad’ further enhanced the procession. 662
Every vantage point for viewing the procession was filled with brightly attired ladies and
gentlemen. Balconies were decorated with bunting, flags and greenery, adding to the festive
appearance of the event. The march took ninety minutes to complete and at its conclusion, the
marchers and others who had gathered to watch the formal proceedings were marshalled into
position under the direction of officers specifically appointed for this task.
Children of the Band of Hope were accommodated on the floor of the building, 663 and were
provided with oranges, donated by Mr Lister. However, reports suggest that ‘a lot of adults, not
particularly polite’ took up position in front of the children, and ‘amused themselves by pelting
the people beneath with bits of orange peel and twigs of trees.’ 664 The use of the term ‘adults’
instead of gentlemen, or prominent citizens, indicates that the reporter was making a clear
inference as to the class of person causing the nuisance. This does, however, provide some
evidence that the working class were not excluded from the festivities.
Henry Cuthbert, local lawyer and Worshipful Master of the Lodge of Victoria, No. 956,
performed the duty of laying the foundation stone with due ceremony, accompanied by prayers
from Reverend Mr Potter, the local Anglican minister, and the entombing of ‘a bottle containing
copies of the memorials, local papers, a lithograph of the complete design of the building, coins
and other mementoes of the day.’ 665 In his address to the assembled audience Cuthbert noted that
although the Institute bore the name Mechanics’ Institute, it was not intended for mechanics only,
but for all classes. This was a clear spelling out of the intended breadth of membership, and
differed from many British Mechanics’ Institutes, whose focus was, at least initially, generally
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aimed at the working class. Cuthbert spoke of the ‘gentlemen’ who had faced considerable
difficulties in establishing the Mechanics’ Institute, exhorting the assembly to put aside ‘all party
feeling’ and support these men in their endeavours to ‘promote the interests of the Institute.’ 666
Women were not excluded from the festivities of the occasion, with over 500 being able to
purchase tickets to the elevated stand overlooking the event. Tickets of admittance to this area
were ‘issued at half a crown to ladies only.’ 667 The presence of so many ladies was, Cuthbert
noted, most gratifying, and added to the attraction of the event. 668 Again we see the distinction
being made of women’s ‘decorative’ value.
The newspaper report clearly indicates that the procession was both an act of celebration and one
of social and cultural significance. In summing up the importance of the event, the Ballarat
Times remarked that ‘there has never been such a general holiday or such crowded streets, or
such masses of well-dressed people.’ 669
It was this continuing interaction between the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute and the wider
Ballarat community during the 1860s that provided scope for an interchange of ideas, events and
activities. The availability of the Institute’s facilities for a diverse selection of activities and
events, commercial enterprises and entertainment meant that it was possible for the wider
community to utilise the facilities. There was the potential and the opportunity for everyone to
take out membership of the Institute and use the library and reading room; those who had not
received the benefits of a good education had the opportunity to join in the classes; and still
greater numbers attended the numerous lectures that were given over many years. For those who
did not wish to become members there were always the social events arranged by the Institute
committee, or by external hirers of the Institute’s facilities.
The social importance of the ceremony of laying the foundation stone was also acknowledged in
committee reports. Invitations were sent to every person of importance in the Ballarat
community, distinguished community figures in Melbourne, and dignitaries from other
districts. 670 However, in contrast to the splendour of the ceremony surrounding the laying of the
foundation stone, the first official use of the Institute building passed with less fanfare. There
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were no extended reports in local newspapers, and no grand opening ceremony to compare with
the previous event.
The first indication that the building was ready to be used by the local community was on 10
December 1860, when two notices of approaching events were inserted into the advertising
sections of local newspapers. One of these notices informed readers that the Ballarat
Philharmonic Society would be presenting a ‘Grand Christmas Concert’ in the large hall of the
Mechanics’ Institute. 671 The second notice advised that the ‘Ballarat Mechanics’ Institute’s
Splendid New Building’ 672 would be officially opened with a ‘Grand Fancy Bazaar’ on 26-28
December, under the ‘especial patronage of the ladies of Ballarat.’ 673 Thus not only would the
Institute be formally opened, it would also provide an opportunity for raising funds, as well as
being welcomed by the wider community as a social opportunity. Two days later, a further
advertisement was inserted, promoting the Ballarat West Fire Brigade ‘Grand Anniversary Ball
and Supper’ in the new hall of the Institute on 14 December. 674
It is not the intention of this study to give extensive reviews of all of the social occasions that
took place within the Institute. However, at least one further event deserves some discussion. In
May 1861 the Institute held its second annual soirée in its newly erected building. In its report the
following day the Ballarat Star termed the event ‘at once a triumphant success and a gigantic
failure.’ 675 Instead of the expected attendance of around five hundred, more than fifteen hundred
people flocked to the event. Meticulously planned and presented food and entertainments were
thrown into chaos as all of the rooms became packed with people. Many were turned away at the
door.
So it can clearly be seen that despite the wording of its statement of aims, which sought to
promote the Institute as a centre for ‘the diffusion of literary, scientific, and other useful
knowledge,’ 676 the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute developed, very early in its history, into a
venue for the presentation of more popular events. The reasons for this are twofold. In the first
instance, the bank debt on the building had to be serviced, and one method of achieving this was
for the committee to organise activities to raise much-needed funds. Similarly, by hiring out the
Institute’s rooms and facilities, income was also generated. The second reason for this divergence
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from the original aims was that the facilities provided by the Institute were popular with the local
community, which at that time was still developing its social infrastructure. During much of the
1860s the venue, and in particular the large lecture hall, was unique in Ballarat. As the popularity
of the Institute grew, so did demand for its facilities. Appendix 3, on p. 266, provides evidence of
the popularity of the Institute as a venue for community events.
Not all requests for the hire of the Institute’s facilities were acceded to. For instance, in 1866 the
committee declined to allow the hall to be used for a dog show. 677 A similar refusal was given to
a request to allow the Excelsior Tent, Independent Order of Rechabites, to hire a room for use by
the Juvenile Tent, although the Excelsior Tent was already using the room for their meetings. It is
obvious that this group was already causing some concern, as the same report notes that the
Excelsior Tent was to be requested to ‘close their meetings, if possible, at half past 10
o’clock.’ 678 In 1868 however, the lecture room was let to the Rechabites and Sons of Temperance
for their meetings. 679
Disputes arose over the hire of the lecture hall. In 1868, for instance, the committee was called
upon to consider the merits of two political groups who both believed they had reserved the use
of the hall for their meetings. It did not make the situation any less contentious that the current
president of the Institute was one of the protagonists, whilst the other was a Life Member of the
Institute. In the event, the committee came down on the side of the president Joseph Jones. 680 The
use of the Mechanics’ Institute building for political meetings presents a clear departure from
early British Institutes, where politics and religion were excluded. By the 1860s however, many
British Institutes had relaxed their rules to allow political and religious discussion.
In presenting the Annual Report for 1863-64, it was noted that an Exhibition of Science and Art
had been held to celebrate the completion of work on the large lecture hall. Opened by the
president Thomas Lang, the exhibition included an ‘extensive and valuable collection’ of
paintings and models, and while only open for three weeks, was so well supported by the Ballarat
community that it raised almost ₤350 towards the outstanding building loan. 681 Following the
closure of the Exhibition, the committee authorised the sending out of certificates of appreciation
to those men and women who had assisted in the presentation of the event. This same Annual
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Report noted that the Exhibition had to be closed after that time in order to prepare the rooms for
a farewell banquet to the departing governor, Sir Henry Barkly.

Letter of appreciation sent following the Exhibition of Science and Art.
Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute Archival Collection, October 1863.

Grand farewell to Governor, Sir Henry Barkly, held in the Ballaarat
Mechanics’ Institute, 1863. State Library of Victoria, 1863.

In what must have been a very busy year the committee also ran an Auction Bazaar, which raised
a profit of over ₤200. Seven local auctioneers gave their services free to auction the donated
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goods. 682 It appears that at least three of these men were not members of the Institute; H Salmon,
J Baker and C Dyte. Dyte had been one of the members of the first committee of management,
but had been removed from the committee for non-attendance at meetings and later became one
of the staunchest supporters of the Ballarat East Free Library. It would seem that the efforts of the
Institute had wide support throughout the community, as residents of both Ballarat East and
Ballarat West provided support for the Institute’s fundraising. At the same time, a group of
members also organised an opening ball that resulted in a profit of over ₤60. 683
Community organisations also assisted the Institute with fundraising. For instance, the Annual
Report 1864 made special mention of a concert, organised by the Sebastopol Welsh Choir, which
collected over ₤19 for the Institute fund. 684 Later in the same year the Institute held its Annual
Festival. Held over six days, the festival concluded with a Promenade Concert that was reported
in the Ballarat Star as having drawn ‘a large assemblage of people, including representatives of
all classes of Ballarat society.’ 685 This mention of differing classes is indicative of the evolving
Ballarat society of the 1860s. The ‘mateship’ and egalitarian acceptance of the equality of men
would seem to have been giving way to a society that clearly identified differences in social
status more reminiscent of the earlier ‘squatter’ period. 686 Entertainment for the evening included
numerous musical items that sought to meet the varying tastes of the audience. The event closed
with a demonstration of ‘laughing gas.’ When no one could be found to participate in the
demonstration, the president Mr Lister volunteered and cavorted throughout the lecture hall in a
most alarming manner. 687 It would appear that the Mechanics’ Institute was not always staid and
respectable.
Inevitably, not every fundraising venture was successful. The Annual Report for 1866 notes that
despite every endeavour, the annual festival showed a loss of ₤49. 688 With such a busy social
calendar during the year, and so many events to organise, it is not surprising that the committee
was obliged to meet on a very regular basis. The Annual Report for the year showed that forty-
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one full committee meetings had been called, with three of the committee-men each attending
forty of these meetings. 689
Newspapers of the 1860s provide a ready supply of advertisements and reports of events held in
the Institute, including concerts, bazaars, lectures, classes and chess and debating clubs. In 1864,
we read in the Ballarat Star that a committee had been appointed to make arrangements for the
Festival week in connection with the Mechanics’ Institute:
The days from the 7th to the 11th of November will be thus occupied:- Monday, a concert by the Vocal Union;
Tuesday, a concert by the Sebastopol Welsh Choir; Wednesday, a concert under the direction of Mr Doane;
Thursday, a soirée at which several Melbourne notabilities are expected to be present; and on Friday, a select
ball. 690

It is important to note the terminology used in the advertisements. The committee’s highlighting
of the attendance of notable people from Melbourne, and their use of the word ‘select’ to describe
the proposed ball, would indicate the intended quality of these events, and the class of people
expected to attend. These were clearly events at which people of distinction and eminence would
be in attendance. From the wording it is possible to form the view that the committee was not
only attempting to highlight the lustre and respectability of the expected patronage, but perhaps
also using subtlety to inform the local community that both manner and dress would be of the
highest order. From this, it could be inferred that the committee was attempting to establish the
Institute in an elite position within local Ballarat society and culture, with a greater focus on the
middle class, rather than the working class. Again we see support for Hirst’s argument relating to
the evolution of class differences. 691 Given the district’s relatively recent experience at Eureka,
this may also have been an attempt to distance the Mechanics’ Institute from the radical elements
of the community. 692
Further evidence of the committee’s aspirations can be found in the Visitors’ Book. An elegantly
bound volume, this book contains the signatures of many notable Victorian and overseas visitors
to the Institute. The first signature entered in the book, and dated 7 February 1863, was that of Sir
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Henry Barkly, the Governor of Victoria. 693 Many of the signatories included messages of support
and other comments indicating their surprise and pleasure at finding such an elegant, wellappointed building in Ballarat.
The committee’s continued interest in social and political issues was demonstrated in 1864 when
the passed a motion that ‘a Petition to Her Majesty against Transportation to Western Australia
be prepared and signed by the Committee and members.’ 694 This particular political issue
demonstrated a wish to put the transportation of convicts to the Australian colonies behind. It
occurred at a time when there were many petitions on the same issue, including at least one other
from the Ballarat district. 695
By the late 1860s the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute faced competition as a social venue from the
Alfred Hall, which was the only other building in Ballarat able to accommodate over 1000 people
at that time. Built in 1867 as a memorial to Prince Alfred’s visit to Ballarat, the hall could
accommodate up to 5000. 696 The committee reported annually on the hire of Institute facilities by
outside groups and organisations. On occasion they were not restrained in voicing their
satisfaction that ‘not withstanding the great attractions of the Alfred Hall, the revenue from the
hire of the hall, and other rooms, continues to increase.’ 697 The standard of facilities offered by
the Institute was always an important consideration for organisations wishing to hire the venue.
Two of the Institute’s strongest supporters, Andrew Anderson and Thomas Lang, purchased a
grand piano that they loaned to the Institute committee for the use of hirers of the hall. Reported
to be the best grand piano in the colony, 698 users were charged a fee for its hire and thus assisted
the fundraising efforts of the committee. The committee later purchased the piano from Messrs
Lang and Anderson, ensuring continued future income for the Institute. 699
Whilst it is not intended to provide an annual list of all entertainments and events held in the
Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute, a review of some of these events held throughout 1867 shows that
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a wide variety of uses were made of the Institute’s facilities. These can be found in Appendix 3,
on p. 266. It should be noted that in addition to the listed events, numerous committee meetings,
lectures and classes were also held throughout this year. The more immediate social influence of
many of the activities provided at the Institute was clearly understood by the committee. For
example, in 1867 it was decided to fit out a room in the north-west corner of the building as a
conversation room. The area was to be furnished with matting on the floor, tables, chairs and the
daily papers. This was a direct response to requests from members who had expressed a desire
for an area where they could relax and converse, in contrast to the Library and Reading Room,
where silence prevailed. 700
It was during this decade that the Institute established a strong base from which it was able to
provide an influence over Ballarat’s evolving culture. As Herrin has said, the Institute ‘was to
become a cultural centre providing books, lectures, billiards, discussion rooms and singing
classes.’ 701 The social benefit provided by the Institute was demonstrated in 1866 when the
committee held a large Exhibition. The Exhibition, which was opened by the Governor on 27
August, was such a success that the need for a larger building was raised. The Ballarat Star
suggested that a site in Grenville Street would be suitable for such a building; 702 however the
committee was committed to extending the existing building as originally intended.

The Art Exhibition of 1869
As preparations began to commence building the front section of the Institute, the committee
considered the need to generate extra funds to pay for the work. In order to supplement the
income from rents, memberships, classes and lectures, and to celebrate the official opening of the
front half of the Institute building, the committee determined to hold an Art Exhibition and
Auction. It is significant that throughout the period, whenever major fundraising efforts were
required, it was Art Exhibitions, soirées and musical performances that were amongst the most
popular and financially successful events. This interest in the arts was to later show itself in the
numbers of students enrolling in the art-related classes at the Institute.
Newspaper reports of the event, and the Annual Report 1869-70, show that the Exhibition proved
to be a huge success. Not only was the committee able to generate a net profit of ₤739 from the
Exhibition, an Auction held at the same time made a profit of ₤350. 703 Opened on 21 July 1869
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by the governor, the Exhibition contained about 1000 exhibits, many of which had been loaned to
the Institute from all areas of the colony. The Ballarat Star reported that the president of the
Institute, a guard of honour, and a large party of local dignitaries met the Governor, Lord
Manners Sutton at the railway station. 704 During the afternoon he officially opened the Exhibition
with what was termed ‘a brilliantly short speech.’ 705

His Excellency The Governor Opening the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute Exhibition. Archives
of the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute, 1869. Illustrated Australian News, 14 August 1869.

The records show an ‘attendance of 46,102 persons by one shilling admissions, in addition to
which, ₤167 worth of season tickets were sold, and about 8000 school children were admitted
free.’ 706 The committee also resolved that ‘the inmates of the Benevolent Asylum be invited to
attend the Exhibition free.’ 707 This policy of free admittance for children and the destitute
indicates that the committee continued with its commitment to encourage broad-based patronage
for the widest possible range of people possible. The Exhibition was open for sixteen weeks,
closing on 13 November with a profit of over ₤739.
While the Exhibition was a great financial and social success, it came at the cost of numerous
committee and sub-committee meetings, as well as a tremendous amount of time freely given by
volunteers. During this period the committee met nightly to arrange evening performances and
oversee the conduct of the Exhibition. 708 Some indication of the amount of commitment needed
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from the committee members can be seen in the number of meetings held throughout that year.
The Annual Report shows that there were a total of fifty full committee meetings, with a further
twenty two sub-committee meetings and numerous informal meetings. 709

The same Annual

Report made special reference to a similar Exhibition held by the Melbourne Athenaeum, which
despite the much larger population and the higher number of exhibits, had been visited by not
many more patrons and shown a profit of about ₤750. 710 Again we see evidence of the
committee’s wish to present the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute as an Institute comparable to the
best in the colony and a focal point for community activity.
Peter Hoffenberg has written of the importance of the Great Exhibition of 1851 711 in stimulating
interest for such events in the colonies, and this study has shown that the Ballaarat Mechanics’
Institute was in the vanguard. Not only did the Exhibitions held at the Institute provide a
culturally uplifting experience for those attending, they also presented a social opportunity. But
even more importantly, they assisted the Institute in raising much needed funds for its building
program.
The Annual Report of 1870 concludes its account of the Exhibition with the following statement:
Viewing the Exhibition in its social aspects, and also with regard to the substantial addition to the funds of
the Institution obtained therefrom, the Committee are of the opinion that a debt of gratitude is due, not only
by the members of this Institution but by the public at large, to the exhibitors, who so generously entrusted
them with their valuable property for so long a period, animated only with the hope of conferring a public
benefit. 712

Anne Beggs Sunter notes that this exhibition was one of the first opportunities ‘for the citizens of
Ballarat to inspect a range of paintings, sculptures and objects d’art.’ 713 She argues that this
exhibition was an important precursor to the formation of the Ballarat Fine Art Gallery in
1884. 714 The exhibition also prompted the Ballarat Courier to contend the time was now ripe to
establish a School of Design. 715 Clearly the committee considered not only the financial
implications of such a large undertaking, but also the social aspects and the public benefit. This
709
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tying together of financial advantage with social and cultural benefit is indicative of the approach
taken by successive committees of management. The benefits included not only the repayment of
the building debt, but it also enabled the committee to refurbish the rooms on an on-going basis,
and expand the library, thus enhancing its facilities, which in the longer term would encourage
greater community participation.
Along with the core activities of library, lectures and classes, the Institute was home to a
Debating Club and a Chess Club. Spielvogel has noted that the Ballarat Chess Club, as it was
called, was established on August 4, 1862, making it the first recorded Chess Club in
Australia. 716 While not established by the Mechanics’ Institute, it held its meetings and
tournaments in the Institute building. It was granted the use of one of the Institute’s rooms on the
condition that members of the Institute were to be given membership and that in the event of its
dissolution all assets were to become the property of the Institute. 717
In later years the Institute was to establish its own Chess Club, which along with the debating
club, met in the smoking room. No evidence has been found to indicate that women were able to
participate in either the Debating or Chess Clubs, or that the women sought membership of either
club. Given the culture of that period this would not appear unusual. However, it is the broader
involvement of females in the day-to-day running of the Institute that is of particular interest,
providing an interesting insight into the evolving culture of nineteenth-century Ballarat.

The Role of Women
It is not always easy to elicit information about the role played by women in the Ballaarat
Mechanics’ Institute. The official records provide little mention of their activities and it is often
only when women have stepped outside the boundaries of what was considered their role, or
when their support was needed for fundraising efforts, that they are mentioned in the minutes of
meetings.
The Rules of the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute clearly articulates the official position of women.
Full membership of the Institute was restricted to adult males. Whilst women were welcomed at
the Institute, they were specifically excluded from any role in its management. As mentioned
earlier in this chapter, female members had to be nominated by their fathers or husbands and they
were not allowed to vote at elections, or to stand for election to any committee of the Institute.
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Local newspaper reports of the period leading up to the establishment of the Institute show no
mention of females attending any of the public meetings held during this time. If they were
present, they were not reported as having moved any motions, or having taken an active part in
proceedings. This same pattern of ‘invisibleness’ is clear in all written reports of the activities of
the Institute during its early years. 718 The first mention of women in the records of the Institute
comes in the Annual Report of 1860, where it is stated that an anniversary soirée had been held,
with refreshments ‘provided by the liberality of a number of ladies and gentlemen.’ 719
Women played no part in the official laying of the foundation stone celebrations, although they
were provided with a particular area in which to be seated for the proceedings. One report notes
that ‘tickets to the grand stand [were to] be sent to all ladies who have taken an active part in
getting up the bazaar.’ 720 As previously described, this grandstand was able to accommodate
between 400 and 500 persons, with the ladies gallery described as ‘a picture of gay and various
colors, lit up with bright eyes and gracious smiles.’ 721 Their contribution would appear to have
been restricted to being decorative.
The first instance of prominent acknowledgement of a tangible contribution being made by
women came about through the Grand Fancy Bazaar, held at the end of December 1860. This
bazaar had two important functions; firstly it was an opportunity for the committee of the
Mechanics’ Institute to formally open the newly completed Institute building; and secondly it
was a much-needed revenue-raising event. With over ₤2000 still owed on the building, and with
internal decorating and ceilings incomplete, and fixtures still to be purchased, the committee
were anxious to raise sufficient funds to enable them to pay off their debts, furnish the new
building and leave enough money to purchase books for the library. Preparations for the bazaar
had begun many months before, with notices in newspapers calling upon local ladies to meet
together to organise the running of the bazaar. The secretary of the Institute, W H Batten, wrote
to the editors of local newspapers seeking the help of local women. In keeping with the customs
of that time, the Ladies Committee, established to supervise the undertaking, was chaired and
managed by committeemen from the Institute. 722 Similarly, it was decided that all proceeds from
the bazaar were to be handed to Mr W C Smith at the close of each day.
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James Baker, secretary of the Mechanics’ Institute Building Committee, also wrote to local
newspapers inviting the ladies to join together to arrange the bazaar, noting that the building
‘when completed will be an ornament to the district, and the uses to which it will be applied will
afford the means of intellectual improvement and recreation as well as be productive of our social
and moral well-being.’ 723 Again we see the issues of intellectual improvement and morality being
tied together and presented in connection with the Institute and in requests for community
support. It was not only the female members of the Institute who gave assistance at the bazaar.
Local newspapers reported that the ladies of the congregation of St Paul’s Church showed their
support by joining in the effort, indicating that the distrust of the Mechanics’ Institute movement
by the Anglican Church in Britain was not evident in the colonies, and that there was a more
ecumenical approach to the Institute, at least in Ballarat.
Fulsome praise was given to the ladies in the Annual Report of the following year, when the
committee was reporting on the Grand Fancy Bazaar:
Your Committee feel that they would be wanting in the merest courtesy, not to say gratitude, did they not
place on record their high estimation of the indefatigable exertions of those ladies who conducted the late
Bazaar in aid of your Building Fund to so successful an issue. To those generous ladies may be given the
credit of having placed your Institute in its present prosperous state. The net profits of that undertaking
amounted to the handsome sum of ₤1,000 15s. 7d, and your Committee beg personally to tender their
warmest thanks to the ladies for their noble and successful efforts to reduce the very heavy liabilities into
which they (your Committee) had entered. 724

Although the names of those women who contributed to the success of the event were not given,
a later publication records them as ‘Mesdames O’Donnell, Niquet, Francis, Rand, Richardson, R
Smith, Lakeland, Mather, and Batten, Miss Tarte, and Mrs W C Smith.’ 725
The large profit from the bazaar almost equalled the amount raised through donations from the
government, two local council and local citizens, and was almost one third of the total amount
needed to pay for the first section of the building. 726 It is not surprising, therefore, that the
committee should be so effusive in its praise of the ladies’ efforts. Their contribution was also
alluded to by Dr Kenworthy at the second annual soirée, held on the evening following the
Annual Meeting, when he paid tribute to their skills and energy in raising funds for the Institute.
Referring to lectures being desirable as supplementary to reading books, he specifically
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applauded the fact that ‘custom fortunately had not debarred the ladies’ from attending. 727
Declaring that he thought ‘the least that could be done was to give the ladies a chance to enjoy
the advantages thus provided’ at the Institute, Dr Kenworthy concluded by referring to women
‘as the source of all our happiness and refinement, and as the solacers of our troubles and the
sharers of our joys.’ 728 A later speaker on the same occasion, James Baker, noted that for:
purity of intention, fertility of resources, and indefatigable energy, they stood out from all created beings as
most prominent. Whatever they took in hand succeeded, and their opposition was destruction. Whether the
establishment of an institution, the founding of a dynasty, or anything else was aimed at by women, it was
sure to be effected. 729

Baker’s sentiments were echoed by W C Smith, who attested to the ‘indefatigable exertions, and
the singleness of purpose’ with which the ladies had carried out the bazaar. 730
It was with this in mind that the committee, some eight years later, again called on the ladies to
assist with a major fundraising effort. The committee, therefore, had faith in the ability of lady
members’ to raise sufficient funds to reduce the large bank debt about to be incurred. Chapter 6
will discuss this and other fundraising efforts undertaken by the ladies during the 1870s, that
were so essential to the survival of the Institute.
The first use of the newly constructed Mechanics’ Institute building occurred on 23 November
1860, when a Temperance Tea Meeting was held. About 300 people attended the event. A report
in the Ballarat Star states that ‘Mrs Thomas, the female preacher, several ladies and local
clergymen arrived on the platform and were received with a cheer.’ 731 It was common for women
to take a prominent role in the Temperance movement, arguing their concerns over the impact
that alcohol had on the social and moral welfare of families. 732 The same report notes that Mrs
Thomas acknowledged that while it was unusual for women to speak in a public forum, female
temperance speakers were not rare. It is interesting to note that the first speaker in this male
dominated institution should be a woman.
Throughout the 1860s the committee made continual efforts to attract new members, including
women and junior members. Their success was usually recorded and in the Annual Report of
1870 it was noted that despite the renovation of the large lecture hall and the commencement of
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building on the front section of the Institute, there had been an increase in the number of
members during the preceding year, and ‘that increase extends even to the number and
attendance of lady members.’ 733
Despite being excluded from some areas of the Institute’s activities, there was one particular area
in which the ladies were encouraged to participate. The on-going lecture series delivered at the
Institute provided an avenue that was socially acceptable for females, with the added attraction of
being considered by the committee as educational. Many reports of lectures in the local
newspapers also mention the attendance of ladies. For instance the Reverend Cooper Searle’s
lecture on ‘The Advantages of the Early Closing System, or rather, The Evils of the Late Hour
System’ was attended by a ‘large and respectable audience, which included a larger proportion of
ladies than we have seen in the room of the institution on any previous similar occasion,’ 734 and
that of Reverend George Mackie of Lake Learmonth, who spoke on ‘Land and Labor,’ attracted
‘several ladies.’ 735 Later in the same year the Ballarat Star, in reporting a lecture given by Mr
Cathie MLA, noted that there ‘was a much larger audience than usual, with a fair sprinkling of
ladies.’ 736 Again in April of 1860 we see ‘a goodly proportion of ladies being present,’ 737
although that particular report also noted that some previous lectures had been attended by
greater numbers of ladies.
The Minutes of the Committee Meeting held on 13 October 1865 record a motion being passed
that ‘it is desirable that reading accommodation be afforded for the ladies.’ 738 The matter,
however, was referred back to the House Committee and lapsed for some period of time. The
same report also notes that the following publications were to be ordered for the ladies, Ladies
Magazines, Victoria Magazines, Smollets Peregrine Pickle, All the Year Round, Once a Week,
Art Journal, Queen, Illustrated London News, London Society and Punch. Thus we see evidence
that consideration was being given to what might have been considered the literary tastes of
middle-class women, with magazines focussing on the home, fashion, society and lighter issues.
During this period, there is no mention of any teachers being female, and no indication that
women were being considered for teaching positions at the Institute. For instance, on the 27
October 1865 the committee voted to commence drawing classes and to ‘look for gentlemen
willing to carry them out.’ Although it is not explicitly stated, clearly the committee were not
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considering females for the position. It was to be a considerable time later before the first female
teacher was employed at the Mechanics’ Institute.

The Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute Reading Room, showing the section reserved for the ladies.
Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute archives. Not dated.

The needs of lady members of the Institute were next recognised in the Annual Report of 1866
when the committee announced that in ‘response to a very generally expressed desire it was
resolved to enlarge the reading-room by the addition of the large class-room adjoining it, so that a
portion might be set apart for the accommodation of lady members.’ 739 The small area that was
sectioned off from the larger reading-room by banks of book shelves proved popular with the
ladies. Although less open to the view of male members of the Institute, it was still within sight
of the secretary, who tried to maintain decorum, as well as silence amongst the ladies. His
endeavours, as we shall see, were not always successful.
The committee did, on occasion, make special concessions for some fundraising events
concerning women, held at the Institute. As an example, a committee meeting held 16 September
1870 voted to reduce the hire fee for the large hall for a benefit in aid of the Widows and Orphans.
There are a number of similar examples recorded, where the committee would assist on a ‘special
needs’ basis. In September 1870 the committee also received a request from the Female Tent of
the Independent Order of Rechabites, asking that the large retiring room be let at a lower rate
than 8/- per week. It was resolved that the ladies be allowed the room for 8/- per meeting if at
night, or 6/- if during the afternoon, 740 thus granting some reduction in fees, but only if the ladies
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altered their meeting times. This, of course, would suit the Institute, as the demand for rooms was
greater for evening events than for those held during daylight hours.
The Annual Report for the year 1867-68 was both a celebration of the final repayment of the debt
for the first section of the building, and a commitment to even greater expense in the erection of
the second half of the Institute building. From the outset the committee made clear their hope that
the women would support efforts to raise funds. Showing a mixture of paternalism, cajolement,
and expectation, the committee noted that:
Remembering the splendid results achieved by the ladies when the present building was opened,
there is little doubt that if they can be induced once more to take the cause of the Institute in hand,
a second bazaar, held at the re-opening of the newly decorated Hall, would go far to relieve the
Committee from the heavy liability they are about to incur. 741

However, it was not only through their fundraising activities that the ladies provided financial
support to the Institute. Their membership fees were also invaluable during this period, as
acknowledged by the committee in the Annual Report for 1868-69. The report noted that ‘it is
pleasing proof of the popularity of the Institution that the increase [in membership] extends even
to the number and attendance of lady members.’ 742 It should be remembered that ladies paid a
membership fee of ten shillings annually, the same amount levied on apprentices and others
under eighteen years of age, and less than half the ₤1.1s 0d paid by men. 743
External hirers of the various rooms added to the finances of the Institute. Occasionally women
appeared at these events. One such occasion occurred in 1868, when the Ballarat Courier
reported that the ‘large hall of the Mechanics’ Institute was attended yesterday afternoon by a
very crowded audience on the occasion of Miss Thorne preaching a sermon on behalf of the
missions in connection with the Bible Christian Church. The address was a very eloquent one,
and quite sustains the reputation of Miss Thorne as a preacher of the Gospel.’ 744 The same
edition also notes that ‘Mr James Smith will deliver his lecture on “Wit and Humor,” this evening,
at the Mechanics’ Institute, after which a selection of music will be given by Mrs Cazaly and Mr
J Uren, assisted by Miss Binder. The entertainment will be in aid of the funds of the Victorian
Temperance Hall.’ 745 As discussed in Chapter 3, most Mechanics’ Institutes in Britain had
excluded issues of a religious or political nature from the shelves of their libraries, the classrooms
741
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and their lectures, as it was felt that such topics could inflame the passions of working class men
who may have lacked sufficient education to be able to rationally discuss such matters. As has
been shown, from its inception, the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute took a different and perhaps
more radical approach, with church and politics influencing many of the Institute’s activities.
In most instances, when females took a visible role, it was in relation to religious or Temperance
Society events, or in the presentation of music. 746 In each of these three spheres, it was socially
acceptable for women to take a leading public role. In other areas of public life it would not have
been respectable for women to hold more than a supporting position. As this study has shown, the
same strictures regarding the public role of women applied with respect to their role at the
Mechanics’ Institute. Other than in the three areas discussed above, women were excluded from
participation.

Religion, Politics and Alcohol — Inconsistent Policies
Despite the decision of many Mechanics’ Institutes not to allow discussion and debate on issues
of politics or religion, this proved extremely difficult to enforce in Ballarat. The liberaldemocratic philosophies of many of the members of the Institute, and the recent events of Eureka,
meant that such a ban would have been unwelcome to many prospective members. The
democratic beliefs of the Institute’s leaders ensured that such issues were regularly open to
debate. Indeed, as previously discussed, the very land that the Institute was built on was made
available through political patronage, particularly the efforts of J B Humffray and Peter Lalor.
The committee and members were well aware of the debt owed as a result of the support of these
and other politicians. The Institute was also reliant on the annual government grants for books to
assist in the purchase of new volumes for the library.
Many of the men who had worked so hard to establish the Institute were local clergy. Some, such
as the Reverend Henderson, took an active role on the committee. It would have been
inconsistent to have then banned religious discussion from the Institute, particularly as a number
of local religious groups relied on access to the meeting rooms to hold their weekly services prior
to establishing their own church buildings.
The committee was thus impelled to make a distinction between official Mechanics’ Institute
activities, and those of the various casual hirers of the rooms. The financial imperative of
generating sufficient funds to enable repayment of the building debt and to meet on-going
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management expenses ensured that the committee was eager to hire out its facilities for
community use. A review of newspapers of the period shows that religious services were a
frequent occurrence in the main lecture theatre and also some of the smaller classrooms. During
this early period of Ballarat’s establishment there were few suitable existing buildings available
for hire. The non-Conformist churches in particular were frequent users of the Ballaarat
Mechanics’ Institute hall. For example, an announcement in the Ballarat Star in early 1863
advises the local community that a Unitarian Church service will be ‘conducted by the Reverend
F Sherlock, … at the Mechanics’ Institute.’ 747 Just two days later we see a report in the same
newspaper of a ‘concert and readings given last evening in the large hall of the Mechanics’
Institute in aid of the Christ Church Sunday-school.’ 748
The committee initially decided to allow the main lecture hall to be hired out for political
meetings. This decision was arrived at following concerns from members that political meetings
could sometimes become unruly. Such was the case in 1868, when Duncan Gillies, at that time
Minister of Lands, held an election meeting in the Institute. The Ballarat Star reported that:
Several times the closely packed crowd in the body of the hall was the scene of independent shindies, as one
or two excited men shouted and actually danced with emotion. The crowd rose and swayed to and fro, seats
seemed to strain and crack, the police rushed to the hottest part and ecstatic partisans on both sides roared,
hissed, boo-hooed, stamped and did other insane things for a good ten minutes or more, while the chairman,
helpless amid the din, shouted and gesticulated in entreaties to the bedlam to resolve itself into something
like reason and civilization. 749

Such disorderly behaviour in the Institute was disquieting to the committee, although it could
have been an expression of moral judgement on the speaker, as well as an illustration of the
unruliness of colonial politics, occasioned by the clash between the chaotic Legislative Assembly
and the conservative Legislative Council. A similar scene at a later meeting led to the committee
banning the hiring of the hall for political meetings. This ban was, however, overturned at a later
date.
The willingness of the committee to accommodate discussion in regard to politics and religion
did not extend to their policy regarding alcohol. Events organised by the Institute were almost
always alcohol free. This accorded with the previously mentioned aim of encouraging sober,
moral improvement, to counteract the influence of the bars and music halls. Whilst outside users
of the Institute’s facilities were sometimes allowed to dispense alcoholic drinks, there is little
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written evidence of the committee allowing the sale of alcohol at any of their entertainments. A
further inconsistency occurred with the renting out of commercial premises, with the committee
allowing one of its tenants, Mr Mashefer, to operate a retail wine business on the Institute
premises.

Conclusions
This chapter has identified a blend of nineteenth-century philosophies of self-help and selfimprovement, aligned to a growing attachment to the district that led a core group of men to
establish the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute. Their efforts were supported by the wealth that had
been obtained from the goldfields. The individual contribution of these men, blended with
widespread public spiritedness, resulted in both a community where at that time all men were still
able to aspire to social equity and equality of opportunity, and in a Mechanics’ Institute that they
were proud to proclaim as amongst the best in the colony.
A more prudent group may have opted for a less ostentatious building and more moderate aims
and aspirations. However the founders and early leaders of the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute
were focusing their new-found sense of community on an institution and a building that would
establish their pre-eminence within colonial society. They were intent on reproducing a
community that echoed much of the culture they had known in Britain, but without the more rigid
class dimensions. The men of the Institute would, no doubt, have felt justified in claiming that
they were discharging a public duty and providing both an intellectual and moral benefit for the
local community.
This was a decade characterised by the struggle to erect and pay for the first section of its
building, and on-going attempts to attract new members. It was a period that was to establish the
Institute’s position and influence within local society. Simultaneously the committee worked to
establish a broadly based library and yearly lecture series. They also sought to present lighter
entertainments that would attract members of the local community to the Institute. The deliberate
setting of high standards in the management and day-to-day activities of the Institute hinted at an
attempt to provide a morally uplifting influence over the Ballarat community.
This chapter has shown that the Mechanics’ Institute was able to apply a significant influence to
the social and cultural development of the wider district through the hiring out of its facilities for
community use. The committee showed a willingness to modify, and in some instances, alter the
use to which the original rooms were put, in order to meet the changing demands of both
members of the Institute and the wider local community, as it progressed through its
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establishment period. Community use of the building’s facilities was extensive. Throughout the
first half of the 1860s when there were few buildings large enough to hold 1200 people, as the
Institute’s lecture hall was reputed to have done, 750 the Institute was an obvious choice for larger
events. It was rare during this period to read an issue of the Ballarat Star or the Ballarat Times
and not see some reference to activities being held at the Institute. The Institute committee
arranged many of these functions for the benefit of the general public as well as members. This
interaction with the wider community was an excellent avenue through which the Institute was
able to influence the social dimensions of the community.
Although the classes established during this period proved less successful than anticipated, the
generally high level of literacy of the goldfields population provides one explanation for this lack
of success. 751 The existence of a number of other schools within the local area also lessened the
chances of the Institute’s endeavours being successful. 752 A lack of long-term success
experienced by many of the classes was not uncommon amongst Mechanics’ Institutes. For
instance, Petrow identifies a similar lack of success at the Launceston Mechanics’ Institute,
noting that most ‘began well but numbers soon dropped off,753 and indicating that many Institutes
experienced a similar outcome. There is, however, one clear difference between the courses held
at the Ballaarat and Launceston Mechanics’ Institutes. Unlike the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute,
where classes in singing, music, drawing and French were the most popular, in Launceston these
were amongst the least successful.
Female involvement in the day-to-day activities of the Institute is less readily apparent. The
exclusion of females from any significant, or authoritative, position within the Institute would
seem to be typical of nineteenth-century British-based culture. However, the contribution made
by these women to the fundraising efforts of the committee was indispensable, and the success of
their fundraising activities forced the committee into publicly acknowledging their efforts.
There were elements of both radicalism and conservatism in the way that the Ballaarat
Mechanics’ Institute evolved during the 1860s. The radicalism, or at least liberalism, shown by
the Institute in its approach to issues of politics and religion, and the presence on the committee
of men who had been prominent activists in the Ballarat Reform League, was counter-balanced
by its conservative, British middle-class attitude to standards of behaviour and perceptions of
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respectability. The egalitarianism of the early goldfields period flowed through into the structure
of the Institute, with membership encouraged from all sections of the community. On the other
hand, the isolation of women from any public role within the structure of the Institute reflects a
more conservative approach, as does their being assigned the role of fundraisers, under the
auspices of male-only committees and the expectation that they would provide a decorative
backdrop on social occasions.
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Chapter 6
Worth fighting for — the influence of debt
To enable the committee to carry on the affairs of the Institute, it is
especially necessary that the subscription be promptly paid.
Annual Report of the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute, 1872, p. 7.

Introduction
The decade from 1870 to 1880 was to prove one of the most demanding and worrying for
successive management committees. Problems surrounding the construction of the front section
of the building were to present both immediate and longer-term financial dilemmas. Indeed, the
enormity of the financial burden was to threaten the existence of the Institute and tax the
commitment of both committee and members. In their attempts to raise enough funds to repay the
bank loan, successive committees throughout the 1870s showed both ingenuity and stamina. A
number of major fundraising events were staged during the first seven years of the decade, many
of which entailed the commitment of an enormous number of hours of voluntary work by
committee, staff and members. This chapter will show, however, that by the end of the decade the
committee was showing signs of being distracted from its original aims.
The Institute’s problems were exacerbated by a slump in the mining industry. This downturn,
described by Roger McGhee as being of ‘short duration,’ 754 was particularly damaging for
districts such as Ballarat, where the local economy was predicated on mining. 755 Although
employment in Ballarat’s heavily capitalised metal fabricating industry that supplied the mines
was small in comparison to the total workforce, it was vital for the economic prosperity of the
district. The impact of this period of depression in the mining industry on the Mechanics’
Institute will be discussed at greater length later in this chapter.
In the context of the aims of this thesis, particularly those relating to the extent to which the
Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute was able to influence the cultural, social and educational
development of the Ballarat community, the building debt was to present a significant obstacle. It
was also to provide overwhelming evidence of the level of local community support for the
Institute. Notwithstanding the best efforts of the Institute committee, without extensive
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community support the major debt would have been overwhelming. Paradoxically, had the
committee opted to erect a less imposing and less expensive building, they may not have attracted
such strong local support. The size and grandeur of the Mechanics’ Institute building ensured that
it was a visible presence in the local community. In a district lacking alternative venues of such
quality and size, the Institute building became the focus of numerous community activities. Thus
its benefit to the local community was generally recognised, ensuring general support for the
many fundraising activities organised by the committee.
The first section of this chapter will concentrate on the building debt and how it influenced the
Institute’s ability to operate in the manner it desired. This was an important issue during most of
the 1870s. The constraints imposed by the debt meant that some of the core activities of the
Institute had to be restricted until the Institute’s financial position was resolved. The urgent need
to reduce the debt also ensured that the committee was eager to attract new members, regardless
of class or gender. Female members, in particular, were actively sought, as their support for
fundraising activities was essential at this time. It is difficult to separate the issue of debt
reduction and the later section on culture, class and society, as all of the fundraising activities
interacted with the wider Ballarat community. For this reason, some fundraising events are dealt
with in greater detail in later sections of the chapter.

The Building Debt
The overriding concern of those most closely involved with the running of the Ballaarat
Mechanics’ Institute during the first half of the 1870s was the large debt owed on the building.
Rising to over ₤7,000 and with annual interest of over ₤500, it was imperative for the on-going
viability of the Institute that the amount of money owed should be reduced as soon as possible.
There were two main reasons for the extent of the debt. Firstly, a number of lengthy delays had
occurred during the building of this front section of the Institute building, leading to a large loss
in revenue from rentals during the period of construction. There were on-going complaints about
the architect, Mr Jones. In one instance, the arches under the corridor collapsed, following
unauthorised alterations he had made to the plans. 756 These complaints eventually led to his
dismissal by the committee, following a number of warnings. 757 The dismissal was followed by
threats of legal action and the need to employ a second architect to inspect and report on the
problems and to oversee the completion of the building; thus adding to the eventual total cost.
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The second reason for the increased debt level was the size and scale of the new section of the
building. These pioneers of the diggings were intent on making the building into one of the most
illustrious on the goldfields. As described in previous chapters, there are numerous instances of
the committee referring to the Institute as holding a position second to none in the colony of
Victoria. Not only was the building expected to provide a shining example of the wealth and
progress of the Ballarat goldfields; it was also to be a beacon for the cultural elevation and
progress of the goldfields’ population. 758 Corrigan and Gillespie theorise that buildings such as
the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute were connected to notions of correctness and in some instances
their very imposing facades were a method of reinforcing definitions of respectability. 759
The increase in costs that occurred through the building delay and disputes with the builders,
meant that the committee was inevitably faced with a larger than expected debt owed to the
London Chartered Bank. In 1860, when first proposed, this front section of the building had been
expected to cost no more than ₤2000. 760 By 1868 this amount had grown to approximately
₤4000. 761 However, at completion the Institute owed the bank in excess of ₤6500, 762 an amount
that continued to grow over the next two years.
A Promissory Note, or ‘Joint and Several’ as it was called, again supported this huge debt. As
had happened a decade earlier, each committee member was required to stand guarantor for the
debt by signing the Promissory Note, 763 making it imperative that the loan be repaid as soon as
possible. The Annual Report of 1871 states the position clearly for the members, when it says:
In consequence of the building not being completed until some months after the contract time, the revenue
suffered considerably through the loss of rent from the offices, while interest was constantly increasing the
heavy debt due to the bank. 764

The Annual Report also detailed how, despite the heavy impost of interest owing on the debt, the
committee had spent ₤115 15 4 on further improvements to the existing building during that year
in an effort to provide amenities that would attract new members to the Institute. The committee
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estimated that it would take seven years for the debt to be liquidated, although they also believed
that a special effort was needed to ‘reduce the amount at once, so as to relieve the finances
somewhat from the heavy charge for interest.’ 765 Adding to their problems, the general economy
of the district during these early years of the 1870s was one of ‘great depression.’ 766 Evidence of
the straitened circumstances impacting on those who were leasing offices in the Institute building
can be seen in correspondence received by the committee during the first half of the 1870s, when
a number of businessmen were forced to apply for a reduction in rental. 767
In November of 1870 it became necessary to reduce the salaries of staff, with the records
showing a committee decision that:
the Secretary’s salary be reduced to ₤250 per annum and that the president cause a resolution to be inserted
in the Minutes expressing the continued confidence of the committee in Mr Batten and that the reduction was
most reluctantly made owing to the embarrassed financial position of the Institute. 768

The same meeting also decided that a deputation of the president and Messrs Claxton and Watson
should seek a meeting with the manager of the bank to ‘lay the Financial Statement before him
with a guaranty of a reduction of the debt by ₤400 during the ensuing year and ascertain whether
he will be satisfied with such arrangement.’ In addition the manager was to be asked whether the
Institute building, which was on Crown land, could be mortgaged. 769
The next committee meeting was advised that the bank manager was satisfied with the
arrangement proposed by the committee regarding the payment of ₤400 during that current year.
He was also willing to accept a mortgage on the property, thus releasing the committee from their
personal liability on the debt, subject to the issue of a Crown Grant to the Trustees of the
Institute. 770 However, it was to be many years before the transfer of title was obtained, so the
‘Joint and Several’ remained in place. Later correspondence from the bank was to show a level of
terseness not seen earlier. The bank manager demanded a formal written statement showing the
manner in which it was proposed that the debt be reduced. 771 The president was forced to wait
upon Mr Chalmers to request a further period of time in which to repay the debt. As one measure
of creating additional income, during September of that year a bazaar was held, realising a profit
765
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of ₤830, an amount that was promptly used to reduce the building debt. An additional ₤60 was
raised by a series of promenade concerts that were held in conjunction with the bazaar. Further
income of over ₤42 was received when the committee decided to dispose of a piano, and surplus
waste paper was sold for ₤12. 772 Obviously, every avenue possible was being explored in the
committee’s attempts to reduce the burden of the growing debt. On another level, it was through
such activities as bazaars and exhibitions that Ballarat, and in this instance the Ballaarat
Mechanics’ Institute, celebrated its status as a leading community organisation. As well as
providing a source of income, these events epitomised communal pride and the community’s
growing sense of ‘connectedness’ to their new home.
Rental income from the hire of the large lecture hall and smaller classrooms was so vital to the
Institute during the first half of the 1870s that the committee continued to deviate from its
original intention of reserving the Institute for ‘elevating’ purposes. On a number of occasions,
rooms were rented for auctions and various public meetings, including those of a political nature.
Although these events provided little cultural value to the members, auctions were often viewed
as social events and in this instance they were a further avenue through which non-members
could become familiar with the Institute and the benefits it could provide.
Similarly, the twelve rooms rented out as commercial premises were made available to almost all
applicants. For instance, as previously mentioned, despite a ban on alcohol at Institute functions,
the committee took a pragmatic view in the case of external tenants, particular during this period
of economic need. One of the corner shops was leased to Mr Machefer for use as a wine shop.
This gentleman also had the use of a portion of the cellars for wine storage. 773 It is apparent that
high moral aspirations on occasion gave way to financial imperative. The continuing economic
distress of the period is evident in the rental income received during the 1870s, which shows a
reduced income over a number of years. Table 6.1 on the following page clearly illustrates that
income from the leasing of commercial premises fell from over ₤1250 in 1870 to just over ₤100
in 1876.
The severe reduction in rental income during much of the 1870s was a blow to the expectations
of the Institute committee. Although it had been anticipated that there would be some reduction
in income, both during and following the building of the front section of the Institute, the
continued depressed economic conditions of the colony exacerbated the expected decrease in
income. Table 6.1 also shows a decline in income from the casual hire of rooms during this
772
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period, although the decrease was not so dramatic. The loss of expected income clearly
influenced the Institute’s ability to repay the loan, and was a matter of on-going concern to the
committee throughout much of the decade. As many former users of the Institute erected their
own churches and meeting halls, it was to be expected that demand would fall. 774 However the
level of this decrease in income had not been expected.
Table 6.1.

Rental Income Received — 1870s.
Year

Commercial

Casual Hire of

Total Income for

Office Rental

Rooms

Year

1870

₤1255 18 0

₤282 2 0

₤1538 0 0

1871

₤998 11 3

₤467 1 10

₤1465 13 0

1872

₤741 8 0

₤352 17 2

₤1094 5 2

1873

₤385 9 2

₤417 10 9

₤832 19 11

1874

₤206 0 6

₤110 10 0

₤316 10 6

1875

₤212 13 9

₤293 14 6

₤506 8 3

1876

₤106 6 9

₤285 17 10

₤392 4 7

1877

₤142 5 6

₤256 3 2

₤398 8 8

1878

₤135 14 6

₤335 0 4

₤470 14 10

1879

₤201 7 0

₤339 14 10

₤541 1 10

Source: Annual Financial Reports of the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute.

One of the more significant Annual Reports presented during this period was that for the year
1872-73. The newly elected president, F M Claxton, 775 was able to proudly report that the debt
due to the bank had been reduced from ₤5600 to ₤4400 during that period. This was, of course, a
considerable decrease. However, the report goes on to explain that the reduction had ‘been
accomplished with the aid of a grant from the Government of ₤1000 to the building fund.’ 776 This
grant from the government raises a number of issues, including how it was obtained. 777
Government policy at that time was to not subsidise bodies such as Mechanics’ Institutes. The
answer may lie in the minutes of a committee meeting which note that the ‘best thanks of the
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committee’ were to be passed to ‘to Messrs Vale & Gillies 778 for their kind exertions in obtaining
the Grant of ₤1000.’ 779 It would appear that the influence of some Ballarat citizens could be seen
in the workings of parliament.
Secondly, once this ₤1000 is taken into account, there is only an amount of ₤200 provided by the
Institute towards debt reduction, calling in to question why there was not a greater contribution
by the Institute. The answer can be found in the Statement of Receipts and Expenditure presented
to the Annual Meeting. Whilst income received from the hire of rooms remained relatively
constant, the area where most revenue was lost was in the rents received for office and business
space. For instance, in the Annual Report presented in 1871 rental income was ₤998. This fell to
₤741 in 1872, and then to ₤385 in 1873, 780 indicating that the depressed state of the mining
economy continued to impact on Ballarat businesses. 781
In addition, during 1872-73 the Institute conducted no fundraising events. Compared to 1871-72,
when a bazaar had raised ₤890, there was a significant reduction in income for the Institute. To
counteract this, the committee made a number of unusual decisions. The financial position of the
Institute was considered so desperate that all avenues to reduce expenditure were examined by
the committee. The number of paid employees was reduced, with the secretary’s work now to
include the duties of librarian. All employees of the Institute were given one month’s notice and
the new positions were then advertised in the local newspapers. A Special Meeting of the
committee held in March of 1872 resolved that ‘advertisements be inserted in the newspapers
calling for applicants for the different offices,’ and that ‘the salaries of staff be Secretary and
Librarian, ₤150 per annum, with quarters, firewood and lighting, Assistant ₤52 and Boy ₤26 per
annum.’ 782
Despite the increased workload and the reduced wages, Mr Batten re-applied for his former
position. Five applications were received and it took three ballots before he was finally reelected. 783 Later that same year Batten’s salary was further reduced to ₤100 per annum,
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supplemented by 10% of the total amount of membership subscriptions. This variation on
Batten’s salary would potentially benefit the Institute in two ways. There was an immediate
saving of ₤50 each year, and the committee believed that the secretary would be assiduous in his
efforts to enrol new members, as each additional membership fee received would be of financial
benefit to him. In the event, the Annual Report for that financial year shows an increase in
subscriptions of only ₤10 8 0. 784 Successive Annual Reports show that salaries in the financial
year 1870-71 amounted to ₤502; in 1871-72 this was reduced to ₤408; while in 1872-73 the
wages bill fell to ₤261. The rights of the employee, it would seem, were barely considered.
The financial situation was such that the committee passed a further resolution in 1872 that ‘at
the end of the current financial year, the whole of the money received from rent and hire of
rooms be put towards reducing the bank debt.’ 785 Despite the desperate financial position of the
Institute, this same Annual Report takes pains to detail ‘extensive improvements and alterations’
made to several of the rooms within the Institute. The lecture hall had been cleaned and
renovated and a proscenium [stage] and scenery fitted; the retiring rooms had been papered,
painted and furnished; swing doors had been installed in the passage to keep out strong draughts;
the reading room, library, lecture room and class rooms had been cleaned, coloured and painted;
new shelves had been placed in the library, matting laid on the floor and the fittings stained and
varnished; and new toilets installed at the rear of the premises. The total cost of these renovations
came to ₤175 12 5. 786 This expenditure, in the face of the struggle to repay the building debt,
could be explained through the elements of public perception of the Institute and the committee’s
resolve to attract as many new members as possible, as well as to provide an attractive venue for
outside hirers of the Institute’s facilities.
It seems strange that the committee, which was fully cognisant of its perilous financial position,
should embark on this expenditure. The Annual Report of 1872 provides an answer to this
question when it states that the improvement effected during that year had resulted in the Institute
‘possessing a Library and Reading Rooms certainly not inferior to those of any institute in the
colonies.’ 787 Again we see the intention of the committee to provide its members with facilities
second to none, whilst at the same time promoting the benefits of membership to the wider
Ballarat community. Whilst it may be considered that the committee was unwise to spend
additional money on the building when it still had a large debt to repay, it could also be argued
that by continuing with small improvements the committee was demonstrating its confidence in
784
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the ultimate success of the Institute. The improvements were also an inducement to members to
maintain their support of the Institute and the heavy burden of on-going fundraising activities.
Throughout 1872 further attempts were made to reduce the heavy interest burden of the bank
debt. Numerous committee meetings were held, as the committee sought ways in which to reduce
the debt. In June of that year a deputation of committee members were empowered to wait on the
Manager of the London Chartered Bank and ask him to reduce the rate of interest charged and
also to take the rents of the hall and offices as security for the advances made, releasing the ‘Joint
and Several” Promissory Note at present held by the bank. 788 If unsuccessful, the deputation was
empowered to approach other banks to seek assistance. The efforts of this deputation appear to
have been unsuccessful, as later Minutes make no further mention of this proposal. A similar
proposal to approach the Ballarat City Council asking that body to guarantee the debt to the bank,
again with security in the form of the rent of offices and rooms, also failed. 789
By December of that year the committee had arranged for a further deputation to meet with the
manager of the bank to seek a reduction in the interest rate to 6%. 790 This representation was
successful, with the bank advising the committee in January of 1873 that the rate had been
discounted as requested. 791 By November of that same year, however, the committee had
received further notification from the bank that the interest rate on overdrawn accounts had been
raised to 9%. 792
During this period of financial restraint, the committee decided that ‘no catalogue is to be printed
until the funds necessary have been provided by special effort.’ However, the Institute records
show that the committee gave free use of the lecture hall for a Sale of Flannel by the Woollen
Cloth Company, 793 clearly indicating that despite the desperate financial situation of the Institute,
its committee were still anxious to present themselves as a generous community supporter.
Despite strong growth during the previous decade, the downturn in profitability of the mining
industry during the early 1870s impacted heavily on the local Ballarat economy. A number of the
casual hirers of the Institute’s rooms, as well as the commercial tenants, found difficulty in
788
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paying their rental fees. Minutes of several Committee meetings clearly indicate the extent of the
difficulty encountered by some tenants, with numerous letters asking for reductions in rental
charges and hiring fees. For instance, the Harmonic Society was granted a reduction in their
annual rental to ₤26. 794 Similarly, the Ballaarat College Sports Committee was forced to request a
reduction in the charge for hiring the large hall. 795 Many of the permanent commercial tenants
were share-brokers, and some defaulted on their contracts with the Institute. In some instances
the committee was forced to take legal steps to compel their eviction and subsequent sale of
fittings. 796
It had been a matter of some pride that the Mechanics’ Institute had usually allowed local
charities and churches to hire the Institute’s rooms at a reduced rate. The ladies of St Paul’s
Church, for instance, assisted with several fundraising events organised by the Mechanics’
Institute during the 1860s, and that church was allowed the use of rooms at the Institute for their
meetings. The Minutes of Committee Meetings held during the second half of the 1860s provide
examples of numerous instances where a reduced hiring fee was charged for charity events.
However, such was the level of the Institute’s debt that at one stage during the early 1870s the
committee voted to charge all users the full amount. During this period of economic distress even
church groups were to be denied any reduction in fees. In one instance, the St Andrew’s Church
Concert and Ball committee applied for a reduction in hiring fees, but the Institute committee was
forced to reply that ‘the financial position of the Institute prevents them complying with the
request.’ 797
Thomas Learmonth, one of the first squatters to settle in the
district in 1838, was a Trustee of the Institute and one of its most
generous financial supporters. During his time in the colony he
had earned a position of authority and respect amongst the
community. It had been through his efforts that the first boarding
school was established in Buninyong, catering to the children of
squatters and workers from the Western District of Victoria. He
had been one of the financial backers of the Mechanics’ Institute
from the time of its inception, and in 1873, when the Institute’s
financial situation was at its most perilous, and the bank was
threatening foreclosure, it was to him that the committee turned
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seeking advice. Learmonth agreed to provide his personal guarantee of repayment of the whole of
the debt on the proviso that his support remained confidential.

The committee honoured

Learmonth’s request of anonymity and it was not until the fiftieth anniversary of the Institute that
this was made public. 798
Towards the end of 1873 the committee received a donation of ₤50 from retiring committee
member James Campbell. This unexpected bequest became the nucleus of a fund established to
carry out a Bazaar and Art Union. 799 When it became apparent that a Bazaar would necessitate
many months of preparation, the committee decided to hold a Fine Art Exhibition instead. The
Exhibition, which opened in May of 1874 extended for many weeks and was accompanied by
nightly promenade concerts. At the same time the committee and secretary were organising the
Art Union. A shop was leased in Melbourne at a cost of ₤2 10 0 per week, from which the lottery
tickets were sold. Agents were appointed throughout the colony and these men sold tickets on
commission.
The lottery offered a total of 1000 prizes, valued at about ₤9000. First prize was a gold urn
valued at ₤2500, with the winner having the option of taking ₤2000 cash in lieu of the urn. Other
major prizes included gold vases valued at ₤750, ₤375 and ₤250 for second, third and fourth
prizes, over one hundred paintings of varying value, and eight hundred and ninety one smaller
cash prizes. The paintings mentioned in the list of prizes were purchased by the committee from
amongst those on display in the Fine Art Exhibition. For more than six months of that year the
committee and staff were faced with ‘exceptionally onerous duties’ that necessitated:
the constant attendance of members of the Committee … and meetings were almost of daily occurrence, the
most diverse subjects needing prompt direction, frequently upon personal responsibility; while continuous
work and long hours were cheerfully given by the officers and employes.[sic]
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to the Exhibition and concerts by the wider Ballarat community. 801 The Annual Report for that
year mentions that thirty-five regular meetings of committee were held. However in addition to
these regular meetings, ‘the Committee met almost nightly to arrange for and conduct the
Promenade Concerts, which extended over a period of 120 consecutive nights.’ 802
So intense was the pressure on the committee and staff, and so large was the volume of financial
paperwork involved in running these ventures that at one point the treasurer, Mr Bade, refused to
sign any further cheques until the books were properly balanced and audited. 803 However, the
project proved so successful that the Annual Report was able to announce to members that the
debt had been reduced to ₤1043 7 5. 804 The Fine Arts Exhibition and Promenade Concerts had
raised a total of ₤1100, while the Art Union saw a profit of ₤2419. 805 In addition, membership
subscriptions for that year had increased by almost ₤150. It was at this time that the committee
felt comfortable about allowing local charities a rebate on the normal hiring fees.
The success of the Art Union, and the local support that it received, provides some insight into
the culture of Ballarat at that time. Neither the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute nor local
newspapers received letters of complaint concerning the holding of an Art Union. Committee
meetings during that period give no hint of any disquiet about what was, in effect, gambling.
Given that the Institute had strong ties with local churches, it is surprising that some level of
concern was not expressed. It would seem that there was still an element of social acceptance of
gambling, which was not evident in later years.
Following the success of these fundraising events, the committee was able to retire the ‘joint and
several promissory note,’ and immediately take the opportunity of ‘effecting many improvements
much needed for the comfort of the members.’ 806 Internal walls were cleaned and painted,
skirtings fixed in a number of rooms and passages, matting laid in several rooms and the
staircases, the platform of the hall was carpeted and conveniences added to the dressing rooms. 807
Throughout the ensuing years of the decade the committee continued with its program of
decorating, furnishing, altering and upgrading the various rooms of the Institute. Annual Reports
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for these years provide details of the various renovations effected, and usually reflect on the
improved ‘comfort and convenience’ of members, brought about by these improvements.
After several reductions in his salary over the previous few years, the secretary was rewarded for
his perseverance and hard work by an increase in salary to ₤200 per annum, plus 10% of
membership subscriptions. A further major change was implemented by arranging for him to
reside away from the Institute. This freed up his suite of rooms on the mezzanine floor for use by
lady members as a retiring room, and thus providing them with privacy and comfort. 808 The
Annual Report notes that ‘it is believed that the improvements made in this respect have given
very great and general satisfaction, and will result in a large accession of lady members.’ 809 Later
Annual Reports however, fail to mention whether there was any significant increase in female
membership.
It would seem that 1875 marked the beginning of a period of renewal for the Institute. Being now
in a slightly more secure financial position, the committee was able to begin a series of on-going
renovations. The smoking room was enlarged, redecorated and had a number of additions made
in the way of conveniences. More importantly the secretary’s office was removed to the library,
taking the place of the ladies’ reading room. This allowed the secretary to have more direct
supervision of the books, and brought him into closer contact with members of the Institute. In
accordance with the Institute’s original aims, the committee advised members that it
recommended any surplus revenue should be devoted to the purchase of books. Little of this type
of expenditure had been possible whilst the bank debt had remained. 810
In 1877 a further Art Union held over a number of months provided the Institute with a profit of
₤1518, and enabled the remaining debt to be repaid. 811 With the debt repaid, the committee was
able to refocus its attention on the core issues of the Institute. In order to attract new members the
committee commenced refurbishing existing facilities and continued expanding the library. Such
improvements, not only attracted new members but also had the added benefit of enhancing the
Institute’s standing within the local community.
It is worth noting that despite the influence of religion and in particular the Methodist church, the
committee and members were willing to hold Art Unions, balls and other entertainments that they
were aware could arouse apprehension amongst the churches. Even when church leaders were
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moved to voice their concerns about the types of fundraising being undertaken by the Institute,
the committee was not willing to accede to these concerns.
The Institute was now debt free and continued on its program of renovations and improvements,
which are discussed in detail later in this chapter. For the remainder of this decade the committee
was able to focus on internal upgrades of a number of rooms, the fixtures and of course the
library. However, it was the issue of increasing membership numbers that was to provide an ongoing challenge for successive committees.

The Push for Members
When the financial position of the Institute was at its worst in 1871 there was little interest
amongst the members for the position of president. Once again Andrew Anderson, the second
president of the Institute, took the chair. Annual Reports of that period made very gloomy reading.
In addition to the bank loan of over ₤6500 and an annual interest bill of ₤580, rental income
continued to fall over a number of years. The Annual Report for 1870 was able to announce that
the number of members had grown during the preceding year, despite the unavoidable
inconvenience brought about by the building works. However, the following Annual Report
noted that attempts to further increase membership numbers had been unsuccessful, due in some
measure to the depressed state of the mining industry and also to a big flood during the previous
year that had greatly reduced the incomes of farmers. 812 The Annual Report of 1871 shows that
membership numbers had fallen from 935 in 1870 to 685. 813 Consequently income from
members’ subscriptions had fallen by ₤131 19 0. The number of life members at that time was
105, the same number as the previous year. This again highlights the widespread economic
downturn, as the ₤10 10 0 cost of life membership made it a significant outlay for many people.
Despite on-going attempts to increase the number of members, several factors worked against the
Institute’s universal acceptance by the wider community. Weston Bate believes that its ‘₤1
annual subscription and social tone frightened workingmen away,’ 814 a supposition that has some
validity when considering the composition of the committee and the standards of dress and
behaviour enforced on members. Men who were employers dominated most of the committees,
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making it less likely that their employees would consider membership with the Institute.
Furthermore, the grandeur of its ₤8000 building, and the scale of the library, reading-room,
museum and lecture hall may well have proved a barrier to some working class citizens of
Ballarat. However, membership of the Institute came with a number of associated benefits. In the
first instance, members were able to freely access the Institute building. Their membership
entitled them to admittance to the library and reading room, and to the circulating library from
which they could borrow books. This privilege was withheld from those who had not paid the
membership fee. In addition, members were provided with free admission to many of the
Institute’s entertainments including the lectures that were such an important focus of nineteenthcentury culture. It was these privileges that were used by the committee to try to entice new
members to the Institute.
Notwithstanding the serious financial position of the Institute, the committee was not without
compassion for its less wealthy members. A resolution that highlights the liberal approach to
those who were having difficulty in paying their membership fees was passed in February of
1872 that:
inasmuch as the Institute is intended to benefit all classes, the secretary be empowered to accept
an explanation from any member being three months in arrears of his or her reason for not paying
the established subscription: and the secretary shall have power accordingly to retain the name of
such subscriber on the books of the institute. Every case to be reported to the committee. 815

It would seem that this resolution arose from particular instances where some members reported
difficulties in paying membership fees. The committee would seem to have been mindful of the
original aims of the Institute and intent on retaining the membership of all classes, particularly in
the face of the depressed economic conditions existing in the colony at that time.
An example of the measures undertaken to try to alleviate the desperate financial situation can be
seen in 1872, when each committeeman was provided with a receipt book containing twelve
receipts and asked to enrol twelve new members. Given that there were fifteen members of the
committee, if each of these men had enrolled twelve new members there would have been an
immediate increase of one hundred and eighty five new members. Of equal importance to the
Institute, was the potential for a commensurate increase in membership fees of some ₤194 5 0,
supposing that each of these new members had been adult males. However, the following Annual
Report specifically notes that an increase in subscriptions for that year only exceeded the
previous year by ₤10 8 0. 816
815
816
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This lack of success in enrolling new members was partly explained by the current depression in
the mining industry and a reduction in both population and capital held in the local district due to
the exodus of families to other districts. 817 Whilst there are no records existing to show just how
many new members the committee were able to enrol, it is clear that no committee member was
able to meet his target. Not only did the Institute fail to increase its membership numbers, the
secretary’s commission on membership subscriptions was also affected.
The committee was clearly mindful of the need to maintain a strong, committed executive during
these troublesome times. Despite his long and supportive association with the Institute, and his
recent generosity in personally guaranteeing the bank loan, the committee wrote to Thomas
Learmonth in late 1873, noting his removal from the district and soliciting his resignation as one
of the Trustees of the Institute. 818 A similar letter was sent to a second Trustee, James Stewart,
another of the original supporters of the Institute, who had left the colony. In response to the
request by the committee, both of these gentlemen submitted their resignations, thus severing the
Institute’s ties with two of its most committed and long-term supporters. 819
By 1875 the committee was able to congratulate the members on the more secure financial
position of the Institute, although it also recognised the need to recruit new members. During the
previous six months the committee had arranged, on a trial basis, a monthly entertainment, with
members being admitted free of charge. The experiment had proved successful, evidenced by an
increase in membership subscriptions of ₤145 8 3, 820 and the committee proposed continuing
with the entertainments for a further six months, at which time they would be reviewed. The
success of these entertainments continued in 1876 which may have accounted for the further
increase in membership subscriptions of ₤112 6 0. 821 The committee were thus encouraged to
extend the monthly entertainments for a further year. At that time the membership numbers stood
at 1095. 822 There was, of course, a cost involved in presenting these activities, which amounted
to ₤66 12 0 in 1875, and ₤58 8 6 the following year. 823 The popularity of these members’
entertainments epitomises the culture of Ballarat during the 1870s. From the dance-hall culture of
the 1850s, Ballarat had developed to such an extent that its population now sought more refined,
light entertainment. The programs presented by the Mechanics’ Institute met the higher standards
demanded by the more established society that was evolving by the late 1870s.
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Life Membership of the Mechanics’ Institute was frequently given to retiring committee
members, and was usually acknowledged in the Annual Reports. For example, the Annual Report
of 1870 notes that W Elliott and D O’Donnell, both retired vice-presidents of the Institute, had
been awarded ‘honorary Life Memberships, in recognition of their long and valuable services to
the Institute.’ 824 Again in 1875 J W Sayers, Samuel Ackman and Peter Cazaly were elected
Honorary Life Members ‘in consideration of their valuable services during the Exhibition and Art
Union.’ 825 Members of the Institute could still purchase Life Membership for the sum of ten
guineas. This ensured that there was always a lengthy list of Life Members.
In 1870 nine members purchased Life Membership with the Institute. 826 A list of all Life
Members at that time showed a total of ninety-four men and one lady Life Member. 827 The
gender imbalance in the Life Members List is understandable, given that at this time women
could only become members when nominated by their fathers or husbands, who also had to be
members. Added to this, many women would have lacked the financial resources to pay the life
membership fee of ten guineas. Similarly, life membership, unless presented by the Institute in
recognition of services provided, would have been outside the scope of many less wealthy
citizens of Ballarat at that time.
Many Annual Reports record life memberships awarded during the previous year, and there are
occasional examples of life memberships being presented to men who had provided special
services to the Institute.

For instance, as stated previously, James Logan was awarded an

Honorary Life Membership for donating the silver trowel used to lay the foundation stone of the
Institute building. 828 However, despite ‘the ladies’ being handsomely thanked for their
‘magnificent’ fundraising efforts, none were rewarded with life membership. Just why this was
the case is unclear, although it could be conjectured that as these ladies did not take a managerial
role in the fundraising efforts their contribution was less valued. Alternatively, it may have been
felt that to award life membership to females at this time would be outside acceptable social
boundaries.
The committee generally demanded that members adhere to high standards of behaviour within
the Institute, punishing miscreants with fines, expulsion, or in the case of some particularly
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serious instances, prosecuting through the law courts. 829 During 1876 a young member was found
guilty of writing insulting remarks on a desk in the library and was expelled by the committee. 830
Again in 1875 we see the committee instructing the caretaker to run a certain gentleman out of
the chess room whenever he entered, as he had paid nothing for four years. 831 However, on other
occasions the committee took a more liberal view, merely cautioning the miscreants for their
behaviour.
It would seem that personal connection to a member of the committee could in some instances
ensure a more lenient penalty than might otherwise have been the case. An example of this
occurred in the case of two male members of the Institute who insulted a number of ladies at a
lecture. The secretary’s report of the incident notes that ‘The disgraceful conduct of Messrs S F
Mann and T Greene at Mr Clark’s Lecture on Dickens was brought under the notice of the
committee.’ 832 Discussion on the matter was deferred. In the interim these two men were able to
write letters of apology to the women involved. At the next committee meeting it was reported
that ‘letters of apology had been received from the offenders to the ladies who had been insulted,
and the secretary indicated that he wished that the matter might be allowed to drop.’ 833 It would
therefore seem that the men received no penalty for their actions. Spielvogel has noted that both
men ‘were prominent’ in local circles. 834 When compared to the example of Joseph Logan being
expelled from the Institute for destroying a newspaper, 835 it would seem that either these men’s
social position was such that the committee was hesitant to punish them, or the honour of a
number of females weighed less in the minds of committeemen than the destruction of a
newspaper.

Popular Appeal — Library and Reading Room
Despite the exigencies of the 1870s the library continued to expand. In 1870 more than 500
volumes were added to the shelves. During that year one thousand and forty three members
borrowed over 22,000 books from the library. Unfortunately, during the annual stocktaking, it
was discovered that there were many valuable books missing. 836 The following year members
borrowed over 22,165 books. 837 Bate has described how in 1871 the Institute was taking ‘11
reviews, 44 magazines, 44 overseas (mainly British) newspapers, and 48 Victorian and 11 inter829
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colonial papers.’ 838 Many of these newspapers and journals were provided free of charge to the
Institute by their publishers. Annual Reports provide some indication of the increasing size of the
library. Unfortunately they do not always give accurate figures of the total number of volumes on
the shelves. 839 However we do know that by 1877 the number of books in the library totalled
over 11,000. 840
Although the committee purchased many new books each year, the Institute still relied on
donations from supporters to augment its collection. Some of them still remain in the collection
today, including a number of valuable rarities. The Minutes of the Committee Meeting held in
October 1872 record that Dr Embling presented first edition copies of Dombey and Son and
Bleak House to the Institute. 841 Despite its constrained financial position, the committee was
aware that it was necessary to continue to improve the facilities available to the members of the
Institute. By continuing to improve the amenities and increasing the books on the library shelves,
the committee felt that they could attract a greater membership.
The female members of the Institute were not forgotten during this period. During 1871-72 a
separate reading room was set up for the women and the general reading room was then reserved
for men only. 842 There are several reasons for this segregation of women from the men. The
committee took pains to purchase books and periodicals that would be popular with women and
children as well as male members, 843 and it was therefore reasonable and more convenient to set
aside an area specifically for these volumes. Secondly, this was one way in which the women
could be rewarded for their assistance to on-going fundraising efforts. A further reason may have
been that the committee was anxious to separate the women and exert a level of control over their
behaviour, as sometimes their noisiness proved a distraction to the male members. 844 The
unwritten rules of social respectability were becoming important to the rapidly evolving culture
of Ballarat. Women who wished to retain their social position were compelled to behave in a
manner that fitted nineteenth-century notions of ‘respectability.’ 845
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The perilous financial situation of the Institute was such that in 1873 the committee was forced to
reject an offer of books at a reduced cost, despite the urgent need to increase the number of
volumes in the library. 846 The continued expansion of the library relied heavily on the annual
government book grant. This had to be applied for each year, and there was no guarantee what
amount, if any, would be received. Throughout the decade there were several instances where the
money was at first not allocated to the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute, but was later received
following further appeals from the Institute secretary. The maximum amount granted in any one
year was usually ₤200, although the Institute did not always receive the full amount. Table 6.2
shows that in 1876 the Institute received no funding from the government, an issue not mentioned
in the Annual Financial Report for that year.
Table 6.2.

Comparison of Government Grants for books and Actual Expenditure
Year
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880

Government
Grant
₤
200
200
99
200
397
187
***
200
192
166
176

Annual Book
Expenditure
₤
497
258
334
460
*281
**424
**344
**285
**505
**398
**389

Source: Annual Financial Reports of the Ballaarat
Mechanics’ Institute, 1870-1880.
* This amount includes income received from sale of excess books.
**These amounts include the cost of bookbinding.
***No grant was received during this financial year.

On other occasions, such as in 1873-74 the Institute was fortunate to receive ₤397 16 2, although
the following year the amount was only ₤187 13 6. 847 However in 1876 the committee was
pleased to find that the ‘maximum amount of ₤200 has been obtained — the Ballaarat
Mechanics’ Institute being the only institution entitled to the full amount.’ 848 Table 6.2 clearly
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shows that despite the on-going grants, the committee nearly always spent more than double the
amount received each year on new volumes for the library.
Over a period of years the government attempted to restrict the book grant to those libraries that
admitted the public free of charge. The Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute clearly could not be
classed as ‘free,’ as only members were allowed to borrow books from the library. Early in 1877,
when further moves were made by the colonial government to restrict the book grant to free
libraries, 849 a sub-committee was formed to examine whether the Institute should change its name
to retain access to the government grants. This sub-committee, not unnaturally, recommended
that the Institute be turned into a Free Library. However, protracted debate over the issue resulted
in the committee rejecting the proposal, with only the sub-committee members voting for the
motion. This decision was to have ramifications in later years, when the government finally
decided to fund only free libraries. There were also more immediate and local consequences
arising from the decision.
The issue of free access to the Mechanics’ Institute had become one of considerable local interest.
Local newspapers took up the call for the committee to change the rules of membership and
become a free library. In particular, the Ballarat Courier ran a campaign aimed at persuading the
committee to alter its policy. When this proved unsuccessful, the Ballarat Courier joined in calls
for the establishment of a separate free library in Ballarat West. With the support of government
and the Ballarat City Council a free library was opened in the old mining boardroom in Camp
Street, in June 1878. 850 Thus in the short period since its establishment, and with a relatively
small population, the city of Ballarat possessed three major libraries; the new Ballarat City
Library; the Ballarat East Free Public Library; and the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute. The
establishment of these two competitors appears to have had little effect on the membership and
use of the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute, both of which continued to grow. The Institute also
continued to prove a popular venue for community events.
The Ballarat East Free Public Library provided the strongest competition to the Mechanics’
Institute. Weston Bate has questioned whether this library was ‘a bridge for the aspiring poor,’ or
whether it ‘merely reinforced the position of the articulate and successful.’ 851 He describes the
dominance of the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute as having ‘enshrined middle-class culture in a
849
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mildly intellectual club’ 852 thus making itself less attractive to the working class. His views have
support from both McCallum 853 and Mansfield. 854 By the 1880s many Mechanics’ Institutes and
public libraries had been transformed into little more than havens of respectability and venues for
community entertainment.
The Annual Report of 1877 reminds members of the benefits they enjoy through their
membership of the Institute, and urges them to bring these privileges to the notice of friends and
acquaintances. It notes that the reading room was open to members from 8.30am until 10.30pm,
with the library of over 11,000 volumes being open from 11am until 10.30pm. Members are
reminded that if they could each secure one additional member, the committee would be able to
purchase more than 2000 extra books for the library. 855 Again we see the linking of duty to
benefit.
During 1877 one of the committeemen, Henry Rawlings, raised the question of opening the
Institute library on Sundays. The initial committee response to this somewhat revolutionary idea
was not entirely favourable, and no action was taken at the time. However, it would appear that
substantial ‘behind the scenes’ lobbying took place, as the Annual Report presented in 1878 notes
that ‘a requisition, signed by fifty members, has been received, asking the Committee to bring the
matter before the Annual Meeting.’ 856 In accordance with the rules of the Institute, the committee
was compelled to take the issue to a vote of members.
The vote was held in August of 1878, with the Ballarat Star reporting that the ballot was open
from 9am to 9pm. Voting was only open to male members of the Institute, ‘much to the
indignation of Lady members who were debarred from voting.’ 857 It would appear that some of
the women wished to express an opinion on Sunday opening. However, Institute rules precluded
their inclusion. Only 247 members voted, with a majority in favour of Sunday opening. As a
result the library was opened from 2pm to 9pm each Sunday.
This decision placed the Institute in the vanguard of innovation, as it took place in defiance of
some members of the Institute and during a period marked by a more conservative approach to
Sunday activities. The Institute went ahead with the proposal, despite Protestant churches also
852
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voicing strong opposition to the changes. That the Mechanics’ Institute was willing to adopt the
measure in the face of church opposition is a clear illustration of the differences between the
power of the church in Britain and the greater secularity seen in Australian colonies at this time.
The committee noted in its next Annual Report that the result had not been encouraging, with
average Sunday attendance being only 25. Although questioning the value of the experiment, it
was resolved to continue for a further period. During the following year the committee agreed to
open the reading room rather than the library, a decision that resulted in a greatly increased
attendance. 858 By their willingness to open the Institute on Sundays the committee was acceding
to the wishes of the majority of its membership, in accordance with the rules of the Institute. The
decision to open the Institute on Sundays is also an indication that the committee was willing to
take an innovative approach to issues that would inevitably bring about both social and cultural
change within the Institute as well as potentially providing an example for other Institutes and
community organisations to follow.
It would appear that the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute was one of the first, if not the first, such
institution to open its doors on Sundays. 859 The Annual Report for 1883 notes that it was not until
then that ‘similar Institutions’ were considering opening on Sundays. The committee reported,
somewhat condescendingly, that ‘as the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute has now been open on
Sunday afternoon and evening for nearly five years, the Committee think it well to mention this
subject, and to state briefly that in their opinion the results of the Sunday opening are in every
respect most satisfactory.’ 860 Not only had the Institute led the way in opening its doors on
Sundays, it was also clearly willing to point out to the local community that its decision had
proved correct, and thus provide encouragement to other institutions considering taking this
course. 861 The contribution of the Institute to the path of cultural development within the Ballarat
district is clearly evident on this occasion.
The way in which successive committees changed the Institute’s rooms over time to maximise
the available space for the numerous activities that took place within its walls has been discussed
previously. The library and reading rooms were not isolated from these changes. Along with
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other activities, the library was moved, altered, and upgraded on a number of occasions. In 1878,
following the final repayment of the building debt, the committee was in a position to carry out a
number of improvements in the library and reading rooms. The Annual Report provides readers
with a clear impression of the importance placed on the role of library by the committee. New
desks and newspaper racks were installed in the reading room, while additional shelves for nearly
3000 books were added to the library. These rooms were also cleaned and redecorated, with
additional gaslights installed. The pride that the committee took in these renovations is clearly
evident in their statement that ‘the reading accommodation afforded to the members is now
unsurpassed, if equalled, in any part of the colonies.’ 862
The continuing value placed on embellishing the furnishings and fitments of the Institute building
may be likened to David Cannadine’s insistence that colonial culture owed much to its adoption
of British ‘display and ostentation, ceremonial and spectacle, flags and bunting. 863 From the
laying of the Institute foundation stone, through the pageant of formal farewell dinners for
colonial governors and gala openings of Exhibitions, the committee had utilised display and
ornamentalism to promote its standing within both the Ballarat community and amongst a wider
colonial audience.
During most of 1879 both the library and reading room were open every day of the week, but in
September of that year the committee decided that only the reading room would remain open on
Sundays. The reading room was stocked with numerous newspapers and magazines and should
members require further reading material, the librarian was required to supply books from the
library on request. This decision was to remain in force until the Second World War, when as an
austerity measure the decision was made to close the doors on Sundays. 864
In May of 1879 the librarian reported that almost all of the newspapers and magazines in the
ladies’ reading room had been mutilated and written on. Despite lengthy discussion in the
committee room, no action was taken. However, earlier that year a young man, Bertram Willison,
who was employed by an entertainment group at that time performing in the large lecture hall,
was detected mutilating a copy of the Geelong Advertiser. The Institute laid charges of criminal
damage against Willison. Secretary Batten’s Report Book notes the following:
The case against Bertram Willison was heard at the Police Court on the 14th instant and resulted in the
offender being fined 40/- with 21/- costs; in default a month’s imprisonment. The money not being
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forthcoming the young man was committed to prison. After two days a subscription was made and the fine
paid. 865

The actions of the committee in this instance clearly indicate a conflict over the decision to
prosecute the offender. In line with previous instances of vandalism, the committee initially filed
charges, however when the young man was jailed they displayed a level of compassion for his
situation, taking up a collection and paying his fine, thus ensuring his release from prison. No
further comment on this incident can be found in either the Institute’s internal records or in the
local newspapers. This episode highlights conflicting approaches to such incidents. Whilst the
committee was anxious to maintain its stringent approach to discipline and behaviour within the
Institute building, at least some of its committee were not willing to see a young man’s life ruined
over such a minor incident.
The circulating library, from which members could borrow books, was popular amongst the
members, as can be seen in Table 6.3 below. Unfortunately, no records were kept that would
identify whether those who borrowed from the circulating library were male or female, or
whether they were children or adults. Similarly, there is no record of which books were the most
popular.
Table 6.3.

Circulating Library figures for the 1870s

Year
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880

Number
Borrowers
1043
910
893
n/a
n/a
812
1095
1392
1057
1361
1481

of Total Number
of Borrowings
22000
22165
22156
n/a
21960
16753
29479
29252
27076
28702
30976

Source: Annual Reports of the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute, 1870-1880.

The committee was clearly aware of the value of this section of the library. Annual Reports show
that they placed great importance on the number of members borrowing from the circulating
library and also the total number of books borrowed. During these ten years the number of
members borrowing books rose from just over 1,000 to almost 1,500. At the same time the
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number of books borrowed increased from 22,000 to almost 31,000, indicating the support that
the circulating library received from members. Few Annual Reports mention the total number of
volumes on the shelves of the library, although most provide details of the total number of books
purchased during the preceding year. For example, the committee noted the number of new
volumes purchased during the preceding year had reached a high of more than 700 in 1880. 866
However, the Annual Report for 1877 advises members that the ‘number of volumes in the
Library is over 11,000.’ 867
A number of significant inferences can be drawn from the figures presented above. In 1875, for
instance, both the number of borrowers and the total number of books borrowed showed a sharp
decline from the previous year and from later years. No mention is made in the Annual Report for
1875 of just why the numbers fell. However, it could be conjectured that the fundamental reason
for the decline was the amount of time and effort that both committee and members of the
Institute were compelled to devote to the Fine Arts Exhibition and Art Union held during that
financial year. The Annual Report notes that ‘meetings were of almost daily occurrence’ for over
six months and although most of the burden fell on staff and committee men, other members of
the Institute were called on to assist, perhaps leaving less spare time for reading. 868 Again, in
1878 there was a decrease in both the number of borrowers and of the total number of borrowings.
It would seem that the establishment of the City Free Library during that year may have resulted
in the loss of several hundred members from the Mechanics’ Institute. Conversely, when the
billiard room was opened in 1879 there was a significant increase in both the number of
borrowers and in the total books borrowed from the library.
The popularity of the library and reading rooms was one source of satisfaction for the committee.
Whilst the use of these two rooms continued to grow, the committee was able to declare that they
were not only meeting the aims of the Institute, but were also embodying the nineteenth-century
culture of assisting those less fortunate than themselves to improve their situation. 869 However,
not all other areas of the Institute’s activities proved so popular. Throughout the decade the
lectures that had been one of the Institute’s primary aims failed to attract the large audiences of
previous years, with other entertainments proving more fashionable. The following section will
examine why the popularity of lectures declined.
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Lectures — Entertaining and Educational
During the early years of this decade, when the Institute was labouring under the huge debt, there
was little money available to devote to lectures, and even less to pay the lecturers. As a
consequence, the practice adopted in the early years of the Institute, of drawing on local sources
such as church leaders, doctors, and newspapermen, was continued. From 1870 to 1874 no
mention is made in Annual Reports of any lectures being delivered, and it was not until the
Annual Report of 1875 that mention was again made of lectures. However, the Minutes of the
Committee Meeting held on 16 July 1872 show that the committee had granted the Ballarat East
Public Library the use of the large hall to hold their lectures. This gesture of good-will may be an
indication that the relationship between the two institutions had thawed.
Almost all lecturers at the Institute were men. The Secretary’s Notebook provides the first
mention of the Institute engaging the services of a female lecturer. In 1876 Mr Batten writes that
‘it is suggested that the March entertainment be a lecture by Mrs Stenhouse, the Mormon
lady.’ 870 Batten’s submission was approved by the committee, and on 23 March of that year Mrs
Stenhouse lectured to an audience of three hundred and fifty six members. 871 The size of the
audience at this lecture was equal to many lectures presented during this period, although some of
the more well-known male speakers attracted an audience of up to seven hundred and fifty. The
lecture was repeated for a second night, with local newspapers providing wide coverage of the
event. Having converted to the faith, marrying a Mormon and bearing ten children, Mrs
Stenhouse had suffered the ‘evils of pluralism.’ 872 Becoming disenchanted with the life, she had
left the faith and written a best-selling book about her experiences, after which she had embarked
on a tour of lectures. When speaking out against polygamy, Mrs Stenhouse promoted the benefits
of monogamy, thus re-enforcing the norms of prevailing custom and culture.
Again in 1878 the committee agreed to engage Miss Turner of Melbourne to lecture on ‘Ill-Used
Men,’ for a fee of ₤5 5 0. 873 The Ballarat Star reported that Miss Turner, the celebrated Unitarian
minister, lectured to an audience of about four hundred, which included many ladies. Her lecture
concerned prominent men of history who had been ‘thoroughly ill-used by their fellows’ and was
liberally interspersed with witty comments that appear to have been very well received by her
audience. 874 Despite a number of lectures being given throughout the decade, these are the only
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instances where women were invited to speak. Given that many of the lecturers who were asked
to speak at the Institute were well known throughout the colony, it is clear that both numerically
and influentially, female lecturers, both within the Institute and in the wider community, were
less numerous.
The diversity of subjects presented at lectures, and the numbers of members attending, provide an
interesting view of the diversity of community interests. For instance, in 1877 Count de Gaba
delivered a lecture on his new system of Mnemonics which attracted an audience of over 450.
This lecture was followed by a similarly successful recital of Hamlet by John Robson. However
the Institute’s next lecture, on Marie Antoinette, drew a smaller audience of only 300. 875
Newspapers gave significant attention to these forthcoming events at the Institute, and much can
be deduced from the terminology of their reports. When a well-known speaker had been engaged,
the community was urged to attend, and the prowess of the speaker would be detailed for readers.
However, when less known or less respected lecturers had been engaged, little recommendation
was given. In 1878 the Hon W C Smith 876 delivered a lecture on ‘Electricity, telegraphy, and
telephony.’ The Ballarat Star reported that the hall was ‘well filled, and great interest in the
lecture was displayed by the audience.’ 877 The lecture was filled with discussion on ‘compound
batteries, the galvanic meter, conductors,’ 878 and finished with a discussion on a telephony
experiment being conducted ‘between the Academy of Music and the Mechanics’ Institute.’ 879
This is one of the few reported lectures dealing with ‘scientific’ subjects, as the original aim of
presenting lectures with a scientific basis had long been neglected.
During 1879-80 the committee decided to dispense with the monthly entertainments that had
been provided for several years, reporting that considerable difficulty had been experienced in
securing ‘entertainments of a suitable and attractive character.’ 880 As a consequence they had
engaged the services of Professor Pepper of the London Polytechnic to give a course of ‘his
celebrated Scientific Lectures.’ 881 Although the report gives no details of the content of these
lectures, it is obvious that they were well supported by the Ballarat community because the
committee at once made provision for a further series of six lectures on Astronomy. In many
ways it is remarkable that the Institute had returned to its original aim of providing for the
‘diffusion of literary, scientific, and other useful knowledge.’ 882 Not the least interesting aspect of
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these lectures was that unlike other series, members were required to pay to attend, although they
were admitted at half-price. The Annual Report indicates that Professor Pepper undertook these
lectures at commercial rates, thus obligating the committee to make a charge on members to
cover the costs. Attendance by the wider community was encouraged, again at the normal
commercial entrance price.
Perhaps the most striking aspect of the lectures during this period is that they would appear to
have been absent during the first five years of the 1870s, and then only occurred intermittently
during the second half of the decade. Their popularity would appear to have been waning and the
committee felt it was necessary to engage speakers from outside the local community, at
commercial rates, in order to command a wide audience. This decline in popularity came at a
time when the community was developing alternative organisations, interests and venues that
vied with the Mechanics’ Institute for patronage. 883 With this greater variety of entertainment and
other opportunities for social activities, the Mechanics’ Institute was faced with the need to
evolve to meet the changing local culture.

Classes, Clubs and the School of Design
Although the numerous classes begun by the Institute during the 1860s had not proved successful,
each succeeding committee remained steadfast in their resolve to provide educational facilities
for members. The most successful of the classes previously arranged by the Mechanics’ Institute
had been the art, French, drawing, singing and music classes. In response to local demand for this
form of tuition a School of Design was opened on 20 July 1870. 884 The committee’s decision to
establish the School of Design came at a time when the Victorian government had established a
Technological Commission ‘to enquire into existing educational agencies and to promote
technical education.’ 885 The Commission was a response to growing anxiety about the economic
and industrial future of the colony. Its establishment, according to Frances Gunn, ‘epitomised the
difficulties — the need for efficient technical education, and the dilemmas of how to establish,
quickly, a new system of instruction.’ 886 The School of Design, known initially as the Ballarat
West School, commenced with seventy seven students; twelve ladies and sixty five young men
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aged from nine to twenty one years. 887 Shortly after, a further School of Design was established
at the Ballarat East Free Library and another was opened at the City Free Library in 1879.888
School of Design classes were held in the Institute, although their management was not at first
under the direct control of the Committee. 889 During the first year of operation a total of one
hundred and forty students enrolled in the various classes, with an average attendance of one
hundred. 890 The first teachers, Messrs James Oldham, L E Bruun, C Abbott and J Drouhet were
warmly complimented on the efficient manner in which they had conducted the school during its
first year. Students were also applauded for the success their works achieved at an Exhibition
held in Melbourne during this time. Previously popular classes such as art and drawing, French,
music, singing and dancing, formed the central courses of the new School of Design. 891 The
Annual Report of 1871 gives no indication that the more academic classes of former years were
continuing, so it is possible to conclude that they had been abandoned some time prior to the
establishment of the School of Design.
Shortly after the Mechanics’ Institute established the School of Design, Justice Redmond Barry
opened the Ballarat School of Mines. 892 This was the first institution set up specifically to
provide those working within the mining industry with formal scientific instruction. It was
established, like the School of Design, as a direct response to the Royal Commission for
promoting Technological and Industrial Instruction. 893 Although receiving some financial support
from the government, the School of Mines relied heavily on local funding. 894 Over the next few
years, the School of Mines, the Mechanics’ Institute School of Design, the Ballarat City School
of Arts (established in 1879) and the Ballarat East School of Design co-existed and struggled to
develop their own niche. Although in competition with each other, it is evident that there was a
degree of interaction and support. For example, some of the teachers at the Mechanics’ Institute
School of Design also taught at the School of Mines. Lecturers from the School of Mines sought,
and were given, free access to the library of the Mechanics’ Institute, and when the museum at
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the Mechanics’ Institute was later closed, its large mineralogical collection was donated to the
School of Mines. 895
Succeeding Annual Reports of the Mechanics’ Institute, such as that for 1873, warmly
congratulate both pupils and teachers on their continuing success. During that year the work of
some of the more advanced students had been shown at an Exhibition in Melbourne, where they
were awarded a silver medal, two first-class awards one second-class and nine other prizes. A
number of other pupils were awarded honourable mentions. As a result of this success the
committee set aside the sum of ₤10 10 0 to be competed for by students in the forthcoming
year. 896 In July 1873 the committee agreed to take over management of the School of Design
from the men who had run it as a separate entity. 897 The committee then renamed it the Ballaarat
Mechanics’ Institute School of Design. 898 The Annual Report of that year proudly notes that the
school had one hundred and thirty one pupils, whose overall attendance had been good and
progress highly satisfactory. 899 The importance of drawing qualifications for teachers was
demonstrated in 1875 when ‘the Government voted funds for the teaching of drawing in schools
and qualified teachers were eligible to receive a bonus for teaching art.’ 900
The School of Design continued to flourish and by 1876 the committee were praising the
standard of tuition offered by teachers such as Messrs Bruun, Oldham, Turnbull and Llewelyn,
while at the same time still seeking broader community support for the classes. During the
following year the number of advanced students rose to a level where the teachers suggested that
‘an attempt should be made to establish a School of Art.’ 901 Particular mention was made of the
budding artists, the increased numbers attending the dancing classes and the popularity of the
singing classes. Whilst there is no mention of the gender composition of these classes is it likely
that there were a number of females participating. The committee proudly announced that an
Orchestral Society, with some twenty members, had been commenced. No further mention of this
society can be found, perhaps indicating that both its existence and success was limited.
In 1878 the School of Design was moved from the museum on the top floor of the building to an
area on the lower floor, when the top floor was converted to a billiard room. The committee and
staff of the school continued to be encouraged by the success achieved by a number of the
students. The students sat public examinations, and newspapers published the results. The
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photograph reprinted below was taken from an engraving of students at work on their
examinations in 1879.

Examination of the Schools of Design, held at Ballarat, The Illustrated
Australian News, 16 April 1877.

Later the same year, the results of these state-wide examinations were announced at the
conclusion of an Exhibition of all entries held in the Alfred Hall in Ballarat. These results were
published in the Ballarat Star, which reported that of the one hundred and ninety five prizes and
honourable mentions presented, Ballarat students were awarded forty six, ‘so that this district
showed well to the front.’ 902
By 1879 it was proposed to commence a matriculation class and a class for the study of
phonography [Pitman’s shorthand]. 903 A year later an elocution class was formed. 904 The Annual
Report for 1880 details the classes being taught in the School of Design, with the curriculum
including elocution, dancing, singing and matriculation studies, in addition to the regular art,
music and French classes. 905 The nature of this list of classes raises the question of whether they
were aimed at the ‘mechanic’ class or, as seems more probable, whether they were being
marketed for young ladies. Again, the high level of literacy that has earlier been referred to may
have ensured that there was insufficient demand for classes targeting the working class. By this
time, of course, the School of Mines had been established and those young men wishing to gain a
more scientific or technical education were drawn to its programs with competition also coming
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from the classes offered by the Ballarat East Public Library’s School of Design and the City
Academy of Arts.
The list of classes offered at the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute advised that if successfully
completed, they would result in enhanced employment opportunities, particularly for female
students, whose employment prospects were restricted by notions of respectability. The report
notes that the numbers attending the various classes continues to be very satisfactory, particularly
considering the ‘many other schools now in operation.’ 906 No mention is made in any of the
reports on the number of women enrolled in the various classes. 907 However, this school and the
various classes had a most important gender dimension and stimulated moves for tertiary
education in Ballarat. 908
In addition to the internally established and managed classes, the committee was keen to ensure
that the facilities of the Institute should be made available to as many community groups as
possible. Throughout this decade various rooms in the Institute were made available for hire by
groups and individuals to be used as classrooms or meeting rooms. In 1871 the committee was
approached by the Ballarat Farmers’ Club for the use of the Institute for their meetings. The
committee was pleased to agree to this request. Again, in 1872 the top floor museum room was
let for a fortnightly dancing class. 909
For a number of years the Institute had been the venue for Chess Club meetings and in 1873 the
committee authorised the setting up of the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute Chess Club, with
membership available to all Institute members. An area was set aside in the Smoking room 910 for
both chess and draughts to be played. 911 A number of local auctioneers also utilised the large
lecture hall for auctions and numerous community groups held their meetings in the smaller
rooms of the Institute. 912
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The Institute committee was proud of the success of one of its younger members, Henry Sutton,
who was born in Ballarat in 1856. 913 Although he had finished his formal schooling by the time
he was twelve, it is claimed that he had read every scientific book at the Mechanics’ Institute
before he turned fourteen. 914 In 1874 Sutton won a competition held by the Institute to design a
large vase; a design that was later used as the basis for the first prize in the Art Union held during
that year. In recognition of his win he was awarded a medal. Sutton became a symbol of the new
age, designing a dynamo, experimenting with electric light, the telephone, a vacuum pump, and
refining the electric battery. His work was published in British scientific journals and acclaimed
by the Royal Society, and he was later to teach at the School of Mines. 915

From Mineral Museum to Billiard Room
One of the original aims of the Institute had been to provide the community with a museum that
would contribute to the scientific and educational elevation of the minds of those who viewed its
contents. However such was the financial situation of the committee in the early 1870s that it
agreed to rent out the room housing the fledgling museum for fortnightly dancing classes. The
committee received ₤1 per night, exclusive of the cost of gas. This provided a small, but much
needed, income for the Institute and the committee voted to allocate all rentals received to
reducing the bank debt.
During this period several attempts were made to win approval from the committee to establish a
billiard room in the area on the top floor of the Institute, which at that time was occupied by the
Museum. 916 However the idea was not favoured by a majority of the committee. It was felt by
some members that a billiard room would lower the tone of the Institute. Spielvogel notes that at
that time ‘billiards was considered a low, demoralizing game.’ 917 It was during this same period
that a request was received from the newly established School of Mines that the large
mineralogical collection, housed in the Museum, should be handed over to the school. The
committee refused to consider the request at that time. Whilst the museum was not proving as
popular with the members as had been anticipated, the committee felt an obligation to maintain
the facility, as this had been one of the original aims of the Institute.
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Several long-term members of the Institute committee, Messrs Bickett, 918 Wheeler and
Rawlings, 919 continued on a number of occasions, with their attempts to gain support for the
proposed Billiard Room. However, they had great difficulty in getting the proposal approved by a
General Meeting of the members. 920 It was not until the 1879 Annual Report that the committee
was able to advise its members that a billiard room had been established. Officially opened on 8
February 1879, members were allowed free billiards for the day. Beginning with three tables, the
venture was such a success that within three months a fourth table was added. 921 The clear
expectation of the committee was that the introduction of a billiard room would result in many
new members. Significantly, use of the billiard tables was explicitly restricted to members of the
Mechanics’ Institute. 922
In order to be able to purchase the tables the committee was forced to seek an overdraft of ₤250.
The manager of the London Chartered Bank, which had been the Institute’s banker almost since
its inception, refused to sanction a loan for the billiard tables, so the committee removed their
accounts to the Union Bank, which was willing to set up an overdraft for them. 923 One wonders
at the reasoning behind the London Chartered Bank’s refusal to loan such a small amount as ₤250
to the Institute, when it had previously provided an overdraft of more than ₤6500, an amount that
the Institute had proved able to repay. It could perhaps be conjectured that it was the fact that the
money was to be used to purchase billiard tables that lay behind the refusal to provide funding.
The billiard room’s suitability as an activity within the Mechanics’ Institute is another issue to be
considered. Clearly it was outside the original aims and objects of the Institute. Furthermore, it
was not considered to be a particularly high-minded or morally uplifting activity at that time. An
added consideration was the religious affiliation of many of the members of the Institute.
Gambling, in any of its many forms, was frowned upon by a number of churches such as the
Presbyterian, Wesleyan and Primitive Methodist 924 denominations and many of the Institute’s
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original members had been men from Non-Conformist backgrounds. It was common practice for
wagers of threepence to be placed on each game of billiards. However, archival records of inward
correspondence held at the Institute show no letters of remonstrance being received from
members or from Church leaders on this issue, unlike their strong opposition to the Art Union in
1877.
Within a few months, the committee were gratified to be able to report to the Institute’s members
‘that the opening of the room has attracted many new subscribers.’ 925 The committee’s
expectations concerning the billiard room were typical of most of the Institute’s activities. It was
explicitly spelled out to members that such innovations were expected to become revenue raisers
once they were established, and they were also required to attract new members to the Institute.
Hence the committee’s satisfaction in being able to report an increased membership following the
establishment of the billiard room, which to their satisfaction provided a justification for their
efforts.
Despite Committee Meeting Minutes which list the cost of billiard tables at ₤150 each, 926 and
necessary improvement to the room costing ₤100, the Annual Report only shows a total cost of
₤324 12 0. 927 As the Financial Report for 1879 does not record any income received from the
Billiard Room, it may be that the income was deducted from the total cost prior to the Financial
Report being drawn up, with the remainder of the cost being met from cash reserves. If this was
the case, the Billiard Room was proving extremely popular with the members of the Institute. In
order to play billiards, members had to pay an extra 5/- annually on top of their normal
membership fees, and an additional charge of six pence for a game of 50. 928 Later Annual
Financial Reports each provide details of income received from the Billiard Room, with the 1880
Annual Report also noting that the initial setting up expenses of the Billiard Room had been over
₤700. 929
In 1872 the Mechanics’ Institute had been asked to consider handing over the mineralogical
collection to the Ballarat School of Mines. 930 The committee resolved that the request be ‘not
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entertained’ at this time. However, when the committee decided to establish the billiard room, it
was finally agreed to hand over the mineralogical exhibits formerly displayed in the museum to
the School of Mines. This provided a suitable solution to their dilemma over where to store the
museum exhibits once the billiard room was established. The new billiard room provided
members with a further facility for social activity, whilst at the same time the various social
entertainments, that were so representative of contemporary popular culture, continued in other
areas of the Institute building.
The egalitarianism of early Ballarat society was, by this time, giving way to more defined class
and social divisions, although the gold prospecting generation with its more egalitarian attitude
still survived. These men had established a strong tradition of public spiritedness and
philanthropy, which lingered throughout the 1870s and 1880s. 931 This spirit was clearly evident
in the activities of the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute, whose membership was reflective of this
earlier group of men.

The Institute’s Influence on Developing Culture, Class and Society
Throughout the years numerous entertainments and commercial ventures were held in the
Institute building, each adding to the cultural and social dimensions of the normal activities of the
Institute. During its earliest years, the Institute was one of the few buildings large enough to
provide a venue for big events. Local benevolent societies and groups such as the Hospital
committee, Benevolent Asylum, Orphan Asylum, and the Ballaarat Female Refuge Committee all
held meetings and social gatherings in the Institute. Events providing a specifically cultural
impact included lectures, soirées, Fine Art Exhibitions, bazaars, concerts and balls. In 1872 the
committee gave permission for regular Quadrille Parties to be held in the hall. 932 Other activities
of a less specific nature included auction sales, political meetings and other public meetings.
As previously mentioned, the number and variety of activities and entertainments presented at the
Mechanics’ Institute during the 1870s were significantly influenced by the debt incurred in
completing the Institute building. The committee was forced to embark on a series of on-going
entertainments and other fundraising events, in order to create sufficient funds to service the
building debt. Some of these activities were to bring forth criticism from a number of local
ministers and from within the wider community. But pragmatism and financial need forced the
committee to take a more secular approach.
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The heavy debt incurred in 1869-70 galvanised the Institute committee into arranging a number
of fundraising ventures. The first, of course, was the 1869 Fine Arts Exhibition, containing
around 1000 exhibits, held to celebrate the completion of the building, which was discussed in
the previous chapter. Its cultural and social success was clearly demonstrated in the attendance of
over 46,000 people. Bate has estimated that the population of Ballarat at that time was around
forty seven thousand. 933 Even taking into account visitors from other districts, the huge
attendance would tend to indicate widespread local participation. This would have inevitably
provided an opportunity for the committee to canvas for memberships. 934 The event would seem
to have been perceived by the committee as presenting a two-fold opportunity. In the first
instance, the economic benefit to be gained was imperative if the Institute was to move towards
financial stability. Secondly, the committee were clearly aiming to present the Exhibition as a
demonstration of the social development of the Ballarat district and the level of community
support for such cultural exhibitions that existed within this rural city.
An Art Union that was held in conjunction with the Fine Arts Exhibition was not a financial
success. The Financial Report for 1870 shows that income received from the Art Union totalled
₤540 10 0, with expenses of ₤519 0 0 leaving very little profit. The Annual Report mentions that
as the receipts were almost ₤500 short of the anticipated ₤1000, it had been necessary to alter the
prize list, although it was ‘deemed desirable to retain a first prize of ₤100.’ 935 It is interesting that
the committee was able to make these changes without attracting widespread community
condemnation, or indeed coming to the attention of local police. 936
The Institute’s need to raise such large amounts in order to repay the building debt could be seen
as the catalyst for succeeding committee’s use of lotteries. Given the relative influence of the
church, particularly the Presbyterian, Wesleyan and Primitive Methodist churches, 937 it is
somewhat remarkable that during the first fifteen years the Institute received little protest against
what was clearly gambling. In January of 1873 the committee had purchased a large pair of
globes for ₤15 938 and these globes were used on a number of occasions for the drawing of raffles
and Art Union prizes. They were also frequently loaned or hired out to other community
organisations. In the context of this thesis, the willingness of the Institute committee to both
purchase the globes and also to allow them to be used by other institutions, would indicate that at
least initially, a majority of the members raised no objections regarding any possible harmful
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effects emanating from gambling. Little community comment was aroused from the initial
purchase of the globes. However, community attitudes were changing and the Institute was to
later face a moral order backlash from a section of its membership, as well as a number of
religious leaders.

The two globes which still contain the marbles.
Courtesy of the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute.

Not all activities held in the Institute during the 1870s were of a cultural nature. The secretary
advised the committee in April of 1872 that ‘acting under the instructions of the President and
Vice Presidents he had let the Lecture Room for two Auction Sales.’ 939 Following this unilateral
decision the committee approved a resolution ‘that in future, Auction Sales of a respectable
character be permitted in the Lecture Room and that the secretary’s action in letting it for two
sales be approved of.’ 940 It is apparent that this departure from the original high aspirations and
purpose of the Institute owes much to the parlous financial situation that the committee was in.
The committee needed the income that the hire of the hall would generate, but at the same time
by stipulating that the auctions must be of a ‘respectable character’ it was setting the boundaries
of respectability on such hirers of the Institute’s facilities.
Community use of the Institute continued throughout this period, with the committee actively
supporting some of these events. In June of 1873 Dr Hudson hired the large lecture hall for a
Grand Ball, and was given the use of the Smoking Room as a Ladies Cloak Room for the evening.
The committee also decided to close the library at 9 o’clock that evening, so that members could
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attend the ball. 941 We see again the close ties between the Institute and outside users of the
facilities, which allowed a free flow of ideas and culture, and assisted in keeping the Institute a
part of the wider community rather than be seen as a separate entity.
During the 1860s the committee had repeatedly rejected members’ requests to be allowed to
smoke in the Institute. In 1872 they bowed to on-going pressure and set aside an area where
smoking was permitted. 942 The committee records show that the ‘smoking and chess room’ had
been removed upstairs. 943 Apparently the level of smoking within the Institute became so
widespread that in 1878 an application was made to the committee for a non-smoking room to be
set aside for chess and draughts. 944 Unhappily for those who sought a smoke-free area, the
committee denied their request.
Despite the committee following a generally conservative path, not all of the events for which the
Institute’s facilities were hired met with unanimous community approval. Records show that the
Institute was served with a number of summonses, sometimes relating to fair trading and
competition. An example of this occurred in 1873, when the proprietor of the Theatre Royal, R S
Mitchell, 945 laid a charge against the Institute and the owners of The Christy Minstrels, for
holding performances without the relevant licences. The charges were later dismissed by the
magistrate, but not before the Institute had been put to the trouble and expense of hiring a lawyer
to defend the case. 946 As a result, the committee were compelled to secure a licence from the
Chief Secretary, authorising them to hold entertainments in the building. This was a further
instance of the proprietor of Her Majesty’s Theatre complaining about entertainments at the
Mechanics’ Institute, which were often in competition with those being provided by the Theatre.
Again in 1876 we see the secretary, Mr Batten and two committee members, Messrs Rawlings
and Bickett, being summonsed by police for distributing gifts at the Bazaar and Fine Arts
Exhibition. 947 The case was dismissed at the local Ballarat court, with the prosecution agreeing to
state a case for the Supreme Court. 948 The secretary sought legal advice from the law Department
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as to the Institute’s liability. His meeting records show that the committee, ‘on the authority of
the Attorney General’ was authorised to continue the distribution of gifts as before. 949
The grand and somewhat intimidating façade of the building gives no hint of the tempestuous
behaviour that occasionally took place within its walls, while archival records provide details of
the sometimes less than harmonious conduct of some of the members of the Institute. The
incident concerning Henry Rawlings, discussed above, is all the more remarkable because he was
one of the longest serving committee members of the Institute and had a reputation as a stern,
austere man, unlikely to be involved in unruly behaviour. 950 Later committee reports note that
Blewett, the member who had laid the police charges, had previously been fined a total of ₤5 1 0
for assaulting Messrs Rawlings and Bickett and using insulting language, which may have
provided the motivation for his allegations to the police. 951
The cultural implications surrounding the Institute’s reliance on Art Unions to raise sufficient
funds to repay the building debts is a matter of some significance. During the 1860s there had
been little opposition to this form of fundraising. The Art Unions of that period were well
supported by the local community. This was a time when many societal structures and
institutions had yet to be established, and the more relaxed egalitarian spirit of the diggings was
still dominant. By the middle of the 1870s however, local society had developed, the churches
were established, greater numbers of women were settled in the district and the mood had
changed.
The question of changing cultural patterns and socially acceptable behaviour became an issue of
debate in 1877, when the committee decided to hold a further Art Union. Fierce community
opposition was encountered, with the ministers of a number of Ballarat churches writing to both
the Institute and local newspapers condemning the proposal and pointing out the negative social
effects of previous lotteries. 952 Despite the committee adhering to its policy and voting
unanimously to deny ‘the right of anyone to interfere with management,’ such was the level of
community concern over this issue that a Special General Meeting of members of the Institute
was held. James Oddie moved a motion expressing his disapproval of the proposal to hold the Art
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Union. However this was defeated by a large majority of the members in attendance and the Art
Union went ahead. 953
Two issues arising from this Art Union need further discussion. The profit of more than ₤1518 954
was sufficient to repay the remainder of the building debt, leaving a surplus for the committee to
purchase much needed books for the library and carry out a number of improvements to several
rooms. The second issue concerns the protest of the local ministers. Despite their unsuccessful
attempt to stop the event, the 1877 Art Union proved to be the last occasion on which the
Institute attempted to raise funds through lotteries. With the building debt now repaid there was,
of course, less need for such fundraising occasions in the future. However, it could also be
suggested that the level of community unease over such types of fundraising may have influenced
future committees of the Institute to look to other means of raising funds. I would argue that as
the local community became established and its class hierarchies more clearly differentiated, a
more rigid set of social values and expectations brought pressure on community organisations
such as the Mechanics’ Institute to conform to more restricted standards of cultural and social
behaviour. 955 Nowhere was this pressure more public than in the editorials and letters to the
editor of local newspapers.
As the Institute became more conservative, its standards of dress and behaviour also became
more restrictive. This occasionally drew critical comment from some sections of the local
community. For instance, a letter published in The Ballarat Star criticises the Institute for not
welcoming the working class as either members or visitors. The correspondent, signing himself
as ‘A Miner,’ writes that
Men dressed in moleskins are not the sort of patrons that the committee are desirous of securing, but the
spurious aristocracy are always welcome visitors with or without a member’s card. Why not have a room set
apart for working men with a notice posted on the door “free admission?” If I remember correctly, the site of
the Mechanics was granted freely by our liberal Government, and the working-man’s shillings and halfcrowns assisted to erect the present edifice; and I think they should be treated in the same liberal manner as
they are at the Eastern Library and reading-room. 956

The writer argues that the name Mechanics’ Institute is inappropriate, ‘because mechanics are not
welcome visitors to this establishment.’ 957 There would appear to have been a perception,
amongst some sections of the Ballarat community that the Mechanics’ Institute had moved away
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from its original egalitarian aim of providing for all classes, becoming instead a haven for the
conservative middle class.
Despite the committee’s prime focus during much of the decade being its concern over the
financial situation, it was also anxious to address the original aims of the Institute. The highlights
of 1874 were, of course, the Art Union, Fine Arts Exhibition and the Promenade Concerts that
were held over an extended period of some one hundred and twenty nights. These have been
discussed previously in this chapter, in the context of their financial rewards to the Institute. The
cultural and social influence of this series of events was also clearly extensive, with many
thousands of patrons attending the numerous entertainments. Significantly, there appear to have
been no letters of protest against any of the performances, and local newspapers were unanimous
in their praise. Such activities provided both entertainment and cultural value to the local
community. The committee would have been aware of the popularity of this type of event, given
their earlier experience with a series of monthly entertainments.
In 1874 the committee had decided to adopt a suggestion by one of the committeemen, Alexander
Marshall, to provide an entertainment each month for the members, ‘with the view of
popularising the Institute, and consequently increasing the number of subscribers.’ 958 Those
members in arrears with their subscriptions were not allowed free admittance to the
entertainments. The first six activities consisted of lectures by the Reverends Greenwood and
Clark; a concert by the United States Minstrels; a drawing-room entertainment by Mr and Mrs
George Case (Mrs Case was the well known vocalist Grace Egerton); a further concert by the
Star Combination Troupe; and an opera ‘The Bohemian Girl,’ presented by the Ballarat
Harmonic Society. 959 The lectures presented by the Reverends Greenwood and Clark indicate the
on-going support provided by local clergy. These entertainments would seem to have held broadbased popular appeal, as the Annual Report for that year noted that ‘the results have been, on the
whole, satisfactory — the subscriptions received during the year being ₤145 8s 3d in excess of
the preceding year.’ 960 The committee attributed this increase in membership to the popularity of
the entertainments. These events were obviously aimed at achieving broad-based popular appeal.
In no way could it be claimed that they were primarily educational. Their social and cultural
aspects were clearly recognised, both by the committee and by members of the local community.
As a result, it was decided to extend them for a further year, a decision that resulted in a further
increase in subscriptions of more than ₤112. 961
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In addition to the events it sponsored, the committee also continued to support the use of the
Institute’s facilities by outside groups and organisations. However, not all external hirers of the
Institute’s rooms produced a financial success. Correspondence records show numerous instances
where requests were made for a reduction in the hiring fee. In one instance the Institute
committee ‘arranged with the Harmonic Society for a concert…in consideration of which the
Institute is to forgo its claim of ₤19 10 0 and to guarantee ₤12 for the payment of vocal and
instrumental performances.’ 962 In instances such as this, both groups benefited financially; the
Institute was also able to provide cultural entertainment to its members at a very low cost; and
goodwill was generated between both groups.
Not all of the Institute’s fundraising activities were financially successful. For instance, in 1876
the committee decided to hold another Fine Art Exhibition and Promenade Concert series,
following the success of previous Exhibitions. Held during the winter months, they were not well
supported by the wider Ballarat community. The Financial Report for that year provides no
figures on the events but the committee notes that they were ‘not patronised as their object
deserved.’ 963
One of the reasons why community patronage was not as strong as on previous occasions may
have stemmed from a letter of protest,
signed by seven local clergymen, who
questioned the decorum of one of the
entertainments being given at the
Institute, believing it to be indecent and
offensive, and demanded that the
committee

ban

performances.

any
The

further
particular

entertainment was by Mademoiselle
Franzini, ‘The Queen of the Bicycle.’
On the other hand, the clergy may have
been reflecting changing community
attitudes. Protracted discussion took
place

at

a

committee

meeting

concerning the charges laid. Ultimately
Above: A copy of Mmlle. Franzini’s letter to the Editor
of the Ballarat Star, published 26 August, 1876.
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the committee decided not to act on the demands made by the ministers. Mademoiselle Franzini
wrote to local newspapers protesting against the ‘ungenerous and unmanly attack’ by the
ministers, who she believed had not viewed her performance. 964 Letters of support for
Mademoiselle Franzini, printed in the newspapers, added to the furore. 965 A great deal of public
goodwill was lost, as the community took sides over the matter and attendances were
consequently much reduced. This same letter from the local ministers also questioned some of the
paintings accepted for the Exhibition, which they believed were of a dubious nature. 966
The outcome from this event deserves some discussion. It would seem evident that the protest by
local ministers influenced the actions of many within the local community not to support the
event. The publication of the ministers’ protest in local newspapers led to many letters to the
editors. A number accepted the view put forward by the ministers, although some were
supportive of the Institute’s right to present entertainments including the one causing such tumult
within the district. Community unease over this issue would indicate a more conservative local
culture to that of previous decades, as Ballarat became more established. The opinions of these
seven ministers held considerable value amongst their congregations and for this reason
influenced many to stay away from the Exhibition and Concerts.
The committee’s approach to religious observance during the Easter and Christmas periods
provides an interesting view of the culture of that time. On several occasions, Easter celebrations
provided an opportunity for the Institute to present concerts and other quasi-religious
performances. On Good Friday 1877, for instance, the committee presented a ‘Sacred Concert of
a very attractive character,’ which netted a profit of around ₤17, half of which was retained by
the Institute. 967 Again this provides evidence of the tying together of financial gain for the
Institute and providing for the public good.
It may have seemed that the Institute building was becoming a general-purpose community hall,
available to all who wished to make use of its facilities. However, this is clearly not entirely
correct. A number of proposed users of the Institute were refused permission to hire the venue as
they were felt to be unsuitable for presentation in the Institute. In 1877, for instance, the lecture
hall was engaged by a Mr Carlyon for what the secretary had understood to be an
‘entertainment.’ The committee was provoked into action when advertisements appeared in local
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newspapers notifying the public that a boxing match was being arranged and would be held in the
Institute. The motion passed by the committee when the true proposed use became known reads,
‘That under no circumstance shall the Hall be used for the boxing match advertised by the lessee
Mr Carlyon and he be informed that all necessary steps shall be taken to prevent same.’ 968 The
ensuing debate between Carlyon and the committee resulted in the committee seeking legal
advice as to its rights in the matter. At the last moment, Carlyon moved the fight to the Alfred
Hall. The committee’s determination to prevent the boxing match taking place on its premises
would indicate the strength of their resolve to maintain the Institute’s position as a provider of
‘elevated’ entertainment, rather than losing its cultural tone through such ‘base’ activities.
The committee’s determination that the boxing match should not be held in the Institute was
based on a number of reasons. Firstly, a boxing match was clearly not within the original scope
of the Institute’s aims. Secondly, by that time the Institute was in a position where it could
exercise greater control over the type of entertainment allowed within its walls. No longer was it
so reliant on rental income. The debt was now within manageable proportions, enabling the
committee to be more selective about the type of entertainment allowed. A third reason for the
committee’s unwillingness to allow the boxing match to take place could well be found in the
level of cultural awareness now existing in the Ballarat community. Gone were the ‘frontier’ days,
when women were rare on the goldfields and issues of culture and propriety received little
attention. With the advent of a greater number of females and the development of a more
cohesive social structure, the ‘rough and ready’ acceptance of ‘lower’ cultural activities within
such a prominent institution was not to be tolerated, particularly if the Institute wished to uphold
its position within local social circles.
However, the Institute committee was always eager to encourage diverse entertainments for the
members and wider community. In 1878 the committee agreed to hire out a room in which a
company of glassblowers were to perform. 969 This group was so popular with the local
community, that the committee later engaged them to provide an entertainment for the members
of the Institute. 970 This particular event provides an example for the contention that the Institute
was itself influenced by the values of the wider community.
Throughout 1877 the committee also provided a series of public entertainments for both members
and the wider community. During July of that year a marionette group, engaged by the committee,
proved very popular. Over 400 members of the Institute were admitted free to a Friday night
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performance, and the Institute received an overall profit of ₤70. 971 Later in the same year the
Buckley and Simpson Troupe of entertainers was engaged for seven nights, gaining a similar
popularity with local audiences. One puzzling aspect of these entertainments is that despite
clearly stating in Committee Minutes that at least some generated a considerable profit, the
Annual Financial Report for that year shows an overall loss of over ₤32. It would seem that some
of this series of entertainments must have proved financially unsuccessful. 972
Again in 1879 there is mention in the Annual Report of a loss on members’ entertainment of
₤28. 973 One reason for the losses may have been the cost of bringing these groups to Ballarat and
then paying for their performances. In some instances the committee appears to have provided
the hall free of charge. The performers were then able to charge an admission fee for general
public performances in return for a free performance for members of the Institute. However, on
most occasions the committee had to meet the full cost of these entertainments. In such instances,
the committee itself would charge non-members an admittance fee, in order to recoup some of
their costs. Audience numbers at some of these regular monthly entertainments were extremely
large. For instance, a performance given by Hall’s Comedy Company on 14 October 1879
attracted an audience of 687 members of the Institute. 974 The report notes that ₤28 10 0 was taken
at the door, which after expenses had been deducted, leaving a cost to the Institute of ₤5 4 0.
With such a wide variety of events taking place within the Institute, it was not remarkable that
some unruly behaviour should occur from time to time. The committee was generally able to
maintain control over the actions of members and visitors inside the Institute. However, on
occasion they were faced with behavioural problems that they were unable to solve internally. In
1879 the committee was obliged to secure the cooperation of local police to control ‘gangs of
larrikins’ who gathered at the entrance to the Institute every Sunday evening. 975 These young
men would ogle the ladies and jeer the men as they entered the Institute, causing much
annoyance and occasional scuffles between the young men and members. These incidents
provide evidence of class divisions and a growing sense of class consciousness.

Women — the Not so Invisible Ingredient
The establishment of the School of Design in 1870 was to provide one of the most beneficial
advances for local women. From its inception it was clearly a socially acceptable pathway
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through which women could obtain advanced skills and accomplishments that would, in some
instances, lead to careers in education, or to their wider recognition in the fields of art and music.
Unfortunately, the records of the School of Design, held at the Mechanics’ Institute, provide little
specific information on the numbers of women attending the classes, or indeed which classes
were most popular with these women. Local newspapers, however, do supply some information,
especially when prize winners are announced. For example, a report in the Ballarat Star provides
details of the number of students enrolled and the names of successful students. 976 In 1879 the
Ballarat Star has a report of the Technological Commission’s Exhibition at Ballarat East and
again gives the names of prize winners. 977 The list shows that women were liberally represented
amongst the winning exhibits.
It would seem that although women were welcomed in the Institute, and their fundraising efforts
continued to be essential throughout much of this decade, on occasion their presence was deemed
disruptive. The Secretary’s informal Report Book notes that on 28 April 1871 secretary Batten
recommended to the committee that ‘a screen be made for the ladies’ room with some shutters
which are about the place as the same can be done at the expense of a few shillings.’ This
segregation of the two sexes is indicative of nineteenth-century attitudes. Obviously the
recommendation was supported by the committee, because on 26 May of the same year Batten
was able to report that the screen had been erected, and the area was now set aside as a ladies’
only area, with the General Reading Room being reserved exclusively for the men. This occurred
during the period of the Institute’s greatest financial distress, when the huge debt owed to the
bank was threatening the very existence of the Institute. Later in this same year we read that ‘a
carpet and fender have been purchased by Mr Claxton for the Ladies Room.’ 978
During this same year the Annual Report also noted that the committee had invited the cooperation of the ladies, who have decided to hold a “Christmas Tree and Fancy Fair.” In return,
the committee held out the hope that if the fair was financially successful they would endeavour
to add some ‘comfort and convenience’ to the ladies’ area. 979 It would seem that difficulties must
have arisen, because there is no further mention of the proposed event, it was not reported in
local newspapers, and no mention was made in the next Annual Financial Report of any income
received.
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Despite lacking a role in the management of the Institute, the ladies were both welcomed and
protected by the committee. Their actions and behaviour within the Institute were also controlled
and regulated at the same time. However, providing they presented themselves in a respectable
manner their presence in the Institute was assured. The standard of behaviour expected of both
male and female members was clearly defined and adhered to on most occasions. However, the
ladies did on occasion act in a manner considered inappropriate, with the committee quick to
address the situation in such instances. Similarly, should any of the male members of the Institute
act in an improper way towards the ladies, the committee were empowered, and on occasions did,
discipline the men.
Just how even-handed this discipline was, remains open to conjecture. For instance, as previously
described, the insulting behaviour of two male members towards several ladies at a lecture held
in the Institute was brought to the committee’s attention. Disciplinary action was postponed,
giving the men time to write letters of apology to both the women and the committee. The
committee then decided to accept this apology and no further action appears to have been taken
to discipline the men. 980 Spielvogel also mentions this incident in his work, noting that both of
these gentlemen were ‘prominent men’ within the local community. 981 A comparison could be
drawn between this event, where the perpetrators faced no disciplinary action from the committee,
and other occasions, such as the defacing of books, or mutilation of newspapers, where members
were expelled.
Incidents involving poor behaviour were not confined to the male members of the Institute. There
are several examples where women raised the ire of male staff and committee. For instance, in
1875 we see that the secretary drew the attention of committee to remarks written in the Ladies’
Suggestion Book. He was directed by the committee to ‘paste together the pages of the
Suggestion Book in the Ladies’ Reading Room,’ and to post a notice in their room stating ‘that
the book was not to be the receptacle of idle and impertinent remarks.’ 982 No details were given
of just what these idle and impertinent remarks were, and the Ladies’ Suggestion Book is no
longer in the archives of the Institute. 983 No particular lady was mentioned in the Minutes, so it is
probable that the offending remarks were not signed.
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We see again in 1879 that the actions of certain women were brought before the committee. The
Minutes of a committee meeting note that:
considerable annoyance is experienced by readers in the Library through the misconduct of certain young
ladies who appear to make appointments with the gentlemen and carry on noisy conversations in the recesses.
They have been repeatedly remonstrated with but treat the Librarian with the utmost contempt. 984

No mention is made in this report of the young men being censured for their boisterous behaviour.
Perhaps this could be seen as an example of the double standards of the time. 985
Some time later, the behaviour of a number of women in the Ladies’ Reading Room was also
brought to the attention of the committee. Numerous newspapers and periodicals were found to
be ‘mutilated or had lewd remarks written on them.’ 986 The issue became so widespread and
disturbing to the committee that it was decided to close the room and reserve a separate long
table in the library for the ladies, so that staff and committee could monitor the behaviour of the
ladies. Again we see Henry Rawlings moving a motion ‘that the Ladies Room be closed … and
that one of the long tables in the Library be reserved for the exclusive use of Ladies.’ 987 This
stalwart of the Institute was renowned for his stern attitude towards misbehaviour, but was also
shown on several occasions to willingly accept the need to adapt to the changing needs of
members. There are a number of instances where the proposals that he took to the committee
were not adopted; however on this occasion the committee gave complete support to his motion.
This would seem to indicate that the male-only committee felt the need to monitor the behaviour
of the women. No mention is made of any female protest against their loss of a separate area,
indicating that women lacked the power, or even an avenue through which they could appeal this
decision. During 1873 an alteration to the rules concerning female members of the Institute was
made. In an attempt to attract more members it was resolved that ‘all unmarried Ladies be
admitted members at 10/- per annum.’ 988 Previously women could only become members if
nominated by their fathers or husbands, who also had to be members of the Institute.
The ladies were not forgotten in Annual Reports. For example, in the Annual Report of 1877 the
lady members are reminded of the benefits that they have received, with a special mention made
that a ‘Ladies’ Reading-Room, with Lavatory, &c., attached, has been fitted up with special care,
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to insure comfort and privacy.’ 989 This, of course, was prior to the episodes of bad behaviour that
ultimately led to the ladies being removed from this room.
Although women were unable to hold office, their efforts at fundraising continued to be a vital
component of the committee’s revenue-raising activities. Throughout much of the 1870s it was
the ladies who provided the workforce and support needed to make a success of bazaars, Fine Art
Exhibitions, Promenade Concerts, soirees and other social events. Although their efforts were
firmly guided by the committee it was the women on whom the committee relied. On each
occasion the committee took care to publicly acknowledge the contribution made by the ladies.
For instance a Grand Fancy Bazaar, held in 1872, brought in a profit of ₤890, a result that was
acknowledged in the next Annual Report, which stated that:
the hearty thanks of the committee and members are due to the ladies for this magnificent result. As some
slight acknowledgement of their debt of gratitude to the ladies, the committee decided to carry out some long
needed improvements in the Library and Ladies’ Room, having special reference to their comfort and
convenience. 990

Again in the Annual Report of 1877 the committee particularly acknowledge ‘the kind assistance
given by many ladies and gentlemen at entertainments.’ 991
Amongst the few areas within society where women were a visible and acclaimed presence were
in the fields of music, theatre and art. Musical presentations in their various forms were an
important part of the early Ballarat social calendar and the Institute was the venue for numerous
concerts and musical events. At most of these, women formed an integral part of the presentation,
often taking the lead both as singers and performers of musical instruments. The cultural and
social impact of musical events in mid-nineteenth-century Ballarat has been explored in the work
of Anne Doggett. 992 Travelling theatrical groups were regular performers in the Institute. Within
these groups, female performers often took a leading role. Newspapers provided full reports of
their performances, even when their reports were critical. 993 Paintings by female artists were also
well represented in the Fine Art Exhibitions held by the Institute. In some instances these works
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were purchased by the Institute to be used as prizes in the Art Unions that were conducted in
conjunction with the exhibitions. 994
The initial lack of other suitable venues within the Ballarat district had ensured that during the
1860s many district institutions and groups had become accustomed to using the Institute as a
venue for their activities. Despite a greater availability of alternative venues in the 1870s 995 the
Institute remained the most socially acceptable choice for many institutions, including churches,
charity groups and for political meetings.

Religion and Politics — The Clash of Conservative and Radical
Despite the original British view that religion and politics were to be excluded, the Ballaarat
Mechanics’ Institute had chosen to take a different course. From its inception such issues were
regularly discussed and a number of Protestant churches such as the Unitarian, Congregational,
Anglican and Mormons made use of the large lecture hall for their meetings and services. Groups
such as the Bible Society regularly hired a room for their meetings and of course the Temperance
Society frequently lectured to large audiences in the main hall. The Presbyterian Association also
held their regular meetings in the Institute during the first half of this decade.
Other religious denominations were also able to use the Institute’s facilities for meetings and
services until their own buildings were established. Less well-known religious groups such as the
Plymouth Brethren were welcomed, and a review of advertisements in local newspapers during
this period reveals that a number of rooms at the Institute were utilised by several different
denominations. Most of these religious groups996 had yet to build their own churches and meeting
rooms and the Mechanics’ Institute building was both centrally located and had sufficient room
to accommodate the largest of congregations.
One of the Institute’s strongest supporters was the Presbyterian minister, Reverend Henderson,
who had been involved in the early meetings prior to the establishment of the Institute, and
continued both as a member and for several years as a committeeman. In later years his name was
to be found on several letters of complaint concerning the Art Unions and some of the
entertainments held at the Institute. His signature was amongst those on the letters protesting
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against the final Art Union and also the entertainment by Mademoiselle Franzini, both of which
were mentioned earlier.
Similarly, a number of politicians were amongst the earliest supporters of the Mechanics’
Institute. J B Humffray and Peter Lalor, both colonial parliamentarians, were able to lobby
successfully for several grants to the Institute. Later politicians amongst the members included W
C Smith, John Cathie, Joseph Jones and W M K Vale, as well as local mayor J A Doane who had
unsuccessfully stood for parliament. Each of these men had an involvement in the Institute from
its inception and it would therefore have been both impracticable and impossible to exclude
political discussion.
It is evident that the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute differed in its approach to issues of politics
and religion from those early Institutes in England. There are a number of obvious reasons for the
divergent viewpoint on these issues. In the first instance, the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute was
not established until 1859, nearly forty years after the first British Institutes. By this time, many
of those early Institutes, and the culture within which they existed, had evolved to such an extent
that politics and religion were no longer barred. 997 Secondly, the culture surrounding the
Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute was quite different from that of Britain during the nineteenth
century. The egalitarianism that Hirst contends was so influential during this period makes it
easier to identify why Ballarat, and in this instance the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute, evolved
and developed in the manner that it did.
The less rigid class structure in the colony and a similar gap in the perceived authority of the
Anglican Church provided an opportunity for younger men with vision and energy. With
sufficient financial backing, these men were able to establish and develop institutions such as the
Mechanics’ Institute, in this rapidly evolving district. The uncertainty of gold mining, the
fluctuating population and the enormous riches being discovered on the goldfields had provided a
catalyst for such men to take a leading role in this development that would not have been possible
in Britain.
With a singular lack of other suitable venues during these early years, the Institute quickly
became a meeting place for prominent local men and it was improbable that the committee would
ever have been able to prevent discussion on politics or religion even had they wished to do so.
Their choice of J B Humffray as the first president was a clear indication that there was little
inclination to take a non-political stance. The support and interest shown by these well-known
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men, although vital for the early success of the Institute, was to later have a somewhat negative
influence, as many in the wider community came to view the Institute as a haven for the middle
class, rather than as somewhere they would feel welcomed and at ease. 998
One other important reason for the acceptance of both politics and religion within the Institute
was because of their economic importance. The income generated from hiring rooms to religious
groups and for political meetings cannot be overstated. This chapter, in particular, has shown just
how dependent the Institute was on the income derived from the hire of its facilities by these and
other outside organisations. 999

Conclusions
The English author and social commentator Anthony Trollope, who visited Ballarat in 1871, was
so impressed by the town’s rapid development that he remarked that it was not only its youth, but
‘that a town so well built, so well ordered, endowed with present advantages so great in the way
of schools, hospitals, libraries, hotels, public gardens, and the like, should have sprung up so
quickly with no internal advantages of its own other than that of gold.’ 1000 Trollope clearly
recognised the importance of gold to both the extent of the district’s social, educational and
institutional development and the rapidity with which it had been achieved.
For the Institute committee and members, this decade was a period of almost unrelenting
fundraising, culminating in the repayment of a debt that had stretched from the Institute’s
inception. Through their willingness to put at risk their personal finances, the committee
demonstrated its faith in the ultimate value of the Institute to the local community. The struggle
to repay the building debt provides evidence of the level of local community support for the
Institute. Notwithstanding the best efforts of the Institute committee, without local support the
major debt would have been overwhelming.
The size and grandeur of the Institute building engendered community respect. In a district with
few alternate venues of such quality and size, the Institute building remained the focus of
numerous community activities, ensuring that the Institute remained the fulcrum of social life,
community gatherings and secular adult education. During this decade the Institute began to
move away from its earlier strong support for a philosophy that promoted the Institute as a place
where all classes could mix together in an ‘egalitarian’ spirit. It was taking on a more identifiable
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colonial style and adapting to the evolving Ballarat society, which was becoming more class
conscious.
The Institute continued to consciously position itself as a social, cultural and educational leader
within the Ballarat district. As we have seen, throughout the 1870s and despite its indigent
financial position, the committee chose to continue making extensive improvements and
alterations to the rooms, enabling them to further claim that the Institute’s facilities were superior
to those of any other Institute in the colony, and even more importantly, superior to other venues
in Ballarat. The physical presence of the Institute building, and the high standard of both dress
and behaviour imposed on members, combined to present an image of respectability. In addition,
the adult classes and lectures, and the availability of a number of rooms that could be hired by
outside groups and organisations, further emphasised the Institute’s position.
Whilst the membership costs were a bar for some people, others believed that the cost was
justified in order to access the Institute’s facilities. It has been seen that the committee, on
occasion, were willing to take a lenient stance regarding those who faced financial hardship in
paying their membership fees. Providing free or reduced admission to all of the Institute’s
activities ensured that the benefits of membership were clear to all. However, despite the high
ideals of the Institute to provide rational self-improvement and moral enhancement to its
members, it was the leisure and entertainment facilities that were most popular. The museum, the
library and reading room, the smoking room and later the billiard room, all offered social and
reading opportunities in a semi-formal setting.
The School of Design, in particular, received widespread community support. It has been
suggested that several later institutions, such as the School of Mines’ Art School and the Ballarat
Fine Art Gallery ‘were born in the Mechanics’ Institute.’ 1001 At the very least these later
institutions were influenced by the presence of the School of Design.
For women however, the changes were less easily discernible. Despite being given the right to
become Lady Members without the need for their fathers to be members, they remained deprived
of any opportunity to take part in the management of the Institute and their actions and behaviour
within the Institute were controlled and regulated. Their presence was accepted, subject to their
conforming to a rigid code of behaviour, this acceptance, and their value to the committee, would
appear to lie in their fundraising efforts. Although they were encouraged to participate in the
social, cultural and educational aspects of the Institute, including the library, women were seldom
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invited to present lectures. No women were employed as teachers in the School of Design,
although they were strongly represented amongst the students, and it was through their
participation in these classes that many were later to find employment as teachers or governesses
elsewhere. Within the Institute, the role of women remained as it had been when the Institute
began. Their needs and their comfort were considered, and provided that they conducted
themselves in a respectable manner their position within the Institute was secure.
By 1880 the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute held a position within the local community that was
both socially and financially secure. During much of this time the contribution of both
committees and members was enormous. In both time and financially, these men and women
ensured that the Institute debt was repaid, the library expanded, the School of Design classes
remained popular, the billiard room flourished and entertainments for the whole community
continued to be organised. The committees that followed were to adopt a more leisurely approach
to building on the foundations laid by previous leaders of the Institute. Through the willingness
of successive committees to accommodate changing community needs, the Institute had realised
many of the aims that it had espoused at its establishment, and evolved into an organisation that
held a position amongst the leaders in the development of what by this time had become a vibrant,
sophisticated colonial city.
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Chapter 7
Discussion and Conclusion
‘…social history makes sense only when placed within the context of a kind
of historical anthropology of Englishness, of a study of the specificity and
peculiarity of the dominant forms which were inherited from Britain.’
David Goodman, Gold Seeking Victoria and California in the 1850s, St Leonards,
Allen & Unwin Pty Ltd, 1994, p. xiii.

Goodman’s argument above has particular relevance to this thesis, as it was the dominance of the
British cultural experience brought by prospectors to the Ballarat goldfields that was such an
important factor in deciding the course of Ballarat’s later development into a flourishing
community. As Serle 1002 has said, it was the intellectual quality of many of these men, and the
lack of strictly defined class categories, that combined to give them the opportunity to establish a
local culture along more democratic lines than existing British culture. The general prosperity of
the district meant that even if unsuccessful in their search for gold, many men were able to create
flourishing businesses on the goldfields. This egalitarian culture manifested itself most strongly
to the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute by 1880.
This study has shown that during the first twenty years of its establishment, the Ballaarat
Mechanics’ Institute became a pivotal factor in the everyday lives of many Ballarat residents.
From its hopeful beginnings in 1859, the committee had steered it through the troublesome 1860s
and early 1870s, when debt threatened to destroy all they had worked for. Its reputation, fiercely
guarded by the committee, made the Institute, by 1880, both a haven of respectability and a
centre for social activity and learning. During this time the city changed from the earlier raw,
unsophisticated period of the early 1850s to become one of the most acclaimed inland cities in
the colony. Newly prominent civic leaders within this evolving community took pride in the
grand Victorian buildings being erected, and the growing attention being given to cultural
institutions. At the same time there was also a developing class structure, as the district moved
away from its more egalitarian beginnings during the gold rush.
There was no single reason for the success of the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute during this
period. A number of factors combined to ensure that it grew from its small beginnings in 1859 to
become one of the most important centres for cultural, social and educational enrichment in the
Ballarat district. Its progress owed much to the initial youthful enthusiasm, skill and commitment
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shown by its early supporters. This was enhanced by the growing maturity of the city and the
relative stability of its population. All of this, of course, was bolstered by the consistent richness
of the gold being mined throughout the local area.
Despite the impediments placed in the way of those attempting to establish the Institute, these
men demonstrated a commitment to both the Institute and to their vision of what this goldfields
community could become in future years. They showed an attachment to the city that was
remarkable, given the transient nature of many goldfields and the short period of time that most
had been in the district. This research concludes that the city that eventually developed over the
ensuing decades owed much to the vision and enthusiasm of these early diggers, and to their
determination to establish a culture that in many ways reflected a British model, but without the
entrenched class divisions. This is not to say that the earlier egalitarianism, shown so clearly on
the diggings, remained without change. In its place there began to evolve a society that reflected
the British model, with a recognisable set of class distinctions. As Hirst suggests, the difference
lay in the right of individuals to aspire to political and social leadership, in a manner that was not
readily available to them in older, more established societies.

Although Chapter 2 discussed a number of possible theoretical frameworks, it was Louis Hartz’s
‘radical fragmentation theory’ 1003 and J B Hirst’s work on the importance of ‘egalitarianism’ to
the development of colonial society 1004 that initially suggested the best explanation for the
manner of Ballarat’s development during these early years of settlement. This study has, however,
indicated that there is insufficient evidence to support Hartz’s contention that Australian
colonisation, and particularly that of Ballarat, was based on a radical social fragment. Although
the early gold rush period could be classed as radical, particularly in the way that the miners
fought for their rights, later development took on many aspects of a more conservative British
culture.
In contrast, Hirst’s ‘egalitarianism’ was clearly demonstrated during the early gold rush period
when diggers formed bonds of ‘mateship’ that were not based on social position. This
egalitarianism, although it became diluted, flowed through to later decades. It expressed itself by
the way in which these early residents were willing to spend both time and money in establishing
a local culture and local institutions that benefited not only themselves, but also those less
fortunate in the Ballarat community. Specifically, Hirst’s analysis of the nature of ‘cultural
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dependence’ and the significance of the lack of both an elite upper class and a poor, uneducated
lower class can be seen as an exemplification of life on the Ballarat goldfields, both in its initial
stages of settlement and also to some extent during succeeding decades. This research has shown
that the manner in which Ballarat’s culture evolved was particularly influenced by the lack of a
dominant upper class, and the egalitarianism that was present on the goldfields during the first
half of the 1850s. Early prospectors valued the comradeship that was to be found on the diggings
and this ‘mateship’ was carried through to the more settled period that followed.
The role played by local newspapers in galvanising community support for an Institute of
learning in Ballarat cannot be over-emphasised. Local newspapers, particularly the Ballarat
Times and Ballarat Star, were especially influential in demonstrating support for those who had
evinced an interest in establishing a Mechanics’ Institute. The exhortations of the editors of these
newspapers put pressure on the consciences of the community to overcome the obstacles and
work together to remedy a lack that was described as ‘the blot upon the escutcheon of the
town.’ 1005 This strong support from newspaper editors would seem to suggest a radical element
amongst publishers during the 1850s. This was in contrast to some editorials during the 1860s
and 1870s that denounced the Mechanics’ Institute for staging entertainments they considered did
not meet the more culturally circumscribed standards of these later decades.
The strong antipathy between residents of Ballarat East and Ballarat West inhibited co-operative
efforts to establish a Mechanics’ Institute. Part of this ill-feeling stemmed from issues of
emerging class distinctions. The first residents of Ballarat West were predominantly associated
with the colonial authorities, or those who had been successful miners-cum-businessmen. The
well-laid out streets of Ballarat West, where the troopers’ camp was situated, overlooked Ballarat
East, contrasting to the less structured, often disorderly district which remained, during the 1850s
and early 1860s, the most mined area in the district, and the centre of commerce and recreation.
Further inhibiting the creators of the Institute, were the competing interests of many groups
attempting to establish differing types of Institutes and the unwillingness of supporters of these
groups to merge into a single venture.
The men who eventually succeeded in establishing the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute were
prominent amongst the group who were later to become the stalwarts of many other community
organisations. They were not upper class; they were, in the main, miners and tradesmen; men
such as Andrew Anderson, who were later to establish themselves as middle-class politicians,
businessmen and philanthropists. The recognised middle class in goldfields’ society was a much
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more fluid group than in Britain, and men aspired to be accepted as gentlemen, rather than seek
higher honours. Their philanthropic spirit was epitomised in a desire to not only establish a
Mechanics’ Institute, but to ensure that the building they constructed would reflect their
commitment and belief in their adopted city. Although they were clearly intent on establishing an
Institute that echoed their remembered images of the British Institutes of their youth, the scope to
do so was only available to them in the colonies.
Once established, the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute was able to play a major role in influencing
the development of Ballarat’s emerging culture. The core aims of the Institute remained fixed
during these first two decades. Following the lack of success of many of the early educational
classes, the committee adapted to meet community demands by developing classes in drawing,
singing, dancing, and French, and these classes equipped young women for positions as teachers
and governesses. The School of Design classes were so successful that they led to the
establishment of other similar schools within the district, and ultimately the germ of the Arts
Academy of the University of Ballarat. The School of Design was the one area where the
Institute proved immensely beneficial for women. Whilst they were excluded from any
management role within the Institute, they were the principal, if unintended, beneficiaries of the
classes.
The second core aim of the Institute was to provide a library that would enable members to
obtain ‘literary, scientific, and other useful knowledge.’ 1006 So successful was the committee in
this aim that the library grew from a small collection of some 400 volumes by the first Annual
Meeting, to one that was to hold over fifteen thousand books by 1880, 1007 as well as numerous
newspapers and journals. Members borrowed many thousands of the books in the circulating
library each year. Despite some small quibbles regarding the large number of novels and popular
reading material held by the Institute, the library remained one of the most successful aspects of
the Institute’s activities.
Another of the core aims of the Institute was the delivery of lectures. From its inception, the
committee sought to present lectures that would be morally uplifting, provide useful knowledge,
and be entertaining. Despite some complaints that the lectures were not of a high ‘scientific’
quality, the popular tone of the talks proved more accessible to the audience. Many of the
district’s religious leaders were pleased to give lectures, adding an element of authority. The role
of religion on the goldfields differed from the British experience. The church was never able to
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establish the same authority on the goldfields that existed in Britain. Ballarat’s religious
observance during the 1850s and 1860s was dominated by the non-conformists, particularly the
Methodist/Wesleyans. These religious leaders were men who had the education and expertise in
public speaking to enable them to speak before audiences of upwards of seven hundred, drawn
from throughout the local community. Although their lectures were generally not focussed on
religious issues, the lengthy reports published in local newspapers indicate that most had a strong
moral thread. This study has argued that the link between the various religious leaders and the
Mechanics’ Institute in Ballarat was one example of the differences between early British
Institutes and those established in the colonies. The linking of local churches to the widely
acknowledged ‘morally uplifting’ aims of Mechanics’ Institutes, although a departure from the
early Mechanics’ Institutes in Britain, was not quite so remarkable or radical as it might at first
seem, given the lack of established churches on the goldfields.
The museum, another of the initial aims of the Institute, flourished for a short period of time.
However, lack of space eventually led to its abandonment. The large collection of mineralogical
specimens, donated by Professor Abel, was eventually handed over to the Ballarat School of
Mines. In place of the museum, the committee established a billiard room, which for many years
proved both financially rewarding and a popular social and recreational activity for the members.
The committee’s decision to set aside this room for billiards was contentious at the time, as
billiards was not considered an ‘uplifting’ social activity. This was one instance when the
committee of the time was willing to disregard the more conservative element and cater to
popular taste.
Where the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute, along with many other Institutes in the colonies,
differed from Institutes in Britain, was that from its inception issues of politics and religion
became an integral component of everyday discussion. The willingness of the Institute to allow,
and even encourage, political discussion owed much to the support given to the Institute by local
politicians, although the ‘radical energies’ 1008 released at Eureka ensured that politics played an
important role on the goldfields. Most British Institutes, at least in their initial stage, discouraged
any discussion of a religious or political nature. The Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute clearly
benefited from political support. This was in contrast to British Institutes, which were privately
funded rather than receiving financial support from government. In the colonial situation, it was
this government support, in the form of grants of land, funding allocations for buildings and ongoing annual book grants, which sustained the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute, and many other
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similar Institutes, during their formative years. Vice-regal patronage of the Ballaarat Mechanics’
Institute has also been identified in the gift of books, Life Memberships, official visits to open
Exhibitions, and the farewell banquet given to commemorate the departure of Governor Barkly in
1863. These links to powerful political figures were important to the public’s perception of the
position of the Institute within Ballarat’s developing culture. They also provided some indication
of how the committee wanted the Institute’s role in the community to be projected.

From its inception the variety of recreational activities to be found within the Institute’s
walls, combined with the access it gave to all sections of the community to gather
together, enhanced its standing within the wider Ballarat community. The Mechanics’
Institute building became a meeting place, a social venue, library, school, museum, the
site of political and religious meetings and an acceptable avenue through which females
were able to broaden their social, cultural and educational horizons. The issue of
‘respectability’ was an important nineteenth-century consideration, particularly for
women. Therefore, the Institute’s social and cultural standing within the local community
was a significant issue.

The Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute was specifically established for the use and benefit of the
entire local community, which again distinguishes it from most early Mechanics’ Institutes in
Britain, which were set up to cater specifically for the illiterate working classes. It is clear that
this disparity of aims was recognised and acknowledged by those who were the Institute’s
strongest supporters. The expectation that the Mechanics’ Institute would be utilised by all
sections of the Ballarat community was clearly spelt out from its inception. The men who had
worked so hard to establish the Institute did so in the clear expectation that not only were they
establishing an Institute for those in the community who were in need of education, but that they
themselves would receive a tangible benefit in the form of lectures, the library, and the social
activities provided by the Institute. These men were admirable examples of Samuel Smiles’
philosophy of ‘God helps those who help themselves.’ 1009 They were also clearly supporters of
the local newspaper editorial which had declared the establishment of a Mechanics’ Institute a
‘Public Want and a Public Duty.’ 1010
1009
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Although it was intended to attract members from all classes, there is less clear evidence to
support a contention that the committee was successful in doing so. It is obvious from the use
made of its facilities that support for the Institute was widespread. However, this did not
necessarily translate into attracting new members to the Institute. The general community was
welcomed at most events held in the Institute, although non-members were not allowed to borrow
books from the circulating library. By the late 1870s the Institute was undoubtedly identified with
the respectable, middle class. Its code of behaviour and dress, aligned with the imposing grandeur
of its building and the cost of membership, would appear to have deterred many working-class
men and women from seeking membership, hence leading to the birth of the City of Ballarat Free
Library and Reading Rooms. They may have seen the Mechanics’ Institute as an attempt to
recreate British society and culture in this colonial setting. Indeed, this thesis has argued that by
the 1880s much of the culture within the Institute was a reflection of middle-class values, rather
than liberal or radical egalitarianism.
The Fine Art Exhibitions, bazaars, balls, soirees, auctions and musical evenings were almost
always favourably received. It was not until the latter part of the 1870s that some aspects of the
Mechanics’ Institute’s activities were called into question by a group of mainly non-conformist
church leaders. On this occasion the committee held to their right to manage the Institute’s
business without interference from outside religious groups. So we see that although the support
of church leaders was important to the Mechanics’ Institute, particularly during the 1860s and
early 1870s, there was a clear limit to the influence these religious leaders were able to exert over
the more secular aims of the committee. It is possible that by the late 1870s, with the building
debt finally repaid and the Institute’s position within the local community securely established,
the committee may have taken the view that it no longer needed the strong support of religious
leaders. This latter point, however, is counteracted by the public perception that the Institute was
growing increasingly conservative, more in line with a gentlemen’s club.
The influential social position of the Mechanics’ Institute was particularly noticeable in the
context of community events. Newspapers during the 1860s and 1870s provide ample evidence
of the number of events held in the Institute building. Whilst many of these were organised by the
committee of the Institute, advertisements in local newspapers show that numerous community
organisations were using the Institute’s facilities to conduct a wide range of events. The Institute
held a position of non-sectarian respectability within the local community that ensured both men
and women were able to use its facilities without putting their respectability into question. The
scope of activities conducted under its auspices and the wide range of community groups
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utilizing its facilities, ensured that the Institute was in a position to provide a significant influence
over many aspects of Ballarat’s cultural, social and adult educational life.
This study has found that information specifically relating to the contribution of women was
absent in most official records of the Institute. However, this does not mean that women were not
present, or that their contribution was any less important to the long-term viability of the Institute.
In keeping with the social mores of the period, women generally did not take a prominent public
role. Their contribution to the finances of the Institute was, however, highly valued. As has been
shown, it was to the women that the committee of the Mechanics’ Institute turned when
fundraising activities became necessary, and it was the women who organised, contributed to,
and often ran most of the successful ventures such as fancy bazaars, soirees, musical
entertainments and festivals.
Fundraising was not the only activity open to female members of the Institute. Although they
could not vote, and were precluded from standing for election to the committee of management,
women had access to most of the Institute’s activities. In particular, the library was available to
both women and junior members. The Institute’s records show that women were the most
consistent borrowers of books, and that the committee made special efforts to provide books,
magazines and journals that would appeal to the tastes of female members. Women were also
encouraged to attend the public lectures and classes provided by the Mechanics’ Institute. This
study has shown that the Mechanics’ Institute provided a safe, socially acceptable location for
women to gather.
This thesis has demonstrated the significant influence provided by the Ballaarat Mechanics’
Institute over the developing culture of Ballarat during this period. Although the role of the
Institute has been too often marginalised or neglected, this study has shown the influence
provided by the Institute was a vital force within Ballarat society. Despite perceptions in some
quarters that the Institute ultimately catered for the needs of British-born middle-class men, it has
been shown that during much of the period from 1859 to 1880, the Institute provided a site for
cultural engagement irrespective of class, gender or religious denomination. The aim of the
Institute, clearly expressed by both committee and newspapers, was to allow all sections of the
community access to membership. To some extent, the aims appear to have the intention of
allowing all of Ballarat to aspire to middle-class status.
The Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute, through its various activities; from the standards that it set;
and the social position it held within the Ballarat community, was able to achieve significant
influence over the social, cultural and educational development of its local community. From it
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sprang the Ballarat School of Mines and Ballarat Fine Art Gallery, two institutions that remain a
focus for education and cultural inspiration today.
This study has shown that the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute, during its first two decades, from
1859 to 1880, provided a determining influence over the way in which the Ballarat community
evolved. Though the standards that it set, and the way that it opened its doors to all sections of
the community, the Institute became an integral part of the lives of most Ballarat residents. It was
the one venue where everyone was able to gather for educational, recreational and social
occasions. The standards set by successive committees were a clear symbol of the aspirations of
many within the Ballarat district.

Epilogue
The Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute remains today a symbol of nineteenth century cultural
aspirations. Unlike its competitor, the Ballarat East Free Public Library, which was later absorbed
into the City of Ballarat Library, the Institute continues to maintain a membership of over 600.
Despite many challenges, including two World Wars, the Institute has adapted to retain its
relevance and a degree of popularity amongst the Ballarat population. During the Second World
War the Institute was closed on Sundays, as an austerity measure, and also perhaps as a sign of
the evolving social culture of Ballarat. Through all of this, the Institute remained firm in its goals,
changing only enough to retain at least some of its popularity with the local community. Women
were allowed to become full members in the 1980s. Miss L McArdle was to become the first
female president of the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute in 1985. The twentieth century role of the
Institute has been little researched and provides enormous scope for studying social and cultural
development.
By the beginning of the twenty-first century, the Institute building was in urgent need of
considerable renovation. Recent committees have been fortunate in having as members, men and
women who still exhibit the same enthusiasm and commitment to the Institute’s future as those
who worked to strenuously to see the Institute established. Government, and private, grants have
been obtained to enable renovation of the building so that it will again be available for general
community use.
The library remains popular with members and new volumes are added regularly. However, it is
the archival collection that has the potential to provide the most rewarding future research.
Newspapers held at the Institute comprise one of the most complete repositories of local history
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from the earliest publications up to the present time. Together with the Institute’s almost
complete accounts of meetings, correspondence and financial records, this collection will
continue to excite future researchers.
In 2007 the Institute committee is again encouraging community use of the building, with local
organisations utilising some of the rooms for offices. Tours of the building are held regularly,
enabling both local and visiting groups to see and enjoy both the building and its superb library
and archival collection. Regular series of lectures are held and whilst they have yet to achieve
audiences to rival those of the 1860s and 1870s, they continue to grow in popularity, and augur
well for the future. While many of the lecturers come from the local community, some are men
and women who are recognised authorities in their fields. The committee have expressed their
determination to return the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute to its former role as a venue for public
lectures and concerts, and to encourage community use of its facilities; aims that echo the
aspirations of those men who worked so diligently to establish this exceptional community
facility.
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Appendix 1.

Catalogue of the Library of the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute
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Appendix 2.

Above: A copy of the notice of the lecture series, presented by the Ballaarat Mechanics’ Institute, 1862-3.
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Appendix 3
Organisations Hiring the Ballaarat Mechanics' Institute in 1867
1 January

Nathan Troupe repeat previous evening's
programme.

Star

02.01.1867, p. 2

2 January

Nathan Troupe give new programme of songs,
spectacles and comicalities.

Star

02.01.1867, p. 2

4 January

Nathan Troupe give Grand Juvenile Night, a
reduction made to schools.

Star

04.01.1867, p. 3

8 January

Nathan Troupe have good attendance, despite the
great attractions at the Theatre Royal.

Star

09.01.1867, p. 2

10
February

Temperance League Anniversary Festival

Star

08.02.1867, p. 3

11
February

Public tea for Temperance League.

Star

08.02.1867, p. 3

12
February

Annual festival in connection with St Paul's church.

Star

13.02.1867, p. 2

13
February

Lancashire Bellringers, singer Maria Chalker,
harpist Llewellyn Williams.

Star

14.02.1867, p. 2

15
February

Committee meeting of the Ballarat Mechanics'
Institute.

Star

19.02.1867, p. 4

18
February

Lancashire Bellringers, Chalker and Williams, with
local musicians, give concert in aid of the Peal of
Bells fund.

Star

18.02.1867, p. 3

19-23
February

Lancashire Bellringers, Chalker and Williams. One
concert given to support the Burke and Wills
monument.

Star

19.02.1867, p. 3
20.02.1867, p. 2
21.02.1867, p. 2
23.02.1867, p. 2

6 March

Choral Society concert in aid of the Orphan
Asylum. Hall was crammed. Raised £60 clear.

Star

07.03.1867, p. 2

8 March

Above programme repeated with a few changes.
Raised £64.15.6 (but not clear if this was profits of
the concert on 6 or 8 March)

Star

09.03.1867, p. 2

16 March

Mr and Mrs Gourlay's elegant entertainment, with
their son 'Little Johnny'.

Star

18.03.1867, p. 2

18 March

'Mrs McGregor's Levee'

Star

18.03.1867, p. 2
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19 March

Mr and Mrs Gourlay

Star

20.03.1867, p. 2

20 March

Gourlays performing on alternate nights. Tonight
'Mrs McGregor's Levee'.

Star

20.03.1867, p. 2

22 March

Gourlays' entertainment for the benefit of Little
Johnny.

Star

22.03.1867, p. 3

25 March

Final performance of the Gourlays

Star

25.03.1867, p. 2

29 March

Mr Saul Solomon (electro biological entertainer)
and pianist Coleman Jacobs perform in aid of the
Ballarat East Public Library.

Star

30.03.1867, p. 2

9 April

Annual musical demonstration of the Wesleyan
School. Crowded to excess.

Star

10.04.1867, p. 2

11 April

Annual soiree of St Andrew's Presbyterian church.

Star

12.04.1867, p. 2

13 April

Mr Crook's magic lantern show didn't attract
sufficient numbers to warrant the exhibition.

Star

15.04.1867, p. 2

19 April
(Good
Friday)

Harmonic Society presents Samson. Crowded hall.

Star

22.04.1867, p. 4

22 April
(Easter
Monday)

Sixth anniversary of the Pioneer Tent of Rechabites.
Crowded hall.

Star

23.04.1867, p. 2

3 May

Mrs Oldham's (dancing teacher) evening class
commences this half-quarter.

Star

03.05.1867, p. 3

4 May

Mrs Oldham's juvenile class commences

Star

03.05.1867, p. 3

6 May

Christy's Minstrels begin 12 night season. Opening
Star
night crowded, nearly all 12 nights had good houses.

07.05.1867 p. 2

29 May

Madame Carandini, her 2 daughters and Walter
Sherwin (singers and pianists) for four nights.

Star

29.05.1867, p. 3

6 June

Carandinis and Sherwin, with a local performer,
give sacred and secular concert.

Star

06.06.1867, p. 3

7 June

Carandinis and Sherwin, Grand Fashionable Night,
benefit of Madame Carandini.

Star

07.06.1867, p. 3

10 June

Ballarat Choral Society secular concert, Maritana.

Star

11.06.1867, p. 3

11 June

Choral Society repeat Maritana.

Star

11.06.1867, p. 3
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14 June

Carandinis and Walter Sherwin (with some local
performers) perform for Ballarat Hospital and
Benevolent Asylum They keep half the proceeds,
said to be the usual arrangement for benefit
performances. Hall crammed in every part.

Star

14.06.1867, p. 3

17 June

Carandinis and Sherwin. Benefit for Walter
Sherwin.

Star

18.06.1867, p. 2

20 June

Rehearsal for tomorrow's concert.

Star

20.06.1867, p. 2

21 June

Harmonic Society concert. 120 performers. Only
raised enough money to cover expenses.

Star

22.06.1867, p. 2

26 June

First of the weekly entertainments of the Elocution
and Debating Society in the lecture room.

Star

27.06.1867, p. 2

10 July

Weekly entertainment of the Elocution and
Debating Society, location not mentioned but
probably the lecture room.

Star

11.07.1867, p. 3

11 July

Grand bazaar for Sebastopol Church of England
now open, band in attendance

Star

11.07.1867, p. 3

13 July

Bazaar (above) well attended.

Star

15.07.1867, p. 2

15-22 July

Kohler's Great Exhibition of Illuminated Pictures.
Includes musical items.

Star

15.07.1867, p. 3 ,

19, 20 July

Sale of remaining articles from Sebastopol bazaar in
lecture room, band in attendance.

Star

18.07.1867, p. 3

24-26 July

Barlow, vocalist and instrumentalist. Crowded
house on opening night.

Star

22.07.1867, p. 3
25.07.1867, p. 2

12 August

Allen's Ethiopian Minstrels concert for the
Benevolent and Orphan Asylums.

Star

12..08.1867, p. 3

15 August

Harmonic Society concert for benefit if Mr Turner

Star

16.08.1867, p. 3

16 August

Annual meeting in aid of the mission and general
funds of the United Church of England and Ireland
in Mechanics' Institute hall.

Star

17.08.1867, pp.
2-3

23 August

Bachelder's Grand Historic Mirror and Mechanical
Diorama is showing. Crowded hall. Last
performance on Sat 24.

Star

23.08.1867, pp.
2-3

6
September

Mr Salomon, professor of dancing and callisthenics,
will commence classes in the lecture room.
Juveniles 3 pm, adults 8 pm.

Star

20.08.1867, p. 3
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16
September

Festival for laying the foundation stone of the
United Church of England and Ireland in
Sebastopol. Soiree held in evening, in 'the
Mechanics' Institute'. May have been Sebastopol
M.I.

Star

17.09.1867, p. 2

20
September

Musical entertainment in aid of the Volunteer
Rangers. £15 raised.

Star

21.09.1867, p. 2

1 October

Soiree for the anniversary of the Excelsior tent of
the Rechabites.

Star

02.10.1867, p. 3

2 October

Entertainment, concert and readings for the Early
Closing Association.

Star

02.10.1867, p. 3

4 October

Tea meeting for the United Presbyterian Church

Star

05.10.1867, p. 2

8 October

Bazaar in aid of building fund of Dawson St Baptist
church opens, with musical entertainment.

Star

08.10.1867, p. 3

21 October

For one week. Tableaux of Paradise Lost,
illustrating Milton's famous poem.

Star

21.10.1867, p. 3

26 October

Mr Salomon, dancing teacher, announces his
juvenile classes take place in the Mechanics'
Institute lecture room on Friday and Saturday
afternoons, and his adult classes in the hall of the
Western Fire Brigade on Friday evenings.

Star

26.10.1867, p. 4

31 October

Mr George Simms and Miss Laporte entertain for 2
nights with 'Opera di camera comique'

Star

01.11.1867 p. 3

7 November

Walter Montgomery recites Macbeth from memory
in aid of the Hospital, music by Harmonic Society.
Crammed house.

Star

08.11.1867 p. 2

8 November

For 6 nights, Dr Carr lectures and demonstrates
mesmerism and psychological phenomena. Musical
items.

Star

07.11.1867 p. 3

9 November

Rehearsal for the children to sing for Prince Alfred.

Star

07.11.1867 p. 3

12
November

Meeting of teachers to arrange the children's
demonstration for Prince Alfred announced.

Star

13.11.1867, p.3

16
November

Rehearsal for the children to sing for Prince Alfred.

Star

18.11.1867, p. 2

18
November

Meeting of teachers to discuss the children's
demonstration for Prince Alfred.

Star

19.11.1867, p. 2
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22
November

Children's rehearsal for Prince's visit.

Star

22.11.1867, p. 3

23
November

Mr Barlow, vocalist and instrumentalist, for three
nights.

Star

23.11.1867, p. 2

2 December

Grand valedictory soiree and concert for the
temperance evangelist, Matthew Burnett.

Star

04.12.1867, p. 4

10
December

2 pm rehearsal for the band and principals for
tonight's and tomorrow's concerts in honour of
Prince Alfred's visit.

Star

09.12.1867, p. 3

10
December

Harmonic Society concert.

Star

11.12.1867, p. 3

11
December

Second Harmonic Society concert.

Star

12.12.1867, p. 2

18
December

Ballarat Collegiate and Grammar School Speech
Day.

Star

19.12.1867, p. 3

19
December

Ballarat College Speech Day.

Star

20.12.1867, p. 2

23
December

Harmonic Society rehearsal for The Creation.

Star

23.12.1867, p. 3

25
December

Harmonic Society performs The Creation.

Star

27.12.1867, p. 2

26
December

Welsh Eisteddfod (first day in Theatre Royal,
second day in Mechanics)

Star

27.12.1867, p. 2

27
December

Grand Soiree and musical entertainment in aid of
the new Temperance Hall.

Star

28.12.1867, p. 2
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